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Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells. Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

• The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.

• The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description. We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our con-
signors interests.

• Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full. THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

• There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases. A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check.

PAYMENT POLICY

• All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required. NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, SEPTEMBER 28, 2013. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2013.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2013.

1000. SAVAGE MILITARY MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #129981, 32 ACP, 3 13/16" barrel with a lightly frosted but
near excellent bore. This 1915-manufactured pistol retains about 60% of it original faded blue finish with considerable silvering on the
muzzle, frame and high edges. The majority of the finish is taking on a purple/brown color from past handling and oxidation. The hard
rubber grips exhibit considerable wear with the Savage logo partially worn away on the left panel, a small chip missing from the right grip
panel and an assortment of scratches and dings on both panels. This pistol features the larger slide serrations, loaded chamber indicator
and a wire lanyard loop on the butt. Included is a single, ten round, magazine that is covered with pits on about 10% of its surface.
(86081-20){C&R} (100/200)

1001. CZECH MODEL 98/22 EXPORT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #KC6427, 8mmMauser, 29" barrel with a bright very good bore.
Metal surfaces show an even brown patina turning to pewter, with areas of pitting evident on the barrel. The receiver displays clear
Czechoslovakian markings, and is stamped "8mm Turkey" on the right side. The stock is in good condition showing carry wear and mod-
erate soiling. All visible numbers match, including the floorplate and barrel bands; the bolt appears unnumbered. Included is a correct
bayonet in good condition, and a period military sling. Overall in very good condition, this is a nice representative piece for the Mauser
collector. (146128-56) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1002. CZECH MODEL 98/22 EXPORT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #KE1388, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. Metal surfaces show an even gray patina turning to silver, with areas of pitting evident along the barrel channel. The receiver displays
clear Czechoslovakian markings. The bolt is un-numbered, and displays Turkish markings on the underside of the bolt handle. The stock is
in very good condition, with the upper handguard an apparent replacement. Included is a correct bayonet in very good condition, and a mil-
itary sling. Overall a pleasing representative piece for the Mauser collector. (146128-55) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1003. GUATEMALAN CZECH MODEL VZ24 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #1605, 7mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a good
bore showing light frosting throughout. Metal surfaces show an even gray brown patina turning to silver on the high edges, with the non-
matching bolt showing pitting on the extractor. The receiver shows a clear Guatemalan crest, consisting of a Quetzal with crossed rifles
and swords. The left side of the receiver is stamped with a Czechoslvakian Zbrojovka Brno manufacturers marking. The barrel is import
marked in front of the bayonet lug. No cleaning rod is present. The stock shows moderate use and soiling, with the correct serial num-
ber faintly visible on the left side of the butt along with the added carved initials "C.A.T.". The upper handguard appears to be a period
replacement, and shows cracking adjacent to the receiver. Included is a correct CSZ marked bayonet and a military sling. A pleasing
example of the VZ24 short rifle in overall good condition. (146128-121) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1004. SYRIAN MODEL 1948 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #V28757, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. Metal surfaces of the barrel and receiver display some original finish in protected areas, with the remainder fading to a pleasing blue
gray. Import marks are evident ahead of the bayonet lug. The remaining metal furniture shows a brown patina turning to silver at the high
points, with the floorplate correctly numbered. A strong Syrian crest is evident on the top of the receiver. The bright finished bolt is cor-
rectly numbered to the rifle and shows a gray patina turning to brown on exposed surfaces. The stock is correctly numbered as well, and
remains in very good plus condition with scattered dings and usage marks. Included is correct bayonet and scabbard in very fine condi-
tion, as well as a period military sling. Overall a very nice Syrian Mauser short rifle that should make an excellent shooter. (146128-79)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1005. GREEK MODEL 1930 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY FN serial #Z5542, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a dark bore
showing pitting throughout. The metal surfaces show a gray to brown mottled patina. The receiver displays the Greek crest consist-
ing of a crowned shield with short-armed cross over the model date of 1930, along with Fabrique Nationale manufacturers markings
on the left side; no import marks are visible. The bright finished bolt displays gray patina with traces of original blue on the bolt sleeve
and safety, and is not numbered to the gun. There is no cleaning rod present. The stock remains in good condition, showing evidence
of light sanding. The correct serial number is faintly visible on the right side of the butt, with several sets of lightly hand-carved initials
on the left side. Light dings and usage marks are evident across the wood surfaces. Included is a correct un-marked bayonet in very
good to near excellent condition, and a military style sling. An interesting representative piece for the Mauser collector. (146128-45)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1006. SPANISH MODEL 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #L4488, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a dark bore show-
ing pitting throughout. Metal surfaces show an even dark brown patina with the exposed surfaces of the barrel showing light surface pit-
ting. The receiver bears the royal coat of arms of Spain over "BERLIN 1896". The bolt displays some bright metal in protected areas, with
handle and bolt sleeve showing a dark brown patina. All visible serial numbers match, including the bolt, bolt sleeve, safety, floorplate, and
triggerguard; no import marks are visible and there is no cleaning rod present. The stock is in good condition, with numerous impressions
and usage marks and appears to have a later coat of varnish added. The forend shows a repaired break between the barrel band and
bayonet lug. An un-marked period military sling is included. Overall an interesting Spanish American War-era rifle with matching num-
bers in good condition. (146128-36) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1007. TURKISH MODEL 1888/38 COMMISSION BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #10381, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a fair bore
showing darkening and frosting in the grooves. Metal surfaces show a period arsenal reblued finish with pitting along the barrel chan-
nel and scattered spots of lighter surface oxidation. A dated Turkish crest on the receiver indicates a 1936 arsenal rework at Ankara from
a Mauser 1888 commission rifle to the somewhat loose Turkish model 38 specifications of the time; no import marks are visible. The bolt
is correctly numbered to the gun, and retains some bright finish in protected areas with the remainder fading to gray. The stock appears
as a somewhat unskilled replacement of the original, no doubt occurring at the time of the rework. The rifle includes a period military
sling in fair condition, as well as a Turkish marked bayonet with a 9 5/8" blade made by shortening and re-marking an original 1888 bay-
onet. An interesting if somewhat crude example of the Turkish efforts to standardize their small arms in the 1930's. (146128-59)
{ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/300)

1008. NICARAGUAN CZECH MODEL VZ24 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #0965, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/4" barrel with a
very good bore. Exposed surfaces of the barrel show a smooth dark brown un-cleaned patina, with receiver and floorplate showing as a
mottled black brown patina. The receiver bears a Nicaraguan “circle within circle” mark on the top front, as well as Czech Zbrojovka mark-
ings on the side rail. Import markings are present adjacent to the bayonet lug. The correctly numbered bolt remains in the white, and
shows a bright as-cleaned finish. The stock is in very good condition, showing evidence of light sanding. A Nicaraguan cartouche and
correct serial number are faintly visible on the left side, with a stock disc on the right. The handguard shows cracks along the full length,
but remains intact. The rifle includes a correct bayonet in good condition, and a period military sling. An interesting example of Sandinista
armament that bears evidence of long service. (146128-120) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)
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1009. BRAZILIAN MODEL 1908 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY D.W.M. serial #B5904, 7mm Mauser, 22" barrel with a dark
about good bore showing moderate pitting throughout. Metal surfaces show dark brown patina turning to pewter at the muzzle and fore-
cap. Scattered spots of surface oxidation are evident on all surfaces. The Brazilian crest is about 50% visible on the top of the receiver,
with "MOD. 1908" stamped on the right and D.W.M. manufacturers markings on the left side rail. The bolt is in the white, turning to gray
in exposed areas. Correctly numbered parts include the bolt and trigger guard extension, with the floorplate, safety, and cocking piece
showing non-matching numbers; no cleaning rod is present. The buttplate shows heavier pitting as well as an impression at the heel that
has left the upper screw proud of the surrounding metal. The stock is in very good condition, showing typical marks and impressions from
years of use. No stock markings or cartouches are visible. The rifle includes a correct bayonet and leather scabbard both in good con-
dition, and a military style sling. (146128-17) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1010. PARAGUAYAN MODEL 1927 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY OVIEDO serial #B807, 7.65 Argentine, 22 1/2" barrel with
a dark bore showing moderate pitting throughout. The metal surfaces show dark gray black patina with brown surface oxidation in pro-
tected areas. The receiver ring displays a strong Paraguayan national crest, along with the Spanish Oviedo manufacturers marking on the
left side rail; no import marks are visible. The non-matching bolt remains in the white, turning to gray in protected areas. The stock is in
good condition, showing a rough soiled surface and a faintly visible cartouche. No cracks are apparent. Included is a correct bayonet
and scabbard in about good condition and a military style sling. (146128-117) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1011. MEXICAN MODEL 1936 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #80339P, 7mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a dark bore showing
light pitting throughout. Metal surfaces show a smooth black brown patina with light surface oxidation. An import mark is visible for-
ward of the nosecap. The front receiver ring bears a strong 1947 dated Mexican national crest. The bolt remains in the white and shows
a bright surface as-cleaned. The stock is in very good condition showing an added coat of lightly sanded varnish, as well as a 1" crack
at the upper tang. Scattered light dings and usage marks appear across the wood surface. Included is a correct bayonet in very good
condition as well as a period military sling. An interesting example of the last military Mauser adopted in 7x57, in very good condition.
(146128-10) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1012. VENEZUELAN MODEL 24/30 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY FN serial #9252, 7mm Mauser, 23 1/4" barrel with a dark,
about good bore. Metal surfaces show an even black brown patina with small areas of pitting evident on the triggerguard. The receiver
bears a strong Venezuelan national crest with Fabrique Nationale manufacturers markings present on the left side rail. The matching bolt is
in-the-white and shows a bright surface with evidence of a later polish. The stock is in very good plus condition, and shows a coat of added
varnish with associated light sanding. A correct serial number is visible on the right side above the recoil lug. In overall very good condi-
tion, the rifle includes a period military sling with quick detachable swivels. (146128-70) {C&R) [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1013. MEXICAN MODEL 1910 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #3397, 7mm Mauser, 18" barrel with an about good bore showing
frosting throughout. Metal surfaces have faded to gray brown, showing as darker brown on the floorplate and triggerguard; no import marks
are visible. The 1923 dated receiver bears a Mexican national crest. The correctly numbered bolt remains in the white, having aged to a
smooth pewter gray. The stock and handguard are nicely matched and remain in very good plus condition, showing light impressions and
usage marks across the surface. No cracks are evident. Included is a period military sling and a cleaning rod is present, although incorrect
in diameter. Overall a nice example of the 1910 carbine in very good condition. (146128-4) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball collection](200/400)

1014. ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #K5749, 7.65 Argentine, 29" barrel with a good bore
showing moderate frosting within the grooves. Metal surfaces of the barrel show a black brown patina with areas of heavier oxidation and
soiling along the barrel channel; there are no import marks visible. The barrel bands, triggerguard, and bolt release show a matte black
surface as refinished, with areas of matte black paint evident on some surfaces. The buttplate shows heavier oxidation and associated pit-
ting. The receiver retains a smooth black-brown patina with a strong Argentine crest on the front ring. Markings on the left side rail indi-
cate manufacture by Loewe of Berlin. The non-matching bolt is in-the-white turning gray brown in exposed areas, with the bolt sleeve
and safety showing bright polish. The stock remains in good condition, showing 50-60% original finish with impressions and usage marks
apparent across the surface. A 2 1/2" crack shows on both sides of the butt, approximately 1 1/2" above the toe. In overall very good
condition, this rifle includes an Argentine model 1909 bayonet with scabbard and frog, as well as a period military sling and leather ammu-
nition pouch. (146128-26) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1015. U.S. MODEL 1842 PERCUSSION MUSKET BY SPRINGFIELD .69 cal. percus-
sion, 42" barrel with an oxidized bore. Metal surfaces of the barrel show a dark brown patina with mod-

erate to heavy pitting surrounding the breechplug, bolster and tang; VP eagle proofs are still visible. The lock remains func-
tional, and shows a dark gray brown patina with lighter pitting across the surface. The lockplate shows a vertical 1845 date under

two-line SPRING/FIELD marking at the rear, along with a faintly visible US eagle mark at the center. The stock is in interesting condition,
with the entire section forward of the first barrel band being a somewhat creative earlier replacement. The replaced wood is held in place
by two barrel bands, the forward band being nearly flush with the muzzle. The wood appears to actually be walnut, with a slightly over-
size barrel channel and a section of cane fly rod replacing the original ramrod. All wood to the rear of the first barrel band is original and
remains in good condition showing earlier light cleaning along with a barrel wedge added 3 1/2" forward of the lock; no cartouche is vis-
ible. In overall amusing condition, this 1842 musket should appeal to a collector of both U.S. martial firearms and vintage fly fishing equip-
ment. (146121-34) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1016. GERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY DWM serial #6003m, 9 mm, 4" barrel with a very good bore which shows strong rifling but
with minor frosting in the grooves more prominent near the throat. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue, the loss is due pri-
marily to even fading on the barrel, high edges and contact point wear. There is sparsely scattered light surface oxidation present in some
areas and a few spots of very light pinprick pitting. The straw parts have faded primarily to gray on the left side of the gun showing some
very good color on the ejector and magazine release on the right side. All of the visible numbers are matching including the firing pin. The
firing pin shows a repaired nose and the milled recess in the bolt itself into-which the firing pin retainer keys, has broken out rearward, no
doubt due to some catastrophic failure that broke the firing pin and has resulted in the left side front of the toggle link being cracked (basi-
cally this means the firing pin retainer does not keep the firing pin in the bolt recess). Currently the gun will not fire. The checkered wal-
nut grips rate good to perhaps very good with some minor flattening of the points, more prominent on the left grip, they are stamp-num-
bered to the gun. Included is one bright-bodied wood base magazine marked only "Germany" with the body of the magazine showing a
number of dents and wrinkles. Overall a good 1916-dated Luger which needs some professional attention. (36188-6) {C&R} (400/600)
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1017. CUTE BELGIAN CHILD'S PATTERN 1853 ENFIELD PERCUSSION MUSKET This is a neat and
diminutive musket, patterned after the British Enfield pattern 1853 rifle-musket. It is about .41 caliber smoothbore with a 29

1/2" round barrel and a lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a dark gray and brown patina showing some strong
traces of original black japanning with some light pitting in the area of the nipple and its bolster. There are Belgian proofs in this area with
the top-flat numbered "309". The lockplate shows traces of some smoky case colors but is predominantly a soft brown. The gun features
an iron Enfield-style nosecap, dual bands and sling swivels with iron triggerguard and buttplate. The English walnut stock rates about very
good with the overall minor dings and handling marks one would expect from the years of "soldiering", also with some good varnish remain-
ing. The lock is mechanically functional and the ramrod is slightly bent at its tip. Overall length is about 44 1/4". A quality Belgian child's

musket. (35886-7) {ANTIQUE} (700/900)

1018. BELGIAN CHILD'S PERCUSSION FOWLER About 24 ga., 30" part octagon
part round barrel with a turned medial at the point of transition and a lightly oxidized bore. The barrel

is a primarily smooth pewter gray and lightly freckled brown patina with a simple half-moon front blade sight. There
is a single Belgian proof atop the barrel flat and minor pitting in the area of the nipple bolster. Somewhat spartan, the

unmarked lock is primarily a dull gun metal gray with light pinprick pitting while the iron triggerguard and iron buttplate are a pewter
and brown patina. The European walnut stock rates very good showing an old light cleaning with a checkered wrist, now primarily flat-

topped. The butt exhibits some minor drying cracks from the years with another drying crack at the ramrod recess. There are two simple
iron ramrod thimbles and what is likely the original wooden ramrod with brass tip is present. Stock shows a few areas of dark oxidation
staining from the years but they are unobtrusive, the butt showing some nice grain and the initials "J.xB.xG." have been lightly incise-carved
into the right side of the butt. Overall length is 44". An attractive little child's fowler overall. (36123-2) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1019. RUGER AMERICAN MODEL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #690-80810, 243 Win, 22" barrel with an as-new, unfired bore. The
metal surfaces retain all their original factory satin blue finish while the synthetic stock rates excellent-as new with its factory applied adver-
tising stickers intact. This rifle is as-new in its original box. The rifle went from factory to distributor and comes directly from an FFL, never
having transferred on a 4473. There are two very light abrasions in the matte finish on the left side of the barrel near the barrel address,
they do not breech the blue (it was a result of improper shipping, the bolt was not properly secured in the shipping carton). These
American rifles feature a hammer forged, free-floating barrel, adjustable trigger, convenient tang-mounted safety and a detachable box
magazine. Includes the original box numbered to the gun with all paperwork and a Ruger padlock; there are factory Weaver-style bases
atop the receiver. (36123-1) (300/400)

1020. SMITH & WESSON 32 SA NO. 1 1/2 REVOLVER serial #77889, 32 RF, 3 1/2" ribbed round barrel with a very good bore.
The metal surfaces are an overall mix of mottled gray-blue and tarnished pewter gun metal gray beneath, showing scattered light pitting
which is generally light. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good showing an old cleaning, still fitting very well; they are stamp-num-
bered to the gun. The gun seems to function well mechanically, barrel-to-frame fit is only slightly loose. The revolver comes in a light-
weight wooden box with covered wagon motif on the lid. (36075-8) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1021. SHARPS MODEL 1B PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #1482, 22 RF, 2 1/2" four-barrel cluster with fair bores. The barrel cluster is
an even mix of fading original blue and toned pewter gray on the high edges, the blue confined chiefly to the flutes; there is some light pin-
prick pitting at the muzzles. The frame has been lightly cleaned many years ago and is now starting to reacquire a goldenrod patina, some
of the markings being slightly light. The two-piece rosewood grips rate very good plus to near excellent as neatly re-finished, the left grip
with a tiny chip missing at its rear. The gun seems to function well mechanically, barrel-to-frame fit is slightly loose. The gun comes in an
attractive hardwood box with carved flower motif, the interior neatly fitted in green baize. (36162-48) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1022. ALLEN & THURBER BAR HAMMER
PEPPERBOX serial #461, .31 cal. percus-
sion, 2 5/8" five-barrel cluster with about very
good smooth bores. The barrel cluster retains
about 98% later, good-quality blue with good
"Allen & Thurber" and "Worcester" markings
between the flutes, also showing scattered light
pinprick pitting beneath. The frame has integral
nipple shields and has been lightly cleaned to a
pewter gun-metal gray, retaining some light oxi-
dation staining and pinprick pits but with the
loose scroll engraving still fully evident. The
hammer and trigger are a mottled smoky pur-
ple-gray, the hammer "Allen's patent" marked.
The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus as
refinished. The gun seems to function well
mechanically and comes in a hardwood jewelry
box with modern oil bottle, modern bag-shaped
flask and antique dual-cavity bullet mould. An
attractive assemblage overall. (36162-57)
{ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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1023. BACON ARMS COMPANY PEPPERBOX PIS-
TOL serial #583, 22 RF, 2 1/2" six-shot barrel cluster with
good bores. The barrel cluster rates very good as lightly
cleaned showing slightly softened edges on the flutes, pri-
marily a dark gray and lighter brown patina with some scat-
tered light pitting. The iron frame has been cleaned to an
overall bright pewter patina retaining some light oxidation
staining and some light pinprick pits; the hammer and trig-
ger primarily a soft brown. The smooth rosewood grips rate
very good plus as refinished showing a couple filled chips
or dings on the right grip. The knurling on the barrel pin nut
is now smooth, the head of the nut now slightly ovoid. The
arm seems to function well mechanically. This unmarked
specimen comes in a wooden presentation box with carved
floral motif and green baize interior. A good example over-
all. (36162-59) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1024. REMINGTON SAW HANDLE VEST POCKET DERINGER
serial #R75, 30 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a good bore. The metal surfaces are
an overall dark pewter patina with some lightly scattered brown oxidation
staining. The octagonal breech section shows some light and some mod-
erate pitting, the right side with some tool marks which appear to have
been an effort to remove some of the pitted steel. The smooth rosewood
grips rate about very good, now devoid of finish but still fitting very well.
The mechanism seems to function properly and there is a small German

silver front sight in place. A good example overall of the rare 30 caliber RF size No. 2 Deringer. Included is a small leather-covered wood-
en jewelry box. (36075-5) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1025. COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #216443, .31 cal. percussion, 4" octagon barrel with an
about good bore. The metal surfaces are overall moderately cleaned and are now primarily a bright gunmetal silver. The triggerguard and
backstrap have toned to a goldenrod patina. The one-piece walnut grip rates very good as neatly refinished, the metal only slightly proud
in a couple spots. All of the serial numbers are matching but the wedge, nearly all of the markings have been removed from the gun
including the cylinder scene and barrel address, the "Colts" on the left side of the frame still visible. There are remnants of pitting scat-
tered about, most prominent on the frame. Currently the cylinder does not turn unless the muzzle is in a downward position. It would
appear as though two of the grip frame screws are brass rather than steel. The gun comes in a nice hardwood jewelry box with a mod-
ern brass dual-cavity bullet mould. (36162-52) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1026. BRITISH PATTERN 1853 ENFIELD BAYONET BY PRESTON OF MANCHESTER 17" blade with near full-length face
and back flutes, about 21 3/4" overall length. The blade is a dull pewter patina with light pinprick pitting and oxidation staining, it is marked
at its base "F. Preston/Manchester" the marking slightly light. The socket is a plum brown patina with light oxidation staining and some
impact marks, it is stamped "HH" on the rear collar. The locking ring is present and fully functional. The bayonet blade is canted at a
slight angle right from the axis of the socket when viewed from the rear. The correct leather scabbard with brass tips included, it is "WB"
and broad arrow marked on its face. The scabbard rates very good overall with intact seam stitching. (36174-2A)

1027. GERMAN LUGER MAGAZINE This is a single blued plastic-base P.08 Luger magazine. It is fxo-marked along with Waffenamt 37
stampings with P.08 at its base. The black plastic base shows a few lights scuff marks. The body itself retains 90% original blue with a
very small ding on the right side near the butt. The follower is bright and the spring robust. (36008-2A)

1028. ANTIQUE IRON CANNONBALL This is an excavated iron cannonball roughly about 4 1/4" in diameter (4.200" +/-) weighing 9 pounds
10 ounces. The iron surfaces are overall a moderately and heavily pitted brown patina. Purportedly excavated on the Major Crowden farm,
the "checkered house" property made famous by Grandma Moses, on the Cambridge Turnpike, Cambridge New York. (35780-11)

1029. ANTIQUE POWDERHORN This is a 14 1/2" body horn with a somewhat flat softwood plug retained by seven small wooden pegs.
The plug shows nicely eroded grain from the years, the harder winter grain standing proud of the eroded softer summer grain. The horn
is an overall cream in color, toning to a darker gray at the open end. There is an incise medial ring carved, and no traditional spout or noz-
zle. The horn has numerous geometric rudimentary floral decorations within circles and has a capital "T" near the base with a capital "F"
near the nozzle area; it is dated 1856. Included is a carved softwood stopper which is likely later than the horn, it is retained with a mod-
ern rawhide thong which attaches to an antique iron ring at the base plug. An attractive antique horn overall. (35840-6)

1030. U.S. MODEL 1860 STAFF AND FIELD OFFICERS SWORD BY LOMBARDIE & CO. 30" double-edged blade 35 3/8" over-
all length. The blade is primarily a deep tarnished pewter and brown patina with light oxidation staining, the reverse ricasso marked
"C./Lombardie/&Co./New York/NY". The one-piece cast hilt and guard is a dark tarnished ocher patina with a typical cast-in-relief federal eagle
with floral decoration on the bow. The pommel is a similar dark tarnished ocher, the root of the guard showing a bit of light lateral play. The
leather grip wrap and braided wire over-wrap is fully intact showing some very light scuffing on its backside. The included scabbard is primarily
a lightly oxidized brown patina with dual brass hanger bands and brass drag. A good-near very good example overall. (35780-7) (200/300)

1031. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS This lot consists of two antique powder flasks, both showing their age somewhat. The first flask is a
James Dixon & Sons Sheffield "Quick Loading Fireproof" flask with screw-off top which appears to be nickel silver. It is moderately tar-
nished with some dings to the five-position adjustable spout. The outer spring is moderately oxidized and the top currently will not budge,
the cut off works fine however. The tin body appears to have tight seams and is un-dented, uncompressed with overall light oxidation; a
remnant of its original cross-hatched leather covering is included. The second is a common top ribbed zinc bodied flask. It features a
three position charging spout and fixed common top. The cut off spring is not present. The body is moderately compressed on one side,
also showing a small puncture. The seams are near fully intact, one of suspension hangers is intact the other shows an old soldered repair.
A good lot of parts flasks overall, the Dixon being very scarce. (35780-12C)
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1032. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 PISTOL PARTS 32 ACP 3 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. This lot appears to be all the inter-
nal, and most external, parts for a Savage model 1917 pistol, including the entire upper receiver assembly, but no frame is included. The
upper receiver retains about 96-98% original blue. The checkered hard rubber grips with the Savage logos rate about excellent. The two-
tone magazine has toned primarily to a light blue-gray patina. A nice lot overall including some very hard-to-find parts, still in very fine
states of condition. (35547-1)

1033. LOT OF ANTIQUE WELLS FARGO PHOTOGRAPHS This lot consists of five antique Wells Fargo photographs. Prominently
featured is a fellow by the name of "Starbuck", according to the penciling on the back of each photograph. Three are dated February 23,
1894, one only 1894 and one stamped in a blue ink stamp "June 8, 1903". The first photo features a group photo of three tiers of men
behind the diamond-shaped “Wells Fargo Express” sign, our man “Starbuck" is front and center, bowler hat in hand. The next photo is of
two tough-looking Wells Fargo men with their bowlers on, seated at desks; in the background are conductors or clerks and an errand boy.
The next image is of two gentlemen, our man Starbuck at the forefront, seated at their desks, a large double-door safe open in the back-
ground. Another view shows an office full of clerks and other gentlemen, spittoon on the floor. The last, 1903-dated view appears to be
the entire complement of office personnel with two young ladies front and center of the view; our man Starbuck standing in the back row.
One of the images has "Starbuck Nyack NY" on the back the other is stamped "Cashiers Office New York Depot". A very neat collection
of antique photographs overall. (36103-11A)

1034. UNMARKED EUROPEAN PINFIRE DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL About .38 cal pinfire, 4 1/2" octagon barrels with very good
bores. The metal surfaces are an overall tarnished gun metal gray with a sparse scattering of light oxidation, some minor dings and some
light pinprick pits. The ribbed walnut grip rates good-very good. Barrel-to-frame lockup is very loose and the top tang has its rear-most
section broken off. Mechanically seems to function. (35991-21) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

1035. BRITISH SWIVEL BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL This is an un-marked swivel barrel percussion pistol with British proofs.
About .40 cal. percussion, 4" octagon barrels with oxidized bores. Metal surfaces are an overall pewter and brown patina with light
pitting. No internal parts are present. The checkered bag shaped grip with German Silver oval monogram plate rates very good.
(36162-68) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

1036. JAMES WARNER POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #5355, .31 cal. percussion, 3 1/8" barrel with an oxi-
dized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull pewter gray patina with brown speckling, light tool marks from the light cleaning and scat-
tered light pinprick pitting; the engraving stillfully visible while slightly softened. The grips rate about very good, the right grip showing a
repairable crack and a small chip. Not mechanically functional and missing the triggerguard and likely other small parts. It is highly likely there
are still many serviceable parts present on this antique and seldom-encountered percussion revolver. (36039-4) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
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1037. UNMARKED EUROPEAN SINGLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL About .42 cal. percussion, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with
a smoothbore. The metal surfaces are primarily a dull gray patina showing a light cleaning and some remnants of some light pinprick pit-
ting. The smooth European walnut bag-shaped grip rates very good as lightly refinished. The mechanism seems to function well. This
appears to be a more contemporary screw-barrel percussion pistol. (36162-65) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

1038. BELGIAN SINGLE BARREL TARGET PISTOL BY LORON & CO. serial #201, .25 cal. RF, 8 1/2" octagon barrel with a fair-
poor bore. The metal surfaces are an overall pewter and brown oxidized patina with the frame showing some light sprays of good qual-
ity scroll. The gun is not mechanically functional, the locking mechanism is homemade and the tip-up barrel spring is a replacement; the
barrel-to-frame fit is rather poor. There is no front sight present, the rear features a modern muzzleloading buckhorn style. The walnut
ribbed and lightly carved grip rates very good as does the lightly engraved buttcap. It actually appears as though this may have been
one of the very rare "rocket ball" guns that may have been converted to cartridge by the barrel being set-back. If so the entire breech
mechanism is a replacement and the arm was converted to rimfire; it is possible this is merely a contemporary of that system however.
(36075-13) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1039. UNMARKED BRITISH SINGLE BARREL PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL About .50 cal percussion, 5 1/2" octagon barrel
with a lightly oxidized bore. The barrel is a pewter gun metal gray with overall light brown oxidation staining and remnants of some light
pinprick pitting. The breech is a darker gray case-hardened patina with remnants of light scroll ahead of the two inlaid platinum bands;
the nipple bolsters showing a platinum or silver blowout plug. The short tang shows nice quality scroll engraving as does the back-action
lock and hammer also with light sprays of good quality scroll; they are all a gray and a lightly oxidized brown patina. There is a swiveling
ramrod attached beneath the barrel and the triggerguard has a lightly engraved pineapple front extension, it is an overall brown and gray
patina with light pinprick pitting. The English walnut grip rates good-very good with much original varnish, overall dings and handling
marks and checkering worn to flat-top; there is an un-engraved rectangular monogram plate atop the wrist. Mechanically functional, the
only marking is a British proof on the underside of the barrel. (35720-4) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1040. SMITH & WESSON 32 SA MODEL 1 1/2
REVOLVER WITH SHORT BARREL serial
#119972, 32 RF, rare 2 3/4" ribbed round barrel with
a near very good bore. The barrel retains about 90-
92% original nickel with loss at the muzzle and on the
right side flash area of the barrel lug, slightly less on
the left side flash area. The frame retains a similar
amount of original nickel, the loss being flaking with
light pitting in the flash area around the barrel hinge.
The cylinder is now a near even mix of original nickel
and flaked gun metal gray with some light oxidation
and light pinprick pitting. The hammer shows some
very good case colors with some light oxidation. The
smooth rosewood grips rate very good with much
original varnish, overall minor dings and handling
marks and scuffing along their sharp edge; they are
stamp-numbered to the gun. The included factory let-
ter shows shipment to M W Robinson in January of
1875 with 50 other short barreled guns, it confirms the
configuration including barrel length. Mechanical function and lockup is good-very good. (35884-4) {ANTIQUE} (800/1200)

1041. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO.1 THIRD ISSUE SHORT BAR-
REL REVOLVER serial #77046, 22 RF, 2 11/16" ribbed round barrel with
a fair-good bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a dull pewter gray patina

with light brown oxidation speckling showing also scattered minor pin-
prick pitting and small handling marks from the years. The smooth

rosewood grips rate about good and are devoid of varnish with
minor dings and handling marks, the right grip with a near full-
length split which should be an easy repair, they are stamp-
numbered to the gun. The frame shows some tool marks top
and bottom around the cylinder cut and recoil shield. The
mechanism functions loosely and slightly over-times. The
included factory letter shows shipment to MW Robinson
with a short barrel in March of 1873 along with 100 units
also with short barrels. (35884-9) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1042. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL COMPANY SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #25459, 22 RF, 3 1/8" ribbed octagon
barrel with a poor bore. The barrel is a pleasing smooth pewter gun metal gray with light speckled brown oxidation staining. The cylin-
der is a dull pewter patina with an excellent Indian fight scene with very nice foliate border. The frame retains about 40% original silver
plate with the balance toning to a tarnished ocher patina, the right side showing numerous minor dings and handling marks. The smooth
walnut grips rate very good plus to near excellent with much original varnish showing very nice grain figure, they are un-numbered and fit
perfectly. Currently the gun does not function, removal of the sideplate reveals that the hammer is cracked. Frame, cylinder and barrel
are numbered alike and barrel-to-frame lockup is excellent. (36015-12) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1043. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH TRAMPS TERROR SOLID FRAME REVOLVER serial #237, 22 RF, 2 1/4" round barrel
with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are an even mix of original nickel and flaked underlying pewter base metal with brown oxida-
tion near overall. The walnut birdshead grips rate about very good, devoid of varnish, with minor dings and handling marks. Mechanically
functions loosely, left side of frame has a prominent file mark. (36131-4) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1044. UNMARKED EUROPEAN SINGLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL About .44 cal. percussion, 3 1/4" octagon barrel with
a smoothbore. The metal surfaces are primarily a dull gray-plum brown patina showing a light cleaning and some remnants of some light
pinprick pitting. The smooth European walnut bag-shaped grip rates very good as lightly refinished or maybe a replacement. The mech-
anism seems to function well. This appears to be a more contemporary screw-barrel percussion pistol. (35871-39) {ANTIQUE}(40/80)
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1045. UNMARKED EUROPEAN PINFIRE DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL About .38 cal pinfire, 4 1/2" octagon barrels with about
very good bores. The metal surfaces are an overall gun metal gray with a sparse scattering of light oxidation, grind and tool marks and
some light pinprick pits. The ribbed walnut grip rates about good, its fit is somewhat poor. Barrel-to-frame lockup is good however the
barrel will not pivot forward far enough to load. Mechanically the arm seems to function and there is a top-of-barrel mounted sliding safe-
ty. (35732-2) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

1046. JAMES REID MODEL 3A POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #2201, 32 RF, 3 5/8" octagon barrel with a good bore. The
metal surfaces are an overall dull pewter gray patina with some generous traces of original blue in the hidden areas of the frame, the bar-
rel showing perhaps 20% of what appears to be tarnishing silverplate. The hammer exhibits some remnants of case colors while the trig-
ger has toned to gray. The smooth rosewood grips rate about very good with overall minor dings and flaking. The cylinder pin head is
quite scarred up and its retaining screw is no longer present. The gun seems to function well for the most part however the full-cock
notch is worn and the gun will not hold at full cock. The chambers are threaded, their nipple inserts are no longer present. (36131-5)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1047. FRANZ STOCK 32 ACP PISTOL serial #24380, 32 ACP, 3 5/8 " barrel with an about very good bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% original blue with the left side showing scattered oxidation staining and light pinprick pitting. The checkered black synthetic
grips rate about excellent. The gun exhibits crown N proofs and comes with an appropriate "FS" marked magazine. Included is a peb-
bled leather military or police style flap holster, maker marked "JM Eckart 1918 Ulm". There is a spare magazine included which is not for
this gun (it is indeed a 32 ACP magazine but is too short). (36198-S17108) {C&R} (175/275)

1048. IVER JOHNSON TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #T52121, 38 S&W, 4" ribbed round barrel with a poor
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original nickel which is flaking and bubbling, the areas of loss are dark brown active flaked oxi-
dation showing light pitting. The blued and color case-hardened parts also exhibit oxidation. The checkered hard rubber owls head grips
rate about very good. Mechanically functional. (36114-2) {C&R} (50/100)

1049. UNMARKED EUROPEAN PINFIRE DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL About .58 cal pinfire, 5 1/4" octagon barrels with about very
good bores. The metal surfaces are an overall tarnished gun metal gray with an overall light oxidation and light pits, also with prominent
grind and tool marks. The checkered walnut grip rates about good. Barrel-to-frame lockup is very good and the gun seems to function
mechanically. (36080-28) {ANTIQUE} (75/100)

1050. EUROPEAN PATTERN 1853 PERCUSSION CAVALRY PISTOL serial #603, .62 cal. percussion, 6 1/2" barrel with an oxi-
dized bore. The barrel is primarily a swirled plum brown and pewter gray patina with light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The
back action lockplate and hammer are primarily a dull pewter gray, also with light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting, the lockplate
marked "(crown)/K" above 1853 and a no longer discernible arsenal marking. The brass hardware has all toned to a dull ocher patina
and consists of a barrel band with long tang beneath, triggerguard and buttcap with lanyard. The European walnut stock rates good as
lightly cleaned with minor dings and handling marks, the buttcap now being slightly loose, also with some oxidation staining. All the atten-
dant parts are appropriately numbered "603" and the lock is crisp and mechanically functional. The original swiveling ramrod is present.
(36125-2) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1051. BROOKLYN ARMS SLOCUM FRONT-LOAD-
ING POCKET REVOLVER serial #2964, 32 RF, 3" round
barrel with a good bore. The barrel and cylinder are a pleasing
smooth plum brown patina with the cylinder and its separate
chambers showing some light oxidation with minor dings and

handling marks. The frame has toned to an ocher patina with the loose flowing
scroll still nicely evident. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good, now devoid of varnish,

they are assembly stamp-numbered to the gun. All of the removable chambers are present
and the gun seems to function well mechanically. (36050-2) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1052. HOPKINS AND ALLEN PIONEER SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #3453, 32 RF, 2
5/8" round barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. This neatly engraved model retains about 75-80% original nick-
el, the loss is due primarily to toning on the straps and adjacent area of the frame to a lightly oxidized brown pati-

na. The hammer shows some very nice case colors. The gun has the familiar rudimentary geometric and loose scroll engrav-
ing with left side of the frame having the familiar oval vignette with a cabin. The checkered hard rubber grips feature an inter-
twined monogram at the top, likely of a retailer for whom the pistol was made; it appears to be T.&H. The gun seems to func-

tion well mechanically. (36114-6) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
1053. UNMARKED BELGIAN PINFIRE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER About 30 cal pinfire, 3 1/4" round barrel with a fair bore.

The metal surfaces are overall oxidized pewter and brown patina with some sparsely scattered pitting. The smooth walnut grips rate about
very good. Folding trigger equipped, the gun exhibits Belgian proofs and functions loosely mechanically. (36131-3) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

1054. UNMARKED BELGIAN PINFIRE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER About 38 cal. pinfire, 4 5/8" round barrel with a poor bore.
The metal surfaces are overall a lightly oxidized speckled brown patina with pewter undertones and some generous traces of original blue
in the more protected areas. There is some lightly scattered sparse pitting, most prevalent at the muzzle. The smooth rosewood grips rate
good-very good. Solid frame with a triggerguard, the trigger will not return double action and the gun does not function single action.
(36131-6) {ANTIQUE} (50/80)

1055. BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER REVOLVER BY NICOLAS SIMONIS About .28 cal. CF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a very
good plus bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a pewter and flaked brown patina with generous traces of bright original blue in the more
protected areas, retaining perhaps 15%. There is light geometric engraving on top of frame with some very good quality scroll on the sides
of the frame and between the cylinder flutes. The checkered ebony grips rate very good. The gun is marked only "NS" on the inside of
the frame and is in a configuration similar to other Simonis revolvers noted. The gun seems to function well mechanically and be of qual-
ity construction. The cylinder head pin is somewhat scarred up. (36144-3) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1056. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #61812, 22 RF, 3 1/8" ribbed round barrel with a poor bore.
The metal surfaces are overall plum brown patina with some traces of original blue and light oxidation. There is some scattered light pit-
ting, most prevalent on the cylinder and flash areas of the frame and the barrel lug. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate very good
plus with much original varnish and only light wear along the edges. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose and the gun needs mechanical attention.
(36131-14) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1057. HARRINGTON RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICA SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #548, .32 CF,
2" octagon barrel with a very good plus bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97 to near 98% original nickel with wear to a brown patina
along the knuckle of the frame, leading edges of the left side of the frame and on the triggerguard. The hammer shows some remnants of
very nice color case-hardening. The gun wears a period pair of smooth mother-of-pearl grips which fit extremely well and rate excellent,
they are un-numbered. The gun functions very well mechanically. A very attractive little example. (36199-D28158) {C&R} (150/250)
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1058. KOLB BABY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #442, 22 RF, 1 3/16" round barrel with an oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97 to near 98% original nickel with the folding trigger showing a gray case-hardened patina; the face of
the cylinder and muzzle show light oxidation with an oxidation spot on the rear of the frame. The checkered hard rubber "K" mono-
grammed grips rate excellent, they are scratch-numbered to the gun. The gun is not currently mechanically functional, the cylinder will
rotate but the hammer does not drop. (36114-7) {C&R} (75/150)

1059. BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #685, 25 CF, 1 1/2" octagon barrel
with a very good bore. The metal surfaces are an even mix of dark original blue and a soft plum brown oxidized patina. Extremely similar to
Ancion-Marx examples, the pistol is however unmarked save for the Belgian proofs. The checkered rosewood or ebony grips rate good to
near very good. The gun seems to function well mechanically and is equipped with a left-side manual safety. (36139-1) {C&R} (50/100)

1060. HOPKINS & ALLEN MANUFACTURING XL NO.1 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #876, 22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon bar-
rel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a soft brown and pewter patina with some generous traces of original blue in
the protected areas; also showing minor dings and handling marks from the years. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate very good
with traces of original varnish and dings and light handling marks. The front sight blade is missing, the gun will cock however the cylin-
der does not index. (36131-13) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

1061. BLISS & GOODYEAR POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #625, about .25 cal. percussion, 3" octagon bar-
rel with a good bore. This revolver is unmarked and retains about 85%, what is likely later nickel, with some light tool marks on the bar-
rel, scattered oxidation freckling and some scattered light pitting. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good plus as lightly refinished.
The gun seems to function mechanically although lockup is somewhat loose. According to Flayderman these guns were blued, the lack
of the barrel markings and the light tool marks on the barrel indicate likely a later nickel finish. (36131-7) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1062. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICA SOLID FRAME REVOLVER serial #3746, 32 CF, 2" octagon bar-
rel with a good bore. The metal surfaces are an overall soft brown oxidized patina showing perhaps 15% original nickel, also with scat-
tered minor pitting. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good plus to near excellent, the grip screw somewhat scarred up, they are
scratch-numbered to the gun. Functions well mechanically. (36193-4) {C&R} (40/80)

1063. HARRINGTON RICHARDSON VICTOR SOLID FRAME REVOLVER serial #33599, 22 RF, 2" round barrel with a very good
plus bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original nickel with some sparsely scattered light brown oxidation flaking on the cylinder
and a bit on the frame. The hammer retains some traces of color case-hardening with some light oxidation with the trigger and guard
showing very good original blue. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good plus to excellent. There is no cylinder pin present, what
can be ascertained of the mechanism, functions. (36149-55) (25/50)

1064. IVER BYE & COMPANY SINGLE SHOT DERINGER 22 RF, 2 1/2" part round barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 75% original nickel with the iron frame beneath toning to a tarnished brown oxidized patina. The high spur hammer and trig-
ger are a brown oxidized patina. The walnut grips rate about good, the left grip may be an old replacement. This example is completely
unmarked. Does function mechanically. (36114-5) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)

1065. JACOB RUPERTUS SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #19, 22 RF, 3" part octagon part round barrel with a fair bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall dull gun metal gray with brown oxidation speckling toning to plum on the straps. The barrel shows some minor
and some moderate pitting, mostly around the front sight pin. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good, now devoid of varnish but they
fit well. Action functions mechanically however the barrel detent is weak and barrel swivels readily. There are no evident markings on the
gun. (36131-10) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1066. HIGH STANDARD HD MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #171964, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 60-65% original blue, primary loss being sides of the barrel, grip straps and high edges and contact points.
There is currently an overall coating of light hardened oil on the gun as well. The fully checkered walnut grips rate very good with only
lightly flattening of the points and some light wear along their sharp edges. There is one original ten-round magazine included and it
appears as though the front sight has been slightly regulated. It is highly likely the gun needs mechanical attention as the mainspring
(hammer spring) has been removed, it is included. (35780-10) {C&R} (200/400)

1067. BRITISH CENTER HAMMER FOLDING TRIGGER PERCUSSION PISTOL BY WALLIS About .42 cal. percussion, 2
1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a plum brown patina with near overall scattered light oxidation. The
right side of frame shows some light martial engraving while the left side is engraved simply "Wallis". The bag-shaped English walnut grip
rates about very good. A number of the screws show slot damage. Mechanically functional. (36131-9) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1068. CONNECTICUT ARMS HAMMOND BULLDOG SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #3189, 44 RF, 4" octagonal barrel with an
about good bore. The barrel is a plum brown patina with overall light pinprick pitting and only remnants of the maker marking on the top
flat. The rotating breech is primarily a dark mottled gray with some silvery remnants of case-hardening. The frame itself is primarily a dark
gray, soft brown and mottled pewter patina showing remnants of case-hardening and some light pinprick pitting. The smooth walnut grips
rate good to near very good with some minor dings along the butt edges. The pivoting breechblock locks up very loosely, the frame mech-
anism seems to work well. (35945-8) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1069. NATIONAL ARMS COMPANY NO. 2 SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #6567, 41 RF, 2" barrel with an about very good
bore. The metal surfaces on this nice little Deringer retain about 98% later silver plate over a lightly buffed finish which has left remnants
of some pinprick pitting and leaving the engraving slightly soft. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent, showing perhaps a light pro-
fessional restoration. The mechanism works crisply however the barrel-to-frame fit is rather loose. (36015-8) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1070. BELGIAN BRASS-BARRELED CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL About .48 cal. percussion, 3" cannon-belled
octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The barrel and integral frame are a light goldenrod patina with the frame flats and showing
some very light foliate engraving. The saw-handled walnut grip is a later replacement, likely done during the period of use, rating about
good. There is an applied brass backstrap, rather rudimentarily done, doubtless by the person who restocked the gun. There is a Belgian
proof mark on the left side barrel flat and the gun seems to function mechanically. (35948-11) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1071. UNMARKED EUROPEAN DOUBLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL About 40 cal. percussion, 4" octagon barrels with
lightly oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are a pewter gray and plum brown patina with near overall very light pinprick pitting and some
moderate dings and handling marks along the left barrel. The bag-shaped French walnut grip rates very good plus with much original var-
nish and light scalloped carving where it meets the frame, also with overall minor dings and handling marks from the years. There is a ram-
rod beneath the barrels center rib and the gun will need mechanical attention; additionally the top plate does not fit the frame precisely.
(35948-14) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1072. UNMARKED EUROPEAN DOUBLE BARREL PISTOL About .50 cal. CF, 7" barrels with fair bores showing only remnants of
their deep rifling, also with minor dings and dents. The metal surfaces are overall moderately oxidized, the barrels slightly more heavily.
The frame shows remnants of some light engraving, more prevalent on its left side. The ribbed walnut grip rates very good plus, perhaps
showing an old light refinish. The action functions loosely mechanically, the sliding safety catch does not properly block the hammers, the
barrel-to-frame fit is loose and the barrels are off face. (35948-12) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)
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1073. FOREHAND ARMS COMPANY TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial # 325020, 38 CF, 5" ribbed round
barrel with a fair bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% later buffed nickel beneath which are remnants of pinprick pitting. The check-
ered hard rubber F. & W. grips rate very good to near excellent. The gun is not mechanically functional, the cylinder will not rotate and
the barrel is very difficult to get to open. (36112-1) {C&R} (25/50)

1074. HOPKINS & ALAN CZAR MODEL SPUR TRIG-
GER REVOLVER serial #678, 22 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel
with an about good bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97%
original nickel with some minor dings and handling marks, pri-
marily on the sides of the barrel in the area of the cylinder pin.
The engraving is still crisp on the cylinder and frame. The ham-
mer shows some very nice color case-hardening, the trigger
toned to a case-hardened gray. The checkered hard rubber
"T. & R." monogrammed grips rate excellent, they are un-num-
bered and fit perfectly. The bottom of the butt is drilled and
tapped and the rear strap of the butt has a single drilled hole,
doubtless for a period shoulder stock, the work appears to be
factory and there was an 8"-barreled "pocket rifle" offered
with just such a shoulder stock. The front sight has been
slightly regulated during the period of use and there is some
light flaking of the nickel on its left side. The center pin is
slightly bent and the bottom of the barrel just beneath it has
been ground slightly, doubtless due to someone's inability to remove the pin over the years. (36080-20) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1075. MERWIN & BRAY SWIVEL BARREL POCKET PISTOL serial #724, .28 cal. CF (Flayderman calls it 32 cal.), 3 1/2" octagon
barrel with a poor bore. The barrel is primarily a bright gun metal gray with a scattering of light brown oxidation and light pinprick pitting.
Hammer and trigger are a pewter patina. The frame is a dull tarnished goldenrod patina. The smooth rosewood grips rate about very
good as lightly refinished, being slightly undersized in spots with the left grip showing a tiny chip. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose and there is
no half-cock notch. The top barrel flat is maker-marked. (35906-8) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1076. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #107187, 38 New Police, 5" barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel is primarily a pewter gray patina with some light brown oxidation, darker brown speckling and light pitting. The frame retains about
15% original blue, the balance flaked to brown and pewter as well, also showing scattered oxidation and light pinprick pitting. The check-
ered hard rubber Colt monogrammed grips both rate poor with multiple chips. The gun locks up loosely, the crane does not fit the frame
precisely and the gun likely will need mechanical attention. Included is a modern Don Hume black leather duty holster for a large frame
4" barrel revolver. A somewhat tired first issue overall. (36193-5) {C&R} (75/150)

1077. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING 25 ACP PISTOL serial #2496, 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a fair bore.
The metal surfaces on this first variation retain about 97% original nickel the primary loss being sharp edge wear showing also some very
light brown flaking. The safety catch and trigger have toned to a plum brown with the triggerguard a lightly oxidized pewter gray. The
checkered hard rubber H.&R. monogrammed grips rate very good plus. One original all blued magazine is included, its base having toned
to plum. Slide and frame are numbered alike, the slide is slightly sluggish. (36114-8) {C&R} (250/350)

1078. UNMARKED BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER VELO DOG REVOLVER serial #15, 28 cal. velo dog, 2" barrel with a fair bore.
The metal surfaces on this hammerless folding trigger revolver are primarily a tarnished pewter gun metal gray with overall light brown
speckling. The finely checkered ebony grips rate very good plus. The mechanism is sluggish. (35905-10) {C&R} (100/200)

1079. UNMARKED BELGIAN TOP BREAK FOLDING TRIGGER VELO DOG REVOLVER 22 cal. velo dog, 2 1/4" round bar-
rel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gun metal gray with light oxidation staining and near overall pinprick pitting,
some light, the butt quite a bit more moderate. The checkered ebony grips rate about very good. The mechanism seems to function well
however the top latch spring is either broken or missing. (35945-9) {C&R} (75/150)

1080. KOLB BABY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #383, 22 RF, 1 1/4" round barrel with an oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97 to near 98% original nickel with the folding trigger showing a gray case-hardened patina. The check-
ered hard rubber "K" monogrammed grips rate excellent, they are scratch-numbered to the gun. The gun is mechanically functional, the
cylinder pin head is somewhat scarred up. A few of the screws show a nice pale blue. (36015-12) {C&R} (75/150)

1081. UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION PIN FIRE CONVERSION REVOLVER About .38 cal. (converted to) CF, 5"
octagon barrel with a fair bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85-90% original nickel plate which is fading and flaking to brown in numer-
ous areas, also showing some light oxidation. There is light geometric and foliate engraving on the frame, cylinder and a portion of the
barrel. The hammer, trigger and triggerguard show remnants of some nice pale fire temper blue, now primarily an overall pewter and
brown oxidized patina. The checkered hard rubber or gutta-percha grips are slightly ornate and rate about very good with a few very
minor chips. The cylinder pin appears to be a common steel replacement, it has no head and is cut off flush with the frame. The pinfire
hammer has had a crude centerfire firing pin added to its face and a hole drilled in the frame sometime during the period of use. The
cylinder stop is not present and the gun will over-time. Included is an antique leather belt holster with strap which rates near very good.
The front sight is missing. (36140-49) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1082. COLT MEDIUM FRAME SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #74667, 38 WCF, 26"
octagon barrel with a good to near very good bore which shows some strong rifling but with scat-

tered light pitting and the ghost of a very light ring about 3" from the muzzle. The barrel and magazine tube are
primarily a plum brown patina with some gray undertones, also with lightly scattered oxidation, most prominent near the

muzzle. The frame is primarily a pewter gray, also with plum brown oxidation, confined primarily to the upper and lower tangs,
scattered about the balance of the surface. There are some scattered light pits and the Rampant Colt on the left side of the frame is

light but still present. The buttstock has had a slightly hard life and rates about good showing a neat, honest, period repair to a crack completely
through the wrist. There are two thin iron strips affixed left and right with flat-head wood screws showing remnants of a blue japanned finish.
Two-piece forend rates about very good as lightly sanded, now overall smooth with light dings and added finish. What is likely the original sil-
ver blade front sight is present, the blade itself has been shortened somewhat and the original Colt semi-buckhorn rear sight is present. The
mechanism seems to work properly however the firing pin is broken and in two pieces, it is included, it would appear as though its retaining pin
is not present. Overall a good candidate for restoration and some cowboy action shooting. (36118-2) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1083. EAGLE MANUFACTURING CO. PLANTS FRONTLOADING POCKET REVOLVER serial #4740, .30 cal. cup primed, 3
1/2" octagon barrel with a fair bore. The barrel is primarily a dull pewter and speckled brown patina with some light pinprick pitting; the
cylinder is similar with excellent markings. The frame has toned to a tarnished ocher patina showing some traces of plate in the more pro-
tected areas with some minor dings and handling marks. The ejecting rod ball appears to be a replacement from the period of use. The
smooth rosewood grips rate very good and fit very well. The cylinder pin is a more modern replacement, there being some scars on the
barrel in the area of the cylinder pin. The gun seems to function loosely mechanically. (35906-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1084. WHITNEYVILLE MODEL NO. 2 POCKET REVOLVER serial #7085, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a poor bore. The barrel retains
about 95% original nickel, the loss due to muzzle wear while the cylinder is a 50-50 mix of original nickel and dull pewter gun metal gray,
showing scattered, near overall light pitting. The top of the barrel is Whitneyville Armory marked. The brass frame is a near even mix of
original nickel plate flaking to reveal a dull ocher patina beneath. The birdshead walnut grips rate about very good with some strong traces
of original varnish but only light handling marks. The revolver seems to function well mechanically. (35906-7) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1085. JOHNSON BYE & COMPANY FAVORITE NO. 2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #4644, 32 RF, 3" octagon barrel
with a near very good bore. The barrel retains about 92% original nickel, the chief loss being flaking on the left side near the muzzle which
has toned to a brown oxidized patina. The frame retains perhaps 97% original nickel, the loss being sharp edge and contact point wear
with an overall very light speckling of oxidation. The cylinder retains perhaps 85-90% original nickel the loss due primarily to flaking and
oxidation confined to one spot along its leading edge. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate very good with much original varnish
and light dings. The action functions but does need mechanical attention as the trigger spring is broken or missing as is the cylinder stop
bolt spring. (36054-40) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1086. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH BRITISH BULL-DOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #41619, 32 CF, 2 3/8" bar-
rel with an about good bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and frame retain about 95% original nickel with the loss due to some light
muzzle flaking and some light high edge flaking to brown. The triggerguard has toned primarily to a soft plum brown patina along the face
of its bow. The seven-shot cylinder retains about 65% original nickel, the loss due primarily to some flaking between three of the flutes.
The checkered hard rubber grips rate about excellent with only some minor wear to the points. The ejector rod is slightly bent and the
cylinder pin head is damaged (nearly missing). This third generation features the Forehand & Wadsworth marking on the barrel, the British
Bull-Dog marking on the topstrap and dogs head trademark on left side of frame. The gun will need mechanical attention as the trigger
does not always return properly. (36139-2) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1087. GERMAN DOUBLE ACTION IRISH CONSTABULARY REVOLVER serial #464, .320 CF, 2 3/8" barrel with an about very
good bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90-92% original bright nickel, the loss is due primarily to some flaking on the right side of the
barrel and frame which have resulted in light pinprick pitting and brown oxidation staining. They is some light loss on the barrel top flat as
well and a few lights flakes on the frame next to the hammer along the rear of the frame. The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent.
The bottom of the rounded butt features a lanyard loop. There are "(crown)(crown)/U" proofs on the frame and cylinder and mock British
proofs on the top of the frame and barrel. The gun seems to function well mechanically. (36139-3) {C&R} (150/250)

1088. BELGIAN LARGE FRAME DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #27, 44 CF, 6" ribbed round barrel with a fair
bore which shows oxidation but deep evident rifling. The metal surfaces are an overall soft brown oxidized patina with scattered oxida-
tion and the odd pinprick pit here and there. The softwood grips are crudely made replacements retained with a non-gun hardware bolt.
The top of the barrel rib is marked "For 44 Winchester Cartridge" with the left barrel lug marked "Belgium". The gun will function loose-
ly but needs mechanical attention and is very loose barrel-to-frame. (35921-9) (100/200)

1089. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 SOLID FRAME REVOLVER serial #3455, 32 CF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a later buffed nickel finish. The checkered hard rubber owls head grips rate very good with
lightly flattened points. The gun is not mechanically functional and there is no front sight blade present. (36112-3) (20/50)

1090. ETHAN ALLEN & COMPANY SIDE HAMMER 22 REVOLVER serial #234, 22 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a good bore.
The metal surfaces are a dull pewter gray patina with some remnants of smoky mottled case-hardening. There are minor scattered spots
of brown oxidation speckling and perhaps a minor pinprick pit or two. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips rate very good with only
remnants of flaking finish, the left grip with a minor crack. The tip of the hammer spur is broken off leaving a sharp edge. The gun does
function mechanically. An about very good seventh issue overall. (36080-21) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1091. GERMAN SINGLE SHOT BLANK FIRING PISTOL. .22 BB cap blank, 2 1/4 solid "barrel" with about 3/4" combustion cham-
ber with exhaust hole at the top. Metal surfaces retain about 92% original nickel with minor oxidation, casting flaws and a few pits. The
hammer and trigger show some remnants of fire blue. Features a pivoting breech plate and pivoting extractor. The stamped sheet metal
grips show some light oxidation and are primarily a plum patina. The pistol comes in a small jewelry box with inlaid mother-of-pearl and
celluloid marquetry. (36075-4){non-gun}

1092. NAVY ARMS SHARPS REPLICA PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #458244, 22 RF, 2 1/2" four barrel cluster with very good
bores. The barrel and hammer retain about 97% original blue, the loss being some oxidation on the right upper barrel near the muzzles.
The frame has toned to a dull tarnished goldenrod patina. The floral relief plastic grips rate about excellent. The gun seems to function
well and comes in what is likely its original Navy Arms box with parts list, a service guarantee and what appears to be a spare trigger.
(36198-S16904) (150/250)

1093. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #54635, 22 RF, 3 1/8" ribbed round barrel with a fair
bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull pewter gunmetal gray and plum brown patina showing some generous traces of original sil-
ver plate in the protected areas of the barrel lug. There is some scattered minor oxidation with light pinprick pitting on the cylinder and
the flash areas of the frame. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good plus with much original varnish and only wear along the sharp
edges. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose but the gun does function mechanically. (36075-11) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)

1094. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #67145, 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed octagon barrel with an about
good bore. The barrel is primarily a plum brown patina showing some generous traces of original silver plate, perhaps 20% remaining.
The frame retains a good amount of original nickel, perhaps 90-92% with the worn areas toning to an ocher patina, also showing minor
dings and handling marks. The hammer, trigger, and cylinder are primarily a plum and gray patina. The smooth rosewood grips rate about
very good with much original varnish but some minor dings and handling marks and wear along their sharp edges. The cylinder stop and
its attendant parts are missing from the top of the frame. (36075-12) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
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1095. GERMAN LUGER P.08 PISTOL BY ERFURT serial #8646a, 9 mm, 4" barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are a dark
gray and brown patina with pewter undertones on the high edges and contact points. All the metal surfaces show light pitting with scat-
tered moderate pitting and one or two spots which may be considered heavy. Most of the markings are still legible and the chamber is
double dated "1920/1912" with the toggle Erfurt marked. It would appear as though all of the visible number parts are matching with the
exception of the actual bolt and un-numbered firing pin, a few of the numbers cannot be distinguished due to pitting. The checkered wal-
nut grips rate fair-poor and are worn nearly smooth with the left grip showing a prominent chip along its front edge near the magazine
release. Included is one bright-body magazine with wooden base numbered 336. The magazine is extremely nice compared to the gun.
A tired old veteran of the trenches overall, still fairly complete and appears to be working. (36140-23) {C&R} (300/500)

1096. GERMAN P. 38 PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #4178k, 9 mm, 4 7/8" barrel with an about very good bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 85-90% later post-war nickel with the worn areas toning to a speckled brown and pewter patina. The ribbed brown pheno-
lic resin grips rate very good plus and very good, the right grip showing a repair along its rear edge. A single magazine is included, it is
not numbered and has been cleaned to gray. A number of the markings are light due to the polishing and plating. Currently, the slide is
in a state of disassembly but it would appear from a cursory inspection, all the parts are present. The frame portion seems to function
appropriately. (34418-17) (200/300)

1097. CHINESE COPY OF FN MODEL 1900 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #26083, about 32 cal., 3 3/4" barrel. The metal surfaces
on this amusing Chinese copy of the Fabrique Nationale model 1900 semi-auto pistol are an overall pewter and speckled brown patina with
some generous traces of original blue in the more protected areas; there is overall lightly speckled pinprick pitting as well. The checkered
Asian hardwood grips rate about very good. The Mauser name and Belgian proofs have been counterfeited on the gun and the left side
of the slide has had the word "Fabrique", loosely spelled, stamped six times. The left side of the frame is stamped twice "Berstal", evidently
Chinese Belgian not that good. A single magazine is included. It should be noted that these interesting copies are sold as collectors’ items
only and are absolutely not considered safe to fire. (36193-3) {C&R} (150/250)

1098. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #137516, 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a fair-poor bore. The
metal surfaces are an overall dull pewter and mottled dark gray patina, likely the result of some cold-applied blue. There are some scat-
tered oxidation spots and some minor pinprick pitting, more prevalent along the right side of the slide. The checkered Colt hard rubber
grips with Rampant Colt rate about very good with the pony worn primarily smooth. One original two-tone magazine is included which
rates very good plus. The gun seems to function well mechanically. (36140-48) {C&R} (150/250)

1099. EXCAM ARMI TANFOGLIO GT 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MK05580, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an about good bore.
The metal surfaces retain perhaps 20% original blue and anodized finish the worn areas being a pewter gray patina with some minor
scratches and handling marks as well. The smooth hardwood grips rate about good with moderate wear, the right grip being retained with
a Phillips head wood screw. There is no magazine. (36198-S166653) (20/40)

1100. EMIL ZEHNER ZEHNA MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #13948, 25 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 98% of what appears to be a later heavy nickel plate. The smooth genuine mother-of-pearl-grips rate excellent.
Included are two blued magazines. (36162-43) {C&R} (50/100)

1101. MAUSER MODEL 1910 POCKET PISTOL serial #302000, 25 ACP, 3" barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces are primarily a deep dark gray, faded original blue patina with toning to pewter along the high edges and contact points, mingling
with a light brown soft oxidized patina. The front of the recoil spring guide and sides of trigger still exhibit some strong traces of pale fire
temper blue. The checkered walnut one-piece grip rates very good with much original varnish, slight flaking, checkering worn slightly to
flat top and a tiny chip missing from its rear edge; amusingly there are three small "kill" notches at the right side rear of butt. One original
Mauser-marked magazine is included and the right side of the frame is stamped "Germany". Overall a very good example of a commer-
cial model 1910 Mauser overall. (36140-47) {C&R} (200/300)

1102. MAUSER MODEL 1910 POCKET PISTOL serial #848331, 25 ACP, 3" barrel with a good bore. The metal surfaces are primar-
ily a pewter patina with some traces of dark gray original faded blue in the more protected areas, also with some scattered very minor pin-
prick pitting, dings and handling marks from the years. The trigger still exhibits some strong traces of pale fire temper blue. The check-
ered walnut one-piece grip rates very good with some added varnish showing a light cleaning. One original un-marked magazine is includ-
ed. (36140-46) {C&R} (150/250)

1103. BERETTA MODEL 1915 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #29747, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a fair-poor bore. The slide is an over-
all pewter and brown patina with light and some moderate pitting scattered about the surface, the extractor showing good pale fire blue.
The frame retains perhaps 20-30% original blue, the balance toning to pewter gray on the sharp edges with near overall light surface oxi-
dation and perhaps a few spots of minor pitting. The grooved hardwood grips show remnants of their oval "PB" logo and rate good to
near very good. The frame and slide are serial numbered alike and the rear right of the frame is inspector marked "PS" in oval. The orig-
inal magazine is included showing light oxidation and perhaps some minor pitting as well. The gun seems to function mechanically.
(36158-2) {C&R} (200/400)

1104. GERMANY HEBEL MODEL 1894 SIGNAL PISTOL BY GREIFELT & CO serial #11920, 26mm Flare, 9" part octagon part
round barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dark gray-blue faded original blue patina with toning to brown on the
straps and some sparsely scattered oxidation. The hardwood grips rate very good with much original varnish but the overall minor dings
and handling marks one would expect. The left side of the frame is marked "G&Co." and there are several imperial German proofs on the
right side. The back of the grip frame is marked "GREIFELT & Co. / SUHL". Pistol includes a lanyard loop at the base of the grip. Some
of the screw heads show some slot damage. An interesting flare gun from Imperial Germany. (35945-7){non-gun}

1105. GERMAN LUFTWAFFE 2ND MODEL OFFICER'S DAGGER BY B.&A. 10 1/8" double edged blade, 15 1/4" overall length.
This is a very nice example of the Post WWII 1946 - 1947 manufactured Luftwaffe officers daggers made for commercial sale to American
GIs -and anyone else- in the market for a souvenir in Germany. The obverse of the blade is marked "Solingen 1939" with the blade-mak-
ers double-crossed "B.&A." logo while the reverse of the
blade is marked only "Germany. The blade is as-new retain-
ing excellent original polish and still has its orange-tone
onion skin over-wrap. The post-war Third Reich-style fit-
tings are all cast aluminum, the Luftwaffe eagle guard shows
a minor abrasion, perhaps due to being dropped, on the
Eagles head and right wing. The grip ferrulle shows some
light oxidation while the white celluloid grip and grip wrap
are mildly dirty. The pommel nut rates about excellent. A
nice post-war leather scabbard is included with nickel silver
tip and throat chape. (35872-8A) (200/300)
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1106. GERMAN N.S.K.K. DAGGER BY JP SAUER &
SON This appears to be a near very good example of a
1933 pattern Nationalsozialistisches Kraftfahrerkorps dag-
ger. The straight double-edged blade measures about 8
5/8" while the dagger measures 13 1/2" overall from tip to
top of capstan nut. The blade rates about very good over-
all showing remnants of light oxidation and light pitting
front and back with a lightly buffed cleaning leaving no
remnants of the original polish marks. The "Alles fur
Deutschland" motto remains crisp on the obverse with the
matting within the etching now lightly polished while the
reverse shows the standing ancient hunter trademark of
Sauer and son in oval surrounded by "JP Sauer &
Sohn/Suhl" also in oval; oddly the marking is slightly off
center to the left. The crossguard and pommel appear to
be nickel silver and have a mellow tarnished pewter appearance, the reverse side of the
crossguard is gau marked "Nm" for Nordmark and also unit marked "R13" and num-
bered "11960"; there is a minor impact mark on the front of the crossguard with some
minor tool marks at the pommel. The fruit wood handle rates about excellent with crisp
edges showing some minor dings and scratches with some very light water staining; it
may be from a different dagger as there are distinct gaps at its fit with both pommel and
crossguard and there is no matching impact mark on the handle where something clear-
ly impacted the crossguard. The party eagle is well-defined and fits well, the cloissonned
S.A. emblem shows some superficial verdigris or tarnishing around its circumference but
is overall very good. The black enameled scabbard shows some light handling marks and
scratches along with what is clearly some added enamel. The nickel throat chape is tarnishing very slightly and is marked identically to
the crossguard "R13 11960", it however does not fit the scabbard precisely, there being a ghost marking from the original throat chape
on the body of the scabbard. The tip chape appears to be steel retaining most of its original nickel with some light flaking, primarily on
the ball, which has resulted in a light oxidation of the steel beneath. Still a very good N.S.K.K. dagger overall with perhaps some mixed
parts, but interesting markings. (35984-14) (300/400)

1107. GERMAN LUFTWAFFE 2ND MODEL
OFFICER'S DAGGER BY COPPELL 10" double edged
blade, 15 1/4" overall length. This is a very good example of an
Alexander Coppel second model Luftwaffe officers dagger. The
blade is overall bright showing evidence of a light cleaning which
has left remnants of light oxidation and perhaps some microscop-
ic pinprick pitting. There is little original polish but the edges
remain crisp, the obverse shows the "Alocoso" and ACS/scales
trademark of Alexander Coppell of Solingen. The cast aluminum
Luftwaffe eagle guard and ball-shaped swastika and oakleaf pom-
mel are a bright cast aluminum, and appear lightly cleaned, very
late war examples. The grip ferrulle shows a silver-soldered seam
along its left edge and the slightly off-white celluloid grip rates

very good and appears to be genuine in every respect along with its braided brass wire wrap; there is a tiny age crack along its left edge
at the lower first rib. A steel scabbard with aluminum hangers is included, it has been cleaned to gun metal gray overall with remnants of
some light pinprick pitting, likely by wire-wheeling. This being the case it would certainly lead me to believe that the guard and pommel
are original equipment on the blade, merely cleaned by some well-meaning GI. (35984-16) (300/500)

1108. GERMAN GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS DAGGER BY COPPELL 10 1/8" double edged blade, 14 1/2 overall length. This is
an interesting example of what is likely a post-war assemblage using an original Coppell blade. The obverse of the blade shows some
very good original polishing marks along with some minor drag marks from the scabbard while the reverse shows the appropriate
"Alocoso" and ACS/scales trademark of Alexander
Coppell of Solingen. The silver-gold toned, plated cross-
guard rates excellent but its definition is less fine than on
examples encountered, the wreath and swastika, indeed
the Eagles wings seem somewhat rudimentary the punch-
dot shading within the wings seems too coarse. The silver
ferrulle is slightly wrinkled but the backstrap and pommel
show a nice blue-gray tarnish, the definition on the Eagles
head, eyes and beak also not as crisp as observed Second
World War examples. There are a number of marks on the
pommel, perhaps indicating it was dropped, the spanner
nut shows evidence of having been loosened, or perhaps
tightened, the handle now slightly loose on the dagger
itself. The simulated mother-of-pearl grips rate very good
plus with a few minor scratches and handling marks from the years, showing some very good translucence. The scabbard retains very
good overall silver plate which is now tarnishing slightly and has good quality oak leaf hangers, the suspension rings as well seem to retain
all of their original silver plate. There is one dent in the scabbard near the tip on its backside. Included with the dagger is an all silver
portepee which rates excellent with one tiny bit of fraying at the top stem of the acorn. A very nice example overall of what appears to be
an assembled Government Officials Dagger. (35984-19) (300/500)
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1109. UNATTRIBUTED THIRD REICH "EASTERN
PEOPLES" DAGGER This is an "HG" marked dagger
which very closely resembles S.A. 1933 pattern daggers.
The double-edged blade is 8 3/4" overall length with a
wide central fuller, 13 3/4" overall length. The blade is
overall very good plus showing some light cleaning, a few
light oxidation stains and a few minor pits or inclusions
from the forging process. The dagger is fitted with a dual-
curved heavy brass crossguard and a rather heavy brass
eagle or falcon-head pommel retained by a spanner nut.
The crossguard shows some minor impact marks and is
marked "HG, the blade is numbered "50" below it. The
handle appears to be of maple and retains a good deal of
original varnish with light wear along the high edges and small handling marks from the years rating very good overall. There is a black-
lacquered steel scabbard included with brass throat and tip chapes, again loosely following the 1933-pattern German dagger scabbards;
the suspension ring is missing. An interesting dagger overall, similar and identical examples are pictured on page 302 of Collecting the
Edged Weapons of the Third Reich Volume II © 1976 by Thomas Johnson. (35984-23) (200/400)

1110. POSTWAR HUNGARIAN AIR FORCE DAGGER
This is a fairly good postwar copy of the Second World War
Hungarian Air Force dagger. The double-edged blade measures
8" with an overall length of 13 1/8" blade tip to eaglehead pom-
mel. The blade retains a fairly good bright buffed polish with rem-
nants of some minor oxidation and pinprick pitting. The obverse
ricasso seems to be marked "Hungaria" and is numbered 167
superimposed over 304; the obverse of the blade with a small
shield-coat of arms. The crossguard is of two-piece construction
with a nickel plated brass dual-curving guard with a ribbed ferrulle
to-which is affixed a brass eagle with outstretched wings. There
is a good deal of wear on the Eagles head and legs, the quality of
the casting slightly more rudimentary than observed examples.
The ribbed gutta-percha or hard rubber grip rates about very
good showing some chips and a fracture on its reverse face near
the eaglehead pommel. The eaglehead pommel shows quite a bit

of wear as well retaining only traces of its original nickel plate also being somewhat more simple than observed examples. The brass scab-
bard retains traces of nickel plate with a good deal of wear to the embossed Hungarian coat of arms, more likely it was somewhat crude-
ly cast to begin with, the blade catch as well fits rather loosely and is not consistent with Second World War examples. Overall a very good
"example" piece for the budding collector. (35984-22) (150/250)

1111. OTTOMAN YATAGAHAN WITH NIELLO FITTINGS This Turkish Yatagahan with scabbard measures 26" overall. The blade is
40% covered with stabilized black oxidation and also is incised on both sides with Arabic characters. The hilt was originally all niello, with
approx 20% remaining. There is a solder repair that has opened up on the pommel. The scabbard is wood with a leather covering and
a drag and throat that are embossed with military motifs. This also was originally niello embellished but only about 5% of the original pati-
na remains. An attractive example overall. (5991-22) (300/400)

1112. LATE WWII JAPANESE KATANA This example is typical of late war pieces. The 25 1/2” blade (measured from the tip to the notch
on the back where the collar fits in) is machine made and shows no temper line. The mounts consist of an iron tsuba, simple military style
fuchi/kashira, and a laquered wood scabbard with a leather combat cover over it. Overall very good condition. (5170-56) (200/400)

1113. WWII JAPANESE OFFICERS SWORD This is a Second World War Japanese officers sword with an old hand forged blade. The
blade measures 23 1/8 inches from the tip to the notch on the back where the silver wash collar fits in. The blade has black staining in
spots on both sides. A very active temper is visible on both sides of the blade. The blade is bent, and has three hagiri (cracks) that run
from the cutting edge up 1/2” toward the back of the blade. The mounts are complete WWII military fittings with a wood scabbard and
leather combat cover. The very tip of the wood has protruded through the leather on the scabbard. The story with the blade holds that
it was run over by a Jeep, it is in truth not as bad as that. (5929-1) (200/300)

1114. EARLY JAPANESE KOTO ERA O-TANTO This sword is a very early O-tanto or large tanto. The blade measures 14 7/8" from
the tip to the notch on the back of the blade where the collar fits in. There are single grooves on both sides of the dull gray blade. There
are numerous spots of stabilized black “spider web” rust on both sides of the blade. The tang is unsigned with two peg holes. The
mounts feature an iron tsuba with gilt floral accents, and matching dragon themed fuchi, kashira, and menuki. The original silk wrap is
gone, and there is what appears to be a homemade (not appropriate) wrap made from chord with tassels. Also present is a lacquered
wood scabbard. (5120-11) (150/250)

1115. EARLY JAPANESE KATANA SWORD This unsigned katana measures 27 3/8" from the tip to the notch on the back of the blade
where the copper collar fits in. The blade is out of polish, with a dull grey patina, and has numerous chips in the cutting edge. The tip
exhibits stabilized black oxidation and minor pitting. The tang is unsigned. The only mount present is a lacquered wood scabbard, split,
and missing the majority of the lacquer finish. (6067-2) (100/200)

1116. JAPANESE CAVALRY SABER Both the hilt of the blade and the drag of the scabbard are stamp-numbered "73425". The blade
has been chrome plated, and shows some blemishes in addition to missing a chip of the chrome about 1" long near the tip. Otherwise
the grip is tight to the blade and the sword fits snugly in its scabbard. (5984-80) (100/200)

1117. JAPANESE PARADE SABER This Second World War-era saber measures 35" overall. The chrome plated blade measures 28 1/2"
and shows an etched bumpy temper line and is mostly bright with some very minor black oxidation near the tip. The pierced brass grip
shows some generous traces of original gilt but is primarily a dark ocher patina with the leather washer still intact at the base of the blade.
The Bakelite grip is tight and snug to the blade with the grip wrap intact. The plated scabbard has several dents as well as some scat-
tered light oxidation in spots along with some prominent flaking at the drag. (6080-71) (100/200)
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1118. JAPANESE PARADE SABER This second World War-era saber measures 37 1/2” overall has a 28 1/2" blade showing both pewter
gray and light brown oxidation overall with some light tool marks from cleaning, there are traces of original plating at the ricasso. The hilt
is now a tarnished goldenrod patina with pierced foliate decorations at the guard, showing light wear overall. The shagreen grip is most-
ly intact with some minor loss on the first two ribs, the grip wrap is intact although slightly loose. The metal scabbard is a mix of original
nickel plate and brown oxidation with scattered flaking to the base metal beneath. The very tip of the blade is slightly twisted and some-
what wavy. (5343-4) (50/100)

1119. BROWNING MODEL 52 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE One of only 2500 manufactured this fixed blade knife measures 7” over-
all with a 3 1/2” high carbon drop point tapered full tang blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the tang has full wrap
around file work coverage. The hilt is composed of a bright single nickel silver guard and the stag panels are equipped with a lanyard hole
and are fastened by four small bright pins. Knife includes an open throat leather cover sheath and padded zippered case. (56161-18R)

1120. EARLY GERBER MARK I I FIGHTING
KNIFE This Viet Nam-era knife serial #006686, is a pre
’72 variation with a non-serrated edges. The knife mea-
sures 11 3/4” overall with a 6 3/4” stainless steel double
edge WASP blade. The blade remains bright and unsharp-
ened and the gray Armorhide handle rates excellent cen-
tered between a black painted double guard and lanyard
hole equipped pommel. The obverse guard is neatly
marked “RES”. Knife includes a two line address leather
sheath with sharpening steel in pocket. An excellent con-
dition early Mark II knife. (56161-18K)

1121. BARTEAUX & SONS COMPACT MACHETE This machete measures 17 5/8” with a 12” .095 high carbon steel blade. The
blade remains bright and factory sharpened with protective coating still on blade. The black injection molded one piece knuckle guard
handle rates excellent. Machete includes an open throat natural colored leather sheath with handle guard and belt loop. (56161-18E)

1122. CUSTOM RALPH BONE FIGHTING KNIFE This Bone fighter is similar in appearance to a Randall model 1 fighting knife mea-
suring 13” overall with a 8” high carbon clip point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and has familiar Bone/Lubbock, TX dog
bone logo on the obverse blade and is marked “A/177” on the reverse blade. The hilt is composed of a concave rosewood handle cen-
tered between a double brass guard and pommel with wide brass and black spacers. The pommel has previous owners initials engraved
inside of a shield. Knife includes a natural colored leather Johnson roughback style sheath with cracked white hone in pocket with light
verdigris forming on the brass hardware. (56161-18J)

1123. HIBBEN BOWIE KNIFE This Gil Hibben bowie measures 12 1/2” overall with a 7 1/4” high carbon clip point bowie blade. The blade
remains bright, unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a “humpback” finger groove rosewood
handle centered between a broad double lug brass guard and angular lanyard hole equipped pommel separated by wide black spacers.
Knife includes an unmarked natural leather sheath with handle strap and hone in pocket. (56161-18I)

1124. MMB PRODUCTS JET PILOTS KNIFE Manufactured by MMB Products Corp of Ohio, this knife measures 9 1/2” overall with a 5”
clip point blade equipped with fullers, a sharpened false edge and sawtooth top edge. The blade remains unsharpened and the metal sur-
faces retain 97-98%matte parkerized finish with a few storage scratches in the blade. The hilt is composed of a tapered stacked leather wash-
er handle centered between a rectangular steel guard equipped with lashing holes in the top edge and familiar nut shaped pommel stamped
“MMB 12 92”. Knife includes a properly marked MMB Products leather sheath with reinforced tip and hone in pocket. (56161-18F)

1125. WESTERN W49 BOWIE KNIFE This is a pre date-coded bowie measuring 14 5/8” overall with a 9 3/8” full tang high carbon steel
blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with a few pecks of freckling and light scuffs from sheath storage. The hilt is composed
of a crow’s beak walnut handle fastened by three large brass pins and a brass “S” shaped guard marked “WESTERN/Boulder Colo., U.S.A.
and “W 49” on either side at the ricasso. Knife includes an unmarked natural leather sheath with D-ring belt loop and leather thong in
excellent condition having a few scuffs and light stains. A nice early 70’s Western W49 bowie. (56161-18G)

1126. BROWNING MODEL 4018F SPORTSMAN FOLDING KNIFE This knife measures 5” with a 4” clip point 440C steel
blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The handle is composed of walnut scales centered between bright brass bol-
sters with previous owners initials engraved in one of the rear bolsters. Knife includes an original leather sheath with factory box and
instruction sheet. (56161-18N)

1127. BUCK MODEL 422C BUCKLITE NRA-ILA FOLDING KNIFE This knife measures 4 1/4” with a 3 1/4” 440C steel clip point
blade etched “NRA-ILA” on the obverse blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened. The blaze orange injection molded plastic
grips rate excellent and are equipped with a lanyard hole. Knife includes a factory black nylon sheath with NRA-ILA logo marked front
and worn cardboard box.

1128. GERBER LEGENDARY KNIVES “GERBER MAGNUM” FIXED BLADE KNIFE Originally designed by Thomas Lamb,
this all metal construction knife measures 11" overall with a 6” 440C steel clip point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened.
The one piece aluminum specially designed single finger grip handle remains bright and is maker marked on the belly of the handle. Knife
includes an open throat factory leather sheath. An excellent early variation Magnum Hunter knife. (56161-18L)

1129. BROWNING FIXED BLADE KNIFE This rather interesting one piece knife measures 7 3/4” overall with a 3 1/4” drop point high
carbon steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and is polished bright ending just behind the shallow single finger guard. The spear
point shaped handle is equipped with thumb serrations and lanyard hole but remains unfinished with a matte gray steel color. Knife
includes a factory brown leather sheath with belt loop. Purposely unfinished or not, a great lightweight hunting knife. (56161-18V)

1130. BROWNING LEGENDARY KNIVES FLAYER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This all metal construction fixed blade knife measures
8 1/8” overall with a 4 1/8” 440C steel skinning blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with a few light scuffs from sheath stor-
age. The one piece single guard aluminum handle remains bright and is maker marked in the belly of the handle. Knife includes a light-
ly worn open throat factory leather sheath with light scuffs and stains. (56161-18T)

1131. BROWNING MODEL 53 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE One of only 2000 manufactured, this knife measures 7 1/2” overall with
a 3 1/2” 440 C steel tapered full tang blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with attractive file work on upper and lower tangs.
The hilt is composed of genuine stag handles centered between a nickel silver single guard and pommel with black spacers and fastened
by two large bright rivets. Knife includes a correct factory brown leather sheath with handle strap. (56161-18W)
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1132. GERBER FOLDING KNIFE AND STEEL LOT Two items total: (1) Gerber single blade lockback folder measuring 4 1/4” with a
3 3/4” high carbon steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the bright solid brass handles with walnut inserts rate
excellent. Knife includes an original two piece factory cardboard box with remnants of an old price label; (1) Gerber sharpening steel
measuring 4 7/8” x 3/4”, steel remains bright and includes a factory leather sheath. (56161-18Q)

1133. BOKER FIXED BLADE FIGHTING KNIFE This fighter measures 10” overall with a 5 5/8” full tang Solingen steel blade equipped
with a 2 5/8” unsharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few specks of freckling on the obverse
blade. The blade has H. Boker & Co. of Solingen with tree makers mark on the obverse ricasso and “Deutschland/5176” on the reverse
ricasso. The hilt is composed of an oval tipped single stainless steel guard with small square lug upper finial and attractive genuine Sambar
stag handles fastened by three small bright pins. Knife includes a double strap black leather scabbard with plate steel tip and two piece
factory cardboard box. (56194-13)

1134. LOT OF RANDALL KNIFE CASES This lot consists of four padded knife cases ranging in length from 10 3/4” to 19 3/4”. The
cases rate excellent and are equipped with zippers and gold colored Randall logo on front of cases. (56020-K201)

1135. VICTORINOX SWISS CHAMP SURVIVAL KIT This large yet compact survival knife measures 3 1/2” x 1 1/4”, is red in color and
is equipped with 30 different tools including but not limited to the following: large and small blades, screwdrivers, magnifier, pliers, wire cut-
ters, chisel and the famous corkscrew; 18 separate items include a compass, sharpening stone, pressure pencil, bandage strips, rulers, string
and rulers. Knife includes a multi compartment leather carry case with Velcro closers, two piece box and papers. (56020-K198)

1136. HANDMADE MONTANA SKINNER KNIFE BY BEHRING This custom knife handmade by James Behring of Missoula
Montana measures 9” overall with a 4 1/2” upswept carbon steel skinning blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and marked
“J. BEHRING/HANDMADE” logo on the obverse blade with an additional stick figure under tree makers mark on the reverse blade. The
hilt is composed of a Musk Ox handle and single brass guard separated by stacked leather washers and brass spacers fastened by a large
brass pin. Knife includes custom brown leather sheath with embossed oak leaf and acorn motif. (56020-K171)

1137. CUSTOM DROP POINT SKINNING KNIFE BY SORNBERGER This custom knife by Jim Sornberger of San Jose, California
measures 8” overall with a 4” high carbon steel curved tip drop point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is engraved “J.
Sornberger/San Jose, Cal.” on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a nickel silver guard and a double curved finger grip dark wenge
wood handle fastened to a full length top bolster with a large bright nickel silver pin. The bolster is engraved with a nice alternating leaf
and riband motif. Knife includes an open throat leather cover sheath with a small untreated section under the belt loop which reads
“Sornberger/Custom D.P.S./Wenge Wood/Proto 5-82” in ink. A nice looking hunting knife with a good hand-to-knife feel. (56020-K196)

1138. CUSTOM LONG BLADE HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY BREND This Walter Brend knife measures 11 3/4” overall
with a 7” hollow ground high carbon steel tapered full tang blade. The blade remains unsharpened, bright and has familiar confederate
flag makers mark logo. The hilt is composed of genuine Sambar stag scales fastened by six small bright pins. Knife includes an unmarked
leather cover sheath with handle strap. (56020-K182)

1139. CUSTOM HATCHET/SKINNER COMBO BY FORTHOFER This unique Pete Forthofer creation is a compact one piece stain-
less steel hatchet measuring 9” overall with a 3 5/8” head equipped with a 2 3/4” sharpened curved main edge and 1 3/4” sharpened
straight edge. The metal remains bright, the edges unsharpened and the obverse haft is maker marked; the handle is composed of love-
ly blue mammoth ivory scales fastened by six small bright pins. The fixed blade skinning knife measures 5 3/4” overall with a 2 3/4” stain-
less steel fullered full tang blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is maker marked on the
obverse side of the blade. The handles are matching blue mammoth ivory fastened by six small bright pins. The combo includes a fold-
ing leather belt sheath with embossed basketweave and clamshell motif. (56020-K172)

1140. CUSTOM STAG HANDLE FIXED BLADE KNIFE Akihisa Kawasaki in appearance, this fixed blade knife measures 9 3/4” over-
all with a 3 3/4” high carbon steel blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is engraved with what appears to be an “A.K.5”
under a half quill feather makers marked on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a nickel silver bolster and a curved stag handle
fastened by a single small bright pin and is equipped with what appears to be a pivoting lanyard ring in the middle of the handle. Knife
includes a natural colored leather sheath with thong handle strap. (56020-K180)

1141. LILE NO. 7 FIXED BLADE KNIFE This Jimmy Lile custom knife measures 8 1/4” overall with a 3 3/4” D2 steel full tang blade. The
blade remains bright, unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a single brass guard and stag
handles equipped with a brass lined lanyard ring and fastened by two large brass pins. Knife includes a makers mark ambidextrous leather
sheath with belt slots. (56020-K184)

1142. CUSTOM DAMASCUS BOWIE BY HASTINGS This Don Hasting Bowie measures 10 1/2” overall with a 6” full tang bowie
blade. The blade remains unsharpened retaining all of its attractive Damascus pattern and the top tang shows nice file work continuing
to the bottom edge. The hilt is composed of a bright nickel silver double guard and color separating the attractive stabilized maple han-
dles which are secured by two bight pins. Knife includes an unmarked black dyed leather sheath. (6020-K177)

1143. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE BY NELSON This Roger Nelson knife measures 7 3/4” overall with a 3 3/4” hol-
low ground full tang high carbon steel blade. The polished blade remains bright, unsharpened and is signed “R. Nelson” on the reverse
blade and is numbered 150 on the obverse blade. The blade is equipped with thumb serrations and the tang is decorated with wrap-
around file work. The hilt is composed of a brass single guard
secured by a small bright pin and genuine stag handle
equipped with a nickel silver lined lanyard hole fastened by two
large ground bright rivets. Knife includes an unmarked open
throat brown leather cover sheath. (56020-K173)

1144. CUSTOM ARNO BERNARD CARVED HANDLE
UPSWEPT HUNTER KNIFE This fixed blade knife mea-
sures 9 1/2” overall with a 4 1/4” upswept stainless steel blade.
The blade remains bright, unsharpened and has etched mak-
ers mark on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of a
bright pinned nickel silver collar and medium brass collar
matching the 9” curved warthog tusk. The middle of handle is
carved with three standing elephants. The tusk is a natural
cream color with dark umber highlights and is accented with
thin drying cracks mainly along the spine and at the tip. Knife
includes a light skinned Cape Buffalo open throat leather
sheath. A great looking South African custom knife and sheath
combo. (56020-K236)
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1145. CUSTOM BUCK MODEL 110 FOLDING KNIFE This lockback measures 4 3/4” with a single 3 3/4” stainless steel clip point
blade. The blade has mellowed slightly with a few light scuffs from being professionally sharpened and has added file work thumb serra-
tions also present on the blade release. The walnut grips have a custom carved wavy grip pattern which continues through the brass bol-
sters. The bolsters have a lightly mellowed patina with some light tarnishing and scuffs. Knife includes a lightly worn factory leather sheath
with light verdigris forming on the hardware. (56020-K174)

1146. CUSTOM IVORY HANDLE FOLDER BY GRIGG Handmade and scrimshawed by Walter Grigg of Orlando, Fl., this lovely little
lockback measures 3 1/4” with a 2 1/2” stainless steel blade. The blade remains, bright and is maker marked on the obverse blade. The
hilt is composed of a bright nickel silver bolster and bright elephant ivory scales. The obverse scale has an attractive single color
scrimshawed sailfish done by Mr. Grigg and is signed and dated 1978 by the artist. The scales are fastened by two small bright screws
and a set of walnut scales are included. (56020-K194)

1147. PARKER EDWARDS AMERICAN BLADE COLLECTORS ANNIVERSARY COMMEMORATIVE SURVIVAL KNIFE
This massive knife measures 15” overall with a 10” Damascus steel blade equipped with a sawtooth top edge and matching double guard.
The blade remain unsharpened and is numbered “401” next to makers mark on the obverse blade and etched “5 Year Anniversary/American
Blade Collectors/1981-1986 1 of 1200”. The knurled black anodized hollow handle with removable pommel is equipped with a black face
compass in interior of handle. Knife includes an unmarked dyed black leather sheath with hone in pocket. (56020-K169)

1148. DAMASCUS DROP POINT KNIFE BY DRAPER Handcrafted by Audra Draper of WY, this neat little knife measures 4 1/4”
overall with a 2” drop point damascus blade. The blade remains unsharpened retaining its entire wavy damascus pattern. The copper sin-
gle guard remains bright with a few specks of tarnish and pinprick pitting. The dual finger grip water buffalo horn handle rates excellent
and is separated by thin black and copper spacers. Knife includes a handmade leather sheath with fringe accented seam signed by the
maker and a hand written note describing knife. (56020-K191)

1149. POCKET CLIP FOLDING KNIFE BY CRAWFORD. Handcrafted by Crawford knives of W. Memphis. AR., this all stainless steel
little concealment knife measures 3 1/2” with a 2 7/8” blade equipped with a 1 3/8” false edge and knurled brass thumb opener and is
numbered “83”. The metal remains bright and the handle is equipped with a lanyard hole and spring pocket clip which also serves as
blade lock and release. A perfect low profile concealment knife. (56020-K192)

1150. HANDMADE FIXED BLADE HUNTER BY SCHNEIDER This one piece steel custom knife by Friedrich Schneider of Germany
measures 7 1/4” overall with a 3 1/4” damascus Schneider stainless steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened, is maker marked on the
obverse blade and is lightly floral engraved along the rear top edge. The single finger grip handle is equipped with a built in lanyard hole
and is nicely engraved with bands of floral scroll and thin lines with broad crisscross checkering in the finger grip. The handle is accent-
ed with attractive ironwood scale inserts fastened by large mosaic pins. Knife includes an equally attractive dyed leather open throat
leather sheath. A superb custom knife destined to be the envy of any handmade knife collection. (56020-K181)

1151. COFFIN HANDLE LOCKBACK FOLDER BY PERDUE This custom lockback by Mel Perdue measures 4 1/2” with a 3 1/4”
satin finished stainless steel spear point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is engraved “PERDUE/033” on the obverse
blade. The hilt is composed of brown mammoth ivory scales fastened by one large and two small bright pins centered between bright
nickel silver bolsters. (56020-K187)

1152. CUSTOM FOLDING KNIFE BY NELSON This Roger Nelson lockback closely resembles a larger canoe pattern folder. The knife
measures 4 3/8” with a 3 1/4” hollow ground high carbon steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright, unsharp-
ened and is signed “R. Nelson/74” on the obverse blade. The hilt is composed of translucent red celluloid scales fastened by five bright
pins centered between nickel silver bolsters having a few specks of light tarnishing. (56020-K190)

1153. FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE BY MORGAN This fixed blade knife measures 8 1/4” overall with a 3 3/4” full tang 440C steel
drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is Marked “MORGAN” on the reverse
blade. The single brass guard has a nice mellowed patina and the rosewood handle rates excellent and is equipped with a brass lined
lanyard hole and are fastened by bright pins and brass washers. Knife includes a makers marked natural colored leather sheath with sim-
ple hand tooled bordering. (56020-K176)
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1154. LOT OF GERBER TOUCHE BELT BUCKLE KNIVES Three total: (2) Slim line buckles measuring 2 7/8” overall with black ABS
plastic clips, 2” drop point stainless steel blades and ivory micarta handles. The blades remain bright and unsharpened. One handle reads
“AIR FORCE” in bold block letters and the other shows a brown bear in wooded forest stream scrimshawed and signed by Boucher; (1)
wood inlay buckle measuring 1 3/4” X 2 3/4” with black ABS plastic clip having angular walnut inlays, 2” drop point stainless steel blade
and an ivory micarta handle showing a strutting Tom turkey also scrimshawed and signed by Boucher. Knives include original display
boxes one of which is to a different model knife. (56020-K195)

1155. FIRST AID LOT Total of three: (2) APLS brand patient transport litters measuring 33” x 78” with securing straps and carrying handles.
The litters are made of tan nylon with an absorbent material on the patient side. Both items are secured in individual zip-lock bags and are
in almost new condition overall; (1) O.D. green nylon litter to be used for emergency extraction. The litter measures approximately 73" x 24"
with sleeves on both sides for inserting poles as well as the handles on each side to grab if poles are not available or expedient. The litter
also features straps to secure the patient. The litter exhibits minimal wear and is in almost new condition overall. (65242-40AC3)

1156. LOT OF ASSORTED GUN PARTS Four items total: (1) Sig pistol frame This lot consists of a black polymer pistol frame believed
to be for the Sig Sauer P250 modular, semi-auto pistol. The frame is empty of any internal parts, exhibiting minor wear from handling and
storage. The frame is in excellent condition overall; (1) small plastic bag containing three pairs of dovetail sights believed to fit the H&K
USP model pistol. The sights are the three dot design that were replaced in lieu of night sights and are in very good condition overall; (1)
H&K blank adapter for a 91 or G3 model semi-auto rifle. The adapter retains 97% original brushed chrome finish with the lot in excellent
condition overall; (1) custom, checkered walnut buttplate measuring approximately 5 1/2" from heel to toe and 1 3/4" at the widest point.
The checkering is strong retaining prominent points and in excellent condition overall. (65242-32A1, 6D8)

1157. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot consists of eight items: (1) tactical barrel mount for a PLS 500 Lasersight designed to fit a shotgun
magazine tube measuring 1.005” - .995”. The item is two figure eight style rings complete with box and allen wrench. The exterior surfaces
retain 97% original blue finish with wear from handling and storage with the item in excellent condition overall; (1) 1” light or laser mount
by an unknown maker designed to fit on a picatinney rail. The exterior surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with wear and minor scuff-
ing on the high edges, in very good condition overall; (1) Bright Sights Professional Gun Sight Kit. The kit is designed to place one of the
six different colors on a firearm sight for added visibility. The kit includes the original box and instructions and is in almost new condition
overall; (1) 6 shot full moon clip loader in the original box. The loader features two extra for 45ACP and 40S&W. The surfaces exhibit minor
wear from handling and storage with the lot in excellent condition overall; (1) plastic bag containing 10 replacement magazine springs for
the FN 5.7mm, 20 round magazine and 4 self-leveling followers for an AR-15/M4 magazine; (1) pair of Rottefella cross country ski bind-
ings size 75mm. The binding are in the original box and are in virtually new condition overall; (1) Honeywell model 2700 Strobolite signal-
ing device. The light measures approximately 2 1/4" x 6 1/4" with a plastic housing that consists of an orange base with opaque lens; (1)
Hi-Lite model 201 angle head flashlight with a red lens measuring approximately 6" x 2". This light is a miniature of the military issue with
a green plastic body. Both items exhibit minor wear and are in good condition overall with no guarantee on operation. (65242-39A1,6D9)

1158. WALKING STICK LOT Total of two: the first stick is made from bamboo measuring approximately 35 1/2". The top is covered with a
paper thin, decorative metal cap which is torn exhibiting a couple of bare areas as well as being loose. The end features a standard black
crutch tip for safety. The wood exhibits some wear retaining 85-90% original finish; the second stick measures approximately 37" appearing
to be made from the Blackthorn bush with a neutral colored handle and a black shaft. The stick has a brass ring with the inscription "Classic
Canes England" as well as a brass buttcap. The stick exhibits minor wear with both canes in excellent condition overall. (65242-4A)

1159. RUGER MKIII SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #272-83439, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with a virtually new bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original matte blue finish with negligible wear. The original black rubberized grips are in new condition. Equipped only with a Picatinny
rail for optics, the barrel has been fitted with Ruger's proprietary birdcage flash suppressor. The pistol is in almost new condition overall,
includes original box, papers, case and two 10 round magazines. (65772-2) (175/275)

1160. LOT OF HK G3 MAGAZINES A total of three 20 round steel magazines with G3 markings with the following date stamps; 1/62,
11/61, 9/61, 4/72, 11/64, 12/65 and 9/69. Both parkerized and blued and in very good to excellent condition. (105775-10B,12B)

1161. LOT OF G3 STYLE MAGAZINES Includes (6) unmarked steel 5 round HK91/ G3 style magazines and (3) steel 20 round maga-
zines marked G3 with the following date stamps; 11/62, 5/62 with Norwegian proof, 11/61 with Norwegian poof. They are parkerized fin-
ish and blued and in very good to excellent condition. (105775-12A)

1162. LOT OF G3 MAGAZINES Includes four aluminum 20 round magazines with matte black finish. Three of the magazines are marked
G3 with the following date stamps; 1/70, 2/63, 8/63, 5/63,11/72, 7/63, 9/75 and the fourth is marked 7.62 x 51 10/90. All four magazines
are in very good to near excellent condition. (105775-10A)

1163. LOT OF THREE MINIATURE DECOY CARVINGS, TWO GEESE AND A WOOD DUCK This is a nice mixed lot of three
(3) miniature carvings that show varying details of finish, condition and style. The first is hand painted wood duck drake 7 1/2" in length.
The mini wood duck decoy is branded on the bottom in a circle, "Stoney Point Decoys" with ink signature "Shirley Hearne 1990." The sec-
ond piece is a mini flat-bottomed goose, poised with a slightly reaching head. The quality of this piece suggests a lower quality hand-made
item. Its overall length is 5 3/4". The third piece is a mini goose carving posed on wire legs upon a piece of driftwood. The goose carving
is 4 1/2" in length with the overall length of the driftwood being 7 1/2". (2933-3)

1164. SPANISH LEATHER ARMORED CREWMAN'S HELMET This is an all-leather constructed Spanish tankers helmet. The helmet
rates very good overall with very minor flaking and crackling of the leather which is still supple and flexible. The leather is primarily black
with the leather neck nape being more of a chocolate brown. The interior flannel lining rates about excellent as does the leather suspen-
sion webbing, there is one small area of rodent damage, smaller than a U.S. half-dollar in size. The buckle shows some very light oxidation
and is held in place with three tubular rivets, the insignia is missing from the front of the crown. A very good example overall. (35984-110A)

1165. LUGER SHOULDER STOCKS Two unmarked reproduction Luger buttstocks. The attaching irons are poorly fitted to the wood,
but remain solid. The stocks have several scattered small handling marks and are in very good overall condition. (105682-3A,3B)

1166. HAT LOT Includes six hats total: (1) Navy enlisted man’s white cotton hat with stiffened bill. The hat is in good overall condition con-
sidering it’s yellowed with age; (1) Naval Flat Top dress blue cap in very good to near excellent condition; (1) Army Blues dress cap that
appears authentic, missing its insignia in very good overall condition; (1) reproduction sun helmet in very good overall condition; (1) Five
Star herring bone hat in fair condition; (1) tan colored Army officer’s hat in poor condition with no insignia. (105682-18E)

1167. PRESENTATION CASE A handmade yellow pine case that measures 17 3/4” X 8” X 2 3/4” with brass hardware and red baize lin-
ing. The lid is slightly warped and the case does not close tightly. The interior has a compartment for lead balls and an impression for a
tin of caps. There is a brass plaque affixed inside that reads “Remington 1858”, a partial tin of CCI No. 11 caps, and a small cloth bag with
44 caliber lead balls and all items are in very good overall condition with lnterior lid lining needing to be reattached. (105682-13B)
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1168. COMMEMORATIVE BROWNING CITORI KNIFE LOT This Browning Citori knife celebrates the one millionth shotgun pro-
duced. This full tang, fixed blade knife measures approximately 8 1/4” overall with an unsharpened 3 3/4” clip point blade. The knife is
stainless steel with gray toned hardwood scales exhibiting distinctive Citori engraving on the guard and Browning logo in gold on the ric-
asso. The guard exhibits a minor scuff on the reverse side from handling and storage. The knife includes the glass topped, wooden dis-
play case measuring approximately 11” x 7”. The exterior surfaces exhibit negligible wear. The black velvet fitted interior is in excellent con-
dition. The lot is in excellent condition overall, includes the original shipping case as well as papers for sharpening. (65930-7)

1169. SINKBOX BLUEBILL PAINTED SOLID WOOD DECOY BY CAPTAIN HARRY JOBES This is a small size decoy,
approximately 12" X 7", hand painted with painted eyes. This decoy rates very good overall with some light scuff marks and scratches on
the left side. There is a small center mounted weight and anchor swivel, and it is signed on the bottom. Jobes is a contemporary carver
who specializes in accurate representations of working decoys of the Susquehanna, Chesapeake style. (115341-7A)

1170. HOMEMADE GOLDEN EYE HEN DECOY This unsigned primitive 14” decoy made of cork on a wooden plank has a carved
wooden head with a chipped beak. Judging from the amount of shot still stuck in this decoy, it enjoyed a very active sporting career. Paint
is faded but adds to the charm of this old bird. (2990-4)

1171. LOT OF TURKEY HUNTING CALLS This lot contains six turkey calls total: (1) Primos “Lil” Hot Box, box call still in its original fac-
tory packaging; (1) Primos Limb Hanger mouth diaphragm call still in original packaging; (1) Quaker Boy Crankin’ Crow gobbler locator
mouth call still in original factory packaging and a Primos plastic call box containing three different diaphragm mouth calls which have seen
little if any use. A great collection of calls ready for gobbler season. (55847-5)

1172. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON/UMC COLT AMMUNITION This lot contains two boxes of Remington/UMC hand-
gun ammunition. The first box is a factory sealed two-piece tan colored box with matching top and wraparound side labels containing fifty
.32 Long Colt central fire cartridges loaded with 83 grain bullets. The box rates very good with lightly rounded corners and edges and dirt
staining. The top label shows picture of cartridge above company address. The side label has circular red Remington/UMC logo and Colt
Patent Firearms logo. Both labels remain 98% intact with light scuffs and ingrain dirt staining. The second box is nearly identical in appear-
ance but is opened and contains fifty 38 Long Colt smokeless central fire cartridges loaded with 148 grain bullets. The box rates very good
with lightly rounded edges and corners, one of which has separated along with scuffs and light age staining. The top label remains 98%
intact while the side label remains about 95% intact with light tears and dirt staining. (55698-59C)

1173. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight rounds of vintage 45-70 ammunition. Included are four rounds
of W.C.C. Mk I blanks, one Rem-UMC blank and three loaded soft point rounds by Western. All have light tarnish but are in excellent con-
dition otherwise; a single round of 45-100 with a paper patch bullet; 23 rounds of blue tipped, wood practice rounds with aluminum cases
and ten rounds of dummy ammo. Last, a single box of 50 Winchester 32 S&W blanks. The two-piece box has a white label with minor
foxing and red "W" logos on the end flaps. The corners of the lid portion are torn, but the box is in otherwise excellent condition. The
included ammunition has some light tarnish, but rates excellent as well. (44584-6P1)

1174. ARMY FIELD JACKET This lot consists of a U.S. Army OD green cold weather coat size XS-Regular. It is in like new condition minus
some very light soiling which should be a quick clean. No liner present. (44624-11)

1175. LOT OF SOFT PELLETS Includes the following factory sealed packages by Daisy: Five SoftAir Shot for models 08, 38, 59; two
SoftAir pellets for model 57; and one SoftAir Shot & Cartridges Number 7180. Also included are five packages of 150 round Marksman
Laserhawk 1297 Hyper-Velocity Airgun ammunition consisting of three factory sealed and two opened but virtually full. (75665-106)

1176. LOT OF PISTOL GRIPS Two sets of grips: Pachmayr TR-3 ALS walnut and rubber grips like new in box that fits Taurus large frame
revolvers M65, M66, M80, M82, M83, M86, M96. Unmarked wood grips likely to fit an Astra .22 pistol in like new condition. (125893-10A)

1177. COLT FOURTH MODEL DERRINGER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #19584D, 22 Short, 2 1/2" side pivoting barrel with a
bright very good bore with minor fouling. The barrel retains 50% original blue with the faded finish turning to a dull blue gray patina; the
hammer and trigger show a few tiny spots of oxidation. The nickel plated bronze frame shows some freckling and handling wear to the
finish. The walnut grips rate very good with a fading finish, high edge wear and handling marks. (125885-2) (25/75)

1178. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL .50 Cal., 2 1/2" barrel with a dark rusty bore. The metal surfaces show
modest pitting and oxidation. The hardwood grip is in poor condition and is crudely attached to the frame. (125455-3) {ANTIQUE}(10/20)

1179. HOPKINS & ALLEN UNIVERSAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #236, 32 Cal., 2 1/2" barrel. This pistol is heavily oxi-
dized and does not function mechanically. The grips are in very good condition with one chip on the left side. (125428-7) {C&R} (5/15)

1180. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON FIRST MODEL BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #7140, 32 S&W, 2 1/2” octagon barrel
with a good bore showing modest pitting and surface rust. The metal surfaces retain about 60% flaking original nickel with scattered spots
of pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered brown hard rubber grips rate fine showing light wear. The revolver does not function in
single action properly. (55823-77) {C&R} (15/30)

1181. GRENDEL MODEL P10 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15173, 380ACP, 3" barrel with a very good bore. Metal surfaces retain
95% original blue with silver highlights on the slide and an excellent synthetic frame. Pistol features a 10 round fixed magazine.
(125984-59) (75/150)

1182. SPANISH REPRODUCTION KENTUCKY PERCUSSION PISTOL 45 Cal., 10" barrel with a very good bore showing some light
oxidation. The barrel and trigger's metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light handling marks, a spot of oxidation near the nipple, and
a few freckles on the trigger; the lock and hammer exhibit very good case-hardened colors with light freckling; and the brass trim shows a
mild tarnish. The hardwood stock rates very good showing several dings and light handling marks. (125683-7) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1183. LOT OF POWDER CANS This lot consists of two square Hercules Powder Company 1 lb. powder cans. First is a HiVel No.2 Military
Rifle Powder with a tan and blue label and in excellent condition. The second is a Bullseye can that has yellow label with red border and
minor foxing and a mild tarnish and light oxidation on the metal. This can also has "Bullseye" written on the lid and "2.00" on the top edge
of the label. Two nice looking cans overall. (44963-1C)

1184. COLT TWO-TONE MAGAZINE LOT Includes one two tone, two line 1911 magazine. The magazine retains near 90% of its orig-
inal blue finish with several small wear marks and scratches consistent from use. The top of the magazine shows shades of gun metal
gray with faint specks of light oxidation staining. This is an excellent condition magazine. (104299-23C)

1185. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a two piece box with orange and black label that reads “.343 Winchester Soft
Point Cartridges 200 gr., soft point bullets for Winchester model 1886 repeating rifle”. The labels are near excellent with only minor blem-
ishes to include a couple of spots written in grease pencil along the top. The box remains in very good overall condition with two split
seams along the bottom corners and the cartridges have spots of light verdigris and oxidation. (105918-1H)

1186. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND ACCESSORIES Three items total: (1) six inch long Passport black nylon ambidextrous belt holster with
Velcro closures that appears unused; (1) black nylon double pouch housing two H.K.S 586 Speedloaders that also appears unused; (1) Guide
Gear brown leather holster for revolver. Length is eight inches and comes with belt loop and snap closure. Excellent condition. (74093-2)
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1187. FLINTLOCK PISTOL KIT AND HOLSTER RIG LOT (1) unmarked partially assembled black powder pistol kit. The in-the-white
barrel measures 10” overall with a bright excellent rifled bore. The lock and trigger group are also in-the-white. The hardwood stock rates
very good as unfinished. A true project piece that would give countless hours of enjoyment when completed; (1) Folsom Audley Official Police
model holster with the safety spring and double row of cartridge holders. This example also features a 2 in. waist belt and shoulder strap. The
black holster features the oval company logo and remains structurally sound with light scuffing. The back is marked "OP 6" on the brown strap
which is attached to the aforementioned cartridge holder and includes the Official Folsom Audley marking. The belt is marked: "SER-
VICE/FULL GRAIN/BRIDLE LEATHER" and shows moderate wear with a small tear at the top. The double row cartridge holder, which is
possibly N.J. State Police issued, currently houses 13 rds. of mixed headstamp .45 cal. and nine rds. of Remington .38 Special. The ammuni-
tion rates about good with moderate oxidation and verdigris which has transferred to contact points with the leather. (74299-35GJ)

1188. AR 15/M 16 MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains one Simmonds Prec. Prod. M16/M16A1 20 rd., 5.56 mm aluminum magazine in
excellent condition with strong spring. (74053-71A)

1189. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Fabrica de Armas de Toledo (Spanish manufactured) 4.56x36
mm in excellent condition; (1) full 20 rd. box of Fabrica do Realengo (Brazilian manufactured) 7 mm on five rd. stripper clips. The ammu-
nition rates very good to excellent. (75918-1G)

1190. LOT OF SHOOTING ACCESSORIES Five items total: (2) Beretta model 92 magazines, first is an unmarked model 92C magazine.
The magazine retains near 90% plus of its original finish and has a plastic molded floorplate. Second is an unmarked steel 92FS maga-
zine. The magazine retains 90% plus original blue and both are in very good to excellent condition; (1) True Mark plastic and aluminum
constructed sling shot. The bands are slightly dried and cracking and they should be replaced before use. It appears complete in prop-
er working order and comes with two partial packages of shot; (1) pair of compact 4x30 binoculars by Vivtar with clear crisp optics and
comes with a black belt loop carry case; (1) plastic bag containing approximately 100 rds. of .45 ACP and approximately 55 rds. of .30 M1.
Also included are 11 mixed shells. The lot is in very good condition overall with some showing light tarnish. (74299-26T)

1191. MISCELLANEOUS SHOOTERS LOT (1) Colt B Square revolver scope mount with attached rings and retaining 99% blue finish in
excellent condition; (1) 20 round box of North East Bullet Co., 45 Cal., 285 gr., FNHB hunter style bullets; (3) ten round packages of TC Big
Shot Sabots 50/.475 caliber, 325 gr., XTP Magnum bullets. All items are in original factory packaging; (1)Chinese SKS spike bayonet that
rates excellent overall with only a few very minor handling marks on the blade. The black finished socket shows moderate loss at the con-
tact point and there is some light grime buildup at the bridge along the included screw. Excellent condition overall. (74299-41GL)

1192. TRADITIONS BUCKHUNTER IN-LINE PISTOL serial #14-13-045981-98, 50 cal., 9” barrel with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% plus original brushed nickel finish. The trigger, safety, hammer and front ramped sight all are painted black. The
stocks are a black textured synthetic in excellent condition. The pistol comes with a moderately damaged cardboard and Styrofoam ship-
ping carton with papers but is in very good to excellent overall condition. (106070-41) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1193. KNIFE LOT This is a Philippine Moro knife, likely homemade for the tourist trade, with a 14 1/2 in. blade that is about 1/4 in. proud of
the grip which, like the scabbard, is made of wood. Together they form a tribute to the end of WWII as the grip reads "VICTORY" and
continues to the sheath: "1945 PHILIPPINES". This commemoration is constructed of a white iridescent material and is augmented by
ornate carvings in the dark brown wood. The sheath has some separation at the seam and a 3” chip at the tip and a smaller one at the
base. The angular blade has a somewhat crude appearance and has several wear marks. These knives were made for cutting betel nut.
A unique item that rates about very good overall. (74299-41GM)

1194. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a 11 1/4" Indian or Mediterranean trade knife that has a 6 5/8" double edged blade with traditional
etching on both sides. The blade tip is slightly deformed and there are some areas of light oxidation and brown patina present. The grip
is comprised of various horn "washers"; some have minor insect damage and light chipping. Included is the original copper lined wood
scabbard. Most of the copper sheathing is flaked off and the remaining portions have a dark patina and traditional designs. A very good
example overall likely made for the trade market. (45094-4)

1195. US REVOLVER COMPANY TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #27115, 32 S&W, 3" ribbed round barrel
with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized brown patina. The left grip is cracked, the right grip is a poor-quality soft
wood replacement. The gun needs mechanical attention and barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (35601-1) (5/15)

1196. UNMARKED BELGIAN BRASS-BARREL CENTER HAMMER FLINTLOCK PISTOL About .40 cal. percussion, 2 5/8"
octagon barrel with integral frame. Iron hammer and triggerguard are brown and gray patina. Integral barrel and frame are a dull gold-
enrod patina with overall handling marks and light dings, also showing tool marks. The smooth bag shaped grip rates fair-good. The gun
is missing some screws and likely internal parts as it is not mechanically functional. (35182-37) {ANTIQUE} (5/15)

1197. IVER JOHNSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D19953, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" ribbed
round barrel with a poor bore. Metal surfaces retain about 97-98% later buffed chrome or bright nickel. The checkered hard rubber owls
head grips rate very good and good, the right grip showing more wear and fading to brown. The gun does not function mechanically and
may be missing parts. (35222-2) {C&R} (10/20)

1198. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #75751, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a
very good bore having a few specks of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel with light flaking and oxidation
staining on the cylinder and in the barrel flutes. The colors on the case hardened hammer are toning to gray with generous traces on
the protected areas of the trigger. The checkered black hard rubber owls head grips rate fine overall with light wear along the butt.
(55885-7) {C&R} (25/75)

1199. REPLICA GUN LOT Mauser Model HSc, 7.65 mm, metal model with 98% black finish, very good wood grips, and a removable
magazine with four replica rds. The tip of the hammer is broken off and not present. The "action" works only if the hammer is worked
manually. (74211-3E)

1200. LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of eight full 20 rd. boxes of fired cases: (4) of Federal .223 Remington; (2) of Winchester Western
.223 Remington; (1) of Remington 221 Rem. Fire Ball; (1) of Sako 7x57. Also included are 22 rds. of 5.7 Johnson/22 Spitfire made from
.30 Carbine brass. The overall condition is very good. (76019-1DX)

1201. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 11 full five rd. boxes of Remington 2 3/4 in., 20 ga. in excellent condition: (5) of Slugger
H.P. Rifled Slugs; (6) of Buckshot, 20 pellets. The boxes have prices written in ink. (76019-1CD)

1202. LOT OF AMMUNITION Five packages total: This lot consists of 7.65mm/32 ACP: (1) factory sealed and (1) opened but full 25 rd.
box of Fabrique National 7.65mm (32 ACP); (1) bag containing 58 rds. of 7.65 with mixed Nazi factory headstamps. Also included are six
rds. of mixed U.S. commercial and seven P.M.C. headstamped dummy rounds, all being 7.65mm/32 auto and contained in a Remington
7.65mm/32 auto "dog bone" style box. The overall condition is very good with some showing light tarnish; (1) 25 rd. size box containing 20
rds. of Fabrique National 7.63 Mauser in excellent condition; (1) bag containing 64 rds. of mixed Nazi factory headstamps. (74211-11P)

1203. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. size boxes of Winchester Super-X 10 mm auto., 175 gr., Silvertip, HP in excel-
lent condition with the boxes having price stickers: (1) full; (1) containing 11 rds. (74299-24GA)
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1204. REPLICA PISTOL AND PROJECTILE LOT Four items total: (1) Davis Industries version of an FN Model 1910 pistol. It comes
with a very short magazine and has a working slide with a plugged barrel and is in good overall condition; (1) partially stripped Walther
PP style replica missing the entire top half of the pistol as well as several small internal parts; (1) Japanese marked T5 fuse and (1) partial
40mm casing. The brass casing appears to be cut down with an overall length of 2 1/2” it remains in good shape with crisp markings on
the bottom. The brass fuse is in very good overall condition with solder remnants along the top of the cone and still has clear crisp mark-
ings. (104211-9AX)

1205. LOT OF AMMUNITION Two packages total: (1) box containing 17 rds. and three fired cases of Winchester 405 Win., 300 gr., S.P.
The condition is near excellent with virtually no tarnish and a minor ding or two. The old style red and yellow box with the image of the
cartridge on the side rates about good with a missing end flap, wear along the edges, particularly at the corners. The inside natural tan
colored cardboard tray rates near excellent; (1) 30 rds. of United States Cartridge Co. American Model Black Powder .44 S&W. The
casings rate excellent but there is moderate oxidation at the tips. Also included is a collapsed original gray box with black print that is
still crisp however the scarce “American Model” box rates poor as most of the sections have come apart and there is moderate wear to
the edges. (75980-11Z)

1206. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester: (1) of 405 Winchester 300 gr., SP with some expe-
riencing light to moderate tarnish and oxidation. The original red and yellow box rates near very good with most of the wear occurring in
one isolated area on the side edge; (1) of 405 Winchester SP Staynless for Winchester Model 95 rifle in good plus condition with most
showing mild to moderate tarnish and oxidation. One round has a small dent. The blue and red box rates about good with the end flaps
missing, one inch of the top torn off and average wear and ingrained dirt. (75918-1C)

1207. MILITARY LOT Includes 14 mixed stripper clips, some with minor oxidation, two U.S. muzzle covers marked "Victory Mfg. Inc./1944"
rating very good with minor spotting and one excellent condition, two inch wide OD green sling with clips and buckle experiencing some
discoloration. (73746-5B3, 7B5, 7B11,)

1208. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester .30 Army Full Patch in the red label box which is
coming apart at the seams with one end flap torn off but present. The ammunition is very good with light tarnish; (1) containing 19 rds.
of Winchester .30 Winchester Caliber Model 1894 in the original orange labeled box which shows wear and ingrained dirt. Ammunition is
very good with light tarnish and some with very light oxidation; (1) full 20 rd. of Winchester .30 Remington Autoloading Soft Point in very
good to excellent condition in the tan box with orange label grading near very good with light wear along the edges; (1) containing 16
rds. of Peters High Velocity 30-30 Winchester 170 gr., HP in good to very good condition with moderate tarnish. The original 20 rd. size
Peters box has a missing end flap; (1) containing approximately 40 rds. of Sears, Roebuck and Co. 22 short Sta-Klean experiencing mod-
erate oxidation; (1) full 25 rd. of U.M.C. 30 cal. 170 gr., metal case soft point in the green labeled box exhibiting light stains and ingrained
dirt. The ammunition shows mild oxidation. Also included are five rds. of mixed 30-30 Win., an unopened, excellent condition, 100 pc.
box of Remington UMC .30 cal. primers, one empty 100 rd. Winchester No. 4 Primers box with wood tray, an empty Winchester, .30
Winchester Model 94 Soft Point box, an empty Peters Rustless .44-40 Shot box, an empty box for UMC 25 rd., .32 cal. patched bullets for
Ballard & Bullard Rifles, an original, full, seven rd. plastic tray with instruction sheet and cardboard sleeve of Dunn’s 38 cal. training ammu-
nition. The empty boxes grade near very good, the Dunn’s is excellent. Also included is a cleaning rod brush. (75963-1C)

1209. HELMET LOT This is U.S. Model 1917 "Brodie" helmet retaining approximately 50% of its original OD green sawdust-flocked finish
and is exhibiting mild to moderate oxidation over much of the interior and exterior. The interior MK. I liner rates about good to very good
and only the upper half of the chinstrap is present. (74299-70)

1210. MUZZLELOADING PROJECTILE LOT This lot consists of approximately 90 rds. of .690 dia. cast bullets and one plastic tray
containing approximately 40 assorted lead balls and cast bullets. The overall condition is excellent. (74742-1D)

1211. MINIATURE DISPLAY AND FUSE LOT Toy gun manufactured in France that replicates a French machine gun mounted on a
tripod. Standing seven inches tall, its metal surfaces exhibit gray and gold enamel of which 96% remains. Included are the movable crank
and the original two piece box which has a liquid stain and scuffing along the edges. Also included are ten military fuses. Included are
two aerial, one marked ORH 1863R, one marked OR1864R, one identified as #134048 US, Dec 17, 1872. The overall condition is good
plus. (75622-7,17)

1212. LOT OF AMMUNITION POUCHES AND OILERS Seven items total: (5) leather military pouches. Three are unmarked and rate
near good overall with moderate wear and mildew and one with a separated lid. There is also a dual section one marked OTK-5 that rates
very good and another that appears unused but has light mildew; (2) metal military oilers, the first is a Yugoslavian brass dual spout marked
"4NW" on one side and the opposite "AOA". The brass surface shows about 40% tarnish and a couple spots of verdigris. It is housed in
a green canvas pouch with white drawstring. The second is marked E/I and is likely Russian. It is currently in a plastic bag and smoth-
ered in cosmoline but appears to be in very good condition with one area of black tarnish. Also included are parts to a cleaning kit (pos-
sibly Russian) and a takedown tool. (75682-14B)

1213. SWEDISH TELESCOPIC SIGHT Includes a NIFE marked T-KSP heavy machine gun sight. The sight measures 24” with a com-
plete rubber eye piece and is numbered 7765. The optic appears slightly cloudy and has an inverted V aiming point with vertical gradu-
ations. The sight retains the majority of its OD green painted finish with a few scattered areas with light flaking. This is an overall very good
to near excellent example. (105853-20)

1214. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GOULD 4 total Maine Lingo; c. 1975 by John Gould. 341 page hardcover. Last One In; 1966 by
John Gould. 248 page hardcover. Glass Eyes by the Bottle; c. 1975 by John Gould. 181 page hardcover. The Shag Bag; c. 1972 by John
Gould. 212 page hardcover. All 4 books are jacketed and are overall in excellent condition. (124387-1D)

1215. BOOK LOT Sharps: Firearms, by Frank Sellers; c. 1978 by Frank Sellers. 358 page hardcover with jacket. The book is dedicated by
the author and in overall excellent plus condition. Jacket shows some use with handling marks and tears on the edges and corners. The
cover and pages are in excellent to like new condition with very light handling marks on the cover's corners. (125161-45)

1216. BOOK LOT A Glossary of the Construction, Decoration and Use of Arms and Armor: in all Countries and in all Times, by George
Cameron Stone; c. 1934 by The Southworth Press. 694 page hardcover with jacket. Jacket is in excellent condition with some light han-
dling marks and has been protected with a clear plastic jacket cover. The books cover is a brown linen with gilt embossed lettering on
the spine also in excellent condition with light handling marks on the edges and corners. Pages are clean with minor moisture discol-
oration and handling marks on the edges. (125161-12)

1217. LOT OF THREE BOOKS First is an illustrated hardcover title Small Arms in Profile, edited by A.J.R. Cormack, volume I of a larger set
in very good overall condition and includes an appendix number 19 titled Small Arms Profile the Mauser 1896. Second is a 723 page illus-
trated hardcover title Small Arms of the World, by W.H.B. Smith and Joseph E. Smith, copyright 1962, with slightly wrinkled edges on the
dust jacket and in very good overall condition. Third is an illustrated 320 page hardcover title the Illustrated Encyclopedia of Firearms, by
Ian V. Hogg, copyright 1978 in excellent condition. (104211-1N)
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1218. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total Touch of Wilderness: A Maine Woods Journal, By Lew Dietz; c. 1957 by Lew Dietz. 220 page soft cover. The
Hills of Maine; and Other Stories, by William M Clark; c. 1990 by the Estate of William M Clark. 122 page soft cover. Tears and Laughter;
a Couple of Dozen Dog Stories, by Gene Hill; c. 1981 by Gene Hill. 168 page jacketed hardcover. These 3 books are in excellent condi-
tion overall. (124387-1F)

1219. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GIERACH 3 total Still Life with Brook Trout; c. 2005 by John Gierach. 213 page jacketed hardcover
signed by the author. Even Brook Trout Get the Blues; c. 1992 by John Gierach. 223 page jacketed hardcover. Death, Taxes And Leaky
Waders; c. 2000 by John Gierach. 413 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author. These 3 books are in excellent to like new condi-
tion. (124387-1Q)

1220. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GOULD 5 total Farmer Takes a Wife; c. 1942 by John Gould. 153 page hardcover. Tales from Rhapsody
Home; c. 2000 by John Gould. 182 jacketed hardcover. You Should Start Sooner; c. 1949 by John Gould. 236 page jacketed hardcover.
This Trifling Distinction; c. 1978 by John Gould. 211 page jacketed hardcover. Europe on Saturday Night; c. 1968 by John Gould. All 5
books are in excellent condition. (124387-1E)

1221. LOT OF BOOKS 2 total The Big Game Animals of North America, by Jack O'Connor; c. 1961 by Outdoor Life. 264 page hardcover
in very good condition with warped covers that are slightly loose fitting, most likely from being dropped. Gallery of North American Game,
by Outdoor Life; c. 1946 by Popular Science Publishing Co., Inc. 142 page 10x13" small coffee table book with 31 color illustrations by
Francis Lee Jaques and text by a variety of distinguished authorities on wildlife. This book is also warped with a bit faded and soiled cover
in overall very good condition. (124387-1T)

1222. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GIERACH 4 total Where the Trout are All as Long as Your Leg; c. 1991 by John Gierach. 83 page
hardcover with jacket. Dances With Trout; c. 1994 by John Gierach. 205 page hardcover with jacket. The View from Rat Lake; c. 1988
by John Gierach. 193 page hardcover with jacket. Trout Bum; c. 1986 by John Gierach. All four books are in excellent to like new con-
dition overall. (124387-1R)

1223. LOT OF BOOKS BY JOHN GIERACH 4 total Another Lousy Day in Paradise; c. 1996 by John Gierach. 233 page jacketed hard-
cover. Standing in a River Waving a Stick; c. 1999 by John Gierach. 235 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author. Good Flies; c.
2000 by John Gierach. 179 page jacketed hardcover signed by the author. Sex, Death, and Fly-Fishing; c. 1990 by John Gierach. 238
page jacketed hardcover. All four books are in excellent to like new condition. (124387-1S)

1224. MODIFIED ARISAKA TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #39132, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with bright very good bore. The
metal surfaces exhibit a mottled blue brown patina with scattered light surface oxidation spotting. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates
poor to fair having a break in the wrist on the left side over a dull dry oil finish. The forestock has been cut back to the barrel band. The
original steel buttplate and stock mounted sling swivel are present and the gun is equipped with the original military sights being a small
protected blade front and ladder type rear. (115885-18) (100/175)

1225. BELGIAN BAR ACTION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN BY WILMOT GUN CO. serial #11, 12 ga., 30" matted rib dam-
ascus barrels choked cylinder and light modified with bright very good bores showing some light oxidation and fouling. The barrels dis-
play a dark brown color with spots of oxidation overall and rub marks where the forearm attaches. The locks, frame, hammers, and trig-
gerguard are embellished with leaves and geometric borders with decorative flourishes and exhibit a bright finish with oxidation staining
prevalent, particularly at the back of the locks and on the frame and triggerguard. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm
rate fair to good being highly embellished with well executed leaf and vine carving and display scuffs and dings with a small hole and hair-
line crack in the left side over a thin dark oil finish. There is a grooved steel buttplate showing moderate oxidation providing a length of 14
3/8". The action and hammers are quite loose but it seems to function fine. An unusual older Belgian gun with an artistic touch. (116003-
1){C&R} (100/175)

1226. CONTEMPORARY UNMARKED FULL STOCK JAEGER PERCUSSION RIFLE, 50 caliber, 25” octagon barrel with bright
very good bore. The barrel exhibits a smooth brown tone with some unevenness in the color and some fading on the edges. The lock and
the opposite side plate are engine turned and display an even brown color and the large hammer shows a mottled blue and silver tone. A
brass extended triggerguard and crescent buttplate have a soft ochre look with some scattered tarnish and staining. The one piece straight
grip stock rates very good having a few light scuffs and scratches over a strong matte finish. There is a European style cheekpiece for a
right hand shooter, and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and dovetailed 1/2” tube rear sight. The stock is embellished with
some faintly outlined scroll and a running buck and there are some lightly carved marks ahead of the lock and around the cross pin. The
hammer does not hold on half cock when the trigger is pulled. Included is a wooden ramrod which appears to be slightly short. (115516-
10) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

1227. TOY FULL SIZE HALFSTOCK FLINTLOCK MUSKET. Gun has a 28 1/2” black metal octagon barrel showing a few scuffs and
scratches and a wooden stock with round knob pistolgrip having scuffs and dings over a thin oil finish with one large spot in the grip which
has been cleaned. The stock has a length of 13 3/4” to a plain wood butt. The lock work is black pot metal with moulded high relief engrav-
ing and the fancy triggerguard is brass, and the mechanism actually functions There is a sculpted brass filigreed panel on the stock and
one on the forend with a brass ramrod tailpipe but no ramrod. A neat display piece. (112623-1A)

1228. U.S. MODEL 1902 ARMY OFFICER'S SABER FROM HORSTMANN This is a regulation pattern U.S. Model 1902 Saber
with scabbard by the WM Horstmann Company - Philadelphia. This German import sword measures 39 3/8" long with a bright 33 7/8"
etched nickel finished blade that appears like new. The hilt has some minor tarnish with light surface oxidation overall. The hilt features a
hard rubber grip and the guard is slightly misaligned, possibly from a small impact. The ricasso is marked with the circular Horstmann's
knight logo. The obverse is marked "Germany" and has the star of David style proof acceptance mark. The included steel scabbard retains
about 60% nickel finish and has light surface oxidation with flaking and pitting overall. A very nice example of a later imported U.S. Officer's
saber that would certainly benefit from a small amount of restoration. (45964-156) (175/275)

1229. TURKISH MAUSER MODEL 1903/38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #14120, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a bright, near
excellent bore, showing very light pitting but good rifling evident on its length. This rifle is import marked; its barrel retains about 10% orig-
inal blue finish now turning a brown patina with textured oxidation observed. The receiver is a plum brown, its edges now softened but all
stampings are strong, the balance of metal surfaces have a matte gray brown patina. The walnut stock rates good plus, displaying dings
and dents which have since darkened and an evenly soiled staining from age and use. A crack is observed at the wrist which loops for-
ward along the right side of the stock. Rifle is equipped with a standard front sight, a sliding ladder rear sight, front and rear sling swivels,
a cleaning rod and a bayonet lug. The magazine follower and spring are not in place. (25816-4) {C&R} (75/150)

1230. SAVAGE MODEL MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #318018, 22LR, 20 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with minor handling marks. The checkered hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo style stock rates excel-
lent with a couple of scratches and minor handling marks. This rifle is missing its magazine and triggerguard; likely needs mechanical atten-
tion as the firing pin has been removed but comes with the gun. (125614-19) (100/175)
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1231. METAL SWORD SCABBARD Includes an unmarked steel scabbard with two hanger rings measuring 35” overall. This is likely a
Federal period Eagle Head sword scabbard that has several spots of light oxidation and staining with multiple impressions near the tip.
The throat measures approximately 3/8” across its widest point. This scabbard could shine again with a proper restoration. (105682-17A)

1232. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1849 GARIBALDI PERCUSSION-CONVERTED RIFLE .71 cal. percussion (worn to about .74), 33
1/4" barrel with a fair-good bore. The metal surfaces are a tarnished pewter gun metal gray with an overall coating of light brown oxida-
tion showing pitting in the area of the percussion cone conversion. The brass hardware has toned to a dull tarnished goldenrod patina.
The European beech stock rates very good showing an old cleaning with added varnish. The gun has a number of small rack markings
on it, includes what appears to be a sling from the period of use and the lock is crisp and mechanically functional. U.S. ordnance records
confirm purchase of just over 26,000 "Garibaldi rifles" for American Civil War use. (35873-19) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1233. ENGLISH HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION FOWLER MARKED BOSTON, 16 bore, 31" half round half octagon damascus bar-
rel with good bore showing some pitting. The barrel displays a dark brown patina with oxidation staining and some spots of tape residue
with an old solder line on the underside where an under rib was attached. The lock and hammer are lightly embellished with scroll engrav-
ing and exhibit a brown and pewter patina with some hints of case color. The lock is marked "Boston" but there is a barley discernable
name on the top of the barrel which appears to be "Shefield", and there are British proof marks on the underside of the barrel. The trig-
gerguard has a nicely carved pineapple finial and has turned brown. The straight grip stock rates fair to good showing dings and scratches
with cracks where the lock screw attaches and cracks on the left side of the forend above the wedge fastener. The grip is checkered and
shows wear and soiling and a steel buttplate with comb extension is present which is lightly engraved and turning to brown. A gold mono-
gram oval is inlayed into the toeline of the stock and the wedge fastener escutcheon and nosecap are made of brass. Included is a modern
synthetic ramrod which does not fit the iron tailpipe. A nice light fowler which functions fine. (116045-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/175)

1234. ROLAND BREAK ACTION AIR RIFLE .22 cal., 18 3/4” barrel with gray very good bore. The gun is almost void of any finish on
its metal surfaces. There is heavy oxidation near the entire length with trace amounts of silver tones bleeding through. The press check-
ered stock is in good overall condition with multiple handling marks, bruises and shallow indentations. (106072-4)

1235. GATLING GUN EXTRACTOR Included in this lot is a Model 1883 extractor. There are areas of light pin prick pitting and the fin-
ish is a mellow silver and brown mixture. The extractor appears to be in good to very good overall condition. (101347-3)

1236. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE COLT BOXES Two total: (1) Winchester box of 32 Short Colt ammunition This is a factory sealed two-
piece box with green top and orange side labels containing 50 Winchester .32 Short Colt solid head center fire cartridges. The box rates
excellent with some very minor smudges. The top label remains 99% intact with some minor light scuffs and the wraparound side label
remains equally intact with some very light dirt staining; (1) empty United States Cartridge Co. 32 Long Colt ammunition box, two piece
natural colored box with teal colored top label. The label reads “50/Calibre-.32 Long./Central Fire Cartridges/Made Expressly For/Colt’s
Revolver” with company address below. The label remains 99% intact with some very minor dirt smudges. The box rates excellent with
sharp corners light age staining and “lone Lock” over “lone Lock/jan 1900” in black script on the rear of the box with a small 7 inside of
circle in red ink. Potentially a display point of sale box. (55698-63)

1237. LOT OF SHOTSHELL BOXES AND MILITARY DIAGRAMS Ten items total: (2) empty 25 rd., 12 ga. Boxes. This lot has a
Peters Victor example that is marked "U.S. Property". The box is primarily tan with brown edges with a green border and shows light edge
wear and a light 1” bruise on the front and a hand written number on the top. The box is structurally sound with all flaps present. It once
housed 2 3/4” Special Heavy Loads, 00 Buck-9 Pellets. The second is a United States Cartridge Co. Defiance box. The tan box retains the
red white and blue label on four sides and has a two inch piece missing from one side and light wear to the edges, and some tape repair
to a torn bottom. The interior exhibits bluish residue from the shells it once held. This box rates good plus overall; (8) color copies of offi-
cial schematic diagrams circa 1864 detailing “U.S. Siege and Field Projectiles" and the ricochet trajectory of the 15 in. gun. Also included
are 23 pages of copies of text from the "Professional Papers Corps of Engineers No. 14" which discusses the topics mentioned above. A
rather neat collectible grouping. (75622-15A)

1238. U.S. M1913 "PATTON" CAVALRY SABER This Springfield Armory-manufactured saber is complete with scabbard. The blade
measures approximately 35" with an overall length of approximately 42". The blade's metal surfaces exhibit a pleasing gray patina mixed
with areas of oxidation staining. The large metal basket hilt exhibits wear consistent with age retaining a majority of original finish. The
checkered hard rubber grip is intact. The ricasso exhibits the ordnance bomb with manufacturer's initials and date of 1918. The obverse
exhibits the "U.S." stamp and serial number "34611". The scabbard is constructed of wood covered in tan canvas exhibiting fading and
light surface soiling. The metal end cap and throat piece exhibit scuffing and oxidation staining, retaining a majority of original finish. The
metal end cap is missing the tip also known as the "tent peg". This model sword was designed by General George S. Patton when he
was a Second Lieutenant at Ft. Riley, Kansas. This sword is in excellent condition overall and will make a fine addition to any collection.
(66120-158) (400/600)
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1239. U.S. M1913 "PATTON" CAVALRY SABER This L.F.&C.-manufactured saber is complete with scabbard. The blade measures
approximately 35" with an overall length of approximately 42". The metal surfaces on the polished blade exhibit wear with areas of discol-
oration. The blade edge shows a few minor nicks presumably from practice. The large metal basket hilt exhibits wear consistent with age
retaining a majority of original finish. The checkered hard rubber grip is intact with the grip screws revealing only minor slot damage. The
ricasso exhibits the ordnance bomb with manufacturer's initials and date of 1918. The obverse exhibits the "U.S." stamp as well as the
company logo and inspector's stamp "No.11". The scabbard is made of wood covered in tan canvas which has stood the test of time
exhibiting fading and light surface soiling. The metal end cap and throat piece exhibit light scuffing and oxidation staining consistent with
age while retaining a majority of original finish. The metal end cap is missing the tip also known as the "tent peg". Thousands of these
swords were cut up to make drop knives for the O.S.S. during WWII making these swords highly desirable, in excellent condition overall.
(66120-157) (400/600)

1240. M1903/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, green canvas web belt features (10) "puckered" pock-
ets each designed to hold (2) 5 round 30-06 stripper clips. The canvas surfaces exhibit wear and fading consistent with age. The black-
ened brass, rimless eagle snaps retain sharp outlines with mild wear. The other brass fixtures exhibits wear with a few areas of verdigris.
The interior retains the remnants of the Mills stamp on the belt as well as correct markings with patent dates. This belt is in excellent con-
dition overall and will make a fine addition to any collection. (65865-169AD) (300/500)

1241. M1912 CAVALRY CARTRIDGE BELT This rare Russell-manu-
factured belt is made of tan canvas, "lift the dot" snaps with (9) "puck-
ered" pockets, divided to hold (2)30-06 caliber stripper clips per pocket
and (1) double magazine pouch for 1911 pistol magazines. The belt also
features leather tool frog, rifle retaining strap and barrel ring. The canvas
surfaces exhibit minimal wear and fading. The blackened brass fixtures
exhibit minor wear with areas of exposed brass. The interior side exhibits
the Russell name with 1916 date stamp on the magazine pouch. There are
no other markings on the belt or metal fixtures. The buttstock "bucket" is
not included. The belt appears to be unissued and in excellent condition
overall. (65865-169AU) (600/800)

1242. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, tan can-
vas web belt features (9) "puckered" pockets with round eagle snaps exhibiting
wear and fading consistent with age. The blackened brass fixtures exhibit wear with
areas of exposed brass. The interior exhibits wear with correct Mills logo and
patent dates and no other markings visible. (65865-169AJ)
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1243. M1910 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, lightly faded green canvas cartridge belt exhibiting the Mills
logo with an unrecognizable date underneath. The belt is essentially two halves with four, divided, "puckered" cartridge pockets issued
with eagle snaps. This belt also is designed with two loose cartridge pockets on each side. The interior exhibits black stenciled military
markings with the canvas exhibiting mild fading as well as wear. The metal exhibits wear with the eyelets showing a few specks of verdi-
gris. The interior metal exhibits the correct Mills logo and patent dates. These belts were issued as a transitional piece and used exten-
sively for the Punitive Expedition of 1915 into Mexico, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AN) (500/700)

1244. M1910 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This Mills-manufactured, faded green canvas belt features (2) canvas pouches with rimmed
eagle snaps designed to hold a (5) round 30-06 stripper clip and a canvas accessory hanger. The canvas exhibits wear consistent with age.
The blackened brass fixtures exhibit the correct Mills logo with patent dates as well as wear and exposed brass. The unique buckle exhibits
the letter "H" instead of the usual "US". The interior exhibits wear with the accessory hanger exhibiting a stenciled "K79". This belt was used
for sentry duty or activities where full combat dress was not called for, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AZ) (300/500)

1245. M1904 LEATHER GARRISON BELT This brown leather belt exhibits a Rock Island Arsenal stamp and the initials "HEK" as well
as the size "42" on the exterior tongue. The leather remains sound and exhibits wear with crazing as well as minor cracking. The belt also
has had a series of punches which were done to accommodate an unknown piece of equipment. The brass buckle exhibits wear consis-
tent with age. The belt is equipped with (2) tan leather ammo pouches with rimmed eagle snaps and a brown leather accessory hanger.
The ammo pouches exhibit the Rock Island Arsenal stamp with a 1915 date and the accessory hanger exhibits a stamp of "Q.M.C. 1923".
This original leather Garrison belt is in very good to excellent condition overall and is very scarce. (65865-169AS)

1246. M1910 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This Mills-manufactured, green canvas belt features (2) canvas pouches with eagle snaps
designed to hold a (5) round 30-06 stripper clip. The canvas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age. The blackened brass fixtures
exhibit the correct Mills logo with patent dates as well as wear and exposed brass. The buckle exhibits the letters "US". The interior exhibits
wear with the remnants of black stenciled numerals which are illegible, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BQ) (300/500)

1247. RARE M1910 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, green canvas belt is dated 1913 and is constructed
without the loose ammo pockets and features a total of (9) "puckered" pockets with eagle snaps. The canvas webbing exhibits minor wear
and light fading. The blackened brass exhibits wear with a few areas of exposed metal. The interior exhibits the correct logo and patent
dates. This is an exceptional belt in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AL) (400/600)
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1248. M1903/07 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, tan canvas web belt features (10) "puckered" pock-
ets with "lift the dot" snaps, designed to hold (2) 5 round 30-06 stripper clips. The canvas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age.
The blackened brass fixtures exhibit minor wear with a few areas of verdigris. The interior retains the correct Mills stamp on the belt as well
as correct markings with patent dates, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BU) (300/500)

1249. M1923 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This R.M. Co, green canvas belt features (5) pockets on each side with "lift-the-dot"
fasteners exhibiting minor wear and soiling as well as minor fading. The belt is stamped on the interior with the company name and date
of 1941. The exterior pocket is stenciled in black "U.S." as well. The brass metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with excep-
tion to the "T" closure buckle, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169BX)

1250. M1923 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This S. Froehlich-manufactured, canvas belt features (5) pockets on each side with
"lift-the-dot" fasteners exhibiting minor wear and soiling as well as fading. The belt is stamped on the interior with the company name
and date of 1942. The belt and pockets exhibit a faded green color with the flaps exhibiting a tan color. The stitching remains intact. The
exterior pocket is stenciled in black "U.S." as well. The brass metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish, in excellent condition
overall. (65865-169R)

1251. M1914 CAVALRY BANDOLIER This Russell-manufactured, tan canvas bandoleer is designed with (12) rifle cartridge pockets and
(3) pistol pockets for loose ammunition. The canvas exhibits minor wear and fading. The interior rifle pocket flap is dated with the manu-
facturer and date of "July 1918". The blackened brass fixtures retain a majority of original black finish. The belt retains a blackened brass
disc with "US" over crossed rifles and the number "117A" in the center. This bandoleer appears to have seen little if any use and is in
excellent condition overall. (65865-169BM) (400/600)

1252. M1923 DISMOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Boyt-manufactured, green canvas belt features (5) pockets on each side with
"lift-the-dot" fasteners exhibiting minor wear, soiling and fading. The belt is stamped on the interior with the company name, date of 1943
as well as "USMC". The stitching remains intact. The brass metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with the belt in excellent
condition overall. (65865-169V)

1253. WWI MEDICAL OFFICERS BELT This Long-manufactured, fourth variation, tan canvas belt is equipped with (2) large and (2)
small canvas pouches with "lift-the-dot" fasteners and tan accessory pouch. The canvas exhibits wear and soiling consistent with age.
The blackened brass fixtures exhibit wear, retaining a majority of original black finish. The belt's interior exhibits the remnants of stenciled
"LONG 12-18", the accessory pouch retains the initials believed to be "MHH". This rare belt is in excellent condition overall. (65865-
169AQ) (300/500)

1254. M1903 INFANTRY CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured, tan canvas belt features (9) "puckered" style pockets with eagle
snaps exhibiting minimal wear and fading. The blackened brass fixtures retain over 95% original black finish with exception to the "T" style
closure. The interior metal tabs exhibit the correct Mills logo with patent dates. This WWI belt appears to have seen little if any use and is
in excellent condition overall. (65865-169AH) (300/500)
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1255. M1903 PISTOL CARTRIDGE BELT This green canvas belt is believed to be Mills manufacture by evidence of the snaps and fea-
tures (8) cartridge pockets with eagle snaps exhibiting heavy wear as well as fading. The blackened brass fixtures retain only remnants of
original black finish. The brass appears to have been highly polished at one time possibly for parade use. The interior exhibits two areas
of paint that show a small portion of black stenciled lettering underneath. The stitching remains intact with the belt in good to very good
condition overall. (65865-169AR)

1256. NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS PISTOL/SABER BELT This Mills-manufactured, green canvas belt features a squared
brass ring for a saber hanger, removable double magazine pouch with rounded eagle snaps for the 1911 pistol. The canvas exhibits wear,
fading and soiling consistent with age. The blackened brass fixtures retain a small portion of original black finish. The belt's interior exhibits
the Mills logo and patent dates on the metal tabs with the canvas exhibiting a small portion of stenciled lettering that is illegible. The mag-
azine pouch exhibits the letters "VC" with the belt in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169AX) (300/500)

1257. WWI PISTOL BELT This Mills-manufactured, green canvas belt features a double magazine pouch for the 1911 pistol with round eagle
snaps. The canvas exhibits wear and fading consistent with age. The blackened brass fixtures retain a majority of original black finish. The
interior exhibits the Mills logo and patent dates on the metal tabs with no other markings visible, in very good to excellent condition over-
all. (65865-169BH)

1258. M1903 CAVALRY CARTRIDGE BELT
This Mills-manufactured, 2nd Pattern, tan can-
vas belt with suspenders features (9) "puck-
ered" rifle cartridge pockets, leather saber
hanger chape and eagle snaps. The canvas
exhibits minimal wear and fading. The brass
fixtures retain a majority of original black finish.
The leather chape retains the inspectors initials
"HEK" with the interior exhibiting the Mills
logo on the metal tabs as well as the sus-
penders. This 2nd pattern belt appears to have
seen little use and is in excellent condition
overall. (65865-169D,Q) (500/700)

1259. M1903/07 DISMOUNTED
CARTRIDGE BELT This Russell-manu-
factured, tan canvas belt features (10) rifle
cartridge pockets with "lift-the-dot" fasten-
ers. The canvas material exhibits wear and
fading as well as general soling. The flap on
the first pocket appears to be green in color
with moderate fading. The blackened brass
fixtures exhibit wear retaining portions of
original black finish, in very good condition
overall. (65865-169BT)

1260. M1910 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT
This unknown make, tan canvas belt features (2)
rifle cartridge carriers with "lift-the-dot" fasten-
ers. The canvas webbing exhibits wear, fading
and soiling consistent with age. The blackened
brass fixtures retain portions of original black fin-
ish. Equipped with a "T" closure, this belt is in
excellent condition overall. (65865-169AW)

1261. NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS PISTOL/SABER BELT This tan canvas belt features a squared brass ring for a saber
hanger and a removable double magazine pouch for the 1911 pistol. The canvas exhibits moderate to heavy wear, fading and soiling. The
blackened brass fixtures retain a small portion of original black finish with the eyelets exhibiting verdigris. The magazine pouch exhibits the
manufacturers mark "L.C.C. 1918" on the interior flap with the belt in very good condition overall. (65865-169BA)

1262. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of Lyman A5 Scope #1449, 5x scope measuring 16” in length with cross hair reticle. The metal surfaces
retain 95% plus original blue finish with minor silvering on the high edges as well as wear from honest use. The optics are clear and the
scope is complete with rear micrometer mount and adjustable front mount, in excellent condition overall. (65865-170A)

1263. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. No.3610 rifle scope. The scope measures approximately 20”
overall, 3/4” diameter tube with No.8 top detachable mounts. The optics are relatively clear with a cross hair reticle. The metal surfaces
exhibit overall wear with light scuffing consistent with age. The metal surfaces also exhibit remnants of original blue color mixed with a
plum brown and charcoal gray patina. The metal surfaces also exhibit light surface pitting on the mounts, in good to very good condi-
tion overall. (65865-170B)

1264. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of (4) vintage U.S. Army signal flags in the original canvas case. The first two are semaphore flags
measuring approximately 16” x 16”, attached to wooden hand dowels measuring approximately 24”. The flags are white and red panels
sewn together exhibiting minor wear and fading. The other two flags attach to a three section blackened metal pole which measures
approximately 66” when assembled. The flags consist of a white panel with a red interior square and a red panel with a white interior
square; both exhibit minor wear and fading. The brass pole retains a majority of refinished black paint with areas of exposed metal. The
canvas case exhibits wear and soiling with U.S. Army markings clearly visible, in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169CD)
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1265. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of (4) vintage U.S. Army signal flags in the original canvas case. The first two are semaphore flags mea-
suring approximately 16” x 16”, attached to wooden hand dowels measuring approximately 24”. The flags are white and red panels sewn
together exhibiting minor wear and soiling. There is a name written in blue ink “Nevell/TR210” on the top near the lashing points. The can-
vas case exhibits minor wear and soiling with U.S. Army markings clearly visible, in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169CA)

1266. MILITARY EQUINE LOT This lot consists of an unissued M1912 Surcingle/Cooling Strap measuring approximately 91 3/4” overall
which was used to secure a saddleblanket to the back of the horse that had just been ridden and was still hot. The strap features a brown
herringbone weave body measuring approximately 3” wide and a green canvas billet measuring approximately 22” as well as a green can-
vas chape. The strap exhibits minor wear and fading from handling and storage, in excellent condition overall. (65865-169X)

1267. COLLECTORS LOT This lot consists of a 1911/1911A1 shoulder stock with mainspring housing measuring approximately 13 1/2” in
length with a “starburst” stamp on the metal housing and wood. The walnut stock exhibits an oil finish with light scuffing. The metal hous-
ing retains 95% original phosphate finish with light scuffing as well as light oxidation staining. The mainspring housing and stock are by an
unknown maker, in excellent condition overall. All NFA Rules Apply. (65865-137)

1268. COLLECTORS LOT This lot consists of a WWI era rifle action cover measuring approximately 14 1/2” in length and 11 1/2” at the
widest point. The cover is green canvas with (4) snaps and a leather tie at one end. The canvas exhibits some fading and soiling with the
snaps retaining a majority of original black finish. The interior is stamped with the makers name believed to be “Seltzer Brothers” with a
date of 3/19/18 and the inspector’s mark “C.M.4”, in excellent condition overall. (65865-270)

1269. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of an M1A1 Carbine canvas scabbard measuring approximately 36” overall and 9 1/2” at the widest
point, designed specifically for the folding stock. The canvas exhibits minimal wear with only light fading on the attaching side. The stitch-
ing remains tight with the letters ”U.S.” on the outside flap. The interior flap exhibits the maker’s stamp “Atlas Awning 1944”. This scabbard
appears unissued and is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169CC)

1270. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of a WWI era tan canvas rifle scabbard for the 1903 and 1917 rifles, measuring approximately 52”
overall and approximately 8 1/4” at the widest point. The canvas exhibits wear consistent with age, moderate soiling as well as intact stitch-
ing. The metal fixtures on the adjustable shoulder strap and flap exhibit wear and light surface pitting. The interior flap exhibits the rem-
nants of the maker’s stamp which is illegible, in good to very good condition overall. (65865-169CF)

1271. NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER’S PISTOL/SABER BELT This tan canvas belt is by an unknown maker and is fitted with
a saber hanger and a double magazine pouch for the 1911 pistol. The canvas belt exhibits wear and fading consistent with age. The leather
saber hanger does not bear any makers mark or inspectors stamp suggesting a possible private purchase. The magazine pouch was added
at a later date exhibiting minimal wear with the maker’s name of “Russell” and date of “Jan.1919” on the inside flap. The metal fixtures retain
a majority of original black finish with areas of verdigris on the eyelets, in very good condition overall. (65865-169CB)

1272. M1907/M1909 SUSPENDERS These Mills manufactured suspenders are made of tan canvas with blackened brass metal fixtures.
The canvas exhibits minor wear with the metal fixtures retaining 95% original black finish. These suspenders are designated M1907 in the
1917 military manual “MANAUAL OF HORSE EQUIPMENT” published by the War Department and M1909 as published in the Mills cat-
alogue. This lot exhibits the correct Mills logo and patent dates on the metal fixtures as well as the Mills logo stenciled in black on the inte-
rior shoulder strap. These suspenders appear to have seen limited if any use and are in excellent condition overall. (65865-169C)

1273. M1944 SUSPENDERS These green canvas suspenders are by an unknown maker, exhibiting minor wear and fading. The shoulder
straps exhibit “US” on each side as well as “RIA 1944”. The black metal fixtures retain a majority of original black finish with minor wear
and scuffing from handling and storage. The snap hook retaining latch is broken on the right side and can be easily replaced. This lot
appears to have seen limited use and is in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169Z)

1274. M1907/M1909 SUSPENDERS These Mills-manufactured suspenders are made of tan canvas with blackened brass metal fixtures.
The canvas exhibits moderate wear with moderate to heavy fading. The blackened brass fixtures exhibit remnants of original black finish
with wear and areas of moderate to heavy verdigris. These suspenders are designated M1907 in the 1917 military manual “MANUAL OF
HORSE EQUIPMENT” published by the War Department and M1909 as published in the Mills catalogue. This lot retains the correct patent
dates and Mills logo on the metal fixtures. The shoulder strap’s interior retains the remnants of the Mills logo and what is believed to be
“14INF/ N.Y.A.9” stenciled in black on each side, in very good condition overall. (65865-169H)

1275. M1936 SUSPENDERS These S. Froehlich-manufactured, olive drab, canvas suspenders exhibit minimal wear and fading from han-
dling and storage. The blackened metal fixtures retain 98% original black finish with minor wear from handling and storage. The shoulder
strap’s interior exhibits the manufacturers name and a date of “1941” on the right side stenciled in black. The lot appears to have seen lit-
tle if any use and is in excellent condition overall. (65865-169P)

1276. NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER’S PISTOL/SABER BELT This tan canvas belt is by an unknown maker and is fitted with
a saber hanger and features a double magazine pouch for the 1911 pistol. The canvas belt exhibits wear and fading consistent with age.
The magazine pouch exhibits minimal wear with the maker’s name of “L.C.C. & Co.” and date of “1918” on the inside flap. The outside por-
tion of the flap exhibits a round disc identifying the unit designation. The disc is blackened brass with “US” over crossed sabers and “6
CAV” in the center. The metal fixtures on the belt retain remnants of original black finish mixed with verdigris. The magazine pouch has “lift-
the-dot” snaps with the metal fixtures retaining a majority of original black finish, in very good to excellent condition overall. (65865-169)

1277. M1914 MOUNTED CARTRIDGE BELT This Mills-manufactured tan canvas belt features a total of (9) divided, "puckered" pock-
ets with rimmed eagle snaps designed to hold (2) rifle stripper clips for the 1903/06 rifle. The belt exhibits wear and soiling consistent with
age as well as heavy fading. The stitching and weave remain tight. The metal surfaces retain remnants of original black color with the inte-
rior tabs exhibiting the Mills name, logo and patent dates. The Mills name and date of “DEC 1916” are on the inside flap of the first pock-
et. There is a blackened brass disc on the outside flap with “US” over crossed sabers and “11CAV” in the center, in very good to excellent
condition overall. (65865-169AG)

1278. M1910 ENLISTED GARRISON BELT This Mills-manufactured, finely woven, tan belt features (2) stripper clip pouches with “lift-
the-dot” snaps and accessory hanger. The canvas exhibits wear and minor soiling consistent with age. The interior metal tabs exhibit the
Mills logo with patent dates and the accessory hanger exhibits the Mills name stenciled in black. The belt is fitted on each end with a round
blackened brass device that interlocks into each other. The interior device exhibits the raised letters “US”. The blackened metal fixtures
retain a majority of original black finish with areas of exposed brass and wear. (65865-169BJ)

1279. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a military ammo can containing (17) 30 round boxes of Canadian IVI, 5.56mm, 62 grain,
ball ammo totaling 510 rounds. Each box contains (3) 10 round stripper clips of 1995 production ammo with the metal surfaces retaining
a highly polished finish, in excellent to almost new condition overall. (66185-3A)

1280. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a military ammo can containing (17) 30 round boxes of Canadian IVI, 5.56mm, 62 grain,
ball ammo totaling 510 rounds. Each box contains (3) 10 round stripper clips of 1995 production ammo with the metal surfaces retaining
a highly polished finish, in excellent to almost new condition overall. (66185-3B)
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1281. U.S. MCCLELLAN SADDLE This is a fully stripped saddle believed to be an M1868 model with brass mouldings at the cantle and
pommel. The brass pommel shield exhibits the characters "11 1/2 seat" and measures 2" in height. The brass guard plates still remain
over the mortises. The rings exhibit oxidation pitting. The brass metal surfaces exhibit wear with areas of verdigris and polish residue. The
saddle tree is wood covered in rawhide. The stitching on the raw hide seat exhibits splitting near the pommel and cantle arch. The sad-
dle retains the leather skirt as well as straps which are attached to the outside of the pommel and cantle, the right cantle strap is torn.
The leather exhibits wear consistent with age as well as cracking and crazing. This interesting piece of cavalry history is in very good
condition overall. (65131-9)

1282. BRITISH UNIVERSAL PATTERN 1912 SADDLE This WWI saddle was designed for different activities likely to be encoun-
tered by the British Cavalry. The wooden saddle tree exhibits inspectors' marks with the sidebars retaining the green wool padding as well
as adjustable webbing fitted with metal reinforcements under the seat. The chocolate brown leather seat remains soft with light wear for
the age of the saddle. The stitching exhibits a professional repair on the right side at the pommel. The cantle exhibits the numbers "3/22"
with the underside exhibiting the remnants of inspector's stamp. The skirt exhibits illegible numbers with the right side showing a small
area that has been trimmed away. The iron stirrups exhibit oxidation staining with light surface pitting. The stirrup straps exhibit light sur-
face cracking and crazing remaining structurally sound. The saddle is in need of light cleaning and does not include the girth or any other
items not listed, in very good to excellent condition overall. (65610-1)

1283. CHARTER ARMS BULLDOG REVOLVER serial #274761, 44 Special, 3" barrel with bright very good bore showing some light
fouling on the lands. The metal surfaces retain 80% blue having wear around the muzzle and on all of the high edges, rub marks along
the outside of the cylinder, and a distinct turn line in the cylinder. The hammer retains most of its case color and the trigger has one sil-
ver spot on the left side but retains most of its blue. The checkered wood grips rate excellent displaying a drying but unmarred finish.
There are gold colored Charter Arms medallions on each side and checkering is crisp. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front
blade sight and the top of the frame has a sight groove machined into it. Included is a set of rubber Pachmayr grips which show some
soiling but are otherwise in good condition. The revolver is timed and locks up tight. (115965-6) (100/150)

1284. REDFIELD 15 X 45 SPOTTING SCOPE WITH ADJUSTABLE TRIPOD. Scope has a textured red finish showing a few
scratches but the optics are fine and all adjustments function. There is a built in sun shade for the front lens. Included are lens covers for
the front and rear. The scope comes in an unmarked foam lined hard plastic case showing some scrapes. (115965-11)

1285. UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO. ANTIQUE TWO PIECE CARTRIDGE BOX for 22 rimfire labeled "100 No 1." The
top of the box has a green label showing a picture of a spur trigger revolver showing some small tears. The original orange tape is pre-
sent and the edges show some tatters with separation at two of the corners but the box is solid. On the tape is printed "Warranted to fit
and guaranteed superior". (116072-3)

1286. LOT OF AMMUNITION. Two boxes of ten, 24 gauge paper shotshells, with roll crimps shot size 7. These are French cartridges
labeled "Gevelot" and are new in their respective boxes. Excellent condition. (116103-1A)

1287. US MODEL 11 RIOT SHOTGUN BY REMINGTON serial #465520, 12 ga., 20" plain barrel choked cylinder with bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% of their original blue which has lost its luster and shows scattered scratches and some fine oxi-
dation spotting with fading around the muzzle and on all of the edges of the frame. There is a "US" bomb stamped on the upper left side
of the receiver. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate fair, both having repaired breaks, one around the top tang and the other in the
lower right side of the forearm and having light dings and scratches over a thin and dry oil finish. Checkering is worn and soiled but remains
functional. The stock has an ordnance cartouche applied to the left side and there is a grooved hard rubber Remington buttplate display-
ing some wear and soiling. The action functions fine. A well-used but solid military shotgun. (116141-1) (300/500)

1288. SAVAGE MODEL 29A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #49074L, 22 S, L, LR, 24" round barrel with bright very good bore. The
barrel retains about 80% original blue turning dull and having surface oxidation spotting overall and the receiver exhibits about 60% blue
turning brown showing a few scratches and areas of oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate good to very good dis-
playing dings and scrapes with some chipping over a fairly strong glossy varnish. Checkering on the grip and slide handle remains crisp
although soiled with a few rounded points. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a blade front
sight and adjustable rear sight. The gun functions fine. (116134-3) (200/300)

1289. RUGER FINGERGROOVE 10/22 SPORTER CARBINE serial #110-
56124, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue, the bar-
rel showing some scattered specks of oxidation particularly next to the receiver, and having a few faint
scratches. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying minor dings and scratches over

a strong factory satin finish. There is a Ruger hard rubber gripcap, a Ruger grooved hard rubber buttplate showing a few
dings, and there are sling swivels installed on the stock and forend. Included is a good leather sling and one 10 round magazine.

This hard-to-find stock configuration makes these Sporters a real joy to shoot, particularly with a scope. (116020-302) (300/500)
1290. REMINGTON MODEL 512 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S, L, LR, 25" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain

99% original blue, the exception being the bolt which shows lots of case color with slightly fading handle. The pistolgrip stock rates excel-
lent as new showing a few very faint handling marks over the original factory varnish. There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate present
and the gun features a blade type front sight and an adjustable rear sight. The gun appears to have been used very little and remains in
outstanding condition. (116105-1) (200/300)

1291. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #60328, 16 ga., 25 1/2" plain barrel with an adjustable Poly Choke and a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of an older reblue having a few scattered scratches and rub marks with some sparse
tiny spots of oxidation showing silvering of the high edges. The round knob pistolgrip and fluted forearm rate very good as refinished hav-
ing a few scattered small dings over a smooth and drying oil finish. The checkering is finely executed although it shows soiling and some
rounded diamonds but remains very functional. There is a very good Browning hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 14
1/2". This is an older Browning manufactured in 1928 and it appears that it has had the conversion work done to convert it from a 2 9/16"
chamber to a 2 3/4" chamber. A nice old classic. (116136-4) (150/250)

1292. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 DEFENDER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1285224, 12 ga., 18" plain barrel choked
cylinder with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing a few minor blemishes and the hardwood pistolgrip stock
and grooved slide handle rate about excellent with an unmarred flat finish. There is a rubber recoil pad installed providing a length of 14".
The gun features a brass front bead and an extended magazine tube. Included is the original box with owner's manual and warranty
papers. A good affordable defensive shotgun in excellent condition. (116020-5) (150/250)
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1293. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #9M53930, 12 ga., 27 1/2" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% of a hot immersion blue showing a few specks of oxidation on the barrel. The frame
has been polished diminishing some of the engraving but resulting in a high luster blue. The round knob pistolgrip stock and fluted fore-
arm rate good having numerous dings and scratches over the original gloss finish and displaying good but soiled checkering showing some
rounded diamonds. There is a Browning hard rubber buttplate present showing edge wear and some yellowing providing a length of 14
1/2". Made in 1959 this gun still has plenty of life left. (116133-4) (200/300)

1294. BSA MARTINI SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #15591, 22 LR, 28 1/2" barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel retains about
60% blue having considerable oxidation spotting and displaying a discolored rectangle 8" ahead of the breech with remnants of solder
where a rear sight was attached at one time. The frame and triggerguard exhibit about 60% blue showing flaking and oxidation spotting
and the lever is turning a brown and pewter patina. The pistolgrip stock appears to be a replacement with a right hand cheekpiece and
rates about good with numerous dings, scratches, and flaking over a drying and fading varnish. The stock is slightly loose and shows hair-
line cracks on both sides adjacent to the receiver. A BSA buttplate is present and poorly fitted. The beavertail type forearm also rates good
showing dings and scratches over a flaking varnish with large checkered panels on each side displaying rounded diamonds with soiling.
The forearm has a front sight holder affixed to the tip, a hand stop in a rail with arm strap and which is hooked to the base of the forearm
and there are two extra screw holes in the bottom for adjusting the placement of the strap. The gun features a globe front sight and a
ParkerHale aperture receiver sight. With a little TLC this might be an attractive and accurate rifle. (116070-24) (250/450)

1295. HOPKINS AND ALLEN MODEL XLS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5434, 32 cal., 2 5/8" octagon barrel with fair
bore showing scattered light pitting. The barrel and cylinder retain about 50% original blue having fairly even wear with some oxidation
staining on the cylinder. The frame exhibits 20 to 30% case colors with the balance turning a mottled brown and pewter with some oxi-
dation spotting. The grips are mother-of-pearl and display some staining and a small chip missing from the lower right edge. The gun fea-
tures a folding hammer spur, fixed sights, and the action operates smoothly and locks up tight. (115434-17) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1296. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16924, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with fair bore
showing some light fouling and scattered pits. The barrel, cylinder, and triggerguard retain 95% plus of an older reblue having a bright
wear spot at the muzzle and displaying blued over pitting overall. The frame exhibits 95% of a plum colored reblue over fine pitting. The
hammer and trigger show 98% nickel finish and the fancy hard rubber checkered grips with Iver Johnson logos rate fair to good having a
half inch chip missing from the right panel and showing some soiling. The action functions smoothly and locks up and times adequately.
(115978-15) (50/100)

1297. REMINGTON-SMOOT NEW MODEL NO. 1 REVOLVER serial #1889, 30 RF, 2 13/16" octagon barrel with bright very good
bore showing some light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 80% nickel finish with most of the edges displaying oxidation spotting and the
hard rubber checkered grips rate very good showing some soiling. The ejector rod is missing a spring and keeper but the gun functions
fine and locks up well. (115978-18) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1298. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 75 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial#27356980, 22 LR, 18" barrel with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 80% blue with moderate surface oxidation showing overall and the alloy receiver exhibits some silvering of the edges and
spots of pinprick pitting. The pistolgrip stock rates good to very good displaying a few scratches and minor dings with rub spots around
the front sling swivel all over a thin smooth matte finish. There is a checkered plastic buttplate and sling swivels are installed on the stock
and forend. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and open rear sight and the receiver is grooved for a scope mount.
(115988-S16793) (50/100)

1299. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1712448, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel retains 80% original blue showing some blotchiness in the finish between the barrel hanger and muzzle with scat-
tered very fine oxidation specks and light silvering at the muzzle and the magazine tube has a couple of oxidized rub marks where the slide
contacts it. The frame exhibits 95% original blue displaying a couple of scratches which show light oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and
slide handle rate very good showing a few scratches and dings and a couple of initials crudely cut into the underside of the grip all over a
strong factory varnish. A rubber recoil pad has been fitted providing a length of 13 1/8". Built in 1959, the gun remains in very nice con-
dition. (116199-D28475) (250/450)

1300. ITHACA BOXLOCK DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #18485, 12 ga, 30" barrels choked improved modified in both with
bright bores showing moderate pitting. The barrels retain 90% of an older reblue having some very fine oxidation spotting and the frame,
hammers, and top lever all exhibit vibrant flame-induced colors displaying some fine pinprick pitting underneath. The frame has an
engraved fancy banner on each side with "New Ithaca Gun" etched into each. The round knob pistolgrip stock appears to be a well-exe-
cuted replacement and it and the snap-on splinter forearm rate very good to excellent, the forearm showing missing pieces at the tip which
are finished over and both display robust cut checkering. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present which is probably a replace-
ment and provides a length of 14 1/4". The gun features rebounding locks which seem to function fine. However, the action is quite loose
and will need some attention to shoot the gun. This shotgun was made in 1892 during the transition to hammerless actions. (116166-3)
{ANTIQUE} (150/350)

1301. SYRACUSE ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #25368, 16 ga, 30" matted rib damascus barrels choked improved
modified in both with bright but moderately pitted bores. The barrels exhibit a fairly strong pattern of gray and brown with oxidation spot-
ting and pinprick pitting, particularly around the breech. The frame shows two pins within a starburst but otherwise is unembellished and
displays a pewter patina with some fine surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate good to very good with
an older added finish showing a few minor dings and functional but finish filled checkering. There is a checkered hard rubber gripcap and
buttplate present, the buttplate displaying a few chips and soiling providing a length of 14 1/8"; in addition, the forearm has an ebony dec-
orative tip. The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety. It appears that the left firing pin is missing and that the
right barrel will not fire. The company was in business for only about ten years at the turn of the 20th century so they are not very com-
mon. (6175-1) {C&R} (200/300)

1302. BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #B29409, 12 ga, 26 1/2" solid rib barrel choked cylinder with bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel retains 80 to 85% blue showing even fading overall with a few specks of oxidation and silvering of the muzzle. The
frame exhibits 95% of a parkerized blue on the top and about 80% of a fading blue on the balance. The round knob pistolgrip stock and
fluted forearm rate good with dings and scratches over a flaking glossy finish. Checkering remains functional although soiled and some-
what worn. There is a Browning rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14" and sling swivel studs are installed on the toeline of the
stock and on the magazine cap. A good rainy day shotgun. (116140-9) (200/400)

1303. SAVAGE MODEL 720 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #61363, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% blue fading to brown with silvering of all of the edges and showing scattered scratches with some
fine oxidation spotting. The frame is embellished the maker's name and a pointing dog with flying quail on the left side and flying ducks
on the right with some open scroll on the top. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good displaying scratches and dings with a
crack in the lower forearm all over a good but thin and flaking varnish. Checkering on both remains crisp. There is a grooved hard rub-
ber buttplate showing wear on the heel and toe providing a length of 14 1/4". This gun is basically a Browning Auto-5 with a few cosmetic
differences. (116118-1) {C&R} (150/250)
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1304. LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #176239, 12 ga, 30" wide matted rib barrels choked light
modified and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 80% fading blue showing a fine oxidation spotting and the frame,
with its standard flying bird scenes, exhibit a dark gray and brown color with some areas of light oxidation. The round knob pistolgrip
stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate fair to good having scattered scratches and dings and displaying a one inch crack at the top tang
and a couple of hairline cracks and small chips emanating from the bottom tang, all over an added finish with finished-over checkering.
There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present showing wear providing a length of 14". The gun features double triggers, extractors,
and an automatic safety and the action is slightly loose. (116166-4) {C&R} (150/250)

1305. L.C. SMITH FEATHERWEIGHT FIELD GRADE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #91964FWT, 12 ga, 26" matted
rib barrels choked modified and full with bright very good bores showing some light fouling. The barrels retain about 60% blue turning
brown having a coat of fine oxidation overall and the locks and frame exhibit a mottled silver and brown color also with surface oxidation.
There is a small hole drilled into the top tang forward of the safety. The straight stock is a replacement and rates poor to fair with essen-
tially no finish or checkering. It has some lengthy grain cracks and a couple of knots in the left side but nothing that cannot be fixed and
finished. The splinter snap-on forearm is original to the gun and shows very little finish or checkering remaining and the metal has an oxi-
dized surface. There is a Winchester rubber recoil pad installed providing a length of 14 7/8". The gun features double triggers, extrac-
tors, and automatic safety and the action is tight and on face. A project with potential. (116205-3) (200/300)

1306. A.H. FOX STERLINGWORTH BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #62457, 12 ga, 30" barrels choked full and full with
bright very good bores showing some light frosting ahead of the chambers. The metal surfaces show a moderately heavy coat of oxida-
tion, the frame having some sort of identification number etched on the left side. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm are quite worn
and show oil soaking with visible but smooth checkering. The stock has the original gripcap and there is a deteriorated rubber pad fitted
providing a length of 14 1/2". The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety. The action locks up and functions
fine. (116097-1) {C&R} (200/300)

1307. ITHACA FLUES FIELD GRADE DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #389592, 20 ga, 26" matted rib barrels choked modified and full
with bright very good bore showing one small dent half way up the left tube. The barrels retain 50% original blue turning gray with scat-
tered surface oxidation spotting. The frame exhibits some hints of case color in protected areas with the balance turning to a pewter and
brown mix. The maker and maker's address is etched on both sides. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate good with
light dings and scratches and showing a hairline crack behind the tang all over a thin and crazed varnish and displaying worn but func-
tional coarse checkering on both. There is a hard rubber gripcap and a thin solid rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 13". The
gun features double triggers, extractors, and automatic safety. The action works smoothly but is slightly loose. A great beginners double.
(116153-8) (300/500)

1308. BELGIAN SIDELEVER BACK ACTION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN BY WILLIAM MOORE & CO serial #22802,
12 ga, 28" damascus barrels choked cylinder in each having bright but frosted bores and having a small dent about 5” from the muzzle
in the left tube. The barrels retain a fairly strong brown and gray pattern showing silver under the forearm and having scattered surface
oxidation spotting, particularly toward the muzzles. The remaining metal work all displays a pewter patina with brown highlights and some
oxidation staining. The only embellishment is the maker's name engraved on each lock. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter fore-
arm rate good with minor dings and scratches showing oil soaking at the head and grip with very little finish remaining. Checkering on
the grip and forearm is well executed but shows wear and soiling. There is a fluted hard rubber gripcap and a very fancy checkered hard
rubber buttplate with game scene fitted. The action locks up and functions fine. (116145-1) {C&R} (200/300)

1309. STEVENS MODEL 311D BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" barrels choked modified and full having bright excel-
lent bores. The barrels retain 95% plus blue with a few scratches and some scattered light oxidation spotting. The frame exhibits 95% plus
case colors also showing fine oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate very good plus displaying a few scratch-
es and some flaking around the toe and grip over a strong factory varnish and having good press checkering. The stock has a hard rub-
ber grooved buttplate fitted providing a length of 14 1/4" and the gun features double triggers, extractors, and automatic safety. A solid
double that has not seen much use. (116172-2) (200/300)

1310. BAKER GUN AND FORGING CO DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #12008, 10 ga, 28" finely matted rib damascus bar-
rels choked improved modified and full with bright moderately pitted bores. The barrels show a very good fine pattern with contrasting browns
and grays having scattered light surface oxidation and silvering at the muzzles. The frame and hammers have hints of case colors under a
mottled pewter patina with brown highlights. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates poor having been cracked in the wrist and crudely
repaired with a copper wire wrapping and showing a very thin and flaking finish with some oil soaking. The snap-on splinter forearm rates
very good and both it and the stock display good but worn and soiled checkering. There is a hard rubber buttplate with Baker logo fitted to
the stock providing a length of 14". The left firing pin is broken and the action is slightly loose. (116166-5) {C&R} (100/200)

1311. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked modified with bright excellent bore show-
ing a few scratches just ahead of the chamber. The barrel retains 97% of an added finish displaying some fine blued over pitting with a lit-
tle surface oxidation and the frame exhibits 98% of an added blue showing some surface oxidation specks. The pistolgrip stock and snap-
on forearm rate good having scratches and dings and a two inch chipped toe over a thin flaking varnish. A Winchester checkered hard rub-
ber buttplate is present showing a chipped toe. The gun has an automatic ejector and locks up and functions fine. (116037-8)(100/150)

1312. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN 410 bore and 22 Magnum, 24" barrel choked full, both having
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 80 to 85% blue toning to brown toward the muzzle showing areas of dried lubricant which
should clean up. The frame exhibits 90% case colors with some spots of fine surface oxidation showing and with some fading of the
edges. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate good to very good having a few scratches and dings with one more pronounced
scuff in the left side of the stock all over a good but lightly flaking varnish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate installed which has
a spot of white paint on the heel and the gun is equipped with a small blade front sight and adjustable open rear sight. The action is
tight and functions fine. (116104-5) (300/500)

1313. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN 410 bore and 22 LR, 24" barrel choked full, both having bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain 80 to 90% blue showing fine oxidation spotting overall and the frame exhibits 70% case color also show-
ing fine oxidation spotting and the triggerguard retains 60% flaking black finish. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate good plus
with numerous small scratches and dings over a fairly strong but flaking varnish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate which has a
spot of green paint on the heel and the gun is equipped with a small blade front sight and adjustable open rear sight. The action is tight
and functions fine. (116104-4) (200/400)

1314. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #499120, 12 ga, 22" (excluding Cutts) ventilated rib barrel with Cutts
Compensator having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue showing scattered oxidation specks, particularly on the
upper edges of the frame and triggerguard. The frame is embellished with a flying duck on the left and a standing pheasant on the right.
The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good to excellent as refinished displaying a few light scratches and scuffs over a strong
glossy finish with crisp but finish filled checkering on both. There is a Pachmayr rubber recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14". The
Cutts Compensator comes with three tubes of cylinder, improved modified, and full. (116160-6) (200/300)
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1315. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N261260V, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified hav-
ing a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue showing scattered fine oxidation spotting overall. The pistolgrip stock and
fluted forearm rate very good to excellent displaying a few scratches and minor scuffs over a strong glossy finish and showing unmolest-
ed press checkering. There is a trap style rubber buttplate installed providing a length of 13 5/8". A solid 1100. (116265-8) (200/400)

1316. MOSSBERG MODEL 500AB SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #G360143, 12 ga, 18" plain barrel choked cylinder with
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 70 to 80% blue showing fine surface oxidation spotting overall and the frame exhibits 98% black
displaying a few scratches. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate good having numerous scratches and dings with some spots of
white paint on the slide handle all over a good factory varnish. Press checkering on the grip and slide handle is good. There is a rubber
recoil pad fitted providing a length of 12 5/8". A good home defense gun. (116205-12) (150/250)

1317. MARLIN MODEL 44 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1226, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with bright lightly pitted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 60% blue fading to brown showing scattered specks of light surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock and
grooved slide handle rate very good showing some added finish with a few minor scratches. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate pre-
sent with a little wear on the heel and the Marlin "bullseye" is imbedded into the toeline. A neat slide action small bore made from 1923
to 1935. (116134-5) {C&R} (150/250)

1318. STEVENS MODEL 620 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are turning brown with fine surface oxidation, particularly on the receiver and at the muzzle. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle
rate good showing dings and scratches over a flaking varnish and displaying fairly crisp checkering with soiling and scattered impact marks.
There is a hard rubber grooved buttplate present providing a length of 14". The action functions fine. (116140-7) {C&R} (100/200)

1319. ERA OVER UNDER BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #35280, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrels choked modified and full. The metal
surfaces retain 90% dark blue having a few scratches and rub marks with scattered fine surface oxidation. The barrels do not have a full
length middle rib but a short section at the muzzles of which the left one is missing. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate fair to good dis-
playing dings, scratches, and a couple of paint spots with a one inch chip missing from the right side adjacent to the top tang. There is a
fancy hard rubber gripcap installed and a hard rubber buttplate is fitted providing a length of 15". The gun features double triggers, extrac-
tors, and an automatic safety. (116190-1) (150/250)

1320. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #802452, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified
with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% blue with surface oxidation spotting overall. The pistolgrip stock and grooved
slide handle rate good showing scratches and dings over a thin varnish and the grooved hard rubber buttplate is soiled and provides a
length of 14". There is a broken front sight. (116112-10) (100/150)

1321. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 410 bore, 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% blue showing some fading around the muzzle and the bottom of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on
forearm rate very good plus having a few minor scratches and dings over a good but thinning varnish. The original Winchester checkered
buttplate is present providing a length of 14". A very nice small bore. (116037-1) {C&R} (250/450)

1322. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 DGRS SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M638039V, 12ga, 22" plain slug barrel choked cylin-
der having a bright excellent smooth bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue showing some fading around the muzzle and some tiny
spots of fine oxidation on the frame. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good to excellent having a few handling marks
and displaying good press checkering. There is a black plastic gripcap with white diamond inlay and a factory plastic buttplate pro-
viding a length of 14" and sling swivel studs have been installed in the stock and on the magazine cap. The gun is equipped with a
ramp mounted front blade sight and a ramp mounted single leaf rear sight. Included is an owner's manual. Overall an excellent slug
gun. (116167-4) (250/450)

1323. MOSSBERG MODEL 590 SPECIAL PURPOSE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L835570, 12 ga, 21" plain barrel
choked cylinder having a bright excellent bore. The barrel and extended magazine tube retain 98% of a flat matte greenish black park-
erized finish showing a few light scuff marks and the frame has the same treatment only in black and has a few scratches and nicks. The
black synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved synthetic slide handle rate about excellent displaying a few faint scuffs in the matte surface.
There is a black rubber recoil pad installed which provides a length of 14" and sling swivels are installed on the stock and on a magazine
hanger. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted blade front sight with orange top and a ghost ring rear sight mounted in protective
ears. Included is a black nylon sling. The perfect defensive weapon. (116149-40) (250/450)

1324. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1013627, 20 ga, 24" ventilated rib barrel choked
light modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 80% blue showing oxidation spotting overall with silvering of the
muzzle and the frame exhibits about 60% blue also with oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock and tapered slide handle rate fair to good
showing lots of dings and scratches over a thin flaking and chipping finish. The press checkering displays wear and soiling but is rela-
tively functional. There is a soiled grooved buttplate poorly fitted to the stock probably because the stock has been cut to 12 5/8" in length.
The gun is equipped with a Hi Viz front sight and has a middle metal bead. The action functions fine. (116198-S16893) (150/250)

1325. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue having a few light rub marks and some silvering of the muzzle. The frame exhibits 80% blue
with some faint oxidation spotting and wear around the bottom edges. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate about excellent
with a smooth unmarred finish and the original Winchester plastic buttplate is present providing a length of 14". A very good exam-
ple. (116037-14) {C&R} (150/250)

1326. WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #50120, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel with a Win-Lite screw-in ported
choke of modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrel, which has a fiberglass outer cover, shows a few minor scratches in its dark
black finish and the frame exhibits 98% dark blue showing a few nicks on the edges. The frame is embellished with simple game scenes
of flying ducks on the right side and a pointing dog and pheasant on the left, both framed with simple scroll etching and the trigger-
guard is anodized in a bronze finish. The pistolgrip stock and tapered forearm rate very good plus displaying scattered small scratches
and scuffs over a smooth but thinning varnish, particularly on the buttstock. Checkering on both the stock and forearm remains crisp.
There is a checkered Winchester plastic buttplate installed showing some soiling and providing a length of 14". A nice light gun in very
nice condition. (116149-37) (350/550)
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1327. WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #16229, 12 ga, 26"
plain barrel with a Win-Lite screw-in ported choke of modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrel,

which has a fiberglass shell, shows a few faint scratches in its bright dark black finish and the frame exhibits 98% dark
blue displaying very sparse tiny nicks in the finish. The frame is embellished with simple game scenes of flying ducks on the

right side and a pointing dog and pheasant on the left, bordered by simple scroll etching. The triggerguard is anodized in a silver
finish. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with scattered scratches and small dings over a strong varnish finish and hav-
ing crisp checkering on both. The original checkered plastic buttplate is present providing a length of 14". A very good example.
(116149-44) (350/550)

1328. WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #58884, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel with Win-Lite screw-in ported choke
installed of modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrel, which has a fiberglass covering, shows numerous scratches and scuffs in
its dark glossy black finish and the frame retains 90% of its dark blue finish displaying scattered nicks in the finish and fading on the edges.
The frame is embellished with simple game scenes of flying ducks on the right side and a pointing dog and pheasant on the left, bordered
by simple scroll etching. The triggerguard shows a silver anodized finish with some tarnish evident. The pistolgrip stock and tapered fore-
arm rate good having scratches and dings with some chipping of the edges over a thin and dull varnish and showing crisp but lightly soiled
checkering. The original checkered plastic buttplate is present with soling and some light wear and providing a length of 14". A good
lightweight field gun. (116149-43) (250/450)

1329.WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #31532, 12 ga, 26"
plain barrel with Win-Lite screw-in ported choke installed of improved cylinder having a bright excellent bore.

The barrel, which has a fiberglass covering, shows scattered scratches and scuffs and some chipping at the juncture
of barrel and frame in the dark glossy finish and the frame exhibits 95% dark blue displaying a few scattered tiny nicks. The

frame is embellished in simple game scenes of flying ducks on the right side and a pointing dog and pheasant on the left, bor-
dered by some simple etched scroll. The triggerguard is anodized in a silver finish. The pistolgrip stock and round forearm rate very
good showing scuffs and scratches with some wear on the bottom of the forearm over a strong factory varnish and showing crisp check-
ering on both. The original Winchester checkered plastic buttplate is present which has some soiling and provides a length of 14".
(116149-39) (350/550)

1330. WINCHESTER MODEL 59 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #62427, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel with a Win-Lite screw-in choke of
modified installed having a bright excellent bore. The barrel, which has a fiberglass covering, shows scratches and scuffs in the diminish-
ing glossy black finish and the frame retains 97% blue with fading of all of the high edges. It is embellished with simple game scenes of
flying ducks on the right side and a pointing dog and pheasant on the left, bordered by simple etched scroll. An anodized silver trigger-
guard provides a nice contrast. The pistolgrip stock and round forearm rate very good with scattered small scratches and dings over a
good factory varnish and having crisp checkering displaying a few impact marks. There is a soiled checkered plastic Winchester buttplate
installed providing a length of 14". A good lightweight shotgun. (116149-42) (300/500)

1331. SAVAGE MODEL 24C CAMPER'S COMPANION OVER
UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #B904381, 22 LR and 20 ga, 20" bar-

rel choked cylinder in the shotgun barrel, both with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% blue
and the frame exhibits 95% dark case colors showing a slight fading of the bottom. The straight grip stock and

tapered forearm rate excellent as new with all of their finish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present pro-
viding a length of 13 1/2". Interestingly there is a trap in the butt with a sliding aluminum cover which will hold ten 22 car-

tridges and a couple of 20 gauge shells. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight mounted on a barrel band and a standard
open rear sight and the rifle barrel is grooved for a scope mount. Included is a folding vinyl case with rawhide ties and compartments

for the barrels and stock. The ultimate camping and survival gun and in great condition. (116195-13) (350/550)
1332. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #C695048, 22 LR and 20 ga (3"), 24" barrels choked

improved modified in the shotgun barrel, both having bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% plus blue displaying scattered spots
and specks of oxidation and the frame exhibits 80% dark case colors with fading on the bottom and showing oxidation spotting on the
edges. The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good plus having a few scratches and finish wear showing on the bottom of the grip.
There is a good grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 14 1/4". The gun is equipped with a blade front sight mount-
ed in a barrel band, an open rear sight, and the top of the rifle barrel is grooved for a scope mount. A handy gun in good condition.
(116195-12) (400/600)

1333. SAVAGE MODEL 24V OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #B104636, 30-30 and 20 ga (3"), 24" barrels choked
full in the shotgun barrel and both having bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue save for one rub mark 5" from the
muzzle on the rifle barrel and some silvering at the top rear of the frame. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock and tapered forearm would rate
very good showing a few minor scratches except that there is a crack in the upper right side adjacent to the frame and a hairline crack
behind the top tang. Both the stock and forend have very good press checkering. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate showing
some soiling and providing a length of 14 3/8" and sling swivel studs are installed in the stock and on barrel band. The gun is equipped
with a barrel band mounted blade front sight, a folding leaf rear sight, and the barrel has a short top rib drilled and tapped for scope
mounts. This gun needs just a little attention to the stock to make it a versatile hunting tool. (116020-137) (300/500)
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1334. REMINGTON MODEL 11-B SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #378520, 12 ga, 28" solid rib barrel choked modified having
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit about 80 to 90% blue showing scattered oxidation spots with fading evident
around the muzzle, along the edges of the rib, and on the higher points of the frame, particularly around the top back edge. The fig-
ured pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good having numerous scratches and minor dings over a thinning varnish showing some
spots of crazing and light flaking. Checkering on both the stock and forearm is well executed and remains crisp. There is an old
compressed Jostam recoil pad fitted to the butt providing a length of 13 3/4". This gun is the hard to find upgraded version of
“Remington's Auto-5”. (116199-D28462) (400/600)

1335. CHARLES DALY TACTICAL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #9510118, 12 ga, 18 1/2" barrel with a screw choke installed
of improved cylinder having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are flat black and show only a few sparse handling marks. The
black synthetic pistolgrip stock and grooved extended slide handle rate almost excellent having only some rub marks on the left side of
the stock. There is a rubber recoil pad installed providing a length of 14 1/4" and a sling ring is built into the left side of the stock and
there is another on the magazine cap. The gun is equipped with a Hi-Viz front sight mounted between protective ears and an adjustable
ghost ring rear sight also mounted in protective ears. An excellent and affordable tactical shotgun. (116199-D27825) (150/250)

1336. GEHA MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #7364, 12 ga, 24" plain barrel choked cylinder bore with bright good bore
showing some very light frosting. The metal surfaces exhibit 60 to 70% blue toning to brown and showing some oxidation spotting. The
one piece pistolgrip stock with fluted forend rates fair having numerous scuffs and dings with a crack behind the top tang all over a very
thin oiled finish. There is a steel buttplate present which has a heavily oxidized surface and there is a sling swivel base inlaid into the toe-
line just behind the grip. The gun is equipped with a Lyman model 53C rear aperture sight and a single brass front bead. The action func-
tions fine. (116166-6) (100/200)

1337. SEARS RANGER MODEL 105-20 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN, 16 ga, 26" barrel choked full with heavily fouled bore. The
barrel retains 70% splotchy blue and the action exhibits a mottled pewter as cleaned with some kind of finish over scattered pitting. The
pistolgrip stock rates fair with numerous dings and scratches in a glossy finish and there is a good rubber recoil pad fitted providing a
length of 13 3/4". The gun is equipped with a light bar front sight. The action functions fine. (116138-8) (50/75)

1338. CRESCENT ARMS SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #864539, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with bright very good
bore. The barrel retains 60% blue turning brown showing fine light surface oxidation. The frame exhibits 30 to 40% fading case colors
with some spots of surface oxidation and the triggerguard shows about 50% oxidized staining. The round knob pistolgrip stock and snap-
on forearm rate fair to good displaying numerous scratches and dings over a flaking varnish. There is what appears to be the original
checkered red buttplate present having a large chip missing from its side. The action functions fine. (116198-S16952) {C&R} (50/100)

1339. HIGH STANDARD RIOT SHOTGUN serial #3203952, 12 ga, 20" plain barrel choked cylinder having bright very good bore. The
barrel retains 90% blue showing some scattered oxidation spotting and the frame exhibits 80% blue having scratches and blemishes with
some silvering of the sharper edges. The birch pistolgrip stock and grooved slide handle rate good, the stock having a layer of dried glue
around the middle and the butt and showing a sticker with the number 7 on it and there is a chip missing from the bottom of the grip, all
over a good factory varnish. A grooved plastic buttplate is present also having a layer of glue on it and providing a length of 14 3/8"
Included is a nylon shell holder which mounts on the stock and a vinyl gun sleeve. A solid pump gun. (116198-S16652) (150/250)

1340. REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A380460, 12 ga, 25 1/2" ventilated rib
Remchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90 to 95% of a matte blue finish having some scattered scratch-
es and rub marks. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate very good showing some chips and worn finish on the handle edges over a
thin factory varnish. Press checkering on both the grip and slide handle is very good. There is a Remington rubber recoil pad installed at
the butt providing a length of 14". The included choke tube is modified. A solid pump gun ready for the field. (116205-14) (150/250)

1341. REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A797340M, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib
Remchoke barrel having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 95% of a matte blue finish showing some light oxidation spots
on the left side of the receiver. The pistolgrip stock and fluted slide handle rate very good displaying a few small scratches and light edge
wear with good press checkering all over the factory finish. There is a Remington recoil pad fitted providing a length of 14". Sling swiv-
el studs are mounted in the toeline of the stock and on the magazine cap. This gun shows very little use. (116205-7) (200/300)

1342. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1577329, 16 ga, 26" plain barrel with Champion choke device
having a very good bore. The metal surfaces show a coating of heavy oxidation over hints of blue that would probably clean up. The pistol-
grip stock and grooved slide handle exhibit very little finish remaining but appear to be solid with no cracks. There is an old rubber recoil pad
fitted providing a length of 15" so there is room to adjust. The action works fine so this gun could be brought back. (116205-2) (100/150)

1343. SAVAGE MODEL 28 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #63, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with bright but lightly pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue exhibiting light surface oxidation spotting with silvering of all of the edges, muzzle, and
magazine tube. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate good to very good displaying scratches and dings with one hairline crack ema-
nating from the right side at the receiver over a chipped and flaking finish. The checkering on both the grip and slide handle remains crisp
showing a few rounded diamonds. There is an old Jostam recoil pad fitted providing a length of 13 1/2". (116205-6) {C&R} (150/250)

1344. SAVAGE FOX MODEL B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrels choked modified and full having
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 95% plus blue showing some scattered oxidation spotting. The frame is embellished with the
Fox name in a banner on each side and an etched panel on the bottom depicting flying ducks and it exhibits 80% case colors showing
wear and oxidation spotting on the bottom front. The pistolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate very good displaying scattered scratch-
es and minor dings and chips over a strong varnish. Checkering is coarse but crisp on both the grip and forearm. There is a rubber recoil
pad fitted providing a length of 14" and a checkered hard rubber grip cap is present. The gun features double triggers, extractors, and
an automatic safety. It shows light use. (116198-S16855) (250/350)

1345. SAVAGE FOX MODEL B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #B830793, 16 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrels retain 95% blue showing a few faint oxidation spots and some fading
under the forearm. The bottom of the frame is etched with a fox head bordered by leaves and the entire frame exhibits 90% case color
with fine oxidation spotting over much of the surface. The pistolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate very good plus having a few scat-
tered scuffs and small dings over a strong finish and displaying robust press checkering. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate pre-
sent showing some flaking finish and one replacement screw providing a length of 14 3/8". The gun features double triggers, extractors,
and an automatic safety. This double shows only light use. (116198-S16714) (250/350)
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1346. THE BERKSHIRE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #55125, 12 ga, 32" raised matted rib barrels choked improved mod-
ified in both having bright lightly frosted bores with dents in the left barrel about halfway up and more about six inches below the muzzle.
The barrels retain 70% blue showing light surface oxidation overall and fading around the forearm. About 30% case color is evident on
the left lockplate with the rest of the lock and frame showing a pewter patina with scattered surface oxidation spotting. Each lock is
stamped with the name "The Berkshire" and no other embellishments. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on splinter forearm rate fair, the
stock being cracked through the wrist and the forearm having a crack emanating from the bottom metal and both showing numerous
dings and scratches over a flaking and crazed finish. Checkering remains functional but soiled on the grip but very worn on the forearm.
There is a very nice fancy hard rubber gripcap installed and a soiled and worn grooved hard rubber buttplate is present providing a length
13 3/4". The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety and the action is tight. Probably made by Crescent Arms,
this gun shows some quality attributes in spite of its wear. (116198-S16986) {C&R} (75/150)

1347. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 “RED WINCHESTER” SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with
bright but lightly fouled bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a sprayed-on camo finish showing some scratches and flaking. The only embell-
ishment is the “Winchester” name engraved on the bottom of the frame. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on round forearm have received the
same treatment and display some scratches and flaking. The original checkered hard rubber buttplate is present, the edges of which are
painted. The action functions fine and the ejector works well. (116198-S16717) (50/100)

1348. HOPKINS & ALLEN MODEL FOREHAND SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #135910, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked cylin-
der with bright but lightly frosted and scratched bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown patina with scattered oxidation spot-
ting overall. The round knob pistolgrip buttstock and screw-on splinter forearm rate fair, the buttstock having cracks at the tang and sev-
eral at the toe and showing numerous dings and scratches with evidence of fire damage at the toe all over a thin flaking varnish. The gun
features a removable hinge pin to facilitate removing the barrel. The action seems tight and it functions fine. (116193-1) {C&} (50/100)

1349. MOSSBERG MODEL 600AT PREMIER HUNTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H600310, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel
choked improved cylinder having a bright very good bore showing some light fouling. The barrels display 98% blue with some scattered
light scratches and a little surface oxidation around the breech. The frame is embellished with flying ducks on the left side and a stand-
ing pheasant on the right with "Premier Hunter" etched below the ejection port and it exhibits 97% dark blue with a few tiny little nicks.
The pistolgrip stock and tapered slide handle rate very good plus displaying a few minor scratches over a factory satin finish and having
good press checkering showing a little wear on the right side of the grip. There is a factory rubber recoil pad present providing a length
of 14". A solid and versatile shotgun. (116198-S16947) (150/250)

1350. WINCHESTER MODEL 370 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #C173275, 12 ga, 32" plain barrel choked full with bright very
good bore showing some light marks. The barrel retains 80 to 90% blue with oxidation spotting overall and the frame exhibits 60% flak-
ing blue. The pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate very good, the buttstock showing a light cleaning and the forearm retaining its
original glossy varnish. There is a Pachmayr rubber recoil pad present providing a length of 14". The action is tight and functions fine.
(116166-1) (50/100)

1351. WINCHESTER MODEL 50 FEATHERWEIGHT SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #174785A, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked
full with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% blue showing a few scrapes and scratches and the frame exhibits 80% fading blue
having a few scrapes and displaying silvering of all the edges and the bottom. The pistolgrip stock and round forearm rate good show-
ing dings and scratches over a flaking and worn finish and having worn and soiled checkering. There is a checkered Winchester buttplate
which shows edge wear and soiling and provides a length of 14". In addition, a sling swivel stud is installed in the toeline of the stock and
there is a sling swivel mounted to the barrel. (116166-7) (250/350)

1352. WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 WATERFOWL SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1858314, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib
Winchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 70% of a matte blue finish showing areas of oxidation spotting. The frame
is etched with a simple foliate scroll and exhibits 90% of a dark blue finish having scattered scratches and some edge wear. The pistol-
grip stock and fluted slide handle rate good to very good displaying a few light scrapes and small dings over a strong satin finish and hav-
ing very good cut checkering showing a few abrasions. There is a steel Winchester gripcap present exhibiting some oxidation spotting
and a factory rubber recoil pad is fitted providing a length of 14". In addition there are sling swivel studs affixed to the stock and maga-
zine cap, the included choke tube is “modified”. A solid pump gun ready for the marsh or field. (116198-S16888) (150/250)

1353. REMINGTON MODEL 48B SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #3042172, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel with Poly Choke and a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% plus blue having a couple minor oxidation spots and edge wear of the rib. The frame exhibits
90% blue showing some small scuff marks and slight edge wear. The nicely figured straight grip stock is likely a replacement as the check-
ering pattern is different from the forearm. It rates very good showing scuffs and minor dings in a glossy finish and the checkering is crisp.
The figured fluted forearm rates very good as well having some minor scratches and a small hairline crack with tiny hole at the bottom end.
The checkering is done in a skip-line pattern and remains crisp. There is an Abercrombie & Fitch rubber recoil pad present providing a
length of 14". In addition, there is a fiber optic sight affixed to the rib and the original bead is missing. This is an attractive Remington
with very nice wood. (116199-D28495) (200/300)

1354. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #152232, 12 ga, 28" solid rib barrel choked full with bright bore
showing light frosting throughout. The barrel retains about 70 to 80% blue having some light scattered oxidation spots and the frame
exhibits 70% blue with a few scuffs and scratches with more noticeable wear around the bottom and having fine oxidation spotting over
the top and front. The round knob pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate fair to good as cleaned, the stock displaying a repaired break
at the right side adjacent to the receiver and having a few minor scratches. There is no buttplate but the stock has not been cut as the
wood measures 14". Quick detachable sling swivels are affixed to the toe of the stock and to the magazine cap and there is a black nylon
sling included. This is the basic Browning design which has been so reliable. (116198-S16715) (100/200)

1355. REMINGTON 870 DGRS WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T490209V, 12 ga, 20" plain barrel choked
cylinder with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue showing a few sparse oxidation spots and two small dings in the
left side of the receiver. The pistolgrip stock and fluted slide handle rate very good showing a few scattered scuffs over strong glossy fin-
ish and displaying robust press checkering. There is a black gripcap with a flying duck embossed on it and a Remington rubber pad has
been fitted providing a length of 14". The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and a ramp mounted single leaf rear
sight. A very good slug gun which has not seen a lot of field use. (116198-S17110) (200/300)

1356. REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #C380346M, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel
with a modified screw choke installed having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces exhibit 90% of a matte black finish showing scat-
tered surface oxidation and light scuff marks. The pistolgrip stock and fluted slide handle rate about excellent displaying a few light han-
dling marks over a flat thin factory finish and having robust press checkering. There is a factory rubber recoil pad installed providing a
length of 14". A good solid versatile pump gun. (116198-S16889) (150/250)
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1357. MOSSBERG MODEL 600AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H608221, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full having a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 70% blue showing areas of pitting and surface oxidation. The frame exhibits 80% blue having scratch-
es and wear on the high edges. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate fair with numerous dings and scuffs over a flaking chipped fin-
ish and displaying soiled and moderately worn press checkering. The original grooved buttplate is present providing a length of 14 1/4".
The action functions fine. (116198-S16894) (100/150)

1358. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 67 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #C376244, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrel choked skeet hav-
ing a bright very good bore showing light fouling. The barrel retains 80% blue showing scattered surface oxidation and a spot of pinprick
pitting. The frame exhibits scratches and light surface oxidation with wear showing on the higher edges. The pistolgrip stock and fluted
slide handle rate fair to good displaying scratched and flaking finish with a couple of hairline cracks behind the top tang. The press check-
ering shows moderate wear and a rubber recoil pad has been installed rather poorly providing a length of 14 5/8". The gun is equipped
with a blade front sight and an adjustable single standing leaf rear sight both mounted on the vent rib. Included is a nylon camo gun case.
(116198-S16983) (100/150)

1359. BROWNING AUTO-5 LIGHT TWELVE SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #8G99052, 12 ga, 25 1/2" ventilated rib barrel choked
improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 80% original blue showing rub marks where the forearm has been
installed and silvering of the muzzle and the edges of the rib. The frame is embellished with the typical panels of simple foliate scroll with
"Light Twelve" done in script on the left side along with the maker's name and exhibits 70% blue displaying even wear with silvering of
the edges. The round knob pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good having a few scattered scratches over a strong glossy fin-
ish and displaying crisp checkering and there is a factory hard rubber buttplate fitted providing a length of 14 3/8". This gun was manu-
factured in 1968 and remains in very good and useable condition. (116195-8) (300/500)

1360. UNMARKED JAPANESE SINGLE BARREL BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #3348, 12 ga, 35 1/2" plain barrel choked light
modified having a bright very good bore showing some light scratches just ahead of the chamber and some slight roughness in the
chokes. The barrel retains about 80% blue having rub marks where the forearm attaches, some nicks at the muzzle, and some faint oxi-
dation spotting. Interestingly, the monoblock is octagonal and has wedges of engraving and a decorative gold band. The frame is
engraved with small panels of simple scroll and exhibits a light brown patina with hints of case color. The round knob pistolgrip stock and
tapered forearm rate good to very good displaying a few dings and numerous scratches with a tiny hairline crack behind the top tang all
over a thin oil finish. Checkering is well executed but shows moderate wear with some soiling. There is a White Line rubber recoil pad
fitted providing a length of 13 3/4" and sling swivels are installed in the toeline and under the barrel. In addition, there is a German silver
monogram oval inlaid into the toeline and a rear standing leaf sight is mounted just ahead of the monoblock with a brass bead front sight.
The gun features an extractor and a Greener side safety. A neat long barreled shotgun. (116177-9) (200/300)

1361. MARLIN MODEL 1936 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #513, 32 Special, 20" barrel with bright very good bore. The bar-
rel retains 90% blue having a few scattered scratches and very fine oxidation spotting with wear around the breech and muzzle. The
receiver and lever exhibit 30% case color with the balance turning silver showing scattered oxidation spotting. The top is marked "Marlin
Safety". The pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good with small dings and scratches over a thin and flaking varnish and there is a non-orig-
inal grooved hard rubber buttplate installed. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and adjustable open rear sight. A solid and
very functional carbine. (116140-17) (250/450)

1362. MARLIN MODEL 1895 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #439105, 33 WCF, 24" round barrel with half magazine having a dark
fouled bore with visible rifling. The barrel retains about 60 to 70% blue showing extensive surface oxidation and pinprick pitting. The frame
exhibits 70% case color toning to a mottled brown displaying some spots of pinprick pitting and surface oxidation with more wear on the
bottom and lever. The straight stock shows a repaired break at the wrist with two visible pins appearing on each side with the balance
having numerous dings and scratches over a flaking added finish and the forearm appears to have original flaking finish with scattered
scratches. There is a chipped and soiled Marlin hard rubber buttplate present and the gun is equipped with a beaded blade front sight
and adjustable semi buckhorn rear sight. The action functions fine. (116054-9) {C&R} (300/500)

1363. BERNARDELLI 9MM FLOBERT SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #19763, 9mm Flobert, 24 1/4" plain barrel with bright excel-
lent bore. The barrel retains 90% blue showing some wear at the muzzle and a few scattered scratches and the alloy frame displays a
dark black color with a few nicks in the finish. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock and tapered forearm rate very good to excellent having
a few scratches and some light dings over a strong satin finish. A hard rubber factory buttplate is present and there are European style
sling swivels installed in the toeline of the stock and on the forearm. A three shot magazine is included. A neat and quick handling gun
which should be a lot of fun to shoot. (116199-D28166) (150/250)

1364. REMINGTON MODEL 742 BDL WOODMASTER SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #B7400002, 30-06, 22" barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% blue having a few scratches and some fading at the muzzle with some sparse very fine oxi-
dation specks on the receiver. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good to very good showing scratches and dings with
some roughness in the finish on the right side and displaying good basketweave checkering. There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate
present which shows soiling and some edge wear and sling swivel studs are installed in the toeline of the stock and on the forend nut.
The gun has a one-piece Redfield scope base installed but no other sights. The magazine is missing. (116054-16) (250/350)

1365. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODMASTER SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #118699, 30-06, 22" barrel with bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% blue showing light scratches and some sparse oxidation spotting with silvering of the muzzle and all
of the high edges. The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good displaying scratches and dings over a flaking and chipped finish.
Quick detachable sling swivels are installed in the toe line and on the forend nut and the gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade
sight, an open rear sight, and Weaver scope rings installed on a Weaver base. The magazine is missing. (116112-8) (200/300)

1366. REMINGTON MODEL 721 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #90825, 270 Win, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% plus blue having some specks of oxidation around the rear sight, the exception being the bolt and bolt handle which
are polished bright. The plain pistolgrip stock shows some dings and chips over a strong factory glossy varnish and the checkered alu-
minum buttplate displays some edge wear in its black finish. The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, a folding leaf
rear sight, and a Weaver KV scope mounted in Weaver rings and bases. The scope is clear and lens covers are included. A nice entry
level hunting rifle. (116104-6) (250/450)

1367. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1896 KRAG SPORTERIZED BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #38426, 30-40 Krag, 22" barrel with
dark bore. The barrel retains about 80% blue with patches of surface oxidation present and the action and magazine are turning gray
showing spots of surface oxidation. The highly figured pistolgrip stock rates good. It has been customized by adding a pistolgrip to what
appears to be an original stock. The glue lines are visible and checkered over and there are dings and scratches over a dry oil finish. The
forend has a diamond shaped pattern of checkering on the bottom and the wooden handguard is still in place. There is a military steel
buttplate with cleaning rod trap turning gray with surface oxidation spotting and the original military sling swivels are present in the toe-
line and on the barrel band. The gun is equipped with military sights. (116158-1) (100/200)
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1368. BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 RF, 23" octagon barrel having a bright gray bore with rifling still very much visible. The metal
surfaces show a dark brown patina with surface oxidation prevalent. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates fair with little finish remaining
and displaying several cracks emanating from the butt, probably the result of sitting in water as the buttplate is rusted. Checkering on the
grip is well worn but still visible. The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight. The breech block is
missing, having been broken off but the extractor is still there and the hammer and trigger function fine. (116120-172) {C&R} (25/50)

1369. BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT SMOOTHBORE, 22 RF, 22 1/2" octagon barrel with bright good bore. The metal surfaces exhibit
mostly a brown oxidized patina. The straight grip stock rates fair showing very little finish remaining with dings and some surface checks
displaying a large chip missing from the left side of the action. There is a right hand cheekpiece and an oxidized metal buttplate present
and the gun is equipped with a small blade front sight and a single standing leaf rear sight. A screw is missing from the breech block
hinge. (116120-173) {C&R} (25/50)

1370. SPRINGFIELD 1903 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1409113, 244 Rem, 22" barrel with bright very good bore show-
ing some very light fouling. The metal surfaces retain 98% of a hot immersion blue having some dried lubricant under the scope, the excep-
tion being the bolt and bolt handle which are polished white. The barrel is marked on top "Gartman .244" and shows a two inch portion
at the muzzle which steps up to a slightly larger diameter, looking like a muzzle break but without the holes. The custom walnut pistolgrip
stock with rollover cheekpiece rates very good having a few scratches and minor dings over a smooth oil finish. The stock is embellished
with an inlaid contrasting maple diamond on each side of the forend, a maple forend tip, and a maple gripcap. The right hand cheekpiece
is nicely beaded and a Pachmayr rubber recoil pad has been fitted providing a length of 13 1/2". There are drilled holes in the toeline of
the stock and the forend for sling swivel studs and the gun is equipped with a Bausch & Lomb Balvar 2 1/2 x 8 variable power scope
mounted in Bausch & Lomb adjustable mounts. An affordable custom rifle for those who like the 6mm cartridge. (116205-1) (300/500)

1371. MOSSBERG MODEL 600 SHOTGUN BARREL 18 1/2" plain barrel choked cylinder with bright excellent bore. Has single
brass bead. (116198-S16947)

1372. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SHOTGUN BARREL 24" deer barrel choked cylinder with bright very good bore showing a little
roughness just ahead of the chamber. It is equipped with a ramp mounted blade front sight and a single folding leaf rear sight.
(116198-S16912)

1373. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SHOTGUN BARREL 30" matted ventilated rib barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. Has
a single brass bead. Included is a non-original box. (116167-4A)

1374. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leopold variable power 3-9x40 riflescope with adjustable objective and standard fine
duplex reticle. The tube has some light ring marks but is otherwise excellent. (116140-10A)

1375. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 riflescope with standard duplex reticle. The tube shows some
very faint ring marks but is otherwise excellent. (116177-8A)

1376. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x40 riflescope with adjustable objective and standard duplex
reticle. The tube shows a few faint scratches but is otherwise excellent. (116133-5a)

1377. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 1.75-6x32 riflescope with a German #1 reticle. It has a matte black
finish with faint ring marks and comes with bikini covers. (116177-3B)

1378. ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss Diavari-C 3-9x36 riflescope with a standard duplex reticle. It has a protective rubber
eye piece and a rubberized objective lens. Other than a few scratches this scope is in excellent condition. (116194-1a)

1379. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Simmons 8-Point 8-32x44 riflescope with duplex reticle. It has a matte finish with a
couple of faint scratches and comes with plastic scope covers. (116138-7)

1380. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Frontier 4 x about 33 riflescope with duplex reticle. It has some light ring
marks but otherwise is in excellent condition. (116167-2A)

1381. LEATHER SHOTGUN CASE This is a full 30" x 9" leather hard case for a double shotgun. It has leather corners, twin straps, and
a brass keyed lock. The inside is lined with green felt and has compartments for a set of barrels up to 28 1/2" long, cleaning rod, snap
caps, oil bottle, and accoutrements. There is a leather strap with brass buckle to hold the gun. An embossed Boss label is affixed to the
inside of the lid. A key is included. Excellent condition. (116177-2A)

1382. BROWNING SHOTGUN LUGGAGE CASE This is a hard 32" x 9" leatherette covered case for an over under shotgun with
Browning plaque affixed to the outside. It is lined with white fleece and is set up for the action and up to 30" barrels with an accessory
compartment. The fleece is lightly soiled but the case is in excellent condition. (116183-1A)

1383. FLAIG'S ACE MODEL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7154a, 30-06, 24" ported barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel and
action retain 90% blue showing a few minor scratches and scattered spots of oxidation. Porting is of a rectangular style with two on each
side of the muzzle. The bolt is polished but exhibits some light oxidation spotting and the floorplate and triggerguard show oxidation spot-
ting as well. The pistolgrip stock rates very good as refinished having scratches and some small dings over a thick glossy added finish.
There is a right hand cheekpiece and a black checkered gripcap and ebony forend tip are present, both with white line spacers. A White
Line rubber recoil pad has been installed providing a length of 14". Sling swivels are affixed to the stock and forend and show oxidation.
The gun has drilled and tapped holes at the muzzle for a front sight and there is a one-piece Redfield scope base installed. The action on
this modified Mauser functions smoothly and all it needs is some decent optics. (116160-3) (200/300)

1384. CUSTOM MODEL 98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3447, 8x57mm, 24" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 80 to 90% blue showing some sparse very fine oxidation spotting and silvering of the muzzle. The bolt displays some pol-
ished-over pinprick pitting but it has no bearing on the operation of the action. The round knob pistolgrip stock rates good to very good
having one hairline crack behind the top tang and showing some faint fluid stains on the forend all over a thin flat finish. There is a grooved
hard rubber buttplate installed and European type sling swivels are affixed to the toe and on the underside of the barrel. The gun is
equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, a single standing leaf rear sight, and a Lyman receiver sight. With a quick fix of the stock
this will make an affordable hunting rifle. (116199-D28442) (200/300)

1385. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #761118, 30-06, 22" barrel with bright very good bore showing some
light frosting near the muzzle. The barrel retains 80 to 90% blue having some scratches and abrasions with scattered spots of oxidation.
The receiver exhibits 90% matte blue and the bolt handle and triggerguard show some silvering. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates
good to very good displaying a few dings and scratches over a strong factory gloss finish and having good but soiled press checkering.
There is a steel gripcap with red "W" installed and the stock has a right hand cheekpiece. A thin rubber recoil pad has been fitted and sling
swivels are affixed to the toe and forend. The gun is equipped with a Bausch & Lomb Balvar 2.5-8x scope in the old adjustable mounts.
There are no sights but the barrel is drilled and tapped for front and rear sights. This rifle is ready for the field. (116133-6) (250/450)
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1386. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3187902, 30-06, 22" barrel with bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97% of a hot immersion bright blue showing a little silvering at the muzzle. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock
rates very good having scattered light scratches and minor dings over a strong glossy varnish. There is a right hand cheekpiece present
and a hard rubber gripcap with white line spacer has been installed and a grooved hard rubber buttplate is fitted. In addition, there is
an ebony forend tip and sling swivel studs are affixed to the stock and forend. The gun is equipped with a Weaver K8-1 Scope mounted
in Weaver rings and bases. There are no other sights. A solid and affordable hunting rifle. (116160-5) (300/500)

1387. MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J538608, 12ga, 28" plain barrel choked improved cylinder
having a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% blue showing some scattered spots of oxidation and the frame exhibits 97% dark
blue having a few light scratches. The pistolgrip stock and slide handle rate very good displaying a few dings in the flat thin factory finish
with good press checkering. There is a rubber recoil pad installed providing a length of 14 1/4". The safety is stuck in the “on safe” posi-
tion so the gun does not fire, probably a relatively easy fix. Included is a Bob Allen padded nylon case. (116198-S16912) (100/200)

1388. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SHOTGUN BARREL This is a 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with bright excellent bore.
Barrel retains 95% blue showing scattered fine oxidation spotting. (115891-16)

1389. BERETTA MODEL 682 VENTILATED RIB OVER UNDER BARRELS. These 28 gauge barrels are made for a 12 gauge
682 skeet set and are 28" in length and choked skeet having bright excellent bores. They retain 97% of a flat black finish showing some
soiling and oxidation around the ejectors and breech face. There are wooden spacers attached to both sides to accommodate the full
size forearm. (115687-2)

1390. BERETTA MODEL 682 VENTILATED RIB OVER UNDER BARRELS. These 20 gauge barrels are made for a 12 gauge
Model 682 Sporting gun. They are 29 1/2" in length and have two Seminole choke tubes installed of improved cylinder and light modi-
fied with bright excellent bores. They retain 95% of a flat black finish showing spots of oxidation extending about half way down the tubes.
Wooden spacers are installed on each side to accommodate the larger 12 gauge forearm. Included is a Beretta choke tube of improved
cylinder and two different choke tube wrenches. (115687-3)

1391. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 61-3 ESCORT SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #B49315, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. The pistol retains 99% plus of its original factory blue and anodized finishes. The mottled green, checkered, plastic grip
panels rate excellent with a few light scratches and handling blemishes. The pistol features a manual safety, magazine safety and drift
adjustable blue sights. A five shot magazine in excellent condition is included. The pistol also includes an excellent condition, blue pis-
tol rug with a zipper closure and Smith & Wesson printed across the side. A very good condition, two piece, blue factory box with metal
reinforced corners is included. The box has tape residue across the cover and contains an unused cleaning kit, manual and paperwork.
This little pocket pistol appears to have had very little use and rates excellent overall. (86020-257) (250/350)

1392. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER, serial #128269, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with strong
rifling and surface pits present the length of the bore. The revolver appears to have been refinished in silver plate that rates very good
with about 90% remaining. The silver plating has some scattered pits and freckling present, predominantly on the barrel and grip frame
and has started to cloud and tarnish on all the metal surfaces. The Smith & Wesson monogram hard rubber grips rate very good overall
with the diamond points wearing down and some completely worn away on the right grip panel. The firearm seems to have mechanical
problems as the mainspring has been removed, but is included with the revolver. (85823-175){ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1393. FTL MARKETING CORP. AUTO NINE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #03800, 22 LR, 2 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol retains 99% of its original chrome and anodized finishes, with the only noticeable blemish on the long extractor. The black plastic grips
are in excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes. The pistol includes an eight round magazine; features include a cross bolt safe-
ty and magazine catch on the butt of the pistol. The pistol is packaged in a factory box with instruction sheets. (86020-251) (150/250)

1394. FTL MARKETING CORP. AUTO NINE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #04429, 22 LR, 2 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
pistol 98% of its original chrome and anodized finishes, with most of the loss on the long extractor. The black plastic grips are in excel-
lent condition with a few light scratches. The pistol includes an eight round magazine; features include a cross bolt safety and magazine
catch on the butt of the pistol. The pistol is packaged in a factory box with instruction sheets. (86020-252) (150/250)

1395. GERMAN SPORTS GUNS MODEL GSG-5P SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A268395, 22 LR, 9" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall the pistol retains 98% of its factory matte black while the synthetic lower receiver and forend are in excellent condition. This pistol
is fashioned after the centerfire H&K MP5 pistol and features a diopter rear sight, protected post front sight, sling swivel studs, and flash
hider. The bolt hold open catch in the magazine well seems to be in need of a spring. A pair of twenty two round, factory magazines is
included with the pistol and they are joined together with a removable, metal magazine coupler. The pistol has the following accessories of
unknown manufacture mounted on it: a working red dot sight, a laser sight, a flashlight and an Uncle Mikes slip on rubber gripper on the
pistol grip. Neither the flashlight nor the laser currently work, but may just be in need of batteries and/or bulb. (85889-3) (300/500)

1396. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 78G CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #0069023, 22 Caliber Pellet, 8 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall this air pistol retains 95% of its original factory painted finish with the majority of the loss on the edges of the barrel and frame.
The brown mottled ambidextrous thumbrest grips are in near excellent condition with some light dings and scratches. This single shot
pistol features fully adjustable sights and a cross bolt safety. Included with the airgun is a hinged factory box with a foam interior, con-
taining a five pack of Crossman 12.0 gram, CO2, "Powerlets". With today's rising ammunition cost, this would make an inexpensive train-
er or a great backyard plinker. (86020-367){NON GUN} (100/150)

1397. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #402692, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1965 man-
ufactured Ruger retains about 60% of its original blue finish with the majority of the loss on the barrel and receiver. The receiver and grip
frame has heavy silvering on the front edges, scattered freckling and oxidation blemishes. The barrel is about 80% covered in surface oxi-
dation. The Delrin grips have flattened diamond points, handling blemishes and the screw heads are oxidized. The pistol includes a nine
round factory magazine. Despite the appearances of the pistol, it appears to be in good mechanical condition and ready to offer years of
shooting pleasure. (86108-3) (100/200)

1398. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10-72689, 22 LR, 4 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
retains 97% of its original factory blue finish with some oxidation blemishes at the barrel/frame junction and some scattered light oxidation
blemishes and freckling on the grip frame, receiver and bolt. The Delrin grips are in excellent condition with some light oxidation on the
right grip panels screw heads. The pistol includes a factory, nine round magazine, hand numbered box, paperwork and manual. This is
a nice condition Standard Model Ruger ready for the range or the backwoods. (86112-7) (300/500)

1399. COLT 1961 CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #15085W, 22 Short, 6" barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1961 manufactured pistol retains 99% of its original black anodized finish on the barrel, gold finish on the receiver
and factory enamel finish on the cylinder. There are two very small scratches on the top of the barrel and several small ones on the right
side of the barrel. Also there are some scratches on the barrel were the barrel wedge is inserted. The light walnut grips are in excellent
condition and appear unused. A wooden factory presentation case is covered in a blue vinyl on the top and a gray/blue vinyl on the base.
The box is covered in a purple satin on the inside cover with a crushed gray velvet lined bottom. Overall the box is in near excellent con-
dition. The trigger spring is likely in need of professional attention. This unique little pistol is a scaled down facsimile of the Colt 1860
revolver with a unique mechanism for loading and unloading the non-rotating, single shot cylinder. (86125-3) {C&R} (150/250)
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1400. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #248637, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a lightly oxidized bore near the muz-
zle and well defined rifling. The original blue finish is in near excellent condition with about 96% remaining exhibiting heavy freckling on
the top of the slide and along the barrel. The case-hardened colors on the trigger have mellowed, but are still visible. The hard rubber
grips feature the Savage Indian head logo and checkering. They are in near excellent condition with some wear of the diamond points in
the center of the pattern on the right panel. A single, two tone magazine, exhibiting some scattered pitting and silvering is included with
this pistol. (86143-3) {C&R} (150/250)

1401. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MARK IV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #S34882, 22 Magnum, 4" barrel with an
excellent bore. The brushed nickel finish is in excellent condition with 99% plus remaining. The smooth factory hardwood grips are in
near excellent condition with a few dings and scratches on the bottom edges. The revolver features a full lug barrel, nine round capacity,
and fully adjustable sights. (86143-4) (250/350)

1402. NAVY ARMS REMINGTON NEW MODEL DELUXE PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #A1403, 44 Caliber
Percussion, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. This "Cap & Ball" retains 99% plus of its original factory blue finish on the metal parts. The
triggerguard is polished stainless steel and is in excellent condition. The smooth factory hardwood grips are in like new condition. The
revolver includes a fair condition factory box with a copper powder flask with a brass spout of unknown volume. The flask has some sol-
der flash along the edges. This New Model appears to have never been fired. (86133-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1403. HEALTHWAYS TOP SCORE 175 SPRING AIR PISTOL serial #0745636, .177 BB, 10 1/2" barrel. This single shot air gun
retains about 98% of its factory enamel finish with some light scuffs on the edges and right side of the grip area. The pistol features fixed
sights, gravity fed BB's from a reservoir, and manual safety. The top half of the barrel/receiver lifts to cock the spring piston and ready the
pistol to fire. An original factory box in very good condition is included. (86113-2)

1404. R & D CARTRIDGE CONVERSION CYLINDER FOR UBERTI 1861 COLT NAVY. This unique cylinder allows the 1861
Colt Navy percussion revolver to fire metallic cartridges. The cylinder is chambered for the 38 Long Colt or 38 Special hollow base
Wadcutters, only. The use of heeled or hollow base bullets is recommended by the manufacturer. The cylinder has straight, bored through
chambers and a separate back plate with an individual firing pin for each chamber. The blued cylinder is in like new condition with a few
minor scratches present. The cylinder comes with a cloth case. (86133-9A)

1405. NAVY ARMS COLT 1862 POLICE REVOLVER BY UBERTI, serial #97791, 36 Caliber Percussion, 4 1/4" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This little five shot revolver, essentially has no blue finish left on any of the metal surfaces. It appears the blue finish and most
of the case-hardened colors have been buffed off the revolver. There is some faint case-hardened colors remaining on the frame, ham-
mer and loading lever. The brass grip frame has mellowed to a straw patina and the walnut grips are in excellent condition with a few light
dings. Except for the finish, this is a nice condition 1862 Police with a timed cylinder and tight lockup. A felt lined, vinyl covered presen-
tation box is included. (86075-10) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1406. COLT NEW ARMY & NAVY MODEL 1903 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #219046, 38 Long Colt, 6" barrel with
an excellent bore. This 1903 manufactured revolver retains about 50 - 60% of its original blue finish with some areas having oxidized to
a blue/brown patina. The revolver has numerous areas of pitting, scattered over all the metal surfaces. The trigger face has silvered from
use, but the remainder of the trigger has some of the original fire temper blue present along with scattered oxidations blemishes. The
original hard rubber grips rate near excellent and feature the Rampant Colt in a circle with the Colt name above it. They exhibit handling
blemishes, light scratches and a few small dings to the bottom of the panels. The revolver has the correct barrel and frame marking and
all assembly numbers, including the grips, match. This old Colt has seen some hard use but still functions well and locks up tight.
(86114-3) {C&R} (200/300)

1407. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #80662, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore exhibiting some scattered light pitting. Overall this fourth model revolver retains about 90% of its original factory nickel finish.
The sides of the frame exhibit considerable flaking and few light oxidation blemishes. The cylinder has several large oxidation blemishes
over two of the chambers and the barrel has scattered, light, freckling. The blued triggerguard is in near excellent condition with han-
dling blemishes present. The case-hardened colors on the hammer have mellowed to a straw color and the trigger still retains strong
colors on the sides. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition. The lock work is frozen and is in need of some professional
attention. (86054-48) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1408. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS 3RD MODEL "LEMON SQUEEZER" REVOLVER serial #44542,
38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few light pits. The original nickel finish is in very good condition with about
85-90% remaining. There are scattered freckling, flaking and oxidation blemishes that are most prevalent on the sides of the frame and
barrel. The case-hardened colors on the trigger are subdued but still visible. The blue finish on the trigger guard is in very good condi-
tion and is drifting to blue/gray color from handling. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition with the checkering worn smooth
in a few spots from considerable use. (85950-3) {ANTIQUE} (250/350)

1409. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION 3RD MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #161387, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel
with a near excellent bore exhibiting light, scattered, pitting. Overall, the revolver retains about 95% of its original nickel finish. The head of
the sideplate screw has been ground off and there are scratches on the side plate were the alteration was done. The finish also has three
separate patches of oxidation on the sideplate and pin pricking along the bottom of the frame. The right side of the frame has numerous
scratches and scuff marks were the end of the sideplate screw protrudes. The blue metal trigger guard has freckling and oxidation marks
present. The hard rubber grips have most of the fine checkering worn away from handling and the bottoms of both grip panels have chips
missing from them. The revolver still appears to function well, despite the alteration mentioned. (86112-5) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1410. SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY FIRST MODEL D.A. "SAFETY HAMMERLESS" REVOLVER serial #9762, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with near excellent bore exhibiting light frosting. The revolver retains about 60-70% of its original factory nickel finish. The
revolver has heavy flaking, bubbling and oxidation blemishes on the frame, grip frame, barrel and cylinder. The blued metal surfaces are
in very good condition with light freckling present. The case-hardened colors on the trigger remain visible and there is scattered oxida-
tion marks present. The mother-of-pearl grips are in near excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes present. The action is
frozen and will require professional services. (85984-61) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)

1411. DAVIS INDUSTRIES D38 OVER/UNDER DERRINGER serial #D069091, 38 Special, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
This little pocket pistol retains 99% plus of its original chrome finish with a few minor scratches and blemishes present. The black syn-
thetic grips are in excellent condition and feature the Davis Industries monogram. The pistol features a cross bolt safety and faux venti-
lated rib. This pistol is in excellent condition and appears to have seen little use. (85919-4) (150/250)

1412. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 CHIEF'S SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #R83129, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are in near excellent condition with some light scratches and a turn ring present on the cylin-
der. The factory, checkered, tear drop shaped walnut grips are near excellent condition with light scratches, dings and dents present. This
classic Chief's Special is equipped with upgraded factory grips that provide a fair amount of comfort and control during shooting yet, still
allow good concealment when carrying the revolver. A Bianchi inside the pants holster is included. (86198-S16857) (300/500)
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1413. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 65-2 REVOLVER serial #7D64429, 357 Magnum, 4" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The pol-
ished stainless steel surfaces of this K frame revolver are in very good condition with the barrel and cylinder mellowing to a satin finish from
holster wear. The cylinder also has a turn ring and there are numerous scratches and scuff marks present on the metal surfaces. The wal-
nut Magna grips are in very good condition with the diamond points exhibiting compression damage and there are scattered ding, dents
and scratches present. The revolver appears to have seen some use but, still locks up tight and times well. (86198-S16655) (250/450)

1414. RUGER MODEL SP-101 REVOLVER serial #573-45268, 357 Magnum, 2 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces are in very good condition with surface oxidation and pitting on the left side of the receiver. There are some light scratches on
the metal surfaces with light oxidation blemishes inside the frame cut, and surface oxidation on the front sight. The factory rubber grips
are in near excellent condition with some light scuffs present. The SP-101's are reliable, powerful, concealed carry or home defense guns.
(86205-20) (250/450)

1415. RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY IZHEVSK serial #OP104/V4186, 7.62x38R Nagant, 4 1/2" barrel with
a very good bore exhibiting surface oxidation that is especially prevalent on the lands. This 1944 manufactured revolver retains 99%
of its arsenal blue re-finish with some scattered scratches and very light handling blemishes. The coarsely checkered hardwood grips
on this importer marked revolver are in excellent condition. The frame and cylinder have correctly matching Cyrillic serial numbers.
(85920-3) {C&R} (75/150)

1416. RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY IZHEVSK serial #N3999, 7.62x38R Nagant, 4 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This 1944 manufactured revolver retains 99% of its arsenal blue finish with some scattered scratches and very light silvering on
a few of the high edges. The Bakelite grips on this KBI importer marked revolver are in excellent condition. The frame and cylinder have
correctly matching Cyrillic serial numbers. This is a fine condition relic from WWII ready to compliment your outfit at the next "Stalingrad
shoot" you attend. (86184-7) {C&R} (100/200)

1417. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SB-2 HANDI RIFLE WITH STOCK UPGRADE serial #NP285619, 45-70 Government, 22"
barrel with an excellent bore. This single shot rifle retains 99% plus of its original bluing on the frame and barrel. The buttplate of the stock
retains 99% plus of its case-hardened colors. The original buttstock and forend have been replaced with a set of Wesson & Harrington
stocks, used for their Buffalo Classic model. The buttstock is walnut with a straight checkered pistol grip and a steel buttplate. The check-
ered walnut forend is 11 1/4" long and ends in a Schnabel. Both are in excellent condition with a few light dings and scratches on the
buttstock. The rifle features the standard adjustable rear sight, blade front sight, and a non-selective ejector. The Wesson & Harrington
stocks give this rifle a classier appearance without sacrificing the simplicity and handiness they are known for. (86184-5) (175/275)

1418. MARLIN MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #70353314, 44 Magnum, 20" Micro Groove barrel with an excellent bore.
This rifle retains 99% of its bead blasted, re-blued finish that is drifting to a plum color. The walnut stocks are in very good condition with
numerous light dings, dents and scratches from years of use. The rifle features a Marbles ladder style rear sight and a white bead front
sight. The original owner had the lever converted to a large loop to accommodate his large, gloved, hands during the New England deer
season. A hard working rifle ready for many more years of use in the deer woods, saddle scabbard or truck. (86184-6) (150/250)

1419. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 CHIEFS SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #59J444, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This square butt revolver retains about 94-96% of its original polished blue finish with scattered pin pricking on the frame and
surface oxidation present on the grip frame, cylinder and topstrap. The hammer and trigger retain about 50% of their original case-hard-
ened colors. Most of the loss is to the hammer with surface oxidation present on both sides and light freckling on the trigger. The walnut
Magna grips are in very good condition with dents, dings, scratches and compression damage to the diamond points from handling. This
little Chiefs Special still times and locks up well and should provide many years of service with a little cleanup. (86205-21) (275/475)

1420. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4006 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TFF4033, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The stain-
less steel surfaces of this revolver are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light scratches present on the slide and frame. The
factory grips have been replaced with a set of near excellent condition Hogue, pebble grain, rubber grips. The grips have some visible scuff
marks on the backstrap area. The pistol has a set of adjustable sights with non-functioning night sight inserts. It also features an extend-
ed slide stop, oversized magazine release button and a Bar-Sto barrel. No magazine is provided with this pistol. (86205-24) (350/550)

1421. HIGH STANDARD O/U TYPE 3C LATE MODEL DERRINGER serial #D83281, 22 Magnum, 3 1/2" barrel with excellent
bores. This E. Hartford Conn. manufactured Derringer retains 99% plus of its Electroless nickel finish with a few, very small, scratches pre-
sent. The checkered walnut grips are in like new condition. This pistol appears to have had little if any use and has the added benefit of
Electroless nickel which adds a layer of protection to pistol's finish when carrying it in deep concealment. (86149-54) (300/500)

1422. TAURUS MODEL 94SS REVOLVER serial #M180804, 22 S, L, LR, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The polished stainless steel
surfaces of this nine shot revolver are in excellent condition with only a few light scratches present, a turn ring on the cylinder, and two tiny
dings in the metal at the top of the sideplate. The checkered hardwood grips are in excellent condition with a few light dents and scuff
marks. This little revolver is fashioned after the Smith & Wesson Kit gun and features an adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. The
small size and light weight of these handy little revolvers make them a preferred gun for the trail, trap line or camp. (86205-23) (275/375)

1423. TAURUS MODEL 669 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5258915, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
blue finish on this full lug barreled revolver is in excellent condition with 99% remaining. There is a slight amount of silvering at the muz-
zle and turn ring present on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger retain their vivid case-hardened colors with a few light operation
scratches present on both. The checkered hardwood grips are in excellent condition with a few lightly flattened diamond points. The
revolver features blued adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight. This is a good all-around revolver for the range, hunting, or defensive
use. (86205-26) (225/325)

1424. RUGER SECURITY-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #159-74433, 357 Magnum, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
This revolver retains 98% of its original factory blue finish with some light silvering on a few of the high edges and at the muzzle. The cylin-
der has a turn ring and there are a few light scratches and oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces. The replacement Pachmay finger
groove "Gripper" stocks are in near excellent condition with a few light blemishes. This revolver features a fully adjustable Ruger rear sight
and red ramp front sight. (86198-S16887) (300/500)

1425. HIGH STANDARD "CAMP GUN" REVOLVER serial #S50461, 22 S,L,LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This Hamden Conn.
manufactured revolver retains 98% plus of its original blue finish with some light silvering at the muzzle, a turn ring on the cylinder and a
few light scratches. The checkered walnut grips are near excellent condition with scattered, light, scratches, dings and dents. The revolver
features a fully adjustable rear sight, ramp front sight, and nine round capacity. (86198-S16972) (200/300)
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1426. COLT 1851 NAVY 2ND GENERATION "C"
SERIES REVOLVER serial #14669, .36 Percussion, 7
1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This fine revolver retains
99% plus of its original factory bluing with a faint turn ring pre-
sent on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the frame, hammer, loading lever and
cylinder pin are spectacular. The silver plating on the grip frame has mild tarnish, overall. The smooth,
one piece, walnut grip is in excellent condition and look as good as the day it left the factory. All the proper
parts are correctly numbered to the gun. This authentic Colt is in like new condition and does not appear to
have been fired. (86162-62) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1427. NAVY ARMS MODEL 1851 NAVY serial #826, .36 Percussion, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The blue finish
on the barrel has drifted to a blue / brown hue but the cylinder retains its dull blue finish. The frame, loading lever, hammer
and cylinder pin retain 99% of their vivid case-hardened colors. The brass grip frame has mellowed to a straw color with few
blemishes. The one piece wood grip is in near excellent condition with a few light dents and dings present. Approximately three inches
from the forcing cone of the barrel is set of chatter marks on the lands of the rifling for the circumference of the bore. Also part of the head
of the wedge pin screw is missing. (86162-64) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1428. NAVY ARMS MODEL 1862 NEW MODEL POLICE REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #113675, .36 Caliber Percussion, 5
1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The revolver retains 99% of its original blue finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder and some very
faint silvering at the muzzle. The frame, loading lever, hammer and cylinder pin retain 99% plus of their vivid case-hardened colors. The
brass grip frame has mellowed to a straw color with few light oxidation blemishes. The one piece wood grip is in excellent condition with
a few very light dents present. (85948-16) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1429. STAR SUPER SM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1270611, 380 ACP, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol retains 98% of
its original blue finish with most of the loss on the high edges. The hammer retains 98% of its vivid case-hardened colors with a light oper-
ation mark on the sides. The synthetic faux ivory grips, on this importer marked pistol, are in near excellent condition with some light
scratches and scuff marks present. Included with this pistol is a pair of eight round magazines, a two piece box, manual, cleaning rod,
and a spare recoil spring. One of the magazines appears virtually unused and is marked “made in the U.S.” (86162-49) (250/350)

1430. HI-STANDARD DOUBLE-NINE MODEL W-101 REVOLVER serial #1002413, 22 S, L, LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. This revolver retains 85 - 90% of its original blue and anodized finishes. Silvering is present at the muzzle of the barrel, end of the
ejector rod housing, and on the edges of the cylinder; a turn ring is also present on the cylinder. Heavy scratches are present on the left
side of the frame from attempting to close the cylinder without returning the ejector (non spring loaded on this model) to the proper posi-
tion. The anodizing on the grip frame and triggerguard is worn to base metal from handling, with only traces remaining. The faux ivory
grips are in very good condition with two chips missing from the right panel and one from the left grip panel. The revolver includes a very
good condition Hunter Model #1100014 holster. (86198-S16718) (75/175)

1431. COBRAY M-11 / NINE MM BY S.W.D. INDUSTRIES serial #88-0000690, 9mm, 5 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
Overall, the pistol retains about 96% of its factory Parkerized finish with numerous scratches and scuff marks from handling. The black
plastic on the back of the pistol grip is in excellent condition. The pistol features a barrel mounted swivel with nylon strap for the support
hand during firing, manual safety and fixed sights. Included with pistol are a twenty and a thirty round magazine constructed of plastic, a
magazine loader, and a screw-on compensator that adds 1 1/2" to the length of the barrel. (86198-S16944) (300/500)

1432. CUSTOM U.S. MODEL OF 1917 COLT REVOLVER serial #210210, 45 ACP, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1919
manufactured revolver retains 99% of the blue re-finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder, scattered scratches, and some silvering on a
few of the high edges. The checkered, aftermarket, target style grips are in near excellent condition with scattered light scratches, scuffs
and dents. The marks on the barrel have been aggressively polished and are not fully visible but, the marks on the frame are still crisp. The
revolver has had a fully adjustable Micro rear sight installed and a ramp front sight. The original military markings have been partially removed
and the lanyard swivel hole plugged. The barrel and crane are not correctly numbered to the revolver. (86199-D28401) (200/400)

1433. ENGRAVED ARMI SAN MARCO MODEL 1849 WELLS FARGO POCKET REVOLVER serial #3335, .31 Caliber
Percussion, 3" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting surface oxidation about 1" from the forcing cone. The revolver retains 99% of its
original blue finish with a light scratch on the barrel and the cylinder has a light turn ring. The grip frame has mellowed to a straw color and
the frame is in the white. The one piece walnut grips are in near excellent condition with a few small dents. The revolver is covered with
75% loose foliate scroll engraving with shaded background. The cylinder is roll engraved with a cowboy and Indian on horseback scene.
There are two gold filled lines encompassing the muzzle. Both lines have a few small spots of gold missing. (86162-66) {C&R}(200/300)

1434. CVA MODEL 1860 ARMY REVOLVER KIT GUN serial #93637, .44 Caliber Percussion, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
revolvers metal surfaces are not finished and about 50% the metal has oxidation blemishes covering it. The brass grip frame has mellowed
to straw color and still requires final fitting. The walnut grips are in the rough and requires final shaping, fitting and finish. The lock work
will require the services of a professional as the trigger return spring and bolt are not functional. With a little time at the work bench this
should turn into a fine shooter. (86198-S16952A) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1435. SAVAGE MODEL 101 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #49399, 22 S,L,LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains
97% of its painted and blue finishes. There is some light silvering near the muzzle and on the high edges. There is also a small file mark
on the bottom of the backstrap. The excellent condition grips are made of a synthetic material finished to look like hardwood. The barrel
and cylinder is a one piece unit that pivots on an axis to expose the chamber for loading and unloading. (85906-2) (125/225)

1436. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL REVOLVER serial #L29172, 22 S, L, LR, 6" bar-
rel with an excellent bore. Overall, the revolver retains about 95% of its original blue finish with light silvering present at the muzzle, for-
ward edge of the cylinder, and there is a turn ring on the cylinder. The metal surfaces also display scattered freckling and some heavy
scratch marks on the cylinder on the outside of one chamber. The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger have mellowed but
the blues are still visible. The wood grips with checkered backstrap are in very good to excellent condition with light dents, dings and
scratches present. The mainspring has been removed from the revolver and will require the services of a professional to repair or re-install;
it is included. (85228-8) {C&R} (100/200)

1437. HIGH STANDARD MODEL H-B SECOND MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #283650, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This New Haven Conn. manufactured pistol retains 90-92% of its original blue finish. Most of the loss is in the grip frame where
the bluing has worn away from handling and is now a brownish / blue color. There is also some silvering at the muzzle and on the high
edges, along with scattered scratches and oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces. The black, checkered, hardwood stocks with HS
monogram are in very good to excellent condition, exhibiting light damage to the diamond points and light scuff marks. The screw for the
manual safety exhibits light slot damage. A single, two tone magazine with light freckling is included. (86199-D28466) {C&R} (300/400)
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1438. COLT MODEL 1903 NEW NAVY REVOLVER serial #279723, 32-20 Winchester, 6" barrel with a very good to excellent bore
exhibiting light surface pitting but strong rifling. This 1907 manufactured civilian model revolver retains about 20- 30% of its original
blue finish. Most of the metal surfaces have turned to a gun metal gray with some scattered oxidation blemishes. The remaining blu-
ing is strong in the protected areas such as the cylinder flutes and notches, forward part of the frame, sight groove, cylinder latch,
and front sight base. The checkered hard rubber grips feature the oval Colt motif. The grips are very good condition with some han-
dling wear, scratches and scuff marks. The assembly numbers on the frame and crane are correct but none are found on the grips.
(86188-11) {C&R} (200/400)

1439. COLT OFFICERS MODEL TARGET REVOLVER THIRD ISSUE serial #16387, 22 S, L, LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1937 manufactured revolver retains 90 - 92% of its original blue finish with the majority of the loss due to evenly distributed freck-
ling and light surface oxidation on the metal parts. The original grips have been replaced with a set of Pachmayr finger grooved
"Gripper" stocks. They are in near excellent condition with only light handling blemishes present. The revolver features adjustable front
and rear sights, checkered trigger and hammer. The knurled ejector rod nut is missing. The butt of the pistol is marked "BPD 5067"
but there is no indication which police department it was originally sold to. With some light clean up, this should make a great shoot-
er. (86199-D28365) {C&R} (400/600)

1440. SMITH & WESSON BRITISH LEND-LEASE 38/200 REVOLVER serial #V44304, 38 S&W, 5" barrel with a near excellent
but frosted bore. The sand blasted metal surfaces have been re-blued and are in near excellent condition. They retain 97% of the finish
with light silvering present at the muzzle, front of the cylinder and along some of the high edges. The smooth walnut grips are in near
excellent condition with very light chips along the lower edge; and dents and dings present on the remaining surfaces. The crane, cylin-
der, barrel and grips are correctly numbered to the revolver. The lanyard swivel has been removed but is included with the revolver (as is
the lanyard swivel pin.) (86140-35) {C&R} (250/450)

1441. CUSTOM SMITH & WESSON 44 HAND EJECTOR FIRST MODEL TRIPLE LOCK REVOLVER serial #3316, 44
Special, 3 13/16" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 1909 manufactured revolver have been re-finished and
are in near excellent condition. They retain 97% of the new finish with light silvering at the muzzle, some light surface oxidation on the
cylinder, and scattered very light freckling on the metal parts. The checkered, walnut, diamond centered grips with Smith & Wesson medal-
lions are in near excellent condition with light diamond point damage and a few light dings and dents. The grips are replacements and
are not correctly numbered to the revolver. The revolver has been modified as follows: grip frame and grips have been altered to a round
butt configuration; a Smith & Wesson micrometer click adjustable rear sight and a Patridge front sight installed. The revolver still times and
locks up well and should make a good shooter. (86199-D28518) (300/500)

1442. STAR MODEL ULTRASTAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INTERARMS serial #2187161, 9mm, 3 7/16" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% of their original matte and polished blue finish. There is light silvering on the slide at the muzzle
and on the high edges plus some scattered light scratches are present. The polymer frame is in near excellent condition with light scuff
marks and handling blemishes. The pistol features ambidextrous safeties and three dot, windage adjustable, front and rear sights. A sin-
gle nine round magazine is included with the pistol. (6139-14) (225/325)

1443. FEG MODEL PA-63 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY TGI serial #AV3830, 9x18mm Makarov, 3 7/8" barrel with an excellent but
bulged bore. The bulge is just in front of the chamber area and is visible on the outside of the barrel. The pistol retains 99% of its origi-
nal blue and anodized finishes with a few light scratches present. The black plastic thumbrest grips are in near excellent condition with
light scratches and scuff marks. A single seven round magazine is included with the pistol. (86139-13) (50/100)

1444. BERETTA MODEL 21A BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BAS34833V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
double action pistol retains 99% plus of its original nickel and blue finishes. The hammer, trigger and magazine are blue finished with the
remainder being nickel plated. The walnut grips are in near excellent condition with scattered light dings, dents and scratches. A single
eight round magazine is included with this pocket pistol. The small size, rebounding firing pin, thumb safety and double action make these
great guns for deep concealed carry or as backup guns. (86198-S16974) (200/300)

1445. ROSSI MODEL 88 REVOLVER BY INTERARMS serial #W236916, 38 Special, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. The polished
stainless steel surfaces of this revolver are in very good condition with assorted scratches and scuff marks. The checkered walnut grips
are in good to very good condition exhibiting compression wear to the diamond points, scratches and the finish flaking off about 30 - 40%
of the grips surface area. This little square butt Rossi is a low cost copy of the Smith & Wesson Chiefs Special. (85933-33) (100/200)

1446. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #385099, 32 S&W
Short, 3" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. This Third Variation revolver retains 97% of its original nickel and blue finishes. The nick-
elled surfaces exhibit some small pits, surface oxidation, crazing near the muzzle, turn ring on the cylinder, and scattered scratches on the
metal surfaces. The blue surfaces exhibit some light scratches and there is operational wear on the side of the case-hardened hammer.
The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with some light handling wear. There is a small amount of play between the barrel
and frame. (86015-10) {C&R} (50/100)

1447. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #247012, 32 S&W Short,
3" barrel with an excellent bore. This Third Variation revolver retains about 95% of its original nickel and blue finishes. The nickelled sur-
faces exhibit some small pits; surface oxidation and turn ring on the cylinder, flaking near the muzzle, and scattered scratches. The blue sur-
faces exhibit heavy silvering, surface oxidation and scattered light pits. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition exhibiting handling
wear with a crack on the bottom of the left grip panel. The barrel and frame still lock up tightly when closed. (86167-7) {C&R} (50/100)

1448. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #202548, 32 S&W
Short, 3" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. This Third Variation revolver retains about 98% of its original nickel and blue finishes. The
nickelled surfaces exhibit some small areas of cloudiness, very light flaking at the muzzle, and a few light scratches. The triggerguard
retains 99% plus of its blue finish. The trigger has lost 10-20% of the bluing from use. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent con-
dition with some light handling wear. The barrel and frame still lock up tight with the slightest amount of vertical movement detected.
(86015-11) {C&R} (50/150)

1449. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A59853, 32 S&W
Short, 3" barrel with a very good bore exhibiting scattered pitting. This First Variation revolver retains about 98% of its original nickel and
blue finishes. The nickelled surfaces exhibit some very light flaking at the muzzle and the forward edge of the cylinder with a few light
scattered scratches present. The triggerguard retains 98% plus of its blue finish. The trigger has loss of the bluing on its face from use.
The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with some light handling wear. The barrel and frame still lock up tight but, the trig-
ger mechanism is in need of professional repair. (86054-50) {C&R} (40/80)

1450. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #473467, 32 S&W
Short, 3" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a small area of pitting half way down the bore. This Sixth Variation revolver retains
about 98% of its original nickel and blue finishes with some very light flaking at the muzzle and a series of scratches around the cir-
cumference of the cylinder. The blued metal parts retain about 90% of their finish with most of the loss on the hammer. The hard rub-
ber grips are in near excellent condition with some light handling wear. The barrel and frame exhibit a slight of amount of vertical play.
(85984-71) {C&R} (50/100)
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1451. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER FIRST MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #8598, 32 S&W Short, 3"
barrel with a very good bore exhibiting scattered surface pitting and oxidation. This Third Variation revolver retains about 95% of its orig-
inal nickel and blue finishes with some light flaking at the muzzle and on the cylinder. There is also some oxidation blemishes and flaking
on the frame in the area of the barrel and on the cylinder. The blued metal parts retain about 90% of their finish with most of the loss on
the face of the trigger. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with some light handling wear. The barrel and frame still lock
up tightly. (86054-49) {C&R} (75/175)

1452. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING THIRD MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#241614, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This Second Variation revolver retains about 90% of its original blue finish
with silvering present on the barrel and cylinder. The cylinder has a fair amount of freckling and there are some oxidation blemishes on
the frame. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition with some light handling wear, scratches and scuff marks. The barrel and
frame still lock up tightly but the trigger is in need of mechanical repair services. (86043-5) {C&R} (40/80)

1453. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #356844, 32 S&W
Short, 2" barrel with an excellent bore. This Fourth Variation revolver retains about 95% of its original nickel and blue finishes. Most of
the loss is on the forward edges of the barrel, cylinder and frame from holster wear; also there are several deep scratches around the cir-
cumference of the cylinder. The blued trigger and triggerguard retain 99% of its finish. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent con-
dition with some light handling wear. The barrel and frame still lock up tightly when closed. (85989-D28114) {C&R} (50/100)

1454. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #149817, 32
S&W Short, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. This Third Variation revolver retains about 96% of its original nickel and blue finishes. The
barrels finish is starting to cloud and there is some light oxidation blemishes at the muzzle. The blued trigger and trigger guard retain about
80% of its finish. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition with some light handling wear, scratches and scuff marks. The barrel
and frame still lock up tightly when closed. (86125-4) {C&R} (75/175)

1455. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON PREMIER SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A93540, 32 S&W
Short, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. This Second Variation revolver retains about 97% of its original nickel and blue finishes. There are
some scattered light areas of surface oxidation on the frame and barrel; and there is a turn ring on the cylinder. The triggerguard has
about 85-90% of its blue finish remaining with most of the loss to surface oxidation. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition
with some light handling wear, scuff marks and scratches. This barrel and frame still lock up tightly when closed. Included with the revolver
is a black, leather, hip holster that has been customized to fit the revolver. (86205-25) {C&R} (75/175)

1456. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS FIRST MODEL "LEMON SQUEEZER" REVOLVER serial #8833, 32 S&W
Short, 3" barrel with a very good bore exhibiting light surface pitting but strong rifling. The nickel and blue finishes are in very good condi-
tion with about 90% remaining. The heaviest loss is flaking and surface oxidation on the cylinder, barrel, top strap area, and right side of the
frame. The triggerguard retains about 95% blue with heavy freckling present. The case-hardened colors on the trigger have mellowed to
brownish / straw color. The diamond centered hard rubber grips with S&W monogram are in near excellent condition with light compression
damage, light scuff marks and scratches. The frame and barrel still lock up tightly when closed. (86054-41) {C&R} (200/400)

1457. REMINGTON-SMOOT NEW MODEL
NUMBER 1 REVOLVER serial #2119, .30 RF, 2
3/4" octagon barrel with a very good bore exhibiting
light surface oxidation and pitting but, strong rifling
remaining. The revolver retains about 96-97% of its
original nickel finish with most of the loss on the cylin-
der were it has worn away on the high edges, proba-
bly from contact with a holster or pocket. There are
also a few light oxidation blemishes on the cylinder
and frame. The case-hardened colors on the trigger
and hammer have faded to a dull straw patina with
light, scattered, freckling. The hard rubber grips are in
very good condition with areas of checkering on the
grips high center worn away and flattened from han-
dling. There are also some light handling blemishes
and dents present. (85906-1) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1458. HOPKINS & ALLEN SAFETY POLICE
REVOLVER serial #D9489, 32 S&W Short, 3" bar-
rel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few light
surface pits. This revolver retains 98 - 99% of its original nickel and blue finishes. There is some slight light freckling on the frame along
with a few scattered scratches. The blued triggerguard retains most of its finish but has a mottled appearance due to oxidation blemish-
es. The case-hardened trigger has silvered on the bottom face of the trigger with some color still present at the top of the trigger. The
hard rubber grips are in excellent condition with a few light scratches and a small ding to the bottom of the left panel. The frame and bar-
rel still lock up tightly when closed. (86162-63) {C&R} (100/200)

1459. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE TIP UP
REVOLVER serial #102501, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting three very small areas of surface oxidation. This revolver retains 80
- 85% of its original blue finish with most of the loss on the barrel and cylin-

der where it has turned to a gun metal gray. The cylinder has a light
turn ring and there are some very light scattered scratches present
on the metal surfaces. The hammer and ejector rod still retain
their original, vivid, case-hardened colors. The Rosewood grips
are correctly numbered to the revolver and are in near excel-
lent condition. Both grip panels have a few light scratches
and scuff marks. This medium frame tip up still locks up
tightly when closed and the cylinder times and locks up as
well as it did the day it left Springfield. (86200-2)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
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1460. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE TIP UP REVOLVER serial #50991, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a very
good bore exhibiting surface pitting throughout the bore but strong rifling remains. This re-finished revolver retains about 96% of its new
blue finish with most of the loss around the grip frame areas and a few light scattered oxidation blemishes. The underlying metal surfaces
exhibit considerable surface pitting prior to the re-blue. The ejector rod is void of any case-hardened colors and has turned to a bright
gun metal gray with oxidation blemishes present. The hammer has subdued case-hardened colors present with a few oxidation blemish-
es also present. The rosewood grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and are in very good to excellent condition. Both grip pan-
els have light scratches and scuff marks present. This medium framed tip up still locks up fairly tightly when closed with very slight amount
of movement present. The cylinder does not rotate when the hammer is cocked. (86114-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1461. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 FIRST ISSUE TIP UP REVOLVER serial #25582, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good
bore exhibiting surface pitting throughout the bore but strong rifling remains. This revolver retains 40-50% of its original blue finish with
most of the loss on the barrel, cylinder and grip frame areas. These areas have mostly turned to a gun metal gray with scattered, light,
oxidations blemishes and pits. The ejector rod is void of any case-hardened colors and has turned to a bright gun metal gray. The ham-
mer has very subdued case-hardened colors present along with oxidation blemishes and operation wear marks. The rosewood grips are
correctly numbered to the revolver and are in very good condition. Both grip panels have light scratches, dents and scuff marks present.
This medium framed tip up still locks up fairly tightly when closed with very slight amount of movement present. The cylinder does rotate
when the hammer is cocked but, does not always lock. (85984-75) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1462. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #76101, 32 S&W Short, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore
exhibiting light surface pitting for the length of the barrel. Overall, this top break retains about 40% of its original nickel finish with the remain-
der of the metal surfaces having turned to a brownish gun metal gray color with light oxidation blemishes and scattered pitting present. The
hammer retains about half of its faded case-hardened colors with considerable operation wear marks present on the left side. The hard rub-
ber grips are in good condition with considerable wear to the surface areas. The Smith & Wesson monogram is still visible and the grip pan-
els have taken on a greenish hue. The frame and barrel have a slight amount of play when closed. (86075-1) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1463. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP UP REVOLVER serial #10536, 22 Short, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good
bore exhibiting surface pitting with strong rifling still remaining. This revolver retains 30 - 40% of its original factory blue finish with the
loss evenly scattered on all metal surfaces. The remainder of the metal surfaces have turned to a brown finish. The rosewood grips
are correctly numbered to the gun and are in very good condition with some of the finish flaking off and scratches, dents and dings
present. The revolver still times but does not lock up properly. The frame and barrel have considerable play present when closed.
(86075-7) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1464. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #47810, 32 S&W Short, 3 1/2" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore exhibiting some light, scattered, surface pitting in the barrel. This top break revolver has had most of its original finish removed
by abrasives and is in the white. There is about 10 - 15% of its original nickel finish still present in the cylinder flutes, lower frame and top
of the barrel. There are some light scratches, dings, pits and dents present on the metal surfaces. The serial number was re-stamped on
the butt during the refinishing process. The serial numbers on the cylinder and locking stirrup are the original stampings. The hammer
retains its faded case-hardened colors with light operational wear marks present on the sides. The hard rubber grips have the Smith &
Wesson monogram and are in good condition with light wear on the surfaces; and there is a large chip missing on the bottom of the left
grip panel. The frame and barrel lock up tight when closed. (85907-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1465. MERIDEN SECRET SERVICE TOP BREAK HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #149012, 32 S&W Short, 3" barrel with a
near excellent bore exhibiting light surface pits and oxidation about 1/2" from the muzzle. This revolver retains 98% of its original nickel
finish with some freckling present by the grips and light flaking on the cylinder. The hard rubber grips are in very good condition with a
chip missing from the bottom of the left grip panel. The frame and barrel lock up tightly when closed. (86199-D28523) {C&R}(75/175)

1466. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #P73243,
32 S&W Short, 3" barrel with a very good bore with surface pitting present. The original nickel finish is in very good condition with about
80 - 85% remaining. There is surface oxidation around the barrel and cylinder areas with bubbling present on the sides of the frame. The
hard rubber grips with owl's head logo are in very good condition exhibiting some light handling blemishes. The frame and barrel have slight
amount of play present when closed. The action and firing pin are in need of mechanical repairs. (86015-15) {C&R} (40/80)

1467. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#U14022, 32 S&W Short, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. This black powder cartridge revolver retains 85-90% of its original blue finish with
most of the loss on the barrel and top of the frame. The worn areas of bluing have taken on a brown patina and there is light freckling on the
metal surfaces. The oversize hard rubber grips have the owl's head logo at the top and "IJ" monogram in the center. They are in very good
condition, exhibiting some light handling blemishes. The frame and barrel exhibit slight play when closed. (86015-16) {C&R} (75/150)

1468. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial
#E23392, 22 RF, 3" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting several areas of surface oxidation and pits. This revolver retains about 50%
of its original blue finish with most of the loss evenly distributed on the metal surfaces. Most of the worn bluing has taken on a brown
patina and there are light oxidation blemishes and pits also present on the metal surfaces. The hard rubber grips have the owl's head logo
and they are in very good condition, exhibiting some light handling blemishes. The frame and barrel lock up tightly when closed. The action
is in need of professional services as it does not always function properly. (86015-13) {C&R} (40/80)

1469. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #45891, 32 RF, 2 1/2" barrel with
a near excellent bore exhibiting light pitting along the sides of several of the lands. The revolver retains 95 - 96% of its original nickel fin-
ish with flaking and light surface pits present at the frame / barrel junction and on the cylinder. The hard rubber grips have the owl's head
logo and they are in excellent condition with a few light scratches and scuffs present. The trigger mechanism is in need of professional
services. (86015-17) {C&R} (50/100)

1470. U.S. REVOLVER CO. TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A16119, 32 S&W Short, 3" barrel with a near excellent bore with a few
scattered areas of surface oxidation. This revolver retains about 50% of its original blue finish with the remainder having turned to a brown
patina. The hard rubber grips with the "US" logo are in very good condition with few handling blemishes but, the left grip is cracked
around the escutcheon. The frame and barrel lock up with a slight amount of play present. (86015-14) {C&R} (40/80)

1471. HOPKINS & ALLEN MODEL XL8 SOLID FRAME REVOLVER WITH FOLDING SPUR HAMMER serial #7713, 32
S&W Short, 2 5/8" barrel with a very good bore exhibiting some light pitting in the grooves. This small frame revolver retains 98% of its
original nickel finish with scattered light surface oxidation and freckling. The hard rubber grips are in excellent condition with light han-
dling blemishes. (86015-9) {C&R} (75/175)

1472. HOPKINS & ALLEN SAFETY POLICE REVOLVER serial #G6517, 32 S&W Short, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver
retains 97% of its original nickel and blue finishes. There are some slight light scratches present on the frame. The blued triggerguard is
fading to a brownish patina. The case-hardened trigger and hammer have faded with light colors still visible. The hard rubber grips are
in excellent condition with a few light scratches and dings. The revolver still locks up tightly when closed. The action is in need of pro-
fessional attention. (85920-5) {C&R} (50/100)
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1473. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #27490, 32 CF, 2 1/2" barrel with
a near excellent bore exhibiting light pitting. The revolver retains about 60% of its original nickel finish with flaking and light surface
oxidation present on the frame, barrel and the cylinder. The hard rubber grips have the owl's head logo and they are in excellent con-
dition with a few light scratches and scuffs present. The grip screw is missing and the mechanism is in need of professional services.
(86054-39) {C&R} (25/75)

1474. MERIDEN FIREARMS HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #324795, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore exhibiting some scattered light surface pitting. This revolver retains 99% plus of its original high polish nickel finish with a turn
ring present on the cylinder. The hard rubber factory grips are in near excellent condition with light scratches, dents and handling blem-
ishes present. The frame and barrel lock up tightly when closed. (85948-5) {C&R} (75/150)

1475. U.S. REVOLVER CO. SOLID FRAME REVOLVER serial #E39153, 32 S&W Short, 2 1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few, slight, traces of shallow surface pitting. The revolver retains 92 - 94% of its original nickel and blue finishes. There
are flaking and oxidation blemishes present on the frame, mostly around the cylinder window. The blue trigger guard is wearing to
a gunmetal gray / blue color. The hard rubber grips with "US" logo are in near excellent condition with light handling blemishes.
(86039-2) {C&R} (50/100)

1476. BELGIAN TOP BREAK REVOLVER 32 CF, 2 3/8" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light oxidation blemishes. The revolver
retains 99% of its case-hardened colors on the frame and 80% of its blue finish on the barrel and cylinder. The blue finished metal parts
have scattered light freckling and oxidation blemishes present. The hard rubber grips, with checkerboard logo, are in good condition with
the right grip panel having cracked in half and was repaired by gluing the pieces back together. The trigger mechanism is in need of pro-
fessional services. (86043-6) {C&R} (40/80)

1477. AMERICAN BULLDOG SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #96, 32 CF, 2 1/2" barrel with a good, dark,
bore exhibiting pitting along its entire length with rifling still visible. The revolver retains about 70% of its original nickel finish with flaking
and heavy surface oxidation present. Most of the loss is on the frame with lighter areas on the barrel and cylinder. The hard rubber grips
have modified copy of the Federal Eagle and they are in near excellent condition with a few light scratches, dents and scuffs marks pre-
sent. The trigger mechanism is in need of professional services. (86054-38) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1478. WYOMING ARMS PARKER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A10321, 45 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
and polished stainless steel surfaces of this pistol are in very good condition with numerous scattered scratches, dents and scuff marks.
The horizontal grooved, synthetic grips have the Wyoming Arms logo and are in near excellent condition with scattered light scratches,
dings and dents. The pistol features a high visibility white outline Millett rear sight but the front sight is missing. The two remaining holes
in the slide appear to be sized to mount a Millett dual-crimp front sight. The pistol also features a slide mounted safety that blocks the fir-
ing pin, but not the hammer movement. No magazine is provided with this pistol. (86198-S16654) (200/300)

1479. STEYR MODEL 1909 POCKET AUTO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #123321, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with a near excellent but
frosted bore. This pistol retains 95% of its original blue finish with silvering present on the rear, right side, part of the slide assembly. There
is also some light silvering on the high edges and a few light scattered oxidation blemishes that have turned to a brown patina. There is
a series of dents and dings along the top of the slide. The plastic grips feature the Steyr logo in the center and they remain in very good
condition with light scratches, scuff marks, dents and dings. The pistol comes with an original magazine. (86140-53) {C&R} (200/300)

1480. SAVAGE ARMS MODEL 1907 AUTO PISTOL serial #227817, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a
very slight amount of frosting along the edges of the lands. This pistol retains 98% of its original blue finish with a slight amount of sil-
vering at the muzzle and the front of the frame. There is also some light scattered oxidation blemishes on the barrel / slide assembly.
The black plastic grips are in near excellent condition and feature the Savage Indian head logo. The grips exhibit light scratches and
some very slight flattening of the diamond points. A single ten round magazine with light oxidation blemishes is provided with the pis-
tol. (86140-28) {C&R} (350/550)

1481. WALTHER PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SMITH & WESSON serial #4309BAD, 380 ACP, 3 5/16" barrel with an excellent
bore. The polished and matte stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with only a few light scratches present. The plastic grips
feature the Walther banner and are in like new condition. A single seven round magazine is provided. This pistol has had the recall per-
formed. This is a very nice condition Walther that does not appear to have been used. (86162-47) (350/550)

1482. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #50722, 32 ACP, 4" barrel with a light-
ly frosted bore. This 1906 manufactured Type I pistol retains traces of the original finish with the remainder of the metal surfaces a gun
metal gray. There are light, scattered oxidation blemishes, surface pits and scratches present. The hard rubber grips are in good to very
good condition and exhibit considerable handling wear with checkering and logos worn smooth in places. The left grip panel features the
circled Rampant Colt and scalloped Colt banner and has the initials "RRH" inscribed on the underside of the grip panel. The right grip
panel features the Rampant Colt on a stylized "C" and a smooth edge Colt banner. A single two tone, Colt marked magazine with scat-
tered oxidation blemishes is included. (86140-21) {C&R} (100/200)

1483. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #49272, 32 ACP, 4" barrel with a light-
ly frosted bore. This 1906 manufactured Type I pistol has been refinished in matte blue black finish. It retains about 50% of this finish with
the remainder of the metal surfaces having turned a gun metal gray; the majority of the loss is to the slide. Overall, the metal parts exhib-
it light, scattered oxidation blemishes, surface pits, dents and scratches. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition and exhib-
it light compression to the checkering and scattered handling blemishes. The grips feature the circled Rampant Colt and scalloped Colt
banner. A single unmarked magazine in excellent condition is included. (86140-39) {C&R} (100/200)

1484. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #390802, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a
frosted bore. This 1921 manufactured Type III pistol retains about 50% of its original factory finish with the majority of the loss is to the slide
and left side of the frame. The metal parts exhibit scattered oxidation blemishes, surface pits, silvering and scratches. The hard rubber grips
are in very good condition and exhibit light compression to the checkering and the logos. The grips correctly feature the Rampant Colt and
smooth Colt banner. A single, Colt marked, two tone magazine in near excellent condition, is included. (86140-40) {C&R} (150/350)

1485. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #249288, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with
a frosted bore. This 1917 manufactured Type III pistol retains 85 - 90% of its original factory finish with silvering at the muzzle and high
edges. The metal parts exhibit scattered oxidation blemishes, surface pits, and scratches. The hard rubber grips are in very good con-
dition but the right grip panel is broken into pieces. The grips correctly feature the Rampant Colt and smooth Colt banner and exhib-
it light wear to the diamond points and handling blemishes. A single unmarked magazine, in near excellent condition, is included.
(86198-S16891) {C&R} (250/450)

1486. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA68631, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a frosted bore. This pistol retains
80-85% of its original factory blue finish. There is considerable silvering at the muzzle of the slide and the front grip strap. There is lighter
silvering on the high edges, scattered light scratches and oxidation blemishes burnished to a brown patina on the front grip strap. The
hard rubber grips are in very good condition with handling blemishes, scratches, scuff marks and a crack at the bottom of the right panel.
A single, caliber marked, magazine is included with the pistol. (86140-24) {C&R} (300/500)
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1487. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE
BY NAGOYA serial #(series 4)87420, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with a bright

excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to
brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation throughout. The mum is
intact and unmolested and the receiver markings are crisp. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and small
chips and divots present. The buttstock has what appears to be a fine but stable crack left of the upper tang that follows the grain. The
numbers appear to be all matching and included are the aircraft sights, a cleaning rod, a hard and crazed rubber and canvas sling with
minor cracking and a bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20" long and has a 15 1/2" blade and was made at the Matsushita
(National Denki) arsenal. The bayonet appears to have an added blue finish that is mixing with light surface oxidation. The bayonet fea-
tures a straight guard and a straight bird's head pommel. The wood grips rate very good and have minor wear and moderate chipping
to one side with a portion of the grip missing. The steel scabbard rates excellent. A very good to near excellent example with a few nice
original accessories and pristine Imperial Japanese markings. (45884-29) {C&R} (400/600)

1488. BROWNING BAR SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #137NM44881, 30-06, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 99% original blue that is mixing with a few specks of light surface oxidation. The checkered walnut stocks rate
excellent and have a few light handling marks in the lacquer and a few flattened points in the checkering. The original sights are
intact, minus the front sight hood. There is no magazine present but included are a military style leather sling and a Browning
canvas soft case. A near excellent example overall that was made in Belgium and assembled in Portugal, perfect for the next fall
hunting season. (46198-S16895) (400/600)

1489. BROWNING BAR DELUXE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #52311M8, 30-06, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 85% original blue that is fading to gray along the edges and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and brown pati-
na. Both sides of the receiver and the hinged floorplate each have simple scroll engraved patterns, the right side featuring an antelope,
the left side an elk. The checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and have light dings and scratches throughout. The lacquer finish
has several light crazing cracks that do not appear to travel through the wood. The rifle is equipped with the original iron sights, the front
sight hood is not present and mounted to the receiver is a one-piece Redfield scope base with 1" rings. The rear adjustment screws are
missing from the base. Included are a leather sling and a single, internal detachable box magazine. A very good condition Belgian made
rifle overall that still has plenty of life left in it. (46136-8) (400/600)

1490. MARLIN MODEL 62 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #10738, 256 Win Mag, 24" micro-groove barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that has some very light handling marks. The Monte Carlo walnut stock rates excellent and
has a few light dings. The original sights are present, the front sight is missing the hood, and mounted to the top of the receiver is a scope
rail to fit grooved receiver tip-off rings. Included is a single detachable magazine. An excellent example overall of these mid-1960's pro-
duction Levermatic rifles. (46199-D27801) (400/600)

1491. UNMARKED UNDERHAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #48, .36 caliber percussion, 4 3/4" part round, part octagon
barrel with a poor heavily oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have a mottled brown patina with a few areas of light surface oxidation pre-
sent and there is some light pitting around the nipple area. The walnut grip has a grip strap that has a mild tarnish overall. The wood itself
has lots of nice figure but is cracked on either side at the top. The pistol is equipped with a top plate that has an integral rear sight and
some light engraved patterns. The center of the plate is marked with a small Federal eagle that is offset slightly to one side and is becom-
ing faint. The screws have minor to moderate slot damage. The lock mechanism still functions correctly and pistol is in about very good
condition overall. (46120-48) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1492. ALLEN & THURBER CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #299, .36 caliber percussion, 5" part round, part
octagon barrel with poor bore with heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have light pitting overall. The "Allen &
Thurber / Worcester / Cast Steel" markings on the left sides of the barrel are faint but still visible. The walnut grips rate excellent and have
a few light dings and some added finish. The nipple is very worn but the lock still functions correctly. An about good example overall.
(46120-10) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1493. HOPKINS & ALLEN MFG. CO. FOLDING HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #7142, 32 S&W, 3" ribbed barrel with
a very good bore with light pitting throughout. The revolver retains about 95% original nickel on the barrel and frame which has some light
flaking and a few areas of very light pitting. The cylinder appears to be re-nickeled and is numbered to the frame. The butt is additionally
numbered "7267" in a similar font to the factory serial number stamping. The checkered, hard rubber grips rate excellent and are scratch-
numbered to the frame. The revolver appears to function correctly and is in excellent condition overall. (46120-20) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1494. BACON MFG. LARGE FRAME SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #590, 32 RF, 3 7/8" octagon barrel with a very good bore that
has some areas of light pitting. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with light brown patina and have a few areas of light pitting pre-
sent. The barrel address is light on the edges but still visible. The walnut grips rate very good and have little original finish and a few light
dings and small chips. The numbered parts appear to be all matching and the pistol is mechanically functional. A very good example of
these Civil War era production high standing recoil shield model single shot pistols. (46120-47) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1495. RUPERTUS STRAIGHT LINE PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL serial #161, .36 caliber percussion with a fair, heavily oxi-
dized bore. The metal surfaces are a rich brown with areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting present. The walnut grips rate very
good and have light handing marks and a few light chips along the edges. The screws have minor slot damage. The lock functions
mechanically and pistol is in very good condition for being close to 150 years old. (46120-15) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1496. HOPKINS & ALLEN MFG CO. XL NO.2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1831, 32 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a
good bore that has light pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with some brown patina and areas of
very light surface oxidation and pinprick pitting are present. The lettering is all still crisp along the top of the barrel and top strap of the
frame. The oil stained walnut grips rate excellent. The revolver still functions correctly and is in good to very good condition overall.
(46120-18) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1497. KNIGHT LK-93 WOLVERINE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #S104909, .50 caliber percussion, 23" barrel with a bright, excel-
lent bore. The matte stainless steel metal surfaces rate near excellent and have a few areas with very light tarnish and fine pinprick pitting.
The rear of the receiver shows evidence of scope bases having been mounted, but they are not currently present. The black composite
stock rates excellent. The front sight is intact, the rear is missing the notch. Included is the original ramrod. A quality, economical muz-
zleloader perfect for the pending fall season. (46197-15) {ANTIQUE} (150/200)

1498. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #(series 6)48468, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original arsenal blue finish with light handling wear and a few areas of fine sur-
face oxidation present. There is some minor pitting at the muzzle. The receiver markings are crisp and the mum has been struck with an
"X" but is otherwise intact. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings and handling marks and a few small divots.
There is no cleaning rod or other accessories present and rifle is in near excellent condition overall. (46120-100) {C&R} (100/200)

1499. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #50801, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is fading to gray and has areas of light surface oxidation and a few light
handling marks present. The mum has been ground but the remainder of the receiver markings are crisp. The hardwood stocks rate very
good and have several minor dings and divots and the rear sling swivel is missing. The cleaning rod is included and the numbers appear
to be all matching. A very good example overall. (46153-5) {C&R} (100/200)

1500. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY JINSEN serial #(series 40)49531, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with
an excellent bore. The rough metal surfaces retain about 80% of what appears to be an arsenal blue finish that is fading to gray and flak-
ing to brown while mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. The mum has been ground and there are no "type" characters on the
receiver, but the remaining markings are crisp. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have been lightly restored with added finish pre-
sent over a few light dings. The bolt is not matching but is of the same quality and condition, and there is no cleaning rod or other acces-
sories present. The sling swivels are included. A very good example overall. (46078-4) {C&R} (100/200)

1501. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #(series 2)64970, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% of an arsenal blue finish that has light handling wear and is lightly flaking to
brown overall. There is faded blue on the floorplate and barrel bands. The mum has been ground but the remainder of the receiver mark-
ings are crisp. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings and handling marks. The numbers are not all matching but
the bolt is numbered to the receiver and the forend tip is missing the cleaning rod and its retention spring assembly. Included is a correct
bayonet with scabbard by the Matsushita (National Denki) arsenal. The bayonet measures 20" long and has a 15 1/2" blade with a mot-
tled gray patina, the grip features a hooked quillion and has a brown patina throughout. The wood grip panels rate excellent and the pom-
mel is the straight bird's head variation. The scabbard has a similar mottled gray appearance with some light oxidation staining as well and
a few small dents. Overall a very good condition example that is missing only a few minor parts. (46080-33) {C&R} (200/300)

1502. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA "LAST DITCH" BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #(series 25)85080, 7.7
Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue that is flaking to brown overall and mixing
with areas of light surface oxidation. The receiver mum is intact and crisp. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light dings
and have not been cleaned or freshened. Likely a World War II GI bring back, this crudely finished rifle is a fine example of the Japanese
military's late war production rifles. (46159-2) {C&R} (300/500)

1503. NORINCO SKS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #8801261, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent chrome lined bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% arsenal blue finish that has a few light handling marks overall. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and
have a few light handling marks and butt is fitted with a 1" extension rubber recoil pad. Rifle is equipped with a folding spike bayonet and
is designed to operate using AK style detachable magazines. Included are a box with three 30 round magazines, oiler, spare recoil pad,
manual and a canvas sling. An excellent example overall that was imported by Beta Arms Inc.. (46156-2) (250/450)

1504. CHINESE TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE BY NORINCO AT JIANSHE serial #11307666, 7.62x39, 20 1/2" bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that is lightly fading and flaking to brown
overall. The metal has some light handling wear and there are areas of light pitting and fine surface oxidation present. The side of the
receiver has the Jianshe Arsenal "(triangle)26" marking and all of the parts are matching. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have
light handling marks. Included are the correct spike bayonet, a vintage tan canvas sling and a cleaning kit. Rifle is not import marked and
according to the consignor was brought back to the U.S. by an American GI during the Vietnam War. An excellent 1967-made example
with a potentially interesting story to tell. (46174-7) (350/550)

1505. CHINESE TYPE 53 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #3044880, 7.62x54R, 20 1/2" barrel with a very good bore that is lightly
pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces have a mottled blue and gray finish with areas of light pitting throughout. The hardwood stocks
rate very good and show an early cleaning with light dings and handling marks and added finish. The receiver is marked "26" for the State
Factory at Chongqing and is dated "1955". The parts are not matching and the cleaning rod is not included. The carbine does include a
folding spike bayonet and is not import marked. According to the consignor this carbine was brought to the U.S. by an American GI while
serving in the Vietnam War. A very good condition example overall, not your typical "import". (46174-8) {C&R} (300/500)

1506. SAVAGE MODEL 1899 H TAKE-DOWN LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #151156, 22 Savage Hi-Power, 20" 1/4 turn barrel
with a very good bore that is lightly pitted throughout. The barrel retain about 97-98% of what appears to be original blue that has some
light flaking and fine pitting at the muzzle. The remaining metal surfaces retain similar amounts of a later, added blue finish that covers
some light handling marks. The walnut schnabel tipped forearm and straight grip buttstock rate very good and have added finish, a few
small cracks and chips, and there are a few small repairs to the buttstock. The serrated steel buttplate is not a proper fit and is likely a
later replacement and a screw hole for a sling swivel stud has been added to the buttstock as well. The original blade front sight is intact,
the rear sight has been replaced with a slot black and mounted to the upper tang is a Lyman Combination aperture rear sight. An about
very good condition 1914 vintage take-down featherweight "Imp" that may make a good shooter still. (46140-8) {C&R} (400/600)

1507. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1738057, 32 Win Spl, 20" barrel that has an excellent bore.
The barrel and magazine tube retain about 99% original blue while the receiver and lever retain a similar amount of a later, added blue that
covers some light handling marks and fine pits. The walnuts stocks rate excellent and show evidence of having been lightly cleaned with
an added oil finish present. The rifle is equipped with the original iron sights, including the front sight hood and would make a fine option
for the impending fall deer season. (46177-6) {C&R} (200/400)

1508. MARLIN MODEL 336 S.C. LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #J58123, 35 Rem, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue that is flaking to brown around the receiver and fading to silver along the high edges. The walnut stocks
have been professionally checkered and refinished giving the rifle a "deluxe" appearance. The buttstock is also equipped with a hard rub-
ber pistolgrip cap and a blank oval monogram disc. The buttplate is cracked but remains intact. Rifle is equipped with the original sights,
including the front sight hood and features a Lyman 66LA aperture sight mounted on the side of the receiver. A leather sling in included.
An excellent condition carbine overall that has some nice features and would make a fine hunting rifle. (46162-7) (300/400)
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1509. RUSSIAN SVT40 TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #PG1390, 7.62x54R, 24" barrel with muzzlebrake that has a very good,
but dark bore that has light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray-brown with areas of light surface oxi-
dation blending through. The hard wood stocks rate very good and have little original finish and a few small cracks. The wood appears
very dry but is numbered to the receiver. The cleaning rod and magazine are not included and rifle does not appear to be import marked.
A very good example overall. (46140-14) {C&R} (400/600)

1510. SPANISH MODEL 1863 PINFIRE REVOLVER
BY OVIEDO serial #N8151, 12mm Pinfire, 6" barrel that has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown overall with
areas of light pitting and surface oxidation mixing through. The

wood grips rate very good and have stippled handling marks on
each, the lanyard ring is present. The numbers appear to be all matching and the barrel

lug is also numbered "9". The base of the frame is marked "Oviedo 1871" and revolver appears to func-
tion mechanically. The design of this revolver loosely follows the Lefaucheux 1858 with some differences,
mostly in the grip design. These saw service with Spanish continentals until 1888 and colonial units in the

Philippines and Spanish American War. A very good example overall. (46120-5) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
1511. FRENCH CHATEAUROUX MARKED
PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #739, 12mm Pinfire, 5
5/8" barrel with near excellent bore that has a few light pits
present. The metal surfaces have an overall mottled brown

patina with a few areas of light pitting and fine surface oxida-
tion present. The top of the barrel is maker marked, but is very light and looks

to include the name "Demay", the last word is "Chateauroux". The revolver also has a very faint
shield along the top flat of the barrel lug, and a small faint banner on the left side which is indis-

cernible due to pitting. The wood grips rate very good and have a few minor cracks. The lanyard
ring is intact. The revolver appears to function correctly and is in very good condition overall. Little
information could be found on the origins of this revolver, further research may prove interesting as to
its heritage and intended use. (46120-6) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1512. HOPKINS & ALLEN BLUE JACKET NO.2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #906, 32 RF, 2 5/8"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory nickel finish that has some light handling wear
and areas of light pitting present. The lettering is crisp and the numbers appear to be all matching. The walnut, bird's head
grips rate excellent and have added varnish. Revolver appears to function correctly and is in near excellent condition overall.

(46120-19) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
1513. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #(series 25)42675, 6.5 Arisaka, 31

1/2" barrel with a very good lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray with brown and are mixing with areas of
light pitting throughout. The receiver markings are all visible and most are crisp, the mum is intact. The hardwood stocks have been
cleaned with a light oil finish added and have several light dings, small divots and chips. The two sections of the butt are becoming sep-
arated possibly due to drying. The bolt is not matching and the cleaning rod is not present, but included are a canvas sling with Japanese
characters and a bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet is by the same arsenal and measures 20" long with a 15 1/2" blade. It is in excel-
lent condition overall and features a hooked quillion and a bird's head pommel grip. The included steel scabbard is blued and in similar
condition. A very good Japanese military package overall. (46080-74) {C&R} (350/550)

1514. FEDERAL ARMS MODEL FA91 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #002666, 308 Win, 16" barrel with integral flash hider and an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of the original matte blue and black enamel finishes that have light handling marks
overall. This G3 style rifle is equipped with a hardwood forearm and buttstock and has a black composite pistolgrip. Rifle features
standard G3 style sights and includes a brown leather sling and a single 20 round magazine. An excellent condition example overall.
(46199-D28328) (350/550)

1515. ANSCHUTZ WOODCHUCKER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #WC01362, 22 LR, 16 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue. The European hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few light dings. The rifle
is equipped with the factory iron sights, the front sight has the hood, and a grooved receiver. Included are two factory five round maga-
zines. A great youth size rimfire rifle that is similar in design to the Model 1449D youth, this model was offered exclusively by R.S.R. for a
limited period of time. (46177-4) (150/250)

1516. FRENCH MAS MODEL 1949-56 SEMI AUTO RIFLE serial #G45905, 308 Win, 20” barrel with muzzlebrake and an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of a arsenal gray parkerized finish that has light handling wear along the edges. The hardwood
stocks rate excellent as well and have a few light dings. The buttstock retains the black rubber recoil boot. The rifle is equipped with the
original sights and a magazine is included. Rifle was imported by Century Arms. An excellent example overall, with the added benefit of
being in a more readily available caliber. (46174-4) {C&R} (300/400)

1517. SAVAGE MODEL 12 BVSS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G198082, 22-250, 26" heavy, fluted barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent and have only a few light handling marks. The brown laminate stock rates excellent
and has a few light dings, the grip cap has been removed and the screw holes filled. Rifle is equipped with a set of Weaver scope bases
and features dual pillar bedding and Savage's Accu-Trigger. An excellent long range target or varmint hunting rifle awaiting your choice
of fine optics. (46205-17) (400/600)

1518. VOLUNTEER ENTERPRISES COMMANDO MARK III SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #03935, 45 ACP, 16" barrel with
compensator and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that is mixing with areas of very light surface
oxidation. The lower portion of the receiver has an enameled wrinkled finish, while the remainder is blue. The walnut pistolgrip forearm
and straight grip buttstock rate excellent and have a few minor dings. There is no magazine included and these Thompson M1-styled car-
bines take a modified M3 grease gun magazine with round latch cutout. An excellent condition example overall, likely to be a big hit at
the range. (46162-5) (350/550)

1519. RUGER 44 RS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #114682, 44 Magnum, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue that has some light silvering along the high edges. The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and has
a few light dings and most of the original finish. The sling swivels are intact. The carbine's original front sight and rear aperture sight are
intact and mounted to the rear of the barrel and receiver are a set of Weaver pivot style rings and bases. An excellent 1967 vintage exam-
ple overall, ready for some more time in the woods with a set of appropriate optics or can be enjoyed as is. (46112-9) (350/550)
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1520. GIBBS RIFLE CO QUEST EXTREME BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #77L7676, 303 British, 16 1/2" barrel with an added "jun-
gle carbine" style flash suppressor and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory nickel finish that covers some light
military handling marks. The brass buttplate is polished bright and the magazine has a matte blue. The hardwood stocks rate excellent
and include sling swivel studs. This modified Long Branch No.4 Mk I* has been made to resemble a No.5 Jungle Carbine and is in excel-
lent condition overall. Included is the original box, manual and two plastic oilers. (45810-39) (200/300)

1521. SPANISH HAND EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #54600, 32-20, 5 1/8" barrel with a very good bore that
has a few areas of light pitting present. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with a few
areas of light surface oxidation. The hammer and trigger retain most of the original case colors. This early copy of the S&W Hand Ejector
M&P models features diamond checkered walnut grips that are faded but have crisp points. The top of the barrel is marked "AMERICAN
BEST CARTRIDGES ARE THOSE THAT FIT BEST THE O.V." and there is a trademark on the left side that could not be identified but con-
tains "COSy", the order is not certain. The underside of the frame is marked "Made in Spain" but no importer markings are visible. A
good solid revolver overall that times right and locks up tight. (45823-2) (150/250)

1522. L.W. POND FRONT LOADING SEPARATE CHAMBER REVOLVER serial #339, 32 RF, 4" octagon barrel with a fair to good
oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel, hammer, cylinder and cylinder pin are a mottled gray and brown with areas of light surface oxidation
and pitting present. The brass frame has an overall light ochre patina and a few light handling marks. The walnut grips rate excellent, but
the grip screw has minor slot damage and there are some light handling marks overall. Sadly the firing pin has broken of the hammer,
which will not stay cocked, and all but two of the original steel chamber inserts are missing. Also there is a small wood plug at the base
of the grip frame where a lanyard screw might have been. An about good example overall. (45800-25) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1523. ARIZMENDI Y GOENAGA KABA SPECIAL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4876, 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a very good
bore that is lightly pitted in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is lightly silvering along the edges and is
mixing with a few areas of light surface oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips have been replaced with a professionally modified set
of "OWA" grips that fit well and rate excellent. The markings on the slide include a "(star)P", "(crown)/AG" and a "(bird)/P.V." on the left
side and a "(crown)/N" nitro proof on the right. The slide is also marked " PISTOLET AUTOMATIQUE KABA SPEZIAL". Pistol includes
a Colt marked 25 ACP magazine. There are no visible importer markings and this Spanish made copy of the Colt 1908 pistol is in near
excellent condition overall. (45984-64) (75/150)

1524. ASTRA MODEL 200 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #294234, 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a near excellent bore that has a few very
light pits present. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is mixing with areas of light speckled and minor surface oxida-
tion. The slide has some minor tool marks along the muzzle and butt ends. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good and have
areas of minor insect type damage. There is no magazine included but pistol appears to function correctly and is in near excellent condi-
tion overall. (46054-42) (100/200)

1525. MARLIN FIRST MODEL DERINGER PISTOL serial #5734, 22 Short RF, 2 1/16" part round, barrel that has some light pitting.
The barrel, hammer and trigger have light handling marks and are an overall mottled gray brown patina that is mixing with a few spots of
light pitting. The brass frame has a mild ochre patina that a few light handling marks as well, the frame screws have some minor slot dam-
age. The pistol is equipped with a set of dark, oil stained rosewood grips that rate excellent. Both the barrel and grips are numbered to
the frame and all the markings with the exception of the frame number are crisp. A very good to near excellent example of one of Marlin's
first production handguns. (45761-34) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1526. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #445317, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has a few light specks
of surface oxidation present, the balance is fading to gray. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have overall light dings and a few
small cracks and arsenal type repairs. The right side of the butt has "VS" carved in front of the disc which is marked "1" for bore con-
dition. The numbers are all matching with the exception of the floorplate. The rifle was imported by Century Arms and included are a
cleaning rod and a canvas sling. A very good to near excellent "1917" dated example overall that will likely make a great shooter still.
(46136-6) {C&R} (200/300)

1527. SWEDISH MODEL 1896 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #367587, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that is lightly flaking to brown and has a few
areas of light surface oxidation mixing through. The raised grain hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and scratch-
es and a few small divots. The stock disc is present and the numbers are not all matching. Rifle includes a cleaning rod and was import-
ed by Century Arms. A very good to near excellent "1915" dated example overall. (46140-13) {C&R} (200/300)

1528. GERMAN GEW 88 MODEL 1888 COMMISSION RIFLE serial #3128c, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very good bore that
has light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are a rich brown with areas of very light surface oxidation and fine pitting blending in. The
walnut stock rates very good and has several light dings and small divots and has added finish. A cleaning rod is included and rifle is not
import marked. A very good example overall. (46199-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1529. AUSTRALIAN NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #F9024, 303 British, 25 1/4" barrel with
a near excellent bore that is mostly bright but has some light oxidation about midway down. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an
arsenal parkerized finish that is lightly silvering along the edges. The hardwood stocks appear to be arsenal reconditioned as well and
rate excellent with a few light to minor dings. The rifle includes a correct magazine, canvas sling and a model 1907 bayonet with scab-
bard. The bayonet, by Wilkinson, measures 21 3/4" long with a 16 3/4" blade and rates excellent and has some light gray/brown pati-
na on the metal and light dings on the grip. The leather bodied scabbard rates excellent as well, the steel throat and tip rate similar and
have a few small dents. Imported by JJ Co in NY, this "1944" dated rifle is in excellent condition overall and makes a great package.
(46128-116) {C&R} (300/500)

1530. AUSTRALIAN NO.1 SMLE MK III BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #89682, 303 British, 25 1/4" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have a mix of original and arsenal blues, some that are flaking to brown and fading along the edges.
The rear receiver ring is marked with "(star)A" over the shield Lithgow logo and is dated "1917". The top ring is marked similarly and has
"3MD" and the magazine cut-off has been removed. The hardwood stocks rate excellent, the forearm and handguard appear to be arse-
nal restored while the buttstock has period wear and is marked "C.M.F. / 3.M.D / II.V" and has a shield logo as well. Included are a can-
vas sling, magazine and a 1907 bayonet by Wilkinson. The bayonet measures 21 5/8" long and has a 16 3/4" blade, it rates excellent with
some light handling wear present. An excellent package overall imported by JJ Co in NY. (46128-108) {C&R} (250/450)

1531. AUSTRALIAN NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #E31954, 303 British, 25 1/4" barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal parkerized finish that is lightly fading along the high edges. The
hardwood stocks appear arsenal reconditioned and rate excellent. The buttstock has marking similar to the rear receiver ring, both are
numbered the same and are dated "1943". Included are a canvas sling, magazine and an India pattern No.1 Mk II bayonet with scab-
bard. The bayonet measures 16 3/4" long with a 11 3/4" blade and appears to be arsenal reconditioned as well. The leather body scab-
bard is in excellent condition overall, there are some light dents to the steel throat and tip. An excellent package, the rifle does not appear
to be importer marked. (46159-7) {C&R} (300/500)
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1532. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #P4996, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal blue that has some light wear and covers some minor handling marks. The
hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have light dings and added finish. The butt has a small oval shaped arsenal repair at the toe. A
single magazine is included. Carbine is dated "7/45" and was imported by Century Arms. (46021-19) {C&R} (200/300)

1533. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #R62092, 303 British, 25 1/4" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown and blending with a few areas of light gray. The dark,
oil stained hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have several light dings. The rear portion of the handguard has arsenal repairs.
Mounted to the receiver is a Cooey flip-up target rear sight. A single detachable magazine is included and rifle does not appear to be
importer marked. A near excellent "1918" dated example overall. (46195-3) {C&R} (200/300)

1534. BRITISH NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA serial #E13686, 303 British, 25 1/4" barrel with a very good
bore that has some light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown overall that has a few areas of light pitting. The hard-
wood stocks rate excellent, the forearms and handguards have added lacquer and a few light dings while the buttstock appears arsenal
reconditioned and is marked "L" at the heel. A single detachable magazine and canvas sling are included. This "1917" marked rifle is in
very good overall condition and does not appear to be importer marked. (46128-113) {C&R} (100/200)

1535. BRITISH NO.1 SMLE MK III BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BSA serial #K54016, 303 British, 25 1/4" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few very light handling marks present. The hardwood stocks
rate very good, the forearm and handguard are the Mark V style, there is no rear sight on the barrel and the forearm sight slots have been
filled. The handguard has a minor crack and repaired chip toward the rear. Mounted to the rear of the receiver is a Parker Hale 5A tar-
get aperture sight. Included are a detachable magazine and a leather sling. An excellent example overall, possibly an early Mark V con-
version that does not appear to be importer marked. (46159-6) {C&R} (300/500)

1536. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.4 MK I* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #20L1245, 303 British, 25 1/4" bar-
rel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of an arsenal black finish that has a few very light handling marks. The
hardwood stocks appear arsenal reconditioned and rate excellent with a few light dings. The "1942" dated receiver, bolt and magazine
are also numbered "17542", possibly a unit ID number. Also included is a canvas sling. Rifle does not appear to be importer marked and
is in excellent condition overall. (46159-5) {C&R} (200/400)

1537. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.5 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #Y8418, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider and a
near excellent bore that is mostly bright with some very light pitting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal blue that
is flaking to brown throughout and mixing with a few spots of very light surface oxidation. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have
a few light handling marks, the forearm has a steel tip. A single magazine is included and rifle is marked "England" but is not importer
marked. A near excellent example overall dated "12/46". (46159-8) {C&R} (200/300)

1538. ENFIELD NO.4 MK I BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #H14545, 303 British, 20 1/2" barrel with flash hider with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal black finish that has a few light handling marks and covers a few spots of light
pitting. The bolt has a satin chrome finish. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and appear to be reconditioned. A single magazine is
included. Rifle has been converted to No.5 "Jungle Carbine" specs and does not appear to be importer marked. (46140-11)(100/200)

1539. RFI ENFIELD 7.62MMA2 BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #A47748, 7.62 NATO (308 Win), 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of an arsenal black finish that has light handling marks present. The hardwood stocks rate
excellent and appear to be arsenal reconditioned. Carbine has been modified to resemble a No.5 series "Jungle Carbine" and does not
appear to be importer marked. Included are a nylon sling and a single detachable magazine. (46199-D28325) (100/200)

1540. LEE-ENFIELD MARK I RIC BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #4517, 303
British, 20 3/4" barrel with a very good, lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about

75% original blue that is fading to a mottled brown and gray and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. Most
of the lettering has been filled in with white and the markings are crisp. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have added

finish overall several minor dings and a few small arsenal repairs. The "R.I.C." marked brass disc and "BIRMINGHAM" cartouche
on the right side of the butt are crisp. A single detachable magazine is included and carbine does not appear to be importer marked.

A very good example overall. (46206-1) {C&R} (400/600)

1541. ARGENTINE MODEL 1909 MAUSER CAVALRY CARBINE BY
F.M.A.P. serial #006857, 7.65 Argentine, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The receiver is in

the white and has a light gray and speckled brown patina while the remaining metal surfaces retain about 98% of an
arsenal blue finish that is mixing with a few areas of light surface oxidation. The receiver retains the Argentine crest, all the

markings are crisp and the numbers appear to be all matching. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings. The
buttstock is numbered to the receiver. The barrel is marked "7.65mm" in two spots and no other importer markings are visible. An

excellent Argentine made example overall. (46120-80) {C&R} (450/650)
1542. UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET serial #16, About 8 Bore percussion, 33 3/4" part round, part octagon bar-

rel with an excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue while the lock was left in the white and has a light brown patina. The
two-piece hardwood stock rates near excellent and has a few light dings and some very small cracks at the upper tang. The brass bar-
rel bands, triggerguard and Swiss style buttplate have a mild tarnish. The lock functions correctly and though crude in its appearance
would be an effective large bore musket. Purportedly these Belgian proofed muskets were supplied to the native Congo population for
use against large, dangerous game animals and were imported to the U.S. via Stoeger Arms. A simple steel button head ramrod is
included. (46120-171) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1543. PORTUGUESE MODEL 1886 KROPATSCHEK BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR serial #PP603, 8x56R, 32 1/4" barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking heavily to brown in areas. The loss is most notice-
able on the triggerguard and there are a few areas of light surface oxidation throughout. The receiver markings are crisp and the left side
has a "(crown) / Lr". The walnut stocks rate very good and have added finish over minor handling marks and a few small divots. The bolt
number is not matching, the side mounted cleaning rod is included and there are no visible importer markings. A very good "1886" dated
example overall. (46139-21) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1544. SPANISH MODEL 1893 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #Ma5522, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a
very good bore that has some light pitting and oxidation present. The metal surfaces are mostly a rich brown with some traces of original
blue and areas of mottled gray. There are a few areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting present as well. The receiver markings
are crisp and all the numbers appear to be matching. The walnut stocks rate near excellent and have several light dings, the stock is num-
bered as well and has a crisp cartouche dated "1894" on the left side of the butt. The cleaning rod is included. A very good example
overall that does not appear to have any importer markings present. (46120-97) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1545. ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TORINO serial #BI5668, 10.35x47R, 34" barrel with a
very good bore with a few areas of light pitting present. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue that is lightly flaking to brown
and blending to gray. The walnut stock rates excellent with added finish and a few light dings and tiny chips. The markings are crisp and
there is a cartouche on the right side of the butt that is lightly fading along the bottom edge. The cleaning rod is not present and rifle does
not appear to be importer marked. Both receiver and stock are dated "1882" and rifle is in excellent condition overall. (46120-112)
{ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1546. ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TORINO serial #BI9555, 10.35x47R, 34" barrel with an
excellent bore. The barrel and bottom metal retain about 95% original blue that is flaking to brown, while the remaining metal surfaces
have faded to a mottled gray with light brown patina blending in. The walnut stock rates excellent with a few light dings and is numbered
to match. There are two overlapping cartouches on the right side of the butt, both are light. The cleaning rod is included and rifle does
not appear to be importer marked. An excellent example overall. (46120-113) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1547. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1869/71 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY V. SAUERBREY serial #2377, 41 Swiss RF, 33" barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue that is lightly flaking to brown and mixing with areas of light sur-
face oxidation. The rear of the bolt has a mottled brown appearance. The receiver has some added arsenal blue post the 1871 conver-
sion where the loading gate screw holes were filled and magazine cut-off was removed. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few
light dings. The markings are all crisp and the cleaning rod is present. There are no visible importer marks present and rifle is in excellent
condition overall. (46120-114) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1548. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1881 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #116111, 41 Swiss RF, 33" barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel is a rich brown while the receiver has a mottled gray appearance overall. There are a few light handling marks and specks of light
surface oxidation as well. The walnut stocks rate very good. The buttstock has a few light dings and a "(cross)/W" cartouche on the left
side, the forearm has small bilateral cracks toward the base near the receiver. Both the barrel and stocks are also numbered "2253" along
with an additional, not recognized cartouche stamping. The markings are all crisp and numbers are matching. A cleaning rod is includ-
ed and no importer markings are visible. A near excellent example overall. (46120-115) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1549. SPANISH MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #F697, 43 Spanish, 35" barrel with a near
excellent lightly freckled bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an added blue finish that is mixing with areas of light surface oxi-
dation and some light handling marks are present as well. The maker's name and address are faint but still visible along the upper tang.
The walnut stocks rate excellent with a few light dings and show evidence of a light cleaning with an added oil finish. The cleaning rod is
not present and rifle is in otherwise very good to near excellent condition overall. (46120-96) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1550. FINNISH MODEL 1927 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #S52456, 7.652x54R, 27" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal type blue finish that covers some light handling marks. The hardwood stock has been modified
and cut-down for sporting use. The stock has been cleaned with added finish present. The bolt handle has been modified as well and
has been turned down. The stock has been notched to accept the bolt handle. The numbers are not matching, but rifle appears to func-
tion correctly. (46140-16) (50/75)

1551. ARGENTINE MAUSER MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #R8928, 7.65 Argentine, 24" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue that has minor handling wear and a few areas of light surface oxidation.
The rifle has been modified for sporting use, the bolt handle has been swept back, the walnut stock shortened and handguard removed.
The stock has been nicely refinished, the serial number remains visible along the right side. The buttplate and added sling swivels have
been gold plated and included is a military style leather sling. The original sights have been removed and added are a ramp style front
sight and Williams aperture rear. A very good sporting rifle that should prove useful in the November woods. (46145-4) (75/150)

1552. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 4X riflescope. The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has bright
excellent optics. The tube has some minor wear and ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition overall. (46027-3A)

1553. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Elite 4200 series 4-16X40 riflescope with adjustable objective. The matte
finished scope features a standard duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. Included are a set of Weaver scope rings and factory
lens covers. An excellent example overall. (46205-17A)

1554. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Lo-Profile 2-7X riflescope. The scope features a post and crosshair Accu-
Range reticle and has very good optics that are just beginning to tarnish. The scope body has light ring marks from having been mount-
ed but is in excellent condition overall. (46138-8A)

1555. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold BR 36X40 target riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope features a
fine crosshair reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope features target turret adjustments and the tube has some light ring marks
from having been mounted, but overall the scope is in excellent condition. Included is a box for a BR-24X series scope. (46106-517)

1556. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a German #4 reticle and has
bright excellent optics. The body has some light handling marks but is in excellent condition overall. (46055-1)

1557. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Century Limited Golden Ring 3-9X40 riflescope by Leupold. The scope features a LR duplex
reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope has a few light ring marks from having been mounted and also features a 24k gold medal-
lion on the side. Included is a Butler Creek flip-up objective lens cover. An excellent example of these limited series scopes. (46187-1A)

1558. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Widefield Lo-Profile 3-9X riflescope. The scope features Redfield's 4-plex
duplex reticle and has excellent optics. The scope has a few light handling marks but is in overall excellent condition. (46195-10A)

1559. SPRINGFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Springfield 6X40 7.62mm riflescope. The scope features Springfield's range find-
ing reticle with calibrated 308 bullet drop and bubble level and has bright excellent optics. The scope body has a few light ring marks
from having been mounted and included are a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens covers. An excellent example overall, perfect for your 308
match rifle. (46106-604)
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1560. LOT OF AR-15 ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a DoskoSport hard rifle case and accessories for an AR-15 style rifle. Included
in the case area an NcStar 4X30RE riflescope that fits atop a carry handle mount and has a red and green illuminated reticle, a picatinny
style mount that affixes to a carry handle and spans over the handguard, and a generic scissor type bi-pod. Also included is a complete
Kleen-Bore cleaning kit for a .22/5.56 rifle. All are in excellent condition. (46027-1A)

1561. DPMS LOT This lot consists of accessories for a DPMS or other AR-15 style rifle. Included are a multi tool and a ten round factory
magazine. The tool features a variety of components including a barrel wrench, stock wrench and flathead screwdriver. The tool is also
equipped to install and adjust compensators and buttstock spring/buffer tubes, a must have for any AR-15 armorer. Both are in excel-
lent condition. (46027-1B)

1562. LOT OF HK ACCESSORIES This lot consists of five accessories for a Heckler & Koch 94 carbine. Included are a black compos-
ite forearm, two composite pistol grips, a vertical foregrip and a rear diopter sight. All are in excellent condition. (45996-20)

1563. LOT OF HK BUTTSTOCKS This lot consists of two black composite buttstocks for the Heckler & Koch 94 carbine. Both have some
light handling wear but are in excellent condition. (45996-19)

1564. LOT OF HK MAGAZINES This lot consists of two 30 round factory magazines for the Heckler & Koch 94 9mm carbine. Both have
minor wear but are in excellent condition and are held by a factory magazine clamp. (45996-24A)

1565. LOT OF HK MAGAZINES This lot consists of two 30 round factory magazines for the Heckler & Koch 94 9mm carbine. Both have
minor wear but are in excellent condition and are held by a factory magazine clamp. (45996-24B)

1566. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an 1860 Sharps saber style bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 26 3/4" long and
has a 21 5/8" yataghan style blade. The ricasso is marked "AMES MFG. CO / CHICOPEE / MASS" and the reverse is dated "1860".
The blade has a mottled gray patina with a few areas of light oxidation and pitting. The edge of the blade has a few light dings. The brass
grip has some minor tarnish and handling marks, the back is marked "H" and numbered "36720". The black leather bodied scabbard
has some light crazing and cracking but is still fairly supple, the brass throat and tip have a similar tarnish to the grip and have minor dents
as well. Overall very good to near excellent example of these Civil War era saber style bayonets. (45798-B174B)

1567. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Federal Gold Medal 300 Win Mag 190 grain Sierra Matchking (GM300WM)
ammunition. Each box contains 20 rounds and is in like new condition. (44278-3A)

1568. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Federal Gold Medal 300 Win Mag 190 grain Sierra Matchking (GM300WM)
ammunition. Each box contains 20 rounds and is in like new condition. (44278-3B)

1569. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Federal Gold Medal 300 Win Mag 190 grain Sierra Matchking (GM300WM)
ammunition. Each box contains 20 rounds and is in like new condition. (44278-3C)

1570. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Federal Gold Medal 300 Win Mag 190 grain Sierra Matchking (GM300WM)
ammunition. Each box contains 20 rounds and is in like new condition. (44278-3D)

1571. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Federal Gold Medal 300 Win Mag 190 grain Sierra Matchking (GM300WM)
ammunition. Each box contains 20 rounds and is in like new condition. (44278-3E)

1572. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a box of Federal Premium 416 Rigby 410 grain Solid (P416B) ammunition. The box contains
20 rounds and is lightly tattered on the exterior while the contents remain like new. (44278-3B3)

1573. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two boxes of Remington 12 gauge 2 3/4" 1 3/8 oz. #4 Hevi-Shot magnum turkey loads
(PRHS12SM4). Each box contains ten rounds and is in excellent condition overall. (44278-3B2)

1574. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full brick of 500 Remington Kleanbore 22 Long Rifle Lubricated (6122) ammunition. The
outer sleeve is off-white with green borders and lettering, while individual boxes inside are a forest green with white edges and lettering
and have red Kleanbore dog-bone logos. All are in excellent condition, one of the inner flaps of the outer sleeve has become separated
and the outer flap on that side has a small tear as well. (44278-3B1)

1575. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of an early Ka-Bar Two-blade Hunter folding knife. The knife measures 5 1/4" closed and has two 4"
blades, one drop point style, the other a filet or skinning style straight back blade. The metal surfaces are bright with only a few light han-
dling marks. The jigged black resin grips rate excellent and knife is equipped with brass liners and nickeled bolsters. The left grip has a
nickeled medallion in center with a "Yin-Yang" pattern logo and “Asten Felts". Likely this knife was made as a promotional item for Asten
and is in excellent condition overall. (44278-1A3)

1576. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a NY State Department of Environmental Conservation Forest Ranger commemorative folding knife by
Camillus. The knife measures 4 5/8" closed and has a 3 1/2" drop point blade. The ricasso is marked with the factory name and address
with the reverse being marked "4". The blade is etched "NEW YORK STATE FOREST RANGER / LIMITED EDITION". The grip features
brass bolsters, numbered "0573", and has wood panels. The brass has some light tarnish and the left side has a silver oval medallion that’s
reads ""FOREST RANGER / 1885-1985" and has a pine tree logo in center. The knife is housed in the original gold colored box and
includes a State of NY Forest Ranger Patch and a certificate of authenticity. An excellent example overall. (44278-1C1)

1577. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Buck #110 Hunter folding knife with sheath. The knife measures 4 7/8" closed and has a 3" drop
point blade. The grip has lightly tarnished brass bolsters with wood panels that rate excellent. The included sheath is tan leather with sil-
ver snap. An excellent condition example overall. (44278-1C3)

1578. SCOPE MOUNT LOT This lot consists of a Springfield Armory M14/M1A side scope mount. The mount is in excellent condition and
features a picatinny or Weaver style mounting base. (44278-4A)

1579. SCOPE MOUNT LOT This lot consists of two Leupold Sako ring mounts. Included are a #49948 1", gloss, high rings and a set of
#51037 30mm, matte, high rings. Both sets are in the original factory packaging and are in excellent condition. (44278-4B)

1580. SCOPE MOUNT LOT This lot consists of Ruger Rings and three sets of Leupold scope bases. Included are a #49985 one-piece
base for a Browning BAR, a two-piece #50016 matte set for a Remington 700 and a #50041 two-piece dual dovetail set for the
Remington 700. All are in the original factory packaging and are in excellent condition. Also included are a set of Ruger 1" ring mounts
for the Model 77 rifles. The rings are blued and in excellent overall condition. (44278-4C)

1581. FRENCH MAS MODEL 1936 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #L99214, 7.5 French, 22 3/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal green parkerized finish. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings.
A correct sling and spike bayonet are included. Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in excellent arsenal refurbished condition over-
all. (46174-5) {C&R} (200/400)

1582. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K8 60B riflescope with adjustable objective. The scope features a crosshair reticle
and has clear excellent optics. There are a few light handling marks along the tube, and scope is in excellent condition overall. (44278-6)
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1583. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Browning A-bolt 243/308 detachable box magazines. The magazines show minor
handling wear but are in excellent condition overall. Also included is a single eight round magazine for a Remington model 597 22
Magnum rifle. This all plastic magazine is in excellent condition. (44278-5E1)

1584. 357 MAXIMUM LOT This lot consists of once fired brass in 357 Remington Maximum caliber and a nice hunter leather holster, like-
ly that would accommodate a Ruger revolver in that same caliber. There is one of full box of unprimed Winchester once-fired brass (50
rounds). One full box of Federal which appears to be Virgin unfired, unprimed nickel-plated cases (50 rounds). One partial box of
unprimed Winchester once-fired brass (36 rounds). The hunter holster is style 1100 51 LH (left-handed) and appears very nearly brand-
new. An excellent lot for the 357 maximum shooter overall. (35877-5)

1585. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single 40 S&W opaque magazine for an Heckler & Koch USP 40 Expert or Elite pistol. This 16
round hi-capacity magazine features a metal base and can be used with either the standard or Jet-Funnel magazine well pistol. The pis-
tol is marked for LE or Govt use from the old days of magazine capacity restrictions and is in excellent condition overall. (44278-5E2)

1586. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two blued factory magazines for a Beretta 92 series pistol. One has a 15 round capacity while
the other is a ten rounder (The 10-rounder being safer and much less evil). Both are in excellent condition with some light handling wear
present. (44328-5A)

1587. MARBLES CHAMBER ADAPTER LOT This lot consists of three Marbles Auxiliary Cartridge chamber adapters. First is a No.161
and is for a 22 Savage HP to 22 LR. Second is a No.170 and is for a 250-3000 to 25 ACP and includes the original packaging. Third is a
No.167 for a 35 Remington to 380 Auto. All three are in excellent condition. (44278-5E5)

1588. POWDER CAN LOT This lot consists of a Hercules 1 lb powder can for FFFg Black Powder. The can measures 6" tall and is orange
with a black and orange circular label depicting Hercules' image in center. The label has a small portion missing near Hercules' face and
chest. The can itself has some light handling wear and minor tarnish but rates excellent overall. (44278-8A)

1589. POWDER CAN LOT This lot consists of a Dupont 6 3/4 oz. smokeless shotgun powder keg style can. The can measures 3 7/8" tall
and has a green finish. The top label has minor foxing and a few small tears while the bottom label is painted on. The can has a few minor
handling marks but is otherwise in excellent condition. (44278-8B)

1590. ANTIQUE FISHING LOT This lot consists of an antique, likely pacific northwest built ivory bodied fishing lure. The lure measures 4
3/4" long and has a 3 1/2" carved torpedo or boat shaped ivory body. The hook has minor to moderate oxidation throughout but could
be polished up, and is affixed with a copper pin and wire. A brass hoop runs through the nose. An interesting piece, likely made from
walrus tusk or similar beast and would make a fine addition to a vintage angling collection. (44278-5L1)

1591. NY STATE FAIR LOT This lot consists of a boxed medal or badge from the 1917 New York State Fair. This brass medal features the
NY State logo in center and has blue enamel border and lettering. The body of the medal hangs from a top bar marked "COMMIS-
SIONER" and is labeled "C.J.Huson" (Calvin J. Huson of Penn Yan was the State Commissioner of Agriculture). An interesting relic from
almost a century ago. (44278-9B)

1592. MARBLES CLEANING KIT LOT This lot consists of a Marbles No.99 pistol cleaning kit. The partial kit includes nickeled brass
handle, 4" brass rod, patch holder, .22 caliber mop and a .38 caliber jag. All that is missing is the double female adapter to connect the
rod section and tips together. A very good example overall. (44278-5E3)

1593. LOT OF BERETTA CHOKE TUBES This lot consists of six assorted Beretta 12 gauge choke tubes. Included are five Optima SP
series extended tubes including: full, improved modified, modified, improved cylinder and skeet. Also included is an H.S. Strut
"Undertaker" extended turkey choke. All are in excellent condition and are housed in a Briley choke tube box. (44278-5A1)

1594. PARKER CLOCK LOT This lot consists of a Parker No.114 Peerless automatic alarm clock. The clock measures about 4 1/2" high and
has a nickel plated brass body that has some minor flaking. The clock has a paper face that is marked "MADE BY PARKER CLOCK CO.
MERIDEN, CONN. U.S.A." along the bottom edge and has some minor foxing and a fold that runs between the 6 and 2:30 positions. The
clock winds and keeps time, the alarm function works but cannot be set accurately and the control arm to activate and silence the alarm is
missing. Made by the same Parker Company that produced the popular side by side shotguns, they were also known for manufacturing
other household goods as well. A classic nightstand accessory that would be worth restoring and putting into use. (44278-7)

1595. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a German hunting knife by Hirschkrone. This quality knife resembles the early German Air Crew sur-
vival knives and measures 10 3/4" long with a 6" bright high-polished steel blade which is also marked "BUND" on the ricasso. This mod-
ern variation is equipped with wood grips and the partially serrated blade has a sharpened area along the spine as well. The original tan
leather sheath is included. An excellent condition example overall. (45242-40W)

1596. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of three unmarked stag handled knives. The first two have 6" long Bowie style blades, while the third has
a 5" skinning blade. Each features a robust stag horn grip and has a brass guard. The blades are bright steel, likely stainless, and have
some minor handling marks. All are in excellent condition. (45242-40X)

1597. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of four sporting knives each with a sheath. First is a Frost Swedish style Mora knife that measures 10"
long and has a 4 1/2" blade with a partially serrated spine. Next is a 10 3/4" long filet knife by Western that has a 5 1/2" blade. The next
two are Japanese made and have a hash mark logo on the sides of the blades. One is a Bowie style that measures 10 3/4" long and has
a 5 1/2" blade, the other is a fillet style knife that measures 10 1/2" long and has a 6" blade. All are in excellent condition and feature
stainless steel blades and have wood grips. (45098-7K)

1598. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20" long and
has a 15 1/2" blade. The bayonet was manufactured by the Hikari Seiki Seisakusho arsenal and features a hooked quillion guard and a
straight bird's head grip. The blade has been polished, there are areas of light surface oxidation at the grip and included steel scabbard.
An excellent example overall. (45105-2C)

1599. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1942 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8" long with a 15 5/8" blade.
The blade is marked "UC" (Utica Cutlery Co) and is dated 1942. The blade has been sharpened and has some light grind marks, the brown
composite grip rates excellent. The included M3 scabbard has been painted gold and is in excellent condition otherwise. (45105-2B)

1600. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1892 Springfield-Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4' long
and had a 11 1/2" blade. The blade is dated "1900" and has overall light brown patina. The wood grip panels rate excellent and the pom-
mel is marked "42". The included steel scabbard features the steel swivel. The scabbard is in similar condition and has a few minor dings
near the tip. (45105-2E)

1601. RUSSIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Russian 1891 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long and has a 17"
cruciform style spike blade. An excellent example overall. (45105-2A)

1602. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1855/70 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 21" overall and has an 18" blade.
The blade is marked "4 / US" and has areas of light pitting, oxidation and staining present. A near excellent example overall. (45105-2D)
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1603. LOT OF JAPANESE BAYONETS This lot consists of two Japanese Type 30 bayonets by the Tokyo arsenal. The bayonets measure
20" long and have 15 1/2" blades. The bayonets feature hooked quillion guards and angled bird's head pommels. Each has varying
amounts of pitting and light oxidation and handling marks on the wood grips. One includes a steel scabbard and is missing one of the
wood grip panels. Two about good condition examples overall. (45100-8)

1604. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1855/70 socket bayonet with leather scabbard. The bayonet measures 21" overall
and has an 18" blade. The blade is marked "US / S" and has a few areas of light gray patina present. The included black leather scab-
bard has minor crazing and light cracking and has a brass tip. The scabbard is marked on the back side of the frog, but all that is legible
is "GH, PA". An excellent example overall. (45798-B173A)

1605. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1855/70 socket bayonet with leather scabbard. The bayonet measures 21" overall
and has an 18" blade. The blade face is marked "US" and is over-stamped with a partial stamp that is light at the base and looks like
"IC". The metal surfaces have a few areas of light pitting and gray patina overall. The included black leather scabbard has minor crazing
and light cracking and has a brass tip. The scabbard is unmarked and still quite supple. Also included is a second scabbard of similar
type and in similar condition. An excellent example overall. (45798-B173B)

1606. BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British socket bayonet for the Brown Bess musket by Dawes. The bayonet measures
about 22" long and has a 17" triangular blade that is almost 1 1/4" wide at the base. The face is stamped "DAWES" and has several
British proofs and a crown. The metal is a mottled brown patina and has several light handling marks and fine pitting. A near excellent
example overall by a firm which produced bayonets for the Crown from the late 1700's until almost 1890. (45798-B173G)

1607. BRITISH TRENCH KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a British Model 1888 bayonet that was theater modified to a trench knife. The
knife measures 14 1/4" long and has a 9 1/2" blade that has been modified from its original dual edged design and currently has a clip
point similar to the much later No.5 series bayonets. The bayonet retains several British proofs and markings and has a mottled gray-brown
patina with areas of light pitting. The wood grip panels rate excellent and included is a brown leather sheath with the name "J.A. Miller"
stenciled on the back. An excellent example of these period-made combat theater knives. (45649-5)

1608. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British Model 1913 bayonet with scabbard by Remington that was re-stamped for the U.S. 1917
contract rifles. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" long and has a 15 3/4" blade that has been sharpened. The metal surfaces are fading to
gray and have a small amount of original blue remaining. The wood grip handles rate excellent. The British markings have been struck
and "US" has been over stamped on the ricasso; the reverse is dated "1913". The included scabbard has a green leather body with steel
throat and tip and is in similar condition to the bayonet. An interesting example that was made in the U.S. for England, then likely was
"reclaimed" during the Lend Lease program. (46034-12A)

1609. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1892 Springfield-Krag rifle bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 3/8"
long and has an 11 3/8" bright steel blade that is dated "1897". The metal has light freckles of patina and the wood grip panels rate excel-
lent. The included steel scabbard has a swivel hook and rates excellent as well. An excellent example overall. (46034-16A)

1610. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 bayonet by American Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2"
long and has a 9 1/2" gray steel blade. The grip has black composite inserts and has light handling wear overall. The included M7 green
bodied scabbard rates excellent and has a few minor dings. An excellent example overall. (46034-15A)

1611. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 bayonet by Utica Cutlery Co. with a Danish marked scabbard. The bayonet mea-
sures 14 1/2" long and has a 9 1/2" blade that has elongated "X" stampings on either side. The metal has a few areas of light pitting and
handling marks and is fading to gray overall. The black composite grip inserts rate excellent. The M7 style scabbard has a brown com-
posite body and is marked "(crown)/HTK" on the throat. An excellent example overall, likely part of the Danish M1 contracts. (46034-17A)

1612. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M7 bayonet by Milpar with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 3/4" long and has
a 6 1/2" blade. The gray parkerized metal surfaces rate excellent as does the black plastic grip. The blade has a few specks of light sur-
face oxidation near the tip. The included M8A1 scabbard rates in similar condition and has some minor flaking to the green composite
body. An excellent example overall. (45881-2A)

1613. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M4 bayonet by Imperial with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 1/2" long and has
a 6 1/2" blade. The metal surfaces are fading to gray and have areas of light staining but rate excellent overall as does the leather wash-
er grip. The included M8 scabbard is marked "BM CO" and is in similar condition. (45872-11A)

1614. U.S. KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a U.S.N. Mk 2 fighting knife by Camillus with scabbard. The knife measures 12" overall and has
7" blade. The metal surfaces retain nearly all the original blue and have some very light surface oxidation and dry grease residue through-
out. The leather washer grip rates excellent as well as does the gray MK2 scabbard. An excellent example of these World War II Navy
fighting knives. (45872-28)

1615. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet by the Toyada Jido Shokki Seisakusho Arsenal with
scabbard. The bayonet measures 20" long and has a 15 1/2" blade and short, straight guard and straight grip pommel. The metal has a
later applied blue finish and the wood grips rate excellent. The included steel scabbard has some minor surface oxidation overall. A near
excellent likely late war production example overall. (45872-7C)

1616. GERMAN KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a post war German made "youth" knife with scabbard by G.C. Co.. The knife measures 9
5/8" long and has a 5 1/2" bright steel, likely stainless, blade. The ricasso is marked "G.C. Co. / Germany" with the reverse being marked
"Solingen / 420". The grip is nickel plated and has black composite panels that rate excellent. The right panel has a diamond insert that
is half red and half white. The nickel surfaces are lightly flaking and have some minor tarnish. The scabbard has a black steel body with
leather retention strap and rates excellent. This knife mimics the style of the earlier Hitler's Youth blades but was made post war for scout-
ing or other fraternal youth organizations use. An excellent condition example overall. (45872-8B)

1617. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German K98 bayonet with matching scabbard. The bayonet measures 15 1/4" long
with a 10" blade. The blade has a commercial blue finish and is marked "42 fnj" on the ricasso and numbered "9860d" on the reverse. The
grip features brown resin panels and is fading to brown overall. The included steel scabbard is fading to gray with brown patina and specks
of light surface oxidation. Also included is a black leather frog that has some light crazing overall. An excellent example. (45872-7A)

1618. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" long and has a
15 3/4" blade. The blade has some minor grind marks near the base and the ricasso is marked "SA" and is dated 1918. The wood grips
have the initials "R.C." carved in one side and a cross or "t" on the other. The included scabbard has a leather body marked "R.I.A.", the
date has been obscured but the scabbard is in excellent condition otherwise. (46128-114A)

1619. WEBLEY & SCOTT MIII FLARE PISTOL serial #127408, 25mm Flare, 5 3/4" brass barrel with flared tip extension that has an
excellent bore. This brass bodied flare pistol rates excellent overall and is dated 1918 and has all matching parts. The brass itself has a
few areas with light tarnish and there are light handling marks overall. The wood grips rate excellent as well with a few light dings, there
is a "6" painted in white on the left grip panel. An excellent World War I vintage example overall. (46025-2) {NON-GUN} (200/400)
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1620. WEBLEY & SCOTT STYLE UNMARKED BRASS FLARE PISTOL 25mm Flare, 4" barrel with a good bore that has minor
tarnish and some light erosion. The brass metal surfaces are bright with a few light handling marks and may have been polished at some
point. The left side of the barrel has contemporary machine engraving that reads "CAPTAIN / ERNESET F. BRUEGGER". The iron parts
have a mottled gray patina and some light pitting. The wood grips rate very good and have been cleaned and sanded with added finish
and a small crack with sliver missing at the base of the left panel. A very good example though not maker marked appears to be a Webley
& Scott design. (46120-61) {NON-GUN} (150/250)

1621. REMINGTON MARK III FLARE PISTOL serial #B52, 10 ga., 9" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 99%
original blue while the brass frame has a mild ochre patina. The metal surfaces have some light handling marks and both the numbers on
the frame and barrel match. The wood grips rate very good, the left panel has some light drying cracks. The pistol functions correctly and
is in excellent condition overall. (46120-62) {C&R} (200/300)

1622. GERMAN DRUCKNOPH FLARE PISTOL serial #5998, 25 mm Flare, 9 5/8" barrel with a fair bore. The metal surfaces are a
mottled brown with areas of light to minor pitting. The left side of the frame is marked "JK" while the right side and barrel have several
light but visible Imperial German proofs. The walnut grips rate about good and have several light cracks and have been cleaned with added
finish present. An about good condition example of these earlier vintage German flare pistols. (46120-64) {NON-GUN} (300/500)

1623. GERMAN LP42 FLARE PISTOL serial #086578, 26.5mm Flare, 6 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The stamped metal surfaces
retain most of the original zinc oxide finish and have some light and fading tarnish and a few areas of light surface oxidation overall. The
frame is marked "euh" and pistol is equipped with a set of brown bakelite grips which rate excellent. An excellent example overall.
(46120-60) {NON-GUN} (100/200)

1624. RUGER LCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #371089240, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% plus origina blue. The synthetic frame rates excellent. This pistol is new in the box and comes with its original factory box, one
single magazine, Ruger pistol rug, lock, and manual. (126188-13) (300/500)

1625. RUGER LCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH CRIMSON TRACE LASER serial #371093822, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with bright
excellent bore. This is a new in box pistol in 99% plus condition featuring a blued steel slide, synthetic frame with integrated grips, and a
Crimson Trace laser sight. It comes with its original factory box, one single magazine, holster, manuals, laser sight adjustment tools, and
lock. (126188-14) (400/600)

1626. RUGER LCP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL WITH LASERMAX LASER serial #371098369, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This is a new in the box pistol in 99% plus condition featuring a blued steel slide, synthetic frame with integrated grips,
and a Lasermax Centerfire laser sight. It comes with its original factory box, one single magazine, Ruger pistol rug, manuals, laser sight
adjustment tool, and a lock. (126188-15) (350/550)

1627. RUGER P85 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #300-14216, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
95-97% original blue with minor handling marks, a couple of specks of oxidation, and silvering on high edges of the slide, slide release and
magazine release. The Ruger factory grips rate very good to excellent showing minor handling wear. Comes with a factory box and a total
of two magazines. (126030-14) (250/350)

1628. LOT OF OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT This lot contains: (1) a Coleman fluorescent lantern; (2) an individual bug screen shelter; (3)
an Optimus backpack pot; (3) a section of 1" webbing with two carabiners; (4) a military shelter half; (5) two small bags of aluminum tent
pegs; (6) a foam sleeping pad; (7) a collapsible canteen; (8) a Kidd Decontaminating Apparatus for chemical warfare; (9) an emergency
bivy sheet (similar to a space blanket); (10) army surplus chemical pellet stove; (11) a large duffle bag. The items in this lot appear to
have seen little if any use. There are no guarantees in regard to operation of any items in this lot. (125242-40BF)

1629. RUGER LC380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #323-65064, 380 ACP, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a new in the
box pistol in 99% plus condition featuring a blued steel slide and synthetic frame with integrated grips. It comes with its original factory
box, one single magazine, Ruger pistol rug, lock, and manual. (126188-16) (300/500)

1630. CHARTER ARMS BULLDOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #10-11633, 44 Spl, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The matte stainless steel finish rates excellent with a turn ring just beginning to show on the 5 shot cylinder; the checkered neo-
prene grips rate excellent as well. This revolver appears as new and comes with its original factory black plastic hard case, manual and
trigger lock. (126205-28) (100/200)

1631. CHARTER ARMS BULLDOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #10-11663, 44 Spl, 2 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint turn ring just beginning to show on the 5 shot cylinder; the checkered neo-
prene grips rate excellent. The revolver appears as new and comes with a Charter Arms black plastic hard case, manual and trigger lock.
(126205-27) (100/200)

1632. WALTHER MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #314949P, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with a lightly frosted very good plus bore. The
metal surfaces retain 80% blue showing some silvering on the high edges, a couple of rub marks, some thinning most pronounced on the
grip straps, and a couple of spots of oxidation. The Walther embossed synthetic grips rate good with a couple of scuffs and minor handling
marks; the left side grip is cracked. Comes with a single magazine with a non-matching serial number. (126198-S16946) (250/350)

1633. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A220042, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surface retain 90% blue with silvering on the high edges, a little thinning on the grip straps, and some minor handling marks. The
S&W checkered walnut grips rate very good with minor rounding of the checkering and a few light handling marks. A very nice pistol that
comes with a black leather high rise thumb snap holster and one single magazine. (126198-S16886) (200/400)

1634. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL R-101 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #752707, 22 S,L,LR, 2 3/8” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The aluminum frames metal surfaces retain 90% original blue anodized finish showing some scratches and handling wear;
the front grip strap is hand etched and illegible. This early model nine shot swing out cylinder does not have a spring return ejector and
has a light turn ring present. The white plastic grips rate excellent. (126054-44) (75/150)

1635. IVER JOHNSON SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #B84212, 32 CF, 3” barrel with a bright near
excellent bore exhibiting an area of pitting towards the muzzle. This third model revolver frame’s metal surfaces retain 97% original nick-
el showing some minor handling marks, an area of flaking at the top of the backstrap, a couple of small spots of oxidation, and a faint turn
ring on the 5 round cylinder. The blued triggerguard shows 98% finish with some minor freckling; the triggers case-hardened colors rate
excellent. The owl’s head embossed hard rubber grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks and slight handling wear. A
very nice pistol. (126166-8) {C&R} (150/250)

1636. SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #169311, 32
S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. This second model revolver's metal surfaces retain 90% original bright nickel fin-
ish with freckling, spotty oxidation, and a couple of spots of rubbed or flaked off finish most prevalent on the cylinder; the trigger retains
strong case-hardened colors; the blued triggerguard and top-break latch are showing a predominantly gray-brown patina with light freck-
ling and small areas of original blue. The mother-of-pearl grips are not numbered, fit very well and rate very good with minor soiling, han-
dling wear, and a small check on the right side. (126131-23) {C&R} (200/400)
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1637. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #154114, 38 S&W, 2 1/2"
barrel with a very good to excellent lightly frosted bore. This second model's metal surfaces retain 97% original bright nickel finish with a
widely scattered spot or two of oxidation and minor handling marks; the trigger and guard retain 92% original blue with a couple of rub
marks and light freckling; the hammer is a mottled gray patina. The grips rate very good with minor handling wear and chip out of the
back corner of the butt end on both sides. (126138-3) {C&R} (175/275)

1638. STEVENS NO. 41 TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #71385, 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good moderately frosted
bore. The frames metal surfaces retain 95-97% original bright nickel finish; the barrel retains 90% mottled gray-blue with contact wear
and light handling marks with some light cold applied blue present; the hammer retains good original blue while the trigger has faded to
gray. The walnut grips rate excellent with minor handling marks and a dulling of the finish. The barrel's serial number matches the frame
and there is light barrel-to-frame vertical play present. A very nice pistol overall. (125920-4) {C&R} (100/200)

1639. SUNDANCE INDUSTRIES MODEL 25-A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #027021, 25 ACP, 2 7/16” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original black Teflon finish. The grooved black synthetic grips rate excellent. This pistol appears
to have had very little use and comes with its original factory box and manual. (126198-S16903) (40/80)

1640. MARLIN MODEL 995SS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #02418153, 22LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel’s
stainless steel finish rates excellent as does the brushed aluminum receiver and the pistolgrip synthetic stock. This as new rifle comes
with its factory original box, manual and a single magazine. (126149-2) (100/200)

1641. SURVIVAL ARMS MODEL AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A310564, 22LR, 16” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original gray enamel finish with a few handling marks and silvering of the front sight. The black
synthetic stock rates excellent with a couple of light handling marks. Comes with a Survival Arms box, two magazines, and the instruc-
tion and parts pamphlets. (126190-16) (100/150)

1642. ARMALITE MODEL AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #89996, 22LR, 16” barrel with an excellent lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original black enamel finish with a few minor handling marks. The dark camo synthetic stock rates
very good plus with minor handling marks. (126203-2) (150/250)

1643. MARLIN MODEL 60C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #00198525, 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The camo Monte Carlo pistolgrip synthetic stock rates excellent. Comes
with is original factory box, cable lock and manual. (126190-8) (100/200)

1644. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #20343327, 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The press checkered Monte Carlo pistolgrip hardwood stock
with walnut finish rates excellent with minor blemishes from handling. (126198-S16948) (75/150)

1645. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #13396363, 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with minor marks from handling and light freckling on the barrel. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip hardwood stock with
walnut finish rates excellent with a few minor handing marks. Includes a Tasco 4x15 scope and a soft case. (126198-S16913) (100/150)

1646. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #08285992, 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95-97% original blue with some mild freckling on the barrel. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip hardwood stock with walnut finish rates
excellent with a few minor marks from handling. Includes a Tasco 4x15 scope. (126205-11) (100/150)

1647. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #08318213, 22LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with some light freckling along the barrel and scratches on the top of the aluminum receiver. The Monte Carlo
pistolgrip hardwood stock with walnut finish rates excellent with a few light handling marks and a small scuff at the top of the forend.
(126205-9) (75/150)

1648. RUGER MODEL 10/22 CARBINE serial #236-51558, 22LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
85% original blue with moderate freckling and areas of oxidation on the barrel and front sight, and a scuff on the top of the receiver. The
walnut finished pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good to excellent with mild handling marks and a little high edge wear on the bot-
tom of the grip. Includes a scope rail mounted on the receiver. (126205-16) (100/150)

1649. RUGER MODEL 10/22 CARBINE serial #120-12365, 22LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 80% original blue with moderate freckling and areas of oxidation on the barrel and front sight, mild freckling on the receiver
and moderate oxidation on the bolt. The walnut finished pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with some superficial scratches and
handling marks, and what appears to be a light paint splatter. The plastic buttplate has a few scratches and scuffed edges. Comes with
a total of two magazines. (126108-2) (75/150)

1650. CHIPMUNK BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY HOGUE RIFLE serial #H921, 17 HMR, 16 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue; the walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent. This rifle appears to have very little use and is in
overall excellent condition, and comes with its factory original box and instruction pamphlet. (126177-1) (75/125)

1651. REMINGTON SPORTMASTER MODEL 512-X BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few spot freckles and handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with
a couple of superficial scratches and light blemishes from handling. The hard rubber buttplate has some light scuffs and handling marks.
(126199-D28248) (125/225)

1652. SAVAGE MODEL 6D DELUXE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% original blue with a few small scratches, spotty freckling, a couple of areas of oxidation, silver on the muzzle and thinning with freck-
ling on the top of the receiver. The Monte Carlo walnut stock with cheek rest rates very good with several small impact marks, a few scratch-
es and a couple of small areas with the finish rubbed off. This rifle is missing its inner magazine tube. (126198-S16650) (50/100)

1653. MOSSBERG MODEL 352K SEMI-AUTO CARBINE 22 SHV,L,LR, 18 1/4" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 80% original blue with freckling, a rub mark by the black plastic fold-down forend, and areas of thinning turning to a plum
brown patina. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with a dulled finish, handling marks and a little paint splatter.
Comes with a sling and a spotty oxidized Western Field 6x scope. (126166-2) (50/100)

1654. WINCHESTER MODEL 1900 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22, S,L, 18” barrel with a mildly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces exhibit a silver gray patina overall with freckling, light pitting and areas of mild oxidation. The gumwood stock has a well-used
look and rates good with an added finish, a 4” crack in the forend, multiple impact and other handling marks, and remnants of a name
being inscribed on the left side. (126205-4) {C&R} (75/150)

1655. STEVENS 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT SINGLE SHOT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 RF, 18” barrel with a mildly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces retain 40-50% original blue with mild freckling and areas thinning to a gray brown patina. The metal buttplate has
some areas of superficial oxidation. The hardwood stock rates good with a dull finish, multiple light impact and handling marks, some
minor scratches and scuffs and a crack by the receiver on the right side. (126177-5) {C&R} (100/200)
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1656. SEARS MODEL 42 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue with mild handling marks, light freckling, and silvering at the muzzle. The Monte Carlo hardwood stock rates very good with
moderate handling wear, scuffs and scratches. Comes with a Weaver V22 3-6x scope. The front sight is missing and there is no maga-
zine include with this rifle. (126198-S17111) (75/150)

1657. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 25 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” rifle with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90% original blue with light freckling and a couple of spots of moderate superficial oxidation. The Monte Carlo hardwood stock rates
excellent with minor handling blemishes and a few light scratches, and dings. Comes with a grooved receiver, sling swivels and one sin-
gle eight round magazine. (126198-S16856) (75/150)

1658. WINCHESTER MODEL 190 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #B1877084, 22 L,LR, 20 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore
with minor oxidation at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas of moderate to heavy oxidation on the barrel
and tube magazine; the alloy receiver’s black enamel finish is very good to excellent with a couple of scratches and light handling wear.
The pistolgrip hardwood stock in a walnut finish also rates very good to excellent with a few handling marks. This rifle comes with a Weaver
4x scope with fairly clear optics that also has spots of moderate to heavy oxidation. (126198-S16890) (40/80)

1659. REMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with light superficial oxidation and thinning to a plum brown patina through-
out, and some spotty oxidation on the bolt. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates fair to good with multiple cracks on both sides near the
action, handling blemishes and an added finish. (126193-2) (50/100)

1660. STEVENS MODEL 12 MARKSMAN TIP-UP SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #J668, 25 RF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue thinning to a plum brown patina with a couple of polished pitted spots with oxidation
staining, light blemishes from handling, and silvering around the sights and muzzle. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excel-
lent with a few impact marks, scratches and scuffs. (126196-3) (75/150)

1661. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #J375, 22LR, 24” octagonal barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel’s metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with silvering on the edges, muzzle and front sight, and a few areas of light surface
oxidation; the frame exhibits a mottled silver gray patina. The stock and forearm rate very good with handling blemishes, a check on the
right side near the frame and an added finish that has bled onto the edges of the metal surfaces. (126020-101) (100/200)

1662. GAMO MODEL SHADOW 1000 AIR RIFLE serial #04-1C-069460-05, .177 Cal, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with a light freckling and a couple of spots of oxidation. The synthetic coated pistolgrip stock with
cheek piece rates excellent with a few handling blemishes. Comes with a Crossman 4x15 scope. (126198-S16718C)

1663. DAISY MODEL 1894 WESTERN CARBINE BB GUN .175 Cal, lever pump, gray enamel finish in very good condition with
scratches, scuffs and other minor handling blemishes. The brown wood grain plastic stock and forearm are in very good to excellent con-
dition with minor handling marks and a little paint spatter. (126113-4)

1664. DAISY MODEL 25 CENTENNIAL BB GUN .175 Cal, slide action pump with 5 groove wood pump handle and straight wood
stock with a Daisy centennial emblem inlayed in the left side of the stock. This gun is in overall excellent condition. (126161-21)

1665. CVA STYLE PLAINSMAN PERCUSSION RIFLE BY MUZZLELOADING ARMORY serial #612017, 50 Cal, 28” octa-
gon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surface retains 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks; the lock and ham-
mer’s case-hardened colors rate excellent; the brass trim also rates excellent with minimal tarnish. The hardwood stock rates excellent
with a ding by the barrel on the right side and a couple of light handling marks. Overall an excellent Spanish made muzzleloader.
(126145-5) (75/150)

1666. BEEMAN MODEL R1 AIR RIFLE 177 Cal, 19 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with
a couple of light scratches and a rub mark. The Monte Carlo checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock with cheek piece rates very good to
excellent with a few impact marks, scuffs and scratches most prominent along the forend. this rifle includes the factory Beeman rubber
buttplate and a Tasco 4x32 scope. (126161-20)

1667. CROSSMAN MODEL 101 AIR RIFLE serial #17366, 22 Cal, 20" bronze barrel and tube. The barrel has an excellent bore; the
frame is a gun-metal gray in excellent condition with a Crossman Arms logo carved into the right side. The hardwood pistolgrip stock and
forearm rate excellent with minor handling marks and very light paint splatter. Comes with a Tasco 3-7x scope. (126161-19)

1668. TRADITIONS PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #231491, 50 Cal, 24" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel's metal surface
retains 90% original blue with moderate freckling and small areas of superficial oxidation; the lock and hammer retain excellent case-hard-
ened colors; unfortunately the trigger is broken with only a stub showing. The hardwood stock comes with a rubber buttplate and rates
excellent with minor handling marks. (126205-15) (25/75)

1669. TRADITIONS PURSUIT LT IN-LINE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #14-13-023255-08, 50 Cal, 26" barrel with an excellent
bore. This break open action rifle's metal surfaces retain 99% original nickel with light handling marks. The Mossy Oak synthetic check-
ered pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent. This Spanish made rifle uses a #209 primer ignition, and comes with a breech plug and
installation tool, Tru-Glo fiber optic adjustable sights, cleaning rod and its original factory box. (126109-2) (150/250)

1670. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #231218, 56 Cal. smooth bore, 26" octagonal barrel with an
excellent bore. The barrel, trigger and guard's metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with minor handling marks; the hammer and lock
retain excellent case-hardened colors. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a couple of tiny dings and minor handling marks. This
rifle has double set triggers and includes a ramrod. The rear sight includes the base only. (126195-9) (100/200)

1671. THOMPSON CENTER BLACK DIAMOND IN-LINE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #24127, 50 Cal, 23 1/2" barrel with a
very good to excellent bore with moderate fouling. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with light freckling and minor handling
marks. The black synthetic checkered pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few minor handling marks and comes with a rubber buttplate.
Included are Tru-Glo fiber optic sights, Millett red dot scope, cleaning rod, and a nylon sling. This bolt action rifle is missing its breech plug
and bolt. (126198-S16718B) (100/200)

1672. SAVAGE MODEL 340A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 30-30, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95%
original blue with light freckling, an area of mild superficial oxidation, and light handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good
to excellent with a few scratches, impact marks and mild signs of handling. Comes with a nylon sling. (126136-7) (100/200)

1673. MARLIN MODEL 336-SC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #H29603, 30-30, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with mild freckling throughout, moderate freckling on the magazine tube and lever, thinning to a gray pati-
na on the underside of the frame, and a rub mark on the right side of the frame. The pistol grip hardwood stock and forearm rate very good
with mild bruising, scratches, scuffs, and a dulling finish. The front sight hood is missing. (126198-S17135) {C&R} (200/300)
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1674. MARLIN MODEL 336-SC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #J627, 35 Rem, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 50% original blue with light freckling, and a couple of small spots of oxidation; there are also areas of thinning; along the
barrel turning to a mottled plum-brown, the end of the barrel turning to a silver patina, and on the action also turning to a silver patina.
The pistolgrip hardwood stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with light handling marks and a scuff on the grip end. The butt-
stock has been shortened to 12" with the original Marlin hard rubber buttplate in place. Included is a mounted Weaver K25-C3 scope.
(126153-7) (150/250)

1675. MARLIN MODEL 336-CS LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #11001403, 35 Rem, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light freckling throughout and a couple of small areas of moderate freckling, and thinning on
the action to a dull gray-brown patina. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate excellent with a nice finish, some handling marks
including a couple of impact marks, light bruising and superficial scratches. Comes with sling swivels and a Lyman All-American 3x scope.
The front sight hood is missing. (126172-3) (200/300)

1676. MARLIN MODEL 336-RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #Y37879, 35 Rem, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light freckling and spotty oxidation along the barrel and thinning on the lever and bottom of
the action turning to a dull gray-brown with silvering on edges. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with
a few minor handling marks and a dulling of the finish. The rifle comes with a Valor 2.5x32 scope. The front sight hood is missing.
(126198-S16949) (200/300)

1677. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #71246330, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light freckling and spotty oxidation, with the lever, top and bottom of the receiver turning to a
dull gray-brown patina. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with multiple scars from handling and a mostly bright fin-
ish. Comes with a hammer spur. (126198-S16951) (200/400)

1678. MARLIN MODEL 1895 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #23092834, 45-70, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original finish with minor handling marks. The straight walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a few blemishes
from handling. Comes with the original factory box, hammer spur, and a sling. This rifle appears to have had little use and is in overall
excellent condition. (126020-9) (350/500)

1679. WINCHESTER MODEL 94AE LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5359868, 30-30, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original finish with a tiny spot or two of oxidation on the barrel. The straight walnut stock and forearm
rate excellent with a couple of tiny handling blemishes. An overall excellent condition rifle that appears to have had very little use.
(126156-1) (300/400)

1680. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 RANGER LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5575227, 30-30, 20" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light freckling and a few minor handling marks. The hardwood stock rates excel-
lent with a couple of minor blemishes and a scratch on the forearm. Comes with scope rings, a leather sling and a buttstock cartridge
sleeve. (126205-10) (150/250)

1681. SCOPE LOT Redfield Tracker 3x-9x rifle scope with bright excellent optics, 4 Plex reticle, 1" tube, 12 1/4" long in excellent condi-
tion. (126205-10A)

1682. MARLIN MODEL 336W LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #95030511, 30-30, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with minor handling marks. The hardwood stock with checkered pistolgrip and forearm rates
excellent. This rifle appears to have had little use and comes with a scope rail, nylon padded sling, original factory box, a lock and a
hammer spur. (126190-7) (250/350)

1683. ROSSI MODEL 65SRC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #N017250, 44-40 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of scratches on the receiver, a spot or two of superficial oxidation on the lever, light
handling marks, and some oxidation on the buttplate. The hardwood stock and forearm rate very good to excellent showing a very good
original finish with a couple of scratches and light blemishes from handling. Comes with a nylon sling. (126070-20) (150/250)

1684. MOSSBERG MODEL 46M(B) BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23" barrel with an excellent bore. Most of the metal surfaces
are moderately oxidized. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with a short crack in the forend and moderate handling blemishes
throughout. Comes with a Weaver B4 scope. (126112-11) (25/50)

1685. MARLIN MODEL 1894CL CLASSIC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #09067257, 218 Bee, 22" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with light handling marks and a couple of scratches toward the end of the barrel.
The straight walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with minor handling blemishes and a couple of scratches on the forearm. Comes with
factory original box, hammer spur and manual. (126099-2) (350/550)

1686. RUGER MODEL 77-22 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #702-42692, 22LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% original blue with a couple minor handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut stock with checkered grip and forend rates excel-
lent with very minor handling marks. This rifle features factory iron sights, an integrated scope rail on the receiver and a rubber buttplate,
and appears to have had very little if any use. (126177-10) (350/500)

1687. MARLIN MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #19069318, 357 Magnum, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a couple of tiny spots of discoloration on the top of the receiver and a few minor
handling marks. The walnut stock rates excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes. The receiver is drilled and tapped for scope
mounting. Comes with a hammer spur. (126140-1) (300/400)

1688. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4080124, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 30% original blue with much of the finish worn on the action, the center of the barrel and magazine tube, with
a couple of spots of oxidation on the barrel and tube, and areas thinning to a brown patina on the front of the action and tang. The wal-
nut stock and forearm rate very good with a few bruises, scratches and handling marks, and sun bleached color fading on the right side
of the buttstock. The front sight hood is missing. (126198-S16892) (100/200)

1689. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2481682, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 75-80% original blue with freckling and areas of moderate to heavy oxidation most prominent on the
barrel, barrel band and magazine tube. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with areas of dulling finish, a few abra-
sions and light handling marks. The receiver has been drilled and tapped with a Weaver K 2.5 scope mounted on the left side. The scope
has a cross hair reticle, clear optics, and a light freckled oxidation on its exterior. The front sight hood is missing. (126054-25) (250/400)

1690. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4584039, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 40% original blue with the primary loss being on the receiver that has turned to a brown patina with small areas
of blue; the barrel and tube show a couple of light scuffs, handling marks, with a little thinning to a plum brown patina. The walnut stock
and forearm rate good to very good with areas of the original finish worn to bare wood on the buttstock and an added varnish over all.
The receiver has been drilled and tapped with a Bushnell Sportview 4x32 scope mounted on the left side that has duplex reticle and clear
optics. Included is an elasticized fabric buttstock cartridge sleeve; the front sight hood is missing. (126136-9) (100/200)
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1691. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 94 CUSTOM LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #52905, 30-30, 21 1/2" replacement barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have been refinished and show 98% of the buffed blue finish with a couple of small spots of oxi-
dation and some light handling marks. The birdseye maple custom stock rates excellent with a great wood grain pattern, fine checkering
and a Weatherby-style diamond plastic inlay in each the buttstock and forearm. The barrel is a gunsmith fitted barrel, not a Winchester bar-
rel. The receiver has been drilled and tapped and fitted with a Lyman peep sight. A very attractive rifle. (126162-8) (300/500)

1692. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 CANADIAN CENTENNIAL '67 LEVER ACTION RIFLE 83498, 30-30, 26" octagon barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few light freckles on the magazine tube and some minor
handling marks. The walnut stock rates very good with some handling blemishes, a check in muzzle end of the forearm, and a crack in
the toe and a crack with chip out of the heal of the buttstock. (126136-10) {C&R} (300/500)

1693. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 94 SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #935421, 30 WCF, 20" barrel with a very good to
excellent lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a mottle gray-brown with some areas of the original blue showing and some
freckling present. The sanded and refinished gumwood stock rates very good with some handling marks and leaving the metal proud of
the wood. The receiver has been drilled and tapped on its left side; there are tool marks also on the left side of the receiver in the area of
the saddle ring stud which has been modified and the ring is missing; the initials "FP" are stamped on the right side of the receiver.
(126136-11) (300/500)

1694. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1814344, 30-30 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with mild freckling, a couple of scuffs, small spots of oxidation, and oxidation on the
edges on the bottom of the receiver. The walnut stock rates good to very good with minor handling marks on the forearm and moderate
scratches, dings and scuffs on the buttstock with some areas of worn off finish. (126108-1) {C&R} (300/400)

1695. WINCHESTER PRE-64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION
CARBINE serial #1378002, 30 WCF, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 75% original blue with the barrel and magazine tube showing some light

freckling, a couple of rub marks, and some thinning to a plum-brown mostly on the tube; the
bottom of the receiver's finish has worn to a gray-brown patina with most of the rest of the receiver

freckling with some thinning to a plum-brown. The walnut stock rates very good to excellent with signs of having had an
added finish that has since mostly worked off, some minor handling marks and a few impact marks. The front sights hood is miss-

ing. (126059-2) {C&R} (400/600)
1696. HOPKINS AND ALLEN SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #400, 32 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with moderate to heavily pit-

ted bore. The metal surfaces retain 92-95% original nickel finish with a few small spots of oxidation primarily in corners and along edges,
scratches and spots of oxidation on the cylinder, and a spot of oxidation on the right side of the frame. The frame and barrel have light
geometric engraving and the marking "GUARDIAN" is found on the top strap. This revolver comes with a very nice set of mother-of-pearl
grips that rate excellent and fit perfectly. (126112-2) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1697. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #113492, 32 S&W, 2 1/2"
lightly frosted barrel with a small spot of pitting. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel finish with some minor superficial scratches
and light handling marks, the hammer retains moderately strong case-hardened colors, and the guard and trigger show strong original blue
with minor handling wear. The grips rate very good to excellent with minor handling wear, a tiny chip on an edge and a chip out of the bot-
tom of the right side. This revolver requires mechanical attention as the hammer does not fully cock. (126199-D28449) {C&R} (100/200)

1698. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #533889, 32 S&W,
3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with freckling, a couple of small spots of light oxidation,
minor handling marks, a light turn ring on the cylinder, and strong case-hardened colors on the hammer and top-break latch with mild
oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips with H&R target logo rate excellent with minor handling blemishes. This revolver requires
mechanical attention as the hammer spring has been removed, but comes with the gun. (126080-54) {C&R} (100/200)

1699. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #139245, 32 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel
with a lightly pitted bore. The bright nickel finish rates very good with freckling, spotty oxidation , small areas of dulling, and an oxidized
front face of the cylinder; the guard's blue finish, and trigger, top-break latch and hammer's case-hardened colors are moderately strong
with moderate superficial oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips with H&R target logo rate very good to excellent with mild handling
blemishes and wear. (126112-6) {C&R} (75/175)

1700. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8993, 32 CF, 3" barrel with a mod-
erately frosted bore. The nickel finish rates excellent with minor handling marks, light spotty freckling, a couple of spots of oxidation on
the barrel rib, and a spot of pitting on the top of the grip strap; the triggerguard bluing is strong with mild freckling; the trigger and ham-
mer have moderately strong case-hardened colors with light freckling. The checkered hard rubber grips with H&R target logo rate excel-
lent with moderate handling wear. (126131-12) {C&R} (150/250)

1701. IVER JOHNSON SOLID FRAME DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #227, 32 CF, 2 1/2" barrel with a moderately pitted
bore. The metal surface retain 97% original nickel finish with spotty oxidation, freckling, and handling wear on the bottom of the guard.
The hammers case-hardened colors remain moderately strong some freckling. The “crown” design checkered hard rubber grips rate
excellent with minor handling wear. "THE AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION" is stamped on the top of the frame. (126114-4) (75/150)

1702. PEDERSOLI RIDER DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #H4934, 17 Cal, 2" barrel with a very good lightly frosted
bore. The brushed stainless steel finish rates excellent with minor handling blemishes. This pistol fires a .17 cal. ball (BB) using a No. 11
percussion cap for propellant. Comes with a wood display case that was made for a different pistol. (126075-17) (50/125)

1703. MODERN 1858 REMINGTON ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA OF ITALY serial #123770, 44 Cal, 8" bar-
rel with a very good mildly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with light oxidation on some corners and edges, a few
scratches and minor handling marks. The cylinder has a dark gray patina with moderate freckling and areas of oxidation and does not
have any of its original blue remaining. The brass triggerguard rates excellent with minor tarnish and light handling wear. This revolver
comes with a leather holster. (126198-S16718A) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1704. FEMARU MODEL 37M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #195537, 32 ACP, 3 7/8" barrel with an excellent lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with freckling, small areas of oxidation, and handling marks. The vertically grooved hard-wood grips
rate excellent with a few minor blemishes and handling wear. This pistol comes with the wrong magazine. (126128-131) (150/250)
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1705. SHOOTERS LOT Includes a single 30 round unmarked Mini-14 magazine. The magazine retains near 90% blued finish with several
small scratches and spots of oxidation staining. There is silvering along a few of the high edges but the magazine overall rates excellent.
Also included is one Gun Hugger double layer pistol case. The case measures 16” X 12” X 6” with sliding closures that have provisions
for a small diameter lock. The brown plastic case is in very good to near excellent condition (106000-2,3)

1706. MAGAZINE LOT Includes three 30 round M1/M2 carbine magazines. First are two M2 marked along the back flat retaining 90% blue
both with scattered spots of light oxidation staining and several small scratches. Third is a Japanese manufactured N.V.S. marked magazine
with several light scratches and silvering along the contact edges. Overall the magazines are in excellent condition. (106000-1)

1707. PLASTIC DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE This is a molded black plastic training rifle, very similar to 1903 training rifles we have had.
This example is black with numerous scuffs and scratches and shows remnants of a silver enamel in the areas that would have been steel
on an actual rifle. The barrel which protrudes from the forend and handguard is broken off, only about 1" remaining. The rifle is unmarked
but certainly could be resurrected if someone wished to drill the front end of the stock and install a cut-off portion of barrel (which would
actually look rather attractive). (35021-93)

1708. WOOD GUN CABINET A nine gun cabinet in good overall condition. Made from solid pine it has a light color finish and simple
design with carved dogs heads above the door. The cabinet door is missing the glass and a new piece could easily be fitted. The door
is lockable with a key which is included, and there is a pull out drawer underneath. The cabinet measures 68" high by 26" wide and is
11 1/2" deep. Some of the barrel cutouts have a strip of felt and are sized differently for rifles and shotguns. [Please note freight charges
will apply] (103667-13)

1709. CROSMAN MODEL 130 PNEUMATIC AIR PISTOL .22 caliber with 8 1/2” barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel is
marked with the Fairport N.Y. address. The metal surfaces retain near 80% of their blued and painted black finish with loss due to even
wear and flaking along the frame rails and around the triggerguard. The air pistol currently does not function properly and is in need of a
seal kit. (105663-3)

1710. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 126 serial #B12917, .22 caliber, Co2 powered air pistol. The metal surfaces retain near 90% original blue
with plastic checkered target style grips with crisp points in very good to near excellent condition. The pistol is missing the barrel but is
in otherwise very good overall condition. (105800-53)

1711. LOT OF AIR PISTOLS Includes two; first is a Daisy No. 177 Target Special pistol. The .177 caliber pistol rates very good overall
with spots of light oxidation and silvering along the working parts and high edges consistent with use. The plastic checkered target
style grips rate good to very good with both panels showing gaps along the bottom edge of the frame. Second is a Crosman “36” Co2
BB Revolver with original box. The revolver retains 85% original painted finish with spots of flaking mostly on the cylinder with spots
around the Co2 tensioning screw as well. The box is complete with several scuffs and separated seams on the top half but remains in
good overall condition. (105872-4, 5A)

1712. CLEANING RODS Includes two M96 Broomhandle Pistol cleaning rods for full length pistols (Not Bolo). Both rods are individual-
ly numbered 136 and 5877 with small six groove barrel-shaped handles in very good to excellent condition. (105576-69)

1713. GRIP LOT Includes a set of genuine stag grips for a Colt 1911-Government series pistol. The grips have a high gloss finish and are
very smooth to the touch even along the edges of the veins. The grips are in very good to near excellent condition with a tiny sliver miss-
ing from the front lower corner of the right side grip panel. (105865-238A)

1714. SCOPE LOT Includes a Leupold Vari-XIII 2.5-8X36mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. There are ring marks evi-
dent on the tube but it remains in excellent overall condition. (106177-7B)

1715. SCOPE LOT Includes a J. Unertl 10x43 spoting scope. The scope comes with a set of Weaver Detachable rings retaining near 70%
of its original fading finish with spots of light oxidation staining and silvering on its more prominent working parts. This is an overall good
condition Unertl with standard crosshair and slightly fuzzy optics. (105775-2)

1716. WINCHESTER AMMUNITION LOT Includes a partial 20 round box of 40-72-32 labeled smokeless cartridges for the Winchester
1895 repeating rifle. The box contains 11 cartridges in very good overall condition. Also included are 8 unprimed cases all varying in con-
dition with spots of verdigris present. The box itself rates about good with several splits, scuffs, and repaired seams. The top label is 95%
intact and legible with light ingrained dirt smudging and scuffing observed. (103070-53F)

1717. RELOADING PRESS Includes a Dietemeyer Loader No.200 shotshell press. The press is in good overall condition and appears com-
plete and is set up for loading 12 ga paper hulled shotshells. Also included are a four additional assorted parts located inside the shot
tower. (103128-3A)

1718. CRESCENT FIREARMS PERFECTION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #325632, 12 ga, 20” round barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain near 70% original blue with loss due to fading, oxidation staining and wear all consistent with
heavy use. The mechanism seems to function correctly and the smooth pistolgrip stock and forend rate fair to good as repaired and refin-
ished with multiple cracks. The buttstock is not attached to the shotgun due to a missing screw when in place it gives the gun an over-
all measurement of 34 1/4”. This is perfect rainy day project gun with potential. (105458-18) (50/100)

1719. KNIFE LOT Includes a bone handle double edged sporting knife with hand stitched leather sheath. The blade is marked on both
sides in what is very interpretive English whereas the markings are barely visible with “W. Butc” partially showing. The knife measure 11
1/4” overall with a 6 3/4” blade that has been ground and is covered with patches of active oxidation and staining. There is a soldered
brass finger guard in place and the handle has been affixed by a steel pin through the metal and bone. The simple constructed belt loop
sheath is in fair condition with several popped stitches, cracking, and scratches located near all over the dried leather. With some time
and a lot of effort this could become a treasure resurrected from a life of poor storage. (105442-10)

1720. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION Includes a full tan two piece 20 round box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 45-70
Gov. The cartridges are marked Rem-UMC, and WRA on the head stamps and vary in condition from good to near excellent. The box is
in fair condition with most of its label gone as well as showing multiple stains, scuffs, and separated seams. (105269-3)

1721. SWAROVSKI OPTICS SPOTTING SCOPE Includes a Habicht variable 25-40X75 extendable spotting scope with box, papers
and rubber protective covers. This is a high quality scope with crisp clear optics and easily adjustable settings for fast focus down range
or across the valleys of those big mountains out west in excellent to near new-in-the box condition. (105761-16)

1722. BUTTSTOCK LOT AK Laminated wood Dragonov style buttstock for an AK-47 rifle. Thumbhole stock has multiple light handling marks
and scattered blemishes but is in overall very good condition. (106205-33)

1723. EKOL FIRAT COMPACT BLANK FIRING PISTOL serial #EFC-860060, proprietary 9mm blank, with 4” barrel. The metal
surfaces retain 95% plus of its original chrome colored painted finish with black painted trim. The pebble textured molded plastic grips
rate very good and the action seems to work properly. The pistol is missing its magazine and is in very good to excellent condition.
(104470-28) {Non-Gun}
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1724. MAGAZINE POUCH Includes a leather two place 1911-government model magazine pouch that is marked “U.S.” / “Boyt-45” along
the belt loop with minor scratches and scuffing scattered sporadically about in very good to near excellent condition. (105697-3)

1725. LOT OF HOLSTERS Two black colored commercial Walther PP holsters stamped with the “Albrecht Kind” of Nurnberg trademark on
the inside flap. The first holster is in excellent condition overall with only minor surface scratches noted. There are no military acceptance
marks on either holster. Second is an identically marked holster in a slightly less state of condition. (105575-38)

1726. U.S. M-1916 HOLSTER U.S. marked holster by Boyt dated 1944 with tight stitching and supple leather that has wear consistent
with use to include light scattered scratches and scuffing near all over. The brass rivets and closure tab all exhibit varying levels of oxida-
tion staining and or verdigris. The holster is in very good overall condition. (105450-3)

1727. LOT OF DUTY BELTS Includes two leather belts with accessories. First is a black colored Service Mfg., belt that measures 2”x43”
with a Bucheimer B3 holster and Cart West No.38 marked combination cartridge and handcuff caddy. The items are in very good overall
condition with light scattered scratches, scuffing and spots of mildew staining. Second is a Service Mfg., black colored belt that measures
2”X46” with accessories. They include an unmarked 12 loop cartridge caddy, Bucheimer handcuff holster with Astra manufactured hand-
cuffs (keys not included) and a brown colored George Lawrence Co., No. 250/528 holster. The items are in good overall condition with
appropriate wear from use. (105750-1)

1728. U.S. M-1916 HOLSTER U.S. marked holster by Sears dated 1942 with a deep russet brown color. The holster has tight stitching
and is missing the leather tie strap. The brass rivets are a green/black color due to verdigris staining and the leather is soft and still sup-
ple. Aside from some light scuffing and scratches this is an overall very good example. (105649-3)

1729. U.S. M-3 SHOULDER HOLSTER U.S. marked holster by Boyt dated 1943. Holster is complete with tight stitching, several scuff
marks, scratches, and has a few small scars in the rig itself. At some point there was a brass star added through the front “U.S.” stamp-
ing. The leather is still supple and the brass hardware has tarnished but the holster remains in good overall condition. (105649-4)

1730. HOLSTER LOT Includes three; first is an M-1897 holster by Textan dated 1942. The brown colored flap holster is U.S. marked with
tight stitching and brass hardware. The leather is still supple with several light scratches and scuff marks visible from use. Second is a
brown colored unmarked M-1916 style flap holster missing the leather leg tie with tight stitching and spots of active verdigris on the brass
hardware. Third is a black colored commercial P.08 style hard shell holster. The holster is marked “Wilhelms / Bosingfeld” under the flap.
The stitching is tight and the belt loops are dried and cracking but remain supple. The holsters included in this lot are in very good to near
excellent condition overall. (105717-8)

1731. WINE SKIN Alpine Crafts Company No.341 one quart leather wine bag. The item appears as new in the package and is latex lined.
This is an interesting yet functional drink caddy in excellent condition. (103746-7D)

1732. CUSTOM 1896 BROOMHANDLE HOLSTER-STOCK Crafted from burl walnut fitted with Mauser attaching iron #000
stamped along bottom edge and steel hardware. There are two repaired cracks in the stock one near the attaching iron and the other on
the lid. The metal to wood fit is less than perfect but the lovely figure of the wood distracts from the craftsman’s imperfections. Stock is
in very good overall condition. (104268-11)

1733. AFTERMARKET HI-POWER STOCK Includes a walnut stock with painted black steel hardware and attaching iron. The stock
is in unused as near new condition with leather shoulder straps included. (105673-84A)

1734. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON PARTS Includes a nickel finish 38 top break barrel, cylinder, grips, hammer spring, hammer, and side
plate. The barrel is 4” with a bright excellent bore and the cylinder is numbered 530584. Both retain 95% original finish with the cylinder
showing a turn ring and a couple of small spots oxidation staining. The hammer shows trace amounts of case-hardened finish and the dia-
mond checkered grips are free of defects with mild flattening of points. Overall the parts in this lot are in excellent condition. (105212-24)

1735. WINCHESTER STOCK Includes a model 69A stock with nickel plated triggerguard. The smooth pistol grip stock rates excellent with
minor handling marks to include light scratches small impressions predominately around the pistolgrip and along the forearm. The stock is
fitted with a hard rubber checkered Winchester logo buttplate that has spots of white residue in excellent overall condition. (105095-5)

1736. STOCK LOT Includes a custom Anschutz target rifle stock with checkered forend and pistol grip. The stock has multiple dents; ding,
scratches and impressions scattered near all over its length and is missing its buttplate. The barrel channel measures 18 1/4” X 1 1/8”
stepped down to 1 1/16” where the barrel would meet the receiver. The channel is approximately 3/8” deep its entire length. There are
a number of stuck-on applique’s and the stock is very short-no doubt to accommodate an adjustable buttplate which is not present. This
stock would make a great replacement with a little freshening up. (105087-4)

1737. LOT OF KNIVES AND POCKET TOOLS Includes seven items first is a Robeson Cutlery four blade pocket knife serial # 64305
with jigged bone handles in very good overall condition. The blades have seen multiple sharpening. Second is a pair of steel scissors
marked Henry Seymour measuring 12” overall in very good condition. Third is an unmarked bone handle sporting knife with wood and
sheet copper sheath that measures 10” overall. The decorative punch-engraved blade has seen several sharpenings and there is a small
crack on the top of the handle near the back strap of the blade. The creative sheath is in very good overall condition with a tight soldered
seam. Fourth is a decorative bone handle dress dagger with decorative sheath with rope wrap. The dagger measures 9” overall and
does not appear to have been sharpened. There is a small crack in the handle that does flex but, overall a very good condition dagger.
Fifth is a wet stone in a custom fitted hinged wooden case. Sixth is a J. Rodgers of Sheffield marked scalpel with cardboard sleeve mea-
suring 6” overall in very good condition with some light oxidation staining on the blade. Seventh is a nine-piece pocket tool kit in a leather
carry case. It includes a pocket knife sized handle with attachments to include; hammer, chisel, turn screw, can opener, pick, saw and
file. Also included is a small pair of straight mouth pliers. This is a neat little accessory kit that could be very handy in one’s car, first aid
kit, or sporting bag. (105178-6, 7)

1738. LOT OF CLEANING RODS Includes seven one piece steel and/or fiberglass rods ranging in length from 25” to 40” with either plas-
tic or steel handles in very good overall condition. A couple are steele “barracks rods” a couple are Dewey. (105087-7)

1739. LOT OF GUN PARTS Includes a variety of parts and sights to include 32 paper envelopes, boxes, and plastic bags of miscellaneous
Remington, Browning, Savage, and Ithaca firing pins, sights, piston o-rings, filler screws and springs. Also included in this lot are Williams
right side Giant Head Safety for a model 12 shotgun, Lyman 57 SA rear sight base missing aperture and an additional Lyman slide with
aperture. (103746-7D14, 7D8)

1740. MAGAZINE LOT Includes five M1 Carbine mags and a canvas U.S. marked pouch. The canvas pouch has black painted brass hardware
with the following stenciled inside the cover “pocket, cartridge, caliber, 30M-1 / carbine or rifle 74-P-142-25 / Correct Shoes, Inc. 1952” in
excellent condition containing two cosmoline wrapped 15 round magazines. Also included in this lot are two 15 round and one 5 round steel
magazines in excellent condition. The two 15 round mags are coded “RUGG” and “KSC” with one rubber dust cover. (103746-7D7)

1741. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES Lot includes 20 assorted items to include a small bag with four compasses, a match
tin, and whistle. Also included are three Velcro adhered leather recoil pads by Action; Bucheimer cartridge carrier; No. B36-79 Holster,
and a Bob Allen “Insert-A-Pad”. Last is a Dyna Lok pad lock (key included) with coated nylon 6 foot cable and an assortment of shot gun
cleaning rod parts. The items in this lot are in very good to excellent condition. (103746-7D15, 7D6, 7D21)
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1742. FLAP HOLSTER An unmarked commercial flap holster that shows heavy flaking along the body with stitching that remains tight and
dry but still supple leather. This is an overall fair to good condition holster that would accept several medium framed revolvers with up to
a 5” barrel. (105228-8)

1743. LOT OF CROSMAN AIR PISTOLS Includes three; first is a Model 33C, .22 cal., Co2 powered revolver. The revolver seems to
function correctly but the left side grip panel is broken and currently is being held in place by rubber bands. Second and third are two
Marksman Repeaters both .177 caliber, spring actuated pistols. Both are in very good condition one has a partial Styrofoam insert with
cardboard cover and manual. (105095-6A, 6B, 6C)

1744. ANTIQUE CAST IRON
SALUTE CANNON This is a
large-size all-iron salute cannon on a
field-style carriage. The bore mea-
sures 1 3/8" and is 13 7/8" deep with
an overall length muzzle face to cas-
cabel of 18". The carriage is a split-
trail design with three iron stretchers,
the gun measuring 35" overall length
muzzle face to tip of trace. The cast
iron five-spoke wheels are 14 3/4" in
diameter with a maximum width axle-
tip to axle-tip of 16 1/4". The cannon
retains perhaps 70% of an old heavy
black enamel paint, over a red enam-
el, over a white enamel, the succes-
sive layers being revealed in minor
chipping. The right trunnion shows
an old welded repair around its
periphery, it appears very well done
and done many many years ago. The
gun is of course bored and vented
and features a very good bore show-
ing light pitting, more moderate in the
combustion area beneath the touc-
hole. The middle stretcher has had
the nuts broken off each end, it is of
no consequence as the other two
stretchers hold the trace together
securely. An impressive cannon overall weighing about 145 pounds, please note that extra shipping will apply. Really a super cannon
that would look wonderful in any gun room or gentleman's den. (35780-13) (800/1000)

1745. U.S. MODEL 1842 MUSKET SOCKET BAYONET This U.S.-marked bayonet has an 18" blade with near full-length face flute
and full-length back flutes. The bayonet is an overall tarnished pewter patina with light brown oxidation staining and some light pitting
nearer the tip. The socket is 3" in length with an inside diameter of about 13/16". The U.S. marking is slightly light along its lower edge,
no scabbard is present. A nice example overall. (35984-105)

1746. U.S. MCKEEVER CARTRIDGE BOX This is a brown leather top-grain belt cartridge box for use with the Krag rifles and carbines.
The exterior shows a neatly embossed "U.S." in oval on its lid with the leather rating excellent showing only some very minor scuffs and
handling marks and the seam stitching near fully intact. The box is "Rock Island/Arsenal/1909/TCC" marked on its upper half. The inte-
rior canvas cartridge loops rating about very good with minor verdigris and ingrained soiling from the years. The combination tool is not
present. A very nice example overall that would nicely complement your late cartouched Krag rifle or even an early 1903. (36125-7)

1747. JOHNSON AUTOMATICS MODEL 1941 SELF-LOADING RIFLE BARREL 7 mm Mauser, 22 3/4" barrel with an about
very good bore which shows strong rifling but with minor frosting within the grooves. The barrel retains about 90% original parkerized fin-
ish and is numbered 8359E. The breech end shows various proof marks while the underside of the barrel is marked "Navy Arms Company
Ridgefield New Jersey". Oddly the last 3/4" of the barrel at the muzzle has been neatly machined with internal threads for some reason.
Overall a very good Johnson Model 1941 7mm Mauser barrel. (36026-1A)

1748. COLT MODEL 1911 FRAME serial #201775, United States Property marked on its left dust cover. The frame has been overall bead
blasted with a number of the edges slightly soft from a prior bright-polishing (this evidenced by the bright polish noted, from when the
safety was removed, having been bead-blasted in place); it is now an overall dull gun metal gray with some minor oxidation. The frame is
completely stripped but retains the stock screw bushings, ejector and plunger spring housing. The frontstrap is neatly stamped
"H.A.Cole/U.S. Navy". Possibly a good platform for that custom race 1911 you’ve been wanting to build. (35614-22)

1749. RMT 1911 FRAME AND SLIDE LOT serial #R00547, This is a matte gray alloy frame from Ranger Machine and Tool of South El
Monte California. The frame itself is stripped but for the stock screw bushings and plunger tube assembly, it retains nearly all of its orig-
inal anodized finish with only minor scratches and handling marks. Included is a Second World War-vintage Remington Rand slide. The
slide as well is stripped and is primarily a dull gray and brown patina with some light pinprick pitting overall. (35694-8)

1750. GERMAN MANNS PATENT SEMI-AUTO VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #19185-21, 25 ACP, 1 3/4" barrel with a very good
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with loss due to toning to pewter on the high edges and contact points. There
are no grips present, no safety present, no magazine present and there may be other small parts missing. (35694-9) (10/50)

1751. UNMARKED BELGIAN CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL About .48 cal. percussion, 2" barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces are an overall soft brown oxidized patina with the frame flats showing light engraving. There is no wood present
and the mechanism does not function. (35824-4) {ANTIQUE} (10/20)

1752. ROBBINS & LAWRENCE CO. PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4162, 28 cal. percussion, 4" five-shot barrel cluster with about
very good bores. The metal surfaces are an overall soft plum brown and pewter gray patina with the barrel's showing light engraving near
the breeches, also with some light engraving on the frame. The ribbed barrels are maker marked, the engraved portion shows numerous
minor dings and impact marks obscuring some of the engraving. The frame shows some light pinprick pitting. The walnut stocks are later
replacements and are not completely finished. The ring trigger is present as is a bent barrel catch, it would appear as though no other
parts are present. (35455-2) {ANTIQUE} (40/80)
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1753. MAUSER MODEL 1910 POCKET PISTOL serial #223492, 25 ACP, 3" barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces retain about
60% dark gray-blue fading original blue, the balance toned to pewter and soft brown patina; the trigger shows some remnants of very
good pale fire temper blue as does the safety. The checkered one-piece walnut grip rates about very good with the checkering worn
to flat-top with numerous dings along the butt. The gun is disassembled and may be missing parts, most notably the safety catch and
its spring. (35694-3) (40/80)

1754. COLT NEW POLICE 32 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #34730, 32 New Police, 4" barrel with an about good bore. The
metal surfaces are primarily a pewter gray and soft faded brown patina with some generous traces of original blue in the protected areas
and flutes. The checkered hard rubber Colt logo grips rate very good with some softened points. The gun is currently disassembled, all
the parts appear to be present (no guarantees) however the hammer stud is broken off in the frame. (35694-7) (50/100)

1755. LOT OF IVER JOHNSON BLANK-FIRING REVOLVERS serial #'s S35163 & S43086, 32 cal. blank, The metal surfaces retain
about 92% original blue with light scratches handling marks, light oxidation and wear to pewter. Both guns are currently disassembled like-
ly with a number of parts missing. There is only one cylinder present and none of the grips are completely unmarred or un-chipped. [Please
note BATFE considers these to be modern revolver frames as they are "readily convertible to fire fixed ammunition".] (35694-5,6) (20/50)

1756. MAUSER GEWEHR 98 ACTION BY DANZIG serial #3353, (action only). The metal surfaces are lightly cleaned gunmetal gray
with overall light oxidation. The receiver rings have been professionally drilled and tapped for scope bases and the charging guide area
milled flat. A non-matching bolt with straight handle is included, it is an assembly less the extractor and collar. No other parts of the action
are included. Milled bottom metal is included numbered to a different receiver, it is stripped with no parts. (35953-68) (40/80)

1757. REMO MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1905, 12 ga., 23 1/2" plain barrel with a moderately oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are an overall dark gray patina with pewter undertones showing light overall oxidation. All the metal parts have been serial num-
bered alike by Remo. There is no front bead, and the barrel has clearly been cut at some point, rather amateurishly. (35392-1) (25/75)

1758. U.S. MODEL 1917 BARRELED ACTION BY EDDYSTONE serial #1186309, 30-06, 26" 3-19 dated Winchester barrel with
an about very good bore which shows strong rifling but with some minor scattered frosting. The metal surfaces are an overall dark gray
faded original blue patina with toning to pewter and some scattered oxidation. This is a complete barreled action with bottom metal and
bolt assembly, all mixed parts, there are no action screws nor stock present. (35485-1) (50/125)

1759. STEVENS MODEL 87D BARRELED ACTION 22 LR, 24" barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a soft
brown oxidized patina with minor pitting on the barrel and some pinprick pitting on the receiver. The inner magazine tube is not pre-
sent, it would appear as though the recoil and striker springs and firing pin are not present nor is the extractor. It is likely other parts
may be missing. (35614-23) (15/30)

1760. HAMILTON RIFLE COMPANY NO. 15 RECIPROCATING BREECH RIFLE 22 RF, 8" rifled barrel with an about good bore.
The metal surfaces are primarily a soft brown and pewter patina with light near overall oxidation. The walnut buttstock rates very good
showing perhaps some old added finish and with minor dings and handling marks from the years. The takedown screw which holds stock
to receiver frame is no longer present. The action seems to function properly. (6006,9-10) (20/50)

1761. HAMILTON RIFLE COMPANY NO. 27 PIVOT BREECH RIFLE 22 RF, 16" barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces are
an overall soft brown and faded dark gray patina with scattered oxidation spots and perhaps a light pinprick pit here and there. The forend
rates about very good, there is no buttstock present. There is a soldered front sight in place with no rear sight present. The action seems
to function well however there is light vertical play barrel-to-frame. (35669-110) (40/80)

1762. SAVAGE REVOLVING FIREARMS COMPANY NAVY MODEL REVOLVER .36 cal. percussion, 7" octagon barrel with a
poor bore. This is a relic-condition Savage Navy model revolver. The metal surfaces are an overall dark brown heavily oxidized patina with
overall light and moderate pitting. The tip of the loading lever is missing, the sideplate is missing, there are no grips and it is likely there
are missing small parts. (Not functioning mechanically) (35872-26) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1763. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME AND FOREND serial #21563, (frame only) Frame retains about
95% vivid color case-hardening with very good blue on the triggerguard, top lever and forend iron. The checkered pistolgrip and smooth
forend rate very good with a small chip from the flared butt on the pistolgrip and a light ding at the flared upper tang. This example fea-
tures the widely rearward-flaring grip tang. Likely from a 32-20 WCF, the barrel has gone missing but the action with-in the frame seems
to function well. (35944-18) (150/250)

1764. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HANDY GUN FRAME AND FOREND serial #49240, (frame only) Frame retains about
92% vivid color case-hardening with very good blue on the triggerguard, top lever and fading colors on the forend iron. The checkered
pistolgrip and smooth forend rate about excellent with much original varnish and only minor handling marks. This example features the
short truncated grip tang. Likely from a 32-20 WCF, the barrel has gone missing but the action with-in the frame seems to function well.
(35944-17) (150/250)

1765. GERMAN P.08 LUGER MAGAZINE This is a blued-body magazine with wooden base. The body retains about 85% original blue,
the loss is due primarily to fading with wear to pewter around the lips. The wooden base appears to be made of beech and is not num-
bered. The magazine is completely unmarked. (35849-45A)

1766. GERMAN P.08 LUGER HOLSTER BY GENSCHOW This is a black hard-sided Luger holster marked on its rear "Genschow &
Co A.G./Berlin" and dated 1936 with an eagle WaA112 stamping between the date and maker's mark. The holster rates very good to very
good plus overall with only light scuffing and very light crackling being mostly supple and flexible. All the seam stitching is still intact and
there is good japanning on the buckle. "ToM" is lightly scratched into the lid of the holster upside down (way-to-go “Tom”). Included
inside is a dull gray takedown tool which is unmarked. An about excellent early-war Third Reich example overall. (35984-1A)

1767. LOT OF GUN ACCESSORIES This is a small lot of sights and other accessories. Two Micro semiautomatic pistol rear sights. One
Lyman Globe style front sight. Two blued steel apertures, 1" and 7/8" in diameter. One tin of Lyman 17A sight inserts. One steel dovetail
scope mounting block for externally adjustable scope ring. There is a nickel plated steel swiss style buttplate with no screws. A pivoting
handstop mount, no base or handstop included. A Flaigs ace No. 9 trigger shoe. A brass sideplate for a muzzleloader which is a lightly,
nicely engraved. Two brass cleaning rod sections. A mainspring and triggerguard for a top break revolver. (35006-90 2D)
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1768. HAND TOOLED WESTERN SADDLE BY STEINER
Russet brown padded hand-tooled stitched seat. Overall floral
hand tooled with tight seam stitching and a few minor abrasions
along the rolled edge of the cantle. Saddle has a medium horn and

a broad "horned" swell with left-side lariat strap; there are minor abra-
sions on the horn and the wide edges of the swell. The seat is maker

marked "Buck Steiner/Maker/Austin Tex" in oval, as well as on the rear
jockey behind the cantle. There are six stamped-leather conchos with
rawhide lashings and the saddle is single-rigged. The skirt and jockey are
rounded and the fenders hand tooled as well with leather covered stir-
rups, each with dual leather conchos. The skirt is fleece backed, the lin-
ing fully intact and in excellent condition. A single leather flank strap is
included. The leather is overall pliable and still supple showing the minor
scuffs and drying that comes with a used saddle. Thomas "Buck" Steiner
was born in Cedar Creek in Bastrop County Texas on December 2, 1899.
At the age of twelve he ran away and began working in Wild West Shows
and continued to compete in rodeos and performed stunts for Hollywood
before starting a saddle and boot making shop in Austin in 1930. In
1993 he was inducted into the National Cowboy Hall of Fame in
Oklahoma City. A very attractive Western saddle overall with plenty of life
left. (35419-44) (200/400)

1769. US MCCLELLAN SECOND PAT-
TERN 1904 CAVALRY SADDLE
WITH BIT AND SADDLE BAGS
This is a fully rigged McClellan model
1904 pattern cavalry saddle size 11 1/2.
The saddle comes with rounded safes and
hooded 1904 pattern stirrups with heavily
embossed "U.S." on the hoods; along with
the attendant quarter and stirrup straps to
suspend them (it is possible that the quarter
straps are modern). There is a braided cincha
included with its strap as well. The metal hardware is
primarily a lightly oxidized tarnished ocher patina while
the leather remains mostly smooth and supple with only
light scuffs and handling marks from the years. Included
are a pair of 1904 second pattern saddlebags by Long, dated 1917. The saddlebags
rate very good plus with light scuffing and flaking, but overall still supple. The cen-
ter strap and buckle are present with each left and right strap being removed from
both the left and right bags. There is some light separation at the leading edge of
the throat of both the left and right bag that shows some re-stitching and a field
repair. Also included is a 1909 curb bit with chain size-marked "3" and also "U.S."
marked, the bit retaining very good original nickel plate with light oxidation. An
appropriate pair of reins are attached as well as an appropriate bridle and Federal
Eagle rosettes; the bridle may be more contemporary as the leather is very new. The
rosettes show light tarnishing to the silver plate with some light wear exposing the
copper beneath. A canvas 58 inch Rock Island Arsenal marked saddle blanket is
included rating very good plus. A very complete and handsome-looking McClellan
saddle overall. (35538-22) (400/600)
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1770. ANTIQUE BUTTPLATE LOT This lot consists primarily of antique hard rubber butt plates. There are four; two are checkered, two
are grooved. All show a moderate amount of wear but could be used to replace chipped or cracked buttplates on antique doubles. One
of the grooved plates has a chip missing. One checkered hard rubber gripcap, likely for a Savage, a medallion or insert goes over the
screw hole, it is not present. One blued steel Winchester style rear swivel, overall oxidized. One saddlering carbine-style buttplate, heav-
ily oxidized (maybe a trapdoor buttplate). A half-dozen oxidized screws are included. (33796-5)

1771. REMINGTON MODEL SEVEN YOUTH STOCK ASSEMBLY This is a birch Remington Model Seven stock for the youth-
model Remington Model Seven rifle. The stock rates very good plus overall with only minor dings and handling marks and wear on the
sharp edges. The Remington rifle pad is intact as are the QD sling swivel studs. (35293-3)

1772. SHOOTERS STOCK LOT This lot consists of a cut-down 1903A3 stock of walnut. The stock has crisp "R.I.A./FK" and "RA-P" rebuild
markings with remnants of an FJA cartouche as well. The stock is either from a Remington or Smith Corona product. The stock is com-
pletely stripped of hardware and has been shortened to within 9" of the junction of barrel and receiver. Savage 99 forend. This is a check-
ered walnut forend with schnabel tip for a solid-frame Savage 1899 rifle. The escutcheon is present for the retaining screw and there has
been a hole drilled ahead of this for a QD swivel stud which is not present. The stock retains much original varnish with crisp checkering
and a tiny chip missing from its left rear edge, the right upper edge showing a 5" crack which would be an easy repair. The barrel chan-
nel appears to have been opened slightly. The serial number 579967 is stamped on the rear face of the forend. (35293-4,5)

1773. MISCELLANEOUS STOCK LOT This lot consists of two forearms. First is a custom-made shellflame maple forearm for a Browning
Superposed shotgun. The quality of the workmanship somewhat rudimentary, appearing to be for a 12 ga. gun. The forearm is semi-gloss fin-
ished and uncheckered. If not adaptable to a Superposed it certainly would make very nice knife scales or perhaps small handgun grips. The
second forearm is a splinter style and is diamond-checkered near overall. It is for a part octagon part round barreled gun with a small hole at
its rear face. Possibly for a Ballard or other single shot rifle. The width across the barrel flats is 1 1/8". It rates very good plus. (35006-92B)

1774. ANTIQUE REVOLUTIONARY WAR-ERA
FASCINE KNIFE This is the consummate rev. war-
era fascine knife. The 12 1/2" blade has a sharply
hooked bill at its front edge and is 3 1/2" at its widest
section with an overall length of 17 3/4". The blade is
an overall dark oxidized brown patina and features a
crisp hallmark "EP" stamp on its obverse ahead of the
grip. A check of Bezdek's American Swords and
Sword Makers suggests this may have been forged by
Edward Pilkington, Chester County Pennsylvania
whitesmith, blacksmith and cutler who was active
1765-1776. The grip appears to be of oak and is riveted to the knife with heavy square iron staples. The rear edge of the grip has a sharp
protruding J-shaped hook for hanging on one's belt or off the breastworks. Really a very nice, quality-made example overall in a fine state
of condition. (34192-102)

1775. WINCHESTER MODEL 24 BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #8634, 12 ga., 22" shortened barrels with very good bores.
The metal surfaces are primarily an overall dark gray and brown patina with overall very light oxidation. There is no forend, the forend iron
assembly is still in place. The gun is currently disassembled and the triggerplate is hanging loose. There is no top lever nor any screws
present. The buttstock rates about very good and has been shortened slightly. The length of pull to the rear of the stock is about 13 3/8".
(35334-42) (50/100)

1776. LOT OF COLT FIREARMS COMPANY HISTORICAL PRINTS This is the familiar set of six Colt revolver prints put out by the
Colt company in the 40s-50s. Included are nice images of the Colt Texas Paterson revolver, the Colt Walker revolver, the Colt Wells Fargo
percussion revolver, the Colt 1851 Navy revolver, the Colt 1860 Army revolver and the Colt Single Action Army "peacemaker " revolver. A
nice depiction of each revolver is front and center of the view with a historical scene in the background of each, whether Indian fight,
Mexican-American war, Civil War etc. Each print measures 14" by 11" overall with each view measuring roughly 10 3/4" by 7". The prints
are overall very good plus to excellent with a couple showing some very minor foxing or handling marks. The pressed card outer folding
sleeve is present reading "A Collection of Colt Historical Prints 1836-1873" showing some minor oil staining on its front. The outer ship-
ping envelope is also included postmarked April of 1943 with the Colts Patent Firearms Company label on the front. A lovely set of prints
suitable for professional framing. (34892-60)

1777. LOT OF COLT PATENTS This is a lot of patents granted to the Colts Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company (its successors, assigns
etc.) from 1919, 1920, 1929, 1930, 1933 and 1934. These appear to be the actual original patents from the patent office of the United
States of America, printed, numbered, bound in blue cloth with a red patent seal affixed to the same. The patents are for: (two) "machines
for washing dishes and other articles"; "a dishwashing machine"; (two) "washing machines" and the last for "jet devices for washing
machines". All were invented by George Webb of West Hartford Connecticut, all are assigned to the Colt Patent Firearms Manufacturing
Company. Copies of the letters of assignment are included signed by George Webb and a local notary public. There is some Colt inter-
department correspondence included with some and all include the patent drawings of the individual machines in question. These could
be very handy if at any point you wanted to start manufacturing 1920s-era dishwashing equipment. Really an interesting lot of documents
for the engineer or fancier of antique equipment. (34366-Q)

1778. LOT OF COLT PATENT CORRESPONDENCE This is a rather large lot of patent correspondence between Colt Firearms and a
Lawrence Langner of New York, foreign patent attorney. The first batch of correspondence is dated 1919 and is in relation to Swiss patent
applications for the automatic machine gun and automatic machine rifle (appears to be the BAR). Basically acknowledging receipt of cor-
respondence etc., what appears to be a copy of the Swiss patent or perhaps patent application is included. They are are certificates of
tax payments from 1926-1935 from Stevens, Langner, Perry and Rawlinson in London for payments of both Norwegian and Swiss patent
taxes. There are letters of patent renewal as well from 1933 right up through postwar time basically acknowledging foreign and British
patent applications and an application specifically regarding something being made by the British government and patent renewal taxes.
The next part of the lot deals with a number power of attorney assignments for patent matters in four countries, specifically appearing to
be South America. There is a 1926-dated Argentina assignment, a 1925-dated assignment which seems to be Polish, a 1914 power of
attorney assignment for Argentina, one for Uruguay, one for Paraguay and yet another for Argentina. There is also correspondence reg-
istering trademarks in Cuba, in 1925 and 6. These for the Colt "Noark" trademark they use on their electric fuses and the "Vulcabeston"
trademark used on compressed packing, gaskets, washers pump valves etc. (I think it should’ve been called “Coltbestos”) Overall a some-
what interesting lot of Colt patent documents. (34366-R)

1779. LOT OF VICTORINOX FOLDING KNIVES Two total: (1) Swiss Champ 29 nine tool red plastic knife measuring 3 1/2” x 1 1/4”
equipped with but not limited to large and small blades, can opener , screwdrivers pliers, magnifying glass, ballpoint pen, files and
corkscrew; (1) White Executive white nine tool white plastic compact knife measuring 2 7/8” equipped with an orange peeler and cutter,
screwdriver, large and small blades, tweezers, toothpick, nail file and scissors. Both knives are in as-new condition with their original fac-
tory boxes and instruction sheets. (56020-K193)
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1780. LOT OF OLDER FIXED BLADE KNIVES Two total: (1) vintage AMF Voit Swimaster knife measuring 12” overall with a 7” thin
steel spear point blade equipped with a sharpened false edge and sawtooth top edge. The blade has a dark gray patina with modest pit-
ting and oxidation staining. The aluminum guard rates fair with modest pitting as does the dried hardwood handle having cracks along
the seams exposing the tang along with light wear marks and verdigris on the retention pins. Knife includes an original rubber sheath with
light oxidation staining and handlings marks; (1) all metal knife most likely for salt water use measuring 10 1/4” overall with a 6” clip point
blade. The blade is an overall dull gray metal with a rounded tip modest sharpening marks and scattered oxidation staining. The molded
aluminum one-piece handle with guard and pommel are a dull pewter gray with light specks of oxidation. Knife includes an equally fair
condition leather sheath with light staining and separating seams. (56020-K197)

1781. LEATHERMAN MAGLITE COMBO This lot contains a two pocket black nylon case containing a classic Leatherman Super Tool
measuring 4 1/2” and equipped but not limited to the following: pliers, saw, clip point blade, screw drivers, file and ruler. Also included is
a Maglite Mini two cell AA flashlight with black anodized finish. Both items appear unused in as-new condition. A neat compact yet use-
ful combo set. (56020-K183)

1782. EARLY BUCK FOLDING KNIFE This is an older 1950’s era pre-model 110 folding knife measuring 4 3/4” with a 4” clip point high
carbon steel blade. The blade still remains bright having light scuffs from being carefully sharpened through the years and is marked
“BUCK” at the rear top corner of the reverse blade. The walnut scales rate fine and are fastened by three small brass pins. The pins show
a darkened tarnished patina closely matching that of the brass bolsters which actually compliment the age of the folder. Knife includes a
soft leather buckskin colored belt sheath with Buck marked bright snap. A neat early Buck knife for either belt or display. (56020-K178)

1783. KNIFE PROTECTION LOT Eight items total: (4) small bottles of A.G. Russell Rust Free knife and gun rust and tarnish preventative
oil, full and unused; (4) EZE-LAP model S diamond hook & knife pen clip sharpening hones in factory sealed packages. (56020-K199)

1784. RANDALL KNIFE SOCIETY BELT LOT This lot contains one 41” and one 47” brown leather belts with hand tooled basketweave
front motifs and stamped Randall Knife Society logos on the back loop between the snaps. Also included are two pewter knife society
buckles with blue baize storage pouches and factory cardboard boxes. (56020-K28)

1785. LOT OF SHARPENING HONES This lot contains 12 fine India 3” red sharpening hones commonly found in modern Randall Made
knife sheaths. Hones are in excellent unused condition. (56020-KS1)

1786. PILTDOWN PRODUCTIONS SPECIAL
EDITION MAMMOTH NO. 7 OBSIDIAN
KNIFE This Errett Callahan creation measures 11
1/4” overall with a 4 1/2” obsidian spear point blade
hand knapped by Mr. Callahan and is signed on the
reverse blade. The handle is constructed of carved
mammoth ivory and is decorated with punch dots and
circles at the throat, and has an attractive
scrimshawed single-colored wooly mammoth frozen
tundra scene, by American Heritage schrimshander
Alan Jiranek. The back of handle lists model number
with manufacture date of 1988. Included with this
knife is a certificate of authenticity signed by Errett
Callahan, PhD and Alan Jiranek listing model and 3
Dec 88 date of manufacture, the graver tip used for
carving the handle and a padded case. A fabulous
obsidian knife manufactured by one of the great flintk-
nappers of our time. (56020-K70)

1787. BLACKJACK EK “ONE OF A KIND” FIGHTING KNIFE This third generation fixed blade knife measures 12 1/4” overall with
a 6 1/2” full tang surgical steel blade equipped with a 4” sharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened and except for a few light
specks of staining retains all of its matte gray finish matching that of the rectangular aluminum double guard and tang with lanyard hole
equipped extended butt. The dark American walnut double curved edged handles are fastened by three heavy duty X-Head fasteners.
Knife includes a factory O.D. Mil-Spec nylon sheath with Velcro handle strap and black D-ring tip. An as-new Effingham Blackjack fight-
er. (56173-2)

1788. BLACKJACK EK MODEL 3 ULTIMATE FIGHTING KNIFE This third generation model 3 knife measures 12 1/4” overall with
a 6 1/2” full tang surgical steel blade equipped with a 4” sharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all of its
matte gray finish as does the rectangular aluminum guard and tang with lanyard hole extended butt. The blonde hard rock maple double
curved edge handles are fastened by three large brass pins and are marked “U.S.” in the obverse panel. Knife includes a factory black Mil-
Spec nylon sheath with black D-ring tip. An as-new Effingham Blackjack repro of the original Ek No.3 fighter. (56173-1)

1789. EK MODEL 4 ULTIMATE FIGHTING KNIFE This second generation Ek knife measures 12 1/4” overall with a 6 1/2” double edge
full tang surgical steel blade equipped with a lanyard hole equipped extended butt. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is
etched with the smaller double banner logo on the obverse blade. The forward curved double brass guard remains bright as does the three
large X-Head brass fasteners that secure the checkered walnut double curved edge walnut handles. Knife includes a desert tan Mil-Spec
nylon sheath with wrapped Para-cord and Velcro handle strap. A fabulous first-time, Virginia based Ek model 4 fighting knife. (56173-4)

1790. EK MODEL 4M ULTIMATE FIGHTING KNIFE This second generation Ek knife measures 12 1/4” overall with a 6 1/2” dou-
ble edge full tang surgical edge blade equipped with a lanyard hole equipped extended butt. The blade remains bright, unsharpened
and is etched with the smaller double banner logo on the obverse blade. The forward curved double brass guard remains bright as does
the three large X-Head brass fasteners that secure the gripping-grooved, double curved edge, black micarta handles. Knife includes a
black Mil-Spec nylon sheath with Para-cord and Velcro handle strap. A fabulous micarta handle first time Virginia based Ek model 4
fighting knife. (56173-3)

1791. RANDALL MODEL 9 PRO-THROWER KNIFE This small version throwing knife measures 4” overall and is constructed of one
piece high carbon steel. The knife remains bright and unsharpened in as-new condition. (56020-R105)

1792. RANDALL MODEL 12 SMITHSONIAN BOWIE KIT KNIFE Offered in the 60’s and 70’s this kit knife bowie measures 17
1/8” with a 11” high carbon broad bowie blade. The blades bright finish is fading to a dull gray with scattered light freckling, scratches
and scuffs from being sharpened. The extra wide double lug brass guard shows light tarnish staining along with the cylindrical shaped
brass pommel and does look to be of Randall origin. The aftermarket double taper rosewood handle shows a few light handling marks
and a couple light cracks where handle is fitted to the guard. A good to very good homemade Randall bowie. (56020-R103)
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1793. CUSTOM SET OF RAILROAD SPIKE KNIVES BY GUINARD This is a rather neat set of knives hand crafted by Gib Guinard
of Quartzite Arizona. The five piece set are forged and shaped from steel to resemble railroad spikes and range in length from 3 1/4” to
9”. The knives are in excellent condition overall with a few spots of light surface rust on the “head” of the 9” knife. The knives are housed
in natural colored leather pouches sewn to a soft leather tie roll. (56020-K53)

1794. A.G. RUSSELL GOOSEWING AXE This rather unique looking one-piece metal hand axe measures 15” overall with an odd “hook”
shaped head that measures 6 5/8” along the edge, 7/8” wide at the bottom tip and 4 3/8” from the top tip to the rear of the haft. The axe
remains unsharpened and the metal remains bright except for a few scattered specks of light freckling. The handle is composed of black
micarta scales fastened by four large brass pins and equipped with a lanyard hole. The axe includes a heavy duty leather head sheath with
brass snap, belt loop and dual nylon D-rings. (56020-K44)

1795. SPANISH MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #G1732, 43 Spanish, 35" barrel that has a very
good but lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces area an overall mottled gray with areas of light pitting throughout. The Remington address
along the upper tang is heavily faded. The walnut stocks have been cleaned with an added oil finish and have a few small dings. The fore-
arm has some light chipping and a small sliver missing near the middle barrel band. The sights are intact and included is a correct clean-
ing rod. A good example overall. (46153-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1796. EAA WITNESS CUSTOM LIMITED SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AE44357, 45 ACP, 4 3/4" and 4 1/2" barrels both with
bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that has a few areas of light handling wear present. The check-
ered walnut grips rate excellent. The side of the frame has been drilled and tapped for a non-factory sideplate scope mount which has a
Weaver style scope base attached to it. Pistol is equipped with two slides, one for each barrel, the longer having had the adjustable rear
sight removed for use with the mount. The second slide has the standard fixed sights. Other features include a checkered, extended grip,
squared triggerguard with skeletonized trigger and an extended magazine release and safety. A single magazine is included. An excel-
lent condition pistol package with lots of possibilities as either a target or combat pistol. (45893-1) (400/600)

1797. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German K98 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15 1/8" long with a 9
3/4" blade that is marked with the AWS logo on the ricasso and is not numbered or dated. Both the grip and scabbard have light, over-
all surface oxidation, the blade has a few sparse areas of light oxidation as well. The brown, bakelite grip panels rate excellent. A very
good example overall. (46113-7)

1798. GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German 1898/05 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long with
a 14 1/2" "Butcher" style blade. The bayonet is completely unmarked and the metal has a mottled brown patina with scattered light sur-
face oxidation throughout. The wood grips have a few light handling marks and small cracks but are otherwise intact. The steel scabbard
is in similar condition and has only a single Imperial German proof along the edge of the throat. An about very good condition example
overall. (45872-7B)

1799. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. made Model 1891 Mosin-Nagant socket style bayonet. The bayonet measures 19 3/4"
with a 17" cruciform style spike blade. The bayonet is unmarked with the exception of a single U.S. ordnance bomb proof stamped on the
base of elbow. There are a few areas of light surface oxidation present but the bayonet is in otherwise excellent condition. (45639-5)

1800. SWISS BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Swiss Model 1871 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 21 7/8" long with a 19"
quadrangle blade. The metal surfaces have minor pitting throughout but a faint "(cross)/S" is visible on the elbow. The collar ring is frozen
in place. An about good condition example overall. (45872-11B)

1801. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. model 1873 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 20 3/4" long and has
an 18" three-sided blade marked "US" on the face. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown and gray with a few areas of light
surface oxidation and fine pinprick pitting present. A very good example overall. (45872-11C)

1802. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" with a 9 3/4" blade. The
blade appears to have some minor grind marks at the tip, and an applied arsenal type parkerized finish. The ricasso is marked "UC" for
the Utica Cutlery Co. and the black composite grips rate excellent. The included M7 scabbard rates excellent. (46161-18C)

1803. U.S. FIGHTING KNIFE This lot consists of a World War II vintage U.S.N. Mk 2 fighting knife by Ka-Bar with scabbard. The knife
measures 12 1/4" long overall and has a 7" blade with a lightly sharpened edge. The metal has a soft green parkerized finish that is light-
ly flaking to brown. The leather washer grip rates excellent, there is a small amount of glue between the leather and the steel guard. The
included gray bodied scabbard rates excellent as well. (46161-18D)

1804. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an unmarked socket bayonet for the M1859 Sharps and 1860 Spencer rifles. The
bayonet measures 21" overall and has an 18" three-sided blade. The metal surfaces have light pitting overall and a mottled brown-gray
patina. A very good example of these scarce 1st contract bayonets. (46201-20)

1805. FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French Model 1892 bayonet with scabbard and frog. The bayonet measures 20 1/4"
long overall with a 15 5/8" bright steel blade. The metal surfaces have some light gray patina and the wood grip panels rate very good
with a few small chips and divots. The included steel scabbard rates excellent and has some areas of light surface oxidation. The leather
frog is supple with some light crazing present. An excellent example overall. (46161-18H)

1806. BRITISH COMMANDO KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Fairbain-Sykes style stiletto fighting knife by Wilkinson with scab-
bard. The knife measures 11 1/4" long with a 6 3/4" double edged blade which has the Royal seal and "BY APPOINTMENT TO HER
MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH II SWORD CUTLERS WILKINSON (logo) SWORD MADE IN LONDON" inscribed on the ricasso.
The blade has minor pitting on both sides and is slightly bent at the tip. The cast grip rates very good and has minor to moderate flak-
ing of the black enamel. The included leather scabbard has a lightly dented brass tip and is supple with some light crazing. A very
good example overall. (46080-69B)

1807. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S, 1892 bayonet for the Springfield-Krag rifles. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" long and
has an 11 1/2" blade dated "1900". The metal surfaces are mostly bright with some light brown patina and fine surface oxidation on the
guard and pommel. The wood grip panels rate very good and have a few light dings and small chips. No scabbard is included. A near
excellent example overall. (46080-73A)

1808. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M4 bayonet by Camillus with leather sheath. The bayonet measures 11 1/2" long with
a 6 1/2" blade. The metal surfaces have a matte black finish which rates like new as does the leather washer grip. The included factory
leather sheath is in like condition as well. A nice modern example. (46161-18B)

1809. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA14192, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a slightly frosted bore. This pis-
tol retains 80 - 85% of its original factory blue finish with silvering present on the slide and high edges. The metal parts also exhibit scat-
tered oxidation blemishes, freckling and pitting. The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with light scratches and handling
blemishes. The pistol includes a caliber marked magazine. (86140-31) {C&R} (300/500)
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1810. GERMAN PISTOLE 626(B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE serial #38635, 32 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with
an excellent bore. This pistol has been refinished and retains about 96% of the new finish. There is light silvering at the muzzle and high
edges with a few light areas of pitting over the new finish. The underlying metal exhibits considerable surface pitting on the slide. The
white plastic grips feature the "FN" logo and are in very good condition overall. Both grip panels are cracked at grip screw escutcheons.
The pistol is Waffenamt marked WaA103 but the “1” is barely discernable. A single caliber marked magazine with "FN" logo is included.
(86140-32) {C&R} (200/400)

1811. MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #253265, 32 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has
been professionally refinished and retains about 95% of the new finish. There is light silvering on the high edges and at the muzzle. The
underlying metal shows evidence of past, scattered, light pitting. The walnut grips appear to have been refinished as the checkering has
been sanded flat, but is still visible. Also the grips are free of any significant damage that would correspond with the prior use. In addi-
tion to the correct Mauser markings, the left side of the slide is stamped "1920" and the front of the grip frame has a German unit mark-
ing "L. Mi. 167". A modified magazine is included with this pistol. The magazine is stamped with an incorrect serial number and is obvi-
ously custom made from a magazine for another make and / or model firearm. There is a cartridge view hole present on each magazine
lip and the fit is not correct in the pistol. (86140-45) {C&R} (200/400)

1812. ORTGIES POCKET AUTOMATIC BY ERFURT serial #49565, 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains
80 - 85% of its original factory finish, exhibiting silvering at the muzzle, high edges and scattered oxidation blemishes with some light sur-
face pits. The smooth walnut grips with Ortgies medallions are in very good to excellent condition with scattered light scratches, dings
and dents. A single, caliber and Ortgies-marked, nickel plated magazine is included. (86108-4) {C&R} (75/150)

1813. ERMA-WERKE MODEL EP.25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #05022, 25 ACP, 2 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore. This
pistol retains about 90 - 94% of its original black finish on the aluminum slide and frame. Most of the loss is in the form of silvering on the
high edges and front of the slide. The smooth walnut grips with Erma medallion are in very good condition with scattered dents, dings
and some loss of the finish. On the left side of the trigger is scratch engraved "69 1972 K1". The pistol includes a single magazine and
a fitted leather factory box with red velvet lining. (86140-44) (200/300)

1814. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-46858, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1981 man-
ufactured pistol retains 99% of its original blue finish with a few minor scratches and handling blemishes. The original factory grips have
been replaced with a set of excellent condition Pachmayr Signature Model wrap around rubber grips. The pistol includes one, excellent
condition, nine round magazine. This pistol features fixed sights and a custom installed trigger over travel stop screw. This is a fine con-
dition Ruger ready for the trail or the range. (86020-35) (300/500)

1815. LATE POST WAR MODEL 1896 BOLO BROOMHANDLE MAUSER PISTOL serial #702502, 7.63x25mm Mauser, 3 7/8"
barrel with a fair bore exhibiting heavy pitting. The lands are still discernable but are heavily rounded over. Overall, there are a few traces
of the original bluing left on the hammer and on the frame in front of the magazine well at the top by the slide. The majority of the pistols
surfaces are gunmetal gray with considerable oxidation blemishes mixed in. The walnut grips are correctly numbered to the pistol but, are
heavily worn with only light traces of the horizontal lines still remaining. They are almost completely worn away on the bottom of each grip
panel. The grip is cut for a shoulder stock and there is a round lanyard ring on the butt. The parts are correctly serial numbered to the
gun and the back of the hammer has the "NS" mark. Included with this Mauser is a very good condition, brown leather holster with shoul-
der strap. The unmarked holster is equipped with two stripper clip pouches on the face and a double snap flap. The snaps have a five
point star in the center and there is also a belt loop provided with provisions to remove the shoulder strap. The stitching on the holster is
in very good to excellent condition but, the shoulder strap has evidence of a repair by the buckle. (86166-9) {C&R} (200/400)

1816. LOT OF GUN PARTS FROM A SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1917 REVOLVER. This lot includes a 5 1/2" barrel, cylin-
der with crane assembly, side plate; most of the internal parts and a set of Pachmayr Presentation grips for an "N" frame Smith &
Wesson. (85551-2)

1817. MOSSBERG MODEL 200K-A, BARRELED ACTION 12 Gauge, 2 3/4", 28" barrel with a -C-Lect choke and compensator. The
bore is in near excellent condition with a few small pits present toward the chamber end of the barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 60
- 70% of its blue finish with the remainder covered in light oxidation blemishes, freckling and silvering. The stock and supporting parts are
missing but all the parts appear to be present to fire and operate the action. (86137-6)

1818. ACTION ARMS UZI 22 CALIBER CONVERSION KIT, 22 LR, 16 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The blue metal surfaces
retain 99% of their original finish with a few light scratches and operation marks present. The polymer receiver is in near excellent condi-
tion with scratch marks around the ejection port area. Two, twenty round, polymer and metal magazines are included and both are in near
excellent condition. Both magazines have a small burr turned over the front of the metal portion of the magazine tube. The kit is pack-
aged in a factory hard case with a manual. (86139-5) (200/400)

1819. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS PHILADELPHIA DERRINGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #321606, 45 Caliber
Percussion, 2 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This single shot retains 99% of its original blue and case-hardened colors. The brass fur-
niture has turned to a straw color with a few light oxidation blemishes. The hardwood stock is in excellent condition. The pistol is pack-
aged in a Styrofoam box with cardboard sleeve. This pistol appears to be unfired and new in the box. The rudimentary sights on these
little pistols can make for a challenging day on the range trying to hit your mark. (86190-15) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1820. LOT OF U.S. SPRINGFIELD TRAPDOOR TOOLS. This lot consists of four separate tools. (1) Band Spring and Tumbler Punch
marked "US" with about 80% of the original blue remaining and exhibiting light surface pitting and oxidation blemishes. (1) Model 1875
Headless Shell Extractor that is unmarked with about 85-90% of the original bluing remaining and exhibiting light scattered surface oxi-
dation. (1) Mainspring Vise marked "US" with 99% of the refinished bluing remaining. (1) Model 1879 Combination Screwdriver marked
"US MOD 1879" with 98 - 95% of the original bluing remaining. All are in very good to excellent condition. (85898-28)

1821. LOT OF U.S. PERCUSSION MUSKET TOOLS. This lot consists of two tools. (1) Combination nipple wrench and screw dri-
ver tool for musket nipples. This tool is marked "US" and retains 90% of its original blue finish with light silvering on the edges and body
of the tool. The nipple wrench has a light burr on the edges. (1) Tompion wooden plug for 58 Caliber bore. This hardwood plug has a
center shaft wrapped in thin cork. The plug is unmarked and exhibits light chips on the wood above the cork. The cork also has sever-
al chips missing. (85898-28A)

1822. LOT OF MILITARY CLEANING RODS. This lot consists of two cleaning rods. (1) Wooden Springfield Trapdoor cleaning rod with
grooved end for the patch and a round wooden knob at the operators end. The rod measures 38" to the base of the knob, the knob mea-
sures 1 5/8" in diameter and the shaft is 13/64" in diameter. There are no markings on the rod. Overall, the rod is in near excellent con-
dition with a few small chips missing on the patch end and a few checks in the knob. (1) Metal barracks cleaning rod with oval shaped,
free spinning handle. The rod measures 37" to the base of the handle with a .195" diameter steel shaft and jag at the tip. The handle
measures 1 7/8" tall x 3 3/32" wide. The handle is marked 5013171 on one side and F-2 on the other. It is believed this rod is for clean-
ing Springfield Model 1903 .22 caliber gallery practice rifles. (85898-28B)
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1823. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 79G CO2 AIR PISTOL WITH CUSTOM CASE serial #Q125979, .177 Caliber Pellet, 8 1/2"
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original painted finish. The plastic target style grips are in excellent
condition. This air gun features an adjustable power screw and adjustable sights. This air gun includes a nice homemade wooden carry
case with instruction manual, two CO2 cylinders, screwdriver and a 2 5/16" homemade aluminum "gong". A nice condition air pistol ready
for the range or pest control. (85952-3)

1824. DAISY POWERLINE 1200 CO2 BB PISTOL serial #H811984, .175 Caliber BB, 7" barrel. Overall, the pistol retains 99% of its
painted finish with a few light chips at the muzzle. The plastic stocks rate excellent. The pistol features adjustable sights, single shot capa-
bility and cross bolt safety. The pistol includes an original factory box with paperwork, manual and four CO2 cylinders. (86169-4)

1825. CROSSMAN 357 SIX CO2 REVOLVER serial #N84221224, .177 Caliber Pellet, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This multi shot
air gun retains about 95% of its painted finish with some scattered chips present on the frame. The plastic grips are near excellent con-
dition with a few handling blemishes. The end of the hammer spur is broken off. A single six shot rotary clip is included. (86113-1)

1826. SCHIMEL MODEL P-22 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial #212639, .22 Caliber Pellet, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol
retains about 80% of its original blue colored finish. Most of the frame has mellowed to a gray color with scattered oxidation blemishes
and scratches present. The plastic grips are very good condition but, the right grip panel is sprung away from the frame at the bottom.
The front sight is broken off and the cocking mechanism is in need of repair. The pistol includes a very good condition factory box with
scuff marks on all the edges. The box contains two loose CO2 cartridges and a full box (10) of "Spritzer" CO2 "soda syphons" cartridges.
The box also contains paperwork. (84847-19)

1827. CROSSMAN MODEL MARK II .177 PELLGUN serial #93394, .177 Caliber Pellet, 7 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
painted metal surfaces retain 95% of their finish with most of the loss on the front of the grip strap. The thumb rest grips are in near excel-
lent condition with some scuff marks present on the bottom of the right grip panel. (85660-29)

1828. WALTHER PPK/S CO2 BB PISTOL serial #3E10613, .175 Caliber BB, 3 1/2" barrel. The air gun retains 98% with the grip frame
lightening to a grayish black color from handling. The plastic grips are in excellent condition. This pistol features a reciprocating slide to
emulate a real PPK/S during firing. (85100-4)

1829. CROSSMAN MODEL 150 CO2 PELLET PISTOL, .22 Caliber Pellet, 6 1/16" barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol retains 99%
of blue and crinkle painted surfaces with light flaking at the bottom of the grip. The plastic grips are in excellent condition. Pistol includes
a two piece factory box with manual and paperwork. A really nice condition Crossman ready for the range or the backyard. (85660-33)

1830. HEALTHWAYS PLAINSMAN 9401 CO2 BB PISTOL serial #0064874, .175 Caliber BB, 5 7/8" smooth bore barrel. This pis-
tol retains 97% of its black finish with one 1/2 x 1" areas on the top strap and a very small area on the triggerguard that is starting to sil-
ver but still retains considerable traces of finish. The black plastic grips are in near excellent condition with scattered scratches, scuff marks
and handling blemishes. (85529-71)

1831. CROSSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 PELLET PISTOL SECOND VARIANT serial #639672, .22 Caliber, 5" barrel an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 82 - 86% of its original finish. Most of the loss is evenly scattered over the metal surfaces. The
plastic grips are in very good condition with a large chip missing out of the bottom of the left grip panel. The pistol is missing the rear
sight assembly and is in need of mechanical attention. (85601-8)

1832. CROSSMAN MODEL 600 CO2 PELLET SECOND VARIANT PISTOL serial #010836, .22 Caliber, 5" barrel an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92 - 95% of its original finish with most of the loss on the right side of the CO2 tube. The plastic
grips are in near excellent condition with a few handling blemishes. This Crossman is nice condition and ready for the range or the back-
yard. (85082-13)

1833. CAST ALUMINUM REPLICA OF A COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER. The one piece replica is painted a black
color with silvering present on the forward edges of the barrel, cylinder and frame. There are no manufacturer or brand name markings
on this replica. It appears it was used for fast draw practice or perhaps theatre. (85538-2)

1834. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE Serial #1496574, 30-06, 24" barrel with bright very good bore show-
ing some light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces exhibit a light brown patina showing scattered very fine oxidation spotting. A
custom triggerguard and floorplate have been installed which show edge wear, the floorplate having an engraved game scene of a run-
ning deer in habitat bordered by oak leaves. The pistolgrip stock rates fair to good having light scratches and dings with some faint liq-
uid staining around the forend over a thin flat oil finish. There is a checkered steel buttplate installed and the original military sling swivels
are present. The gun is equipped with a barrel band mounted front blade sight, a Lyman receiver sight with bent windage screw, and
scope blocks mounted on the barrel and the front ring of the receiver. The action is slightly gummy but should be fine with a good clean-
ing. (116199-X9101) (150/250)

1835. WESTLEY RICHARDS LEATHER DOUBLE SHOTGUN CASE. This old quality case measures approximately 30" x 8 1/2"
and is made with heavy brass corners. The stitched leather covering shows scuffs and stains with old tape lines around each end but
remains in tact. The leather handle appears to be a quality replacement and the brass keyed lock is functional. The interior is lined with
the original green baize and shows some tattered edges and a few small moth holes. The cloth has faded somewhat and exhibits some
soiling and there is a 5” x 7” square of extra material to facilitate repairs. There are compartments for the action, 28" barrels with rib exten-
sion over a cleaning rod space with brass catch, oil bottle, turn screw, and one with a cover for accessories. An original Westley Richards
paper label is affixed to the lid indicating a London address and affiliation to King George. Two leather straps and a key are included. A
solid old case for a special double gun. (116163-3)

1836. BELGIAN DOUBLE SHOTGUN BARRELS AND STOCK. 12 gauge 32" damascus barrels marked Imperial Gun Company on
the matted rib choked modified in each having bright but moderately pitted bores. The barrels show the beginnings of a cleaning on the
lower half displaying a soft gray coloration while the remainder shows a brown patina with oxidation spotting. The set has extractors and
the ribs are tight. The round knob pistolgrip stock is broken through the wrist and is missing a good sized chip from the left side. There
is no finish remaining and checkering is faint and covered with tape. A fancy embossed buttplate showing wear is installed. (114801-8)

1837. REMINGTON MODEL 700 BDL STOCK This short-action, walnut, Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates about excellent showing
only a few handling marks over a strong glossy finish and exhibiting crisp skip-line checkering. The stock has a black forend tip, gripcap,
and buttplate, all with white line spacers and there is a right hand cheekpiece present. Nice condition. (116044-1)

1838. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON MODEL 251 SPORTSTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1147, 22 LR, 22" barrel
with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus blue showing scattered fine oxidation spotting. The pistolgrip stock rates
very good exhibiting a few scratches and small dings over a flat thin finish. There is a very good grooved hard rubber buttplate present
and the gun is equipped with a barrel band mounted blade front sight and a Lyman receiver sight. Included is a 5 shot magazine. A nice
basic 22. (115904-32) {C&R} (125/175)
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1839. FRAMED PRINT, "Scoter Gunning"
by William Tyner (1935 - 1987) This print
is #29 of an edition of 580. It measures
25" x 31" framed in wood with a double
matt having an image size of 17" x 24".
There is a penciled remark in the lower
left corner and it is signed by the artist.
Print shows a little fading but is in very
good condition overall. (115901-2)

1840. WINCHESTER ADVERTISING
POSTER Photo of two comely female
models with a title of "Bird Busters II" and
a colored strip across the bottom show-
ing AA Winchester shotshell boxes.
Image size of 28" x 20" mounted under
Plexiglas on a fiberboard backing.
Excellent condition. (115387-3)

1841. FRAMED 2001 NEW JERSEY
WATERFOWL STAMP PRINT
#141 of 200 by Robert Hautman, a cur-
rent Minnesota artist. Image of two
swimming tundra swans 6 1/2" x 9"
with a framed size of 15 3/4" x 16 3/4".
The print is signed by the artist and is
double matted with two New Jersey
duck stamps mounted below. Excellent
condition. (115387-1)
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1842. REMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR 25" barrel with bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70 to 80% blue showing added cold blue with some light surface oxidation. The pistolgrip stock
rates very good as refreshed in a glossy finish with a few scattered scratches and dings. A grooved hard rubber buttplate marked "Ithaca
Gun Co." is present and the gun is equipped with a blade type front sight and open rear sight missing its elevator. The bolt is apart but all
of the pieces appear to be present. (115705-116) (75/150)

1843. FRAMED REMINGTON-UMC POSTER CIRCA
1920 This colored print is of two gentlemen next to a log
cabin admiring a shotgun with the Remington and UMC
brands prominently displayed across the bottom. Image size is
18" x 26" and framed size is 23" x 31". The wood fame is in
very good to excellent condition. (116002-1)

1844. COLT SIGN ON HARDBOARD. Black lettering reading
"Colt's Model 1877 D.A." on white background with gray bor-
der. Sign is 18" high and 51" long showing some light scat-
tered soiling. Overall very good condition. Would make a great
addition to a Colt collection of double action revolvers.
(115698-75)

1845. BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUSKET BY
FRANCOTTE .69 caliber, 30" barrel with heavily oxidized
surfaces, all of the metal in a similar condition. The stock
remains solid with no cracks or breaks but is totally dry show-
ing some drying checks in the wood. The metal ramrod, sling
swivels and rear notch sight are all present. Interestingly, the
lock functions fine. (116132-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1846. UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION
SPORTING GUN .38 Caliber, 27" barrel with oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces exhibit a mottled brown and gray
surface with scattered spots of oxidation and some pinprick
pitting. The hammer and trigger are missing. The straight full
length stock rates fair showing lots of use with a large chip
missing on the right side above the lock and there is very lit-
tle finish remaining. The gun has a metal buttplate, sling
swivels mounted on the front of the triggerguard and on the
front barrel band, and there is a simple post front sight. The
cleaning rod is missing. A small lightweight percussion gun.
(116132-5) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1847. STOCK LOT Custom walnut stock for a large ring Mauser.
This stock is made with a roll-over Monte Carlo cheekpiece for
a right hand shooter and has a heavily radiused pistolgrip and
full flat forend. The finish rates very good showing a few dings
and scratches with water stains over a thinning oil finish.
Checkering is cut very coarsely on fill-in panels on the grip and
all three sides of the forend but is well executed. There is an
easily repairable crack through the bolt handle cut and there is
a cutout for a side safety. The stock has a contrasting forend tip
and gripcap, both nicely figured and with fancy red spacers and
the same spacer is applied to the butt between the wood and
a rubber recoil pad. Sling swivel studs are mounted in the toe-
line and on the forend. (114727-8B)

1848. AIR RIFLE LOT Daisy Eagle Model No. 98
lever action rifle in BB cal. Metal surfaces retain
about 90% black enamel with most wear at lever
contact points and left side of barrel. Frame
retains about 75% of the tan scroll pattern with
the image of the eagle still visible but almost
entirely worn. The tan colored plastic wood grain
stocks are excellent with minor scratches and
exhibit crisp molded Daisy Eagle logos on each
side of the butt. Equipped with what appears to
be the original front and rear sights, this air rifle func-
tions properly. (75665-28)

1849. AMAZING A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY OF
PHILADELPHIA ORIGINAL CARDBOARD
BOX WITH CANVAS CASE This is the dark
green box with a large red label on the cover marked
"The Finest Gun In The World" with the maker and
address printed below. There are no other markings
on the box but it may be pre WWI. The cover has a
third of one side and one end missing but the other
corners are solid showing some scuffing. The bottom
shows some tattered and repaired corners with some
frayed edges but is solid and intact. The box contains a very old break-
down shotgun case made of canvas with leather handle and trim. It has separate compartments for the barrels and stock with buckled
flaps and there is an outside pocket with buckled flaps for accessories. This case appears to be of the same vintage as the box. It shows
some soiling but is otherwise in good condition. This is a rare find for the Fox gun collector. (115849-17)
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1850. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one 20 round box of 32-40 caliber cartridges labeled Peters Rustless. The box contains
mixed rounds of 7 peters, 5 Remington UMC, 6 WRA, and 2 Western cartridges, all showing some tarnish. The box is missing one end
flap and shows some tattered corners but is otherwise in good condition. (116109-1)

1851. COLT MAROON CARDBOARD BOX This box has an end label indicating that it is for a Police Positive .32 caliber revolver and
measures 4" x 10". It has a hinged cover with half of the front side missing. The base is solid and shows one bottom corner with a small
tear. Inside the Colt labels are present and in good condition having some light soiling. (116113-6A)

1852. LOT OF WOODEN ARROWS This lot consists of 27 wood arrows; 3 22" target arrows, 6 28" target arrows marked "Colt" (2 are
broken), 8 28" plastic fletched arrows marked "TruFlight", 6 28" broadhead arrows, and 4 28" multi point hunting arrows. All are slight-
ly soiled with some tattered fletchings and with plastic nocks. Included is a very good leather belt quiver. All of this comes in an old Ithaca
shotgun box. (114529-5)

1853. LOT OF BRASS SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 27 12 gauge Winchester brass shotshells and 4 12 gauge Remington-UMC
brass shotshells, all showing various states of tarnish. Most have primers and a couple are partially loaded. (115891-17V)

1854. FRAMED PRINT LOT This
print is labeled "Especially
Painted for Western-Winchester”
and has an accompanying framed
catalog cover of the same print.
The original painting was titled
"Deer Camp Surprise" by Dwyer
and was issued in the early fifties.
Image size is 17" x 23" and the
framed size runs 26" x 32". The
professionally done frame is of
wood with a gold inner band and
the edge of the single matt is also
gold. The catalog cover is a
reverse image and measures 7" x
9". It is mounted in a metal frame.
A very nice set. (115698-74)

1855. MILITARY BELT LOT This is a German SS belt with buckle. The black
leather belt is approximately 39” long and 2” wide. The condition is excellent
with a few minor surface scratches. The reverse side is light brown and
exhibits some small handwritten names in ink. The attached silver plated
aluminum buckle rates excellent with virtually no wear, a minor ding at the
top and minor scratches. The back is marked with the RZM and SS logos
and also reads “OLT/62637”. (73765-25A)

1856. MILITARY BELT LOT This is a Prussian belt with buckle. The brown
leather belt is approximately 39” long and 2” wide and the condition is about
very good. The leather is still quite supple but it does show light to moder-
ate wear, ingrained dirt and a few small liquid stains. The brass buckle
exhibits light surface oxidation along most of the perimeter of the strong
Prussian emblem. (73765-25B)

1857. MILITARY BELT BUCKLE German WWI belt buckle with emblem that reads “Providential Memor” above the crown and leaf logo.
The brass buckle rates excellent with minor verdigris along the circumference of the logo. (73765-25C)

1858. GRIP LOT One set of smooth ivory grips for the Smith & Wesson Model 1 1/2. These excellent condition grips have a beautiful light
golden patina and come with what appears to be the original mounting screw. (75885-13A)

1859. STATUE LOT This is a 7” tall “Rampant Colt” statue mounted on a 5”x4” dark stained wood base. The Colt and globe that it stands
on are gold plated with only the globe portion showing any finish loss. The globe replicates the top-most portion of the earth’s surface
and retains about 80% finish. While the magnificent horse retains virtually 100%. The brass plate attached to the front bears the follow-
ing inscription: “Monica E. C. Uber/Historical Research Coordinator”. (75698-73)

1860. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 100 rds. of 7.65 Mannlicher in excellent condition. The Argentinean manufac-
tured ammunition has 1947 dated head stamps and comes in two original blue and tan two piece boxes marked: ‘Fabrica Militar de Municion
de Armas Portatiles “Borghi” and a ten rd. stripper clip. The boxes rate about good to very good with adhesive tape applied. (75368-22A)

1861. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of two S&W marked 9mm magazines for the M39-2. The eight rd. single stack magazines are
in excellent condition and each retains 99% blue. (75463-3A)
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1862. SIGHT ADJUSTMENT TOOL LOT This is an apparently unused and complete Sig/Sauer Sight Adjustment Tool with illustrated
instruction sheet for front and rear sight removal. The condition is as new. (75893-18)

1863. COLT 1911 PARTS LOT This is a G.I. 1911 barrel in the original cosmoline wrap and extractor rating excellent. (75549-3A)
1864. SCABBARD LOT Two antique leather rifle/carbine scabbards with no maker markings. The first measures 34” with several areas of

flaking and moderate wear marks. Eight inches of stitching has come apart along the middle where the leather is weakest as it was stored
folded and exhibits a prominent crease. The four riveted loops are firmly attached with the bottom two securing the accompanying
adjustable strap measuring about 17”. The number 46, (presumably a model number) is stamped at the top and “15” on the opposite side
with a multi digit number stamped at the middle (possibly a serial# for the originally issued firearm?). The overall condition is about good
plus. The second scabbard is in similar condition with areas of separation at the muzzle end where the leather has weakened and is quite
pliable. The upper area exhibits various shades of brown due to fading and wear. Measuring 31” in length, the scabbard has metal rings
attached by way of a riveted loop at the top and the bottom one fitted to a cutout slot. (75894-20A)

1865. RIFLE CASE LOT This E.T. Amonett marked brown leather case measures 39” long and 6” at its widest point and is structurally sound
with all stitching intact. This is not a saddle ring scabbard but a fully functional carry case complete with original leather sling and a pro-
tective top flap with buckle closure. The outer leather has a multi shaded patina with areas of wear and fading. The well respected saddle
manufacturer has incorporated a suede inner layer that exhibits light wear and two small contact holes to this well constructed piece. The
E.T. Amonett oval logo is securely stitched on and displays crisp lettering. The overall condition is about very good. (75894-20B)

1866. SCABBARD LOT This is a 30” long dark brown leather saddle scabbard with four riveted attached loops firmly in place. The top of
each side is stamped “ Shelton-Payne-Arms Co./Makers/El Paso Texas. The leather rates about very good, however the stitching has a
15” split at the middle and the muzzle end exhibits wear and scuffing. (75894-20C)

1867. SCABBARD LOT This lot consists of one brown leather saddle carbine made by and including the correct stamp of King Ranch. Three
of the original four loops are present with one of these attached by only one of the two rivets. The leather has a one inch split toward the mid-
dle and several wear marks and areas of discoloration. There is a 4” letter P stamped towards the top of one side. The stitching is completely
intact and a patch of leather has been applied to the interior for reinforcement. The overall condition is good plus to very good. (75894-20D)

1868. SCABBARD LOT This is a maker unknown 32” long brown leather scabbard with buckle closure top and bottom straps securing their
respective original straps. The leather outer exhibits areas of scuffing throughout and moderate wear particularly at its edge. Seven dec-
orative brass clips have been added to the top. A good plus to very good condition example of a vintage rifle scabbard. (75894-20E)

1869. INDIAN ART LOT This lot consists of two items of Navajo tribal art. The first is a Calumet or “peace pipe” that measures 19” in length
and is made and ornamented with several materials and items. The sleeve around the wood stem depicts a trio of wild horses adorned on
what is possibly deerskin. It is bordered by sections of beads in rows of turquoise, black and red. The base for the smoking bowl appears
to be of deer antler and is both striking and functional as it serves as a handle. The decorative loop attached to the bottom of the stem
also features slices of antler included in a pattern of brass and wood beads. Attached to and hanging artfully from this arrangement are
five sections of a pairing of natural turkey feathers and horse hair and at its center the tip of an antler. There is also an additional lanyard
exhibiting these items and long enough to function as a wall display mount. Attached to the lanyard is a certificate of authenticity that is
signed by the artist Margaret Pino and includes her Navajo Tribal Registry number which certifies that it is officially recorded. The second
item is an artist’s version of a shield. The round deerskin piece has a 14” diameter and displays the general image of what appears to be
a turtle or tortoise that has been painted in black with Navajo style décor painted on and around it over a blue and turquoise background.
Attached to the face of the shield just above the reptile’s head is a black pointed tool and at the feet a small chip of white stone. The piece
is bound by strands of leather which also hold decorative beads and feathers which are attached by a silver plated metal clip. Each of the
items rates excellent in overall condition. (75684-8)
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1870. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 130 rds. and fired cases of mixed caliber and manufacturer contained in
nine small zip loc bags. The overall condition is about good plus with most showing mild to moderate oxidation and tarnish. (75059-5)

1871. LOT OF BOOKS This is a nearly complete set (missing only Vol.I) of Collecting the Edged Weapons of the Third Reich, Vols. II-VIII, by
LTC. (Ret.) Thomas M. Johnson; c. 1976,1978,1981,1985,1992,1994,1996. The hardcover books each come with correct jacket and aver-
age approximately 330 pages loaded with photos, illustrations and a multitude of information. The overall condition is excellent with two
volumes dedicated by the author and two containing labels stating the book was compliments of Johnson Reference Books. (75769-7A)

1872. LOT OF BOOKS This lot consists of a total of four books all of which are related to edged weapons: Reichswehr and Wehrmacht
Bayonets 1920-1945, by Mike Wesler; published in 1985, second edition 1998. 68 page booklet with illustrations, copy number 0272 ded-
icated by the author. Excellent condition and virtually unused. Collecting the Edged Weapons of Imperial Germany, Vol. I by LTC. (Ret.)
Thomas M. Johnson and Thomas T. Wittmann; c. 1988 Thomas M. Johnson. 363 pages hardcover with jacket. Informative collector’s aide
with hundreds of clear photographs and diagrams in near excellent condition with wear predominantly at the bottom corners and minor
fading and dirt at main handling locations. Collecting the Edged Weapons of the Third Reich, Vol. IV, by LTC. (RET.) Thomas M. Johnson,
c. 1981, second edition c. 1993 LTC. (RET.) Thomas M. Johnson; 343 pages hardcover with jacket. This volume is not limited to a specif-
ic category but covers a wide range of items with helpful information and photos for the collector. Excellent condition, this copy has seen
minimal use, if any. Samurai: The Weapons and Spirit of the Japanese Warrior, by Clive Sinclaire, c. 2001 Salamander Books; 144 pages
paperback. Though paperbound this is a large (11”x10”) and well constructed book featuring dozens of color photos and drawings on
thick glossy stock. Book is virtually unused and in near new condition. (75769-7B)

1873. BOOK LOT The Parker Gun: An Immortal American Classic, by Larry L. Baer; c. 1974,1976,1980 Larry L. Baer. 196 page illustrated
hardcover with jacket. This is the second reprint of Vols. 1 and 2, 1989 of one of the definitive books on Parker shotguns. This copy is
signed by the author and outside of a couple of minor tears and ingrained dirt to the jacket, the condition is excellent plus. (75769-7C)

1874. LOT OF BOOKS This lot consists of a total of three books with a German theme. The Luger Book: The Encyclopedia of the Borchardt
and Bochardt-Luger Handguns, 1885-1985, by John Walter; c. 1986 John Walter and Arms and Armour Press. 287 pages hardcover with
jacket. Excellent condition example with minor wear to the jacket, a small handwritten price in pencil on the first page and a small tear and
minor scuffing to the last page. Great opportunity for the collector as this is filled with loads of practical information including schematic
diagrams. This is an interesting and enjoyable read accompanied by historically related photos. German Insignia of World War II, edited
by Chris Bishop and Adam Warner; c. 2002 Aerospace Publishing Ltd. 144 pages hardcover with jacket in excellent plus condition. This
is not your conventional collector’s reference source but an abundantly illustrated offering with sharp full color photos that really jump out
at you and supplemented by helpful text. Nazi Regalia, by E.W.W. Fowler; c. PRC Publishing Ltd. (no date provided). 160 pages hardcov-
er with jacket. This is another illustration oriented book with background information. Excellent condition with light stains and ingrained
dirt to the inside cover area. (7569-7D)

1875. BOOKLET LOT This lot consists of two items. First is an original 1877 Remington price list. The 42 page booklet remains in excellent
condition and is currently protected in a thick clear plastic sleeve. The dimensions are 7 1/2”x 5 1/2” with virtually no wear marks and
sharp edges including the corners. The color is a very light tan, almost yellow with the cover being slightly darker than the balance. It is
bound by two staples that are still intact. There are a couple of small light brown stains at the bottom right of the cover which states that
this copy was printed by Citizen Steam Printing Establishment, Ilion, N.Y. 1877. The cover also reads “Reduced/Price List./1877./E.
Remington & Sons,” and goes on to mention all of the categories depicted with diagrams and prices in the ensuing pages of the booklet.
The second item in the lot is a promotional pamphlet (Form No. 1706) for the Winchester Model 71. The multifold piece measures 8 1/2”
in length and unfolds from 3 3/4” to 22 1/2” and includes diagrams and information touting the “Model 71 Caliber Super Speed .348
Winchester” as the best choice when selecting a big game rifle. There are small liquid stains present along with light wear bringing the
condition to about very good. (75769-3)

1876. AXE LOT A Marbles No. 2 Safety Axe with smooth brown plastic handle with crisp maker logos on each side. Axe retains 90% finish
with a spot of surface oxidation at the right cheek and mild contact wear at the bit. The included folding scabbard is fully functional and
also displays clear maker markings as does the left poll. (75769-1)

1877. SHOOTER’S LOT This lot consists of five entrees. To begin with is an unmarked brass powder flask measuring 7” in overall length
with each side displaying the image of three upland birds feeding in a grassy area within the border of a decorative motif. The body of the
flask rates excellent with no dings and only a minor scratch or two. The surfaces of the top, thumb piece, and collar exhibit areas of sur-
face oxidation and light verdigris. The second item is a full 1000 rd. box of Remington UMC No. 11 Trimmed Edge Caps. The caps are
contained in factory sealed 100 rd. tins. One of the top side flaps to the original green box is torn off but present with the interior of the
lid adhered by masking tape and the edges showing light wear. The next two items are empty shotshell casings with one being a
Remington UMC No. 4 with a small puncture hole at the bottom of the tan paper shell (possibly from a cartridge board) and a Parker No.
2 metal casing. Overall they rate about very good. The last item is a 9mm magazine for a Browning Hi Power with 96% original finish
remaining on the body which is marked “Italy Cal. 9mm NATO/Luger”. The magazine is equipped with an excellent Pachmayr checkered
rubber bumper. (75769-2,4,5)

1878. POWDER FLASK LOT This is an unmarked brass flask measuring 8” in overall lenghth and showing numerous small dings and a
minor scratch. The surface patina is fairly bright with several small areas that have darkened. The rings show evidence of a solder repair.
The flask is very similar to No. 364 as depicted on page 291 of Riling’s book. The flask is equipped with a top including top spring and
cutter. (75105-3)

1879. MACHETE LOT This U.S. Navy MK2 Collins machete is marked 1944 measures 28” in overall length and retains about 60% finish
with areas of wear and a few small spots of surface oxidation. The smooth wood handle has light wear and a small chip at the top. There
is no scabbard present. The overall condition is good to very good. (75872-17)

1880. SWORD LOT This unmarked sword has an overall length of 27 1/2” with a slightly curved blade that is 23” long and showing areas of
light oxidation and a wavy profile towards the tip and an edge with several chips. The brass shell guard hilt is quite loose and the smooth
bone handle has an old small chip. The accompanying leather scabbard appears to be correct but shows moderate wear, scuffing and a tape
repair at the tip which has a small hole at its point. The sword is similar to the one listed as 66.S on page 83 of Neuman’s book. (75717-3)

1881. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT Weatherby Sight Master 20x-45x power spotting scope in excellent condition with clear optics. The teal
colored unit stands 16” tall with the accompanying tripod and includes the original front lens cover. (75388-1)

1882. LOT OF GRIPS One set of rosewood grips with thumb rest for a Browning Hi-Power or FM model pistol, in excellent plus condition.
These beautiful grips appear unused. (74724-7A)

1883. RUGER MK. I PARTS This lot consists of a set of unused black plastic grips for the Ruger MK I pistol. The checkered grips com-
plete with Ruger Phoenix medallion rate excellent plus. Also included in this lot is an unmarked blued magazine for the gun rating excel-
lent plus. The 22lr. Magazine has the button on the right side and an aluminum base. (75082-8A)
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1884. BACKPACK LOT This is an interesting and unusual backpack that likely was issued to some type of medical personnel. It is con-
structed primarily of a very rugged khaki canvas and measures 15”x13” when in its mounted position. What makes this a truly unusual
piece is the outer back flap which is made of horse hide with a light brown fur, likely as a form of insulation. Attached to its center is a
round 4” diameter leather patch with a deep red cross as its centerpiece. On its flip side is a button closure pocket and opposite it is a
smaller pocket residing over a larger three strap buckle closure compartment with leather reinforcements. All straps including both 2”
wide leather shoulder straps are functional and fully intact. A rare item in near excellent condition. (74296-5)

1885. NAZI FLAG LOT German Nazi Party flag measuring 36”x29” with a 9 1/2” swastika at the center of the red background. The rela-
tively thin cotton material exhibits several small dark stains throughout its surface as well as some lighter liquid stains and areas of ingrained
dirt. It is somewhat wrinkled but free of holes or tears. The overall condition is about near very good. (74296-4)

1886. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of two brown leather holsters. First is a U.S. Boyt M3 russet leather shoulder holster with shoulder
and containment straps present but missing belt strap. The bottom has a 2” wide reinforcement patch stitched on over the entire girth.
There is a white oxidation present particularly along the shoulder strap and interior and verdigris surrounding the brass snap. The exteri-
or also shows several scuff marks and ID info carvings. The other item is a Heiser 435 flap holster for a revolver. It measures 11” long
and features belt loop and correct Heiser brass snap firmly attached. The leather is very stiff and shows minimal wear but suffers from
poor storage as it has moderate mildew staining. The overall condition of the lot is good plus. (74296-2)

1887. CANTEEN LOT This U.S. Model 1858 bullseye canteen has a spout crisply marked “R.H. Gratz & Co. Philadelphia”. The stopper is not
present but a leather strap, possibly period or original is attached to two of the three rings present. The tin surface is mainly dark gray with
about 30% showing surface oxidation. There are several dings throughout and some small dents at the bottom. Attached to the body is a
small white label that reads “Cook W St. John/Co B/14th NYSVI”. Overall the canteen is structurally sound with tight seams. (72789-271B)

1888. NAZI UTENSILS LOT This lot consists of two Nazi eating utensils. First is a full size four prong fork marked ”ESM 42” along the
underside of the handle and towards the end is the Nazi party stamp. The fork is very light and appears to be made of aluminum with
areas of darker patina. The second utensil is a butter knife with an aluminum handle marked H.H.L.42 with the Nazi party stamp at the
base. The steel blade is marked “Feinstahl” and exhibits about 50% surface oxidation and some pitting. (73634-B24NS1)

1889. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 45 ACP: (1) containing 43 rds. of UMC 230 gr. metal case; (1) contain-
ing 32 rds. of Samson (I.M.I) 185 gr. J.H.P.; (1) containing 25 rds. of Fiocchi Qualifier 230 gr. FMJ. The ammunition is in excellent condi-
tion. (75942-30)

1890. WINCHESTER MODEL 1903 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #76011, 22 Win Auto, 20" barrel with a very mildly pitted very good bore.
The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with moderate handling wear including some scuffs and scratches, and areas of light oxidation;
also areas with thinning turning to a plum-brown along the barrel and a brown patina on the receiver. The walnut stock and forearm rate very
good with handling marks and a dulling finish; there is a crack on the top of the buttstock near the tang. (126140-12) (400/600)

1891. HOPKINS & ALLEN 44XL FALLING BLOCK SHOTGUN 44XL Shot Cal, 24" barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original blue with the barrel thinning to a plum-brown with freckling, spotty oxidation and handling marks. The receiv-
er's case-hardened colors are moderately strong with some moderate freckling and areas of thinning to a mottled brown patina with sil-
vering on high edges. The walnut stock rates very good to excellent with some handling marks and a dulling finish. This hammer is miss-
ing; other small parts may be as well. (126020-93) (150/250)

1892. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 BULLPUP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K025396, 12 Ga., 18 1/2" barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with spotty oxidation. The synthetic stock rates very good to excellent with a few
scuffs and scratches. (126205-19) (250/450)

1893. REMINGTON WOODSMASTER MODEL 81 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #13190, 300 Savage, 22" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with the barrel showing minor freckling and light handling marks; and moderate
freckling with areas thinning to a brown patina on the receiver. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good to excellent with a few minor
impact marks and light handling wear. The grip and forearm have checkering added and there are a couple of small checks by the top
tang. (126153-3) {C&R} (350/550)

1894. STEVENS 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 LR, 20" barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The metal sur-
faces rate good to very good with a mottled blue-brown patina and minor handling marks. The walnut stock and forearm also rate good
to very good with a thinning finish, some scratches, scuffs, and minor handling marks. The knurled takedown screw has been replaced
with a slotted machine screw. (125669-106) {C&R} (50/100)

1895. STEVENS MODEL 26 CRACKSHOT FALLING BLOCK RIFLE 32 RF, 20" barrel with an excellent lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces retain 60% cold applied blue with areas of a brown patina showing. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excel-
lent with a few minor blemishes, a crack in the buttstock near the action, and an added finish. (125669-108) (40/80)

1896. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Golden Ring Vari-X III 6.5x20 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope fea-
tures a duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. The scope appears to not have been used and comes with its factory box and
manual. (126133-7)

1897. OSPREY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of an Osprey Global TA 4-16x50 MGD side focus tactical riflescope. The scope features a
blue/red lighted mil-dot reticle and has bright excellent optics. This scope appears new-in-box and comes with two sets of rings, an AR-
15 scope base, flip-up lens covers and its factory box with manual and Allen wrench. (125525-11)

1898. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris Signature 1.5-6x riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle, has bright excel-
lent optics, a matte black finish with light ring marks from being mounted, and comes with rubber lens covers. (126178-12)

1899. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X-III 1.5x5 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle, has bright
excellent optics, a gloss black finish with minor handling marks and light ring marks from being mounted. (126167-1A)

1900. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X-III 1.5x5 riflescope. This scope has a gloss black finish and features a
duplex reticle and bright excellent optics. It has a couple of minor handling blemishes, is in overall excellent condition and comes with a
set of rubber lens caps. (126020-334A)

1901. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Simmons 4-12x40 adjustable objective riflescope. This scope has a matte black fin-
ish and features a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics. Comes with a set of lens covers. (126161-3)

1902. SWIFT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Swift 8-32x50 adjustable objective riflescope with a satin black finish. The scope features
a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics. There are a couple of light ring marks from having been mounted and a few handling marks
present. This scope comes with a 3" sunshade and a set of lens covers. 9126161-1)

1903. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8-4x Compact riflescope with a gloss black finish. This scope features a
duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics and is in excellent condition. (126161-5)
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1904. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Alaskan riflescope with a satin black finish. This scope features a crosshair reticle
and bright excellent optics, has a few minor handling marks and comes with mounting rings. (126161-6A)

1905. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2 power riflescope with a satin black finish. This scope features a
German single post reticle with bright excellent optics, and is in overall near excellent condition with 97% original finish with a few light
handling and mounting marks, and a couple of spots of oxidation. (126161-6C)

1906. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2 power riflescope with a fine crosshair reticle and excellent optics.
This scope retains 90-95% of its original black satin finish with light ring marks from mounting and minor handling marks with spotty oxi-
dation present. (126161-6D)

1907. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Alaskan 4x riflescope with a duplex reticle and excellent optics. The satin black
finish shows a few light ring marks from being mounted and is in excellent overall condition. (126161-6B)

1908. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9x33 EFR Air Rifle scope with adjustable objective. The scope fea-
tures a gloss black finish, duplex reticle and bright excellent optics. It has a couple of blemishes from mounting and is in excellent con-
dition overall. (126161-4)

1909. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 2x-7x riflescope with a gloss black finish. The scope features a crosshair ret-
icle with excellent optics. It is in overall excellent condition with a couple of light marks from being mounted. (126161-7)

1910. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 3x-9x riflescope with a gloss black finish. It features a crosshair reti-
cle with excellent optics. The scope has a couple of light blemishes from handling and the tube shows faint ring marks from being
mounted. (126161-8)

1911. TASCO SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Tasco Euro-Class 1.5-6x44 riflescope with satin black finish. The scope features a duplex
reticle with bright excellent optics. It has a coupe of light handling blemishes, a tiny spot of surface oxidation, and a few evident ring marks
from mounting. (126161-2)

1912. LOT OF SCOPES This lot consists of a total of two scopes. 1) Weaver V22-A 3-6x riflescope with a gloss black finish. This scope
features a duplex reticle with clear optics and comes with rings. There are a few very minor handling marks and ring marks from previous
mountings. 2) Bushnell 3x-7x Custom .22 riflescope with integrated mounting rail and a gloss black finish. This scope features a duplex
reticle with clear optics and comes with a set of lens caps. (126020-487A)

1913. TELESCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bausch & Lomb Balscope Sr. 20X spotting telescope with a blue/green wrinkle paint finish. This
scope has a 16 1/2" overall length and a 60mm objective lens with a single tri-pod mounting point, focus knob and extendable sun shade.
This scope is in overall excellent condition and comes with a factory box, manual and lens covers. Does not come with a tri-pod. (6020-A11)

1914. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Shepherd 3-9x40 adjustable objective riflescope. This scope features the Shepard Ranging reticle
with tick marks and bright excellent optics. It appears to have never been used and comes with a factory box, instruction pamphlet and
lens covers. (126020-A9)

1915. KIMBER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Kimber 4X riflescope with a gloss black finish. It features an extra fine duplex reticle with
bright excellent optics. This scope appears as new and comes with a factory box. (126020-A1)

1916. KIMBER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Kimber 4X riflescope. It features an extra fine duplex reticle and comes in a factory sealed
box. (N.I.B.) (126020-A3)

1917. KIMBER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Kimber 4X riflescope with a gloss black finish. It features an extra fine duplex reticle with
bright excellent optics. This scope appears as new and comes with a factory box. (126020-A4)

1918. KIMBER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Kimber 4X riflescope with a gloss black finish. The scope features an extra fine duplex
reticle with bright excellent optics. This scope appears as new and comes with a factory box. (126020-A2)

1919. ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Zeiss 4x32 riflescope with a satin black finish. This scope features a duplex reticle with
bright excellent optics, and comes with lens covers, instruction booklet and a Styrofoam sleeve. (126020-A7)

1920. MANNLICHER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Mannlicher 2x-7x riflescope with a matte black finish. The scope features a
duplex reticle with bright excellent optics. This scope appears as new and comes with factory box and a set of bases and mounts by
Conetrol. (126020-A10)

1921. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2 power riflescope. This scope features a crosshair reticle and excel-
lent optics. There are a few light handling marks present and it comes with a Redfield one piece steel base mount. This is an early Lyman
scope with the exposed adjustment dials. (126020-A13)

1922. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Alaskan riflescope with a satin black finish. It features a crosshair reticle with
excellent optics. There are a few rub marks, light ring marks, other minor handling marks, and minor freckling and spots of oxidation
present. (126020-A16)

1923. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold 2x7 Vari-X II riflescope with a gloss black finish. This scope features duplex
reticle with bright excellent optics. There are ring marks from having been mounted and a few minor handling marks present. Comes with
a set of lens covers. (126020-A14)

1924. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold 2x7 Vari-X II riflescope with a gloss black finish. It features a duplex reticle with
bright excellent optics. The scope has a couple of ring marks from having been mounted and a few light handling marks. (126020-A15)

1925. COLT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Colt 3x20 riflescope that fits a Colt AR-15/M-16 Rifle. It features a heavy duplex reticle with
excellent optics. It comes with a mount that fits into the carry handle of the Colt AR-15/M-16. This scope has a couple of light handling
marks, comes with a set of lens caps, and is in excellent overall condition. (126020-A12)

1926. NICKEL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Nickel Supra 6x43 L52 E/S riflescope. It features a fine crosshair reticle with excellent
optics. The scope has ring marks from having been mounted and light handling marks present. The metal surface retains 80% original
finish with thinning areas showing a brown patina with some spotty freckling. The tube diameter is 26mm and will require mounts of the
same diameter. (126020-A-8)

1927. LOT OF SCOPES This lot consists of a total of two scopes. 1) Redfield 2 3/4X widefield riflescope with a gloss black finish. The scope
features a post with horizontal hair reticle with mildly foggy optics. There are ring marks from having been mounted and a few light han-
dling marks present. 2) Redfield 2 3/4X riflescope with a gloss black finish. The scope features a post with horizontal hair reticle with clear
optics. There are ring marks from having been mounted and blemishes from handling. (126113-3)

1928. LOT OF GUN CLEANING KITS This lots consists of five gun cleaning kits of various bore sizes and a reblueing kit. The cleaning
kits: two in plastic pouches, two in metal cases, and one in a cardboard tube that are not necessarily complete and come in various states
of readiness. Reblueing kit: by Birchwood Casey and has been used, contains reblueing products in an unknown condition. (125870-4B)
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1929. BENJAMIN MODEL 312 AIR RIFLE serial #H209088, .22 Cal, 19" barrel with a very good to excellent bore. The brass barrel
and tube rate very good with moderate tarnish and some handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good and has multiple
abrasions, impact marks and dings. It appears this rifle has been modified from “pump” configuration to “constant pressure” configura-
tion to connect to a pressurized air container and it is not know of its working condition. (126120-98)

1930. BENJAMIN MODEL 177 AIR PISTOL .177 Cal, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent lightly frosted rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain
30% original blue most of which is on the frame with most of the finish on the barrel and pneumatic pump tube worn off leaving a bare
gun metal with a few spots of oxidation and handling marks. The wood grips rate excellent with minor handling blemishes. This pistol
comes with a Benjamin Air pistol box that is missing one end with the other end torn off. (125063-4)

1931. HAENEL MODEL 28 AIR PISTOL serial #10939, 22 Cal, 4" barrel with an excellent rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain 20% orig-
inal blue with the majority of the finish worn with moderate freckling, light oxidation and a couple of spots of paint splatter. The wood grips
with brass Haenel medallion rate very good to excellent with handling wear and a couple of spots of paint splatter. (125044-8) (40/80)

1932. BOONE SPRING POWERED PISTOL .173 cal, unfinished aluminum frame and mildly oxidized blued barrel. Unknown working
condition. (125098-6)

1933. LOT OF AMMUNITION One full 20-round Winchester Western box of 375 Winchester .250 grain Power Point cartridges. The blue-
and-white "Big Bore 94" box rates very good plus to near excellent with some very light scuffing and edge wear. The ammunition inside
is mostly bright excellent with a handful of minor tarnished spots on a few of the cartridges but most are bright excellent. (36123-3)

1934. LOT OF MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot consists of military ammunition, mostly in stripper clips. First is an opened box of ten
rounds of 8X56R M30 "S" Mannlicher cartridges , each in two steel five-round stripper clips with 1938 headstamps. The blued stripper
clips rate excellent and the ammunition is clean and bright. The lid of the box shows clear markings with the Nazi eagle beneath the pro-
file of the bullet projectile. Next are 13 rounds of 6.5 Carcano, Second World War-era military ammunition in 3 blued 1939-dated strip-
per clips . The ammunition is bright and clean, some of the cases are lacquered, the blued stripper clips about excellent. Next are 51
rounds of 30-06 Govt ammunition in 1903 Springfield five-round stripper clips. The ammunition shows some oxidation over all, a few with
a couple more moderate spots, there are 11 rounds of red-tipped tracer; six rounds of "AMA 62" headstamped ball; 34 rounds which
appear to be brown-tipped, possibly maroon that is merely oxidized (also tracer) with FA 41 headstamps, the stripper clips also showing
light oxidation. It appears as though all this would clean readily with some steel wool. Last are loose assorted military ball: four "HXP"
headstamped 303 British and one "P315" headstamped 8mm Mauser, mostly bright with a bit of tarnish. (36123-3A)

1935. LOT OF SPORTING AMMUNITION This Lot consists of loose sporting ammunition. 10 rounds of Winchester 30-06 Silvertips,
likely 150 grains. Clean and mostly bright with a slight bit of oxidation. 18 rounds of Remington 35 Remington, appears to be 200 grain
PowerPoint. Mostly bright with some light tarnishing, all will clean. 12 rounds 32 ACP ball, mostly Winchester Western. 20 rounds of
mixed Federal and Remington 7 mm Rem. Mag. with mixed projectile configurations,, showing some light and some moderate oxidation.
Seven rounds of Federal 30-30 Winchester in red plastic carrier, bright and clean. 15 rounds of mixed Winchester and Remington .222
Rem, mixed projectile configurations, light, and a few spots of moderate, oxidation. Also included are two partial boxes of Crossman .177
caliber lead pellets. Boxes are 250 count and appear slightly over half full. (36123-3B)

1936. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes three 20 round boxes of Managed- Recoil 7mm Remington Magnum, 140 gr.,
PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (106176-6)

1937. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes two full boxes of 35 Whelen. Box one consists of 20 High Velocity, 200 gr., Core-
Lokt PSP cartridges in excellent condition. Box two consists of 20 High Velocity, 250 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition. (106176-7)

1938. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes two full boxes of 35 Whelen. Both boxes are Express, 200 gr., PSP cartridges
in excellent condition. (106176-7A)

1939. WINCHESTER PARTS LOT Includes a saddle ring buttplate with screws. The buttplate is numbered 863 and retains 95% plus
reapplied blue finish. The included screws show no slot damage and all included items are in excellent condition. (104460-2A)

1940. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full boxes of 20, Remington Express Rifle, 17 Remington, 25 gr., Hornady HP cartridges in
very good to excellent condition. All three boxes have a sticker that reads “previously owned ammunition” (106176-4)

1941. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 8mmMauser in the green and red labeled box. First
are two full boxes of 170 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in very good to near excellent condition with trace amounts of white oxidation on
some of the lead. Second is a full box containing 11 cartridges with 9 fired casings all in very good overall condition. (106176-8)

1942. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 8mm Mauser, 170 gr., SP cartridges in the red
and green labeled box. The cartridges are in very good to near excellent condition with some exhibiting trace amounts of white oxidation
on the lead. (106176-8A)

1943. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full boxes of 20, Remington Express Rifle, 17 Remington, 25 gr., HP cartridges in very good
to excellent condition. (106176-4A)

1944. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full boxes of 20, Remington Express Rifle, 17 Remington, 25 gr., Hornady HP cartridges in
very good to excellent condition. (106176-4B)

1945. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round box of Remington Premier AccuTip 17 Remington Fireball, 20 gr., AccuTip –V car-
tridges in excellent condition. (106176-5)

1946. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four full 20 round boxes of Remington Hi- Speed 220 Swift, 48 gr., Sp cartridges in the red and green
label box. The cartridges are in very good to excellent condition with some showing trace amounts of white oxidation on the lead. (106176-1)

1947. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four boxes of 220 Swift. First are two (one full 20 round, one full containing 11 cartridges and 9
fired casings) boxes of Remington Express Rifle 50 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of Hornady
Varmint Express 55 gr., V-Max Moly cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a full 20 round box of Remington Premier Varmint 50 gr.,
Polymer Tip Boat Tail cartridges in excellent condition. (106176-2)

1948. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION Includes three boxes. First is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 300
Savage, 150 gr., SP Core-Lokt cartridges in very good to excellent condition. Second is a partial box of 50 (36) Remington High Velocity
25ACP, 50 gr., MC cartridges in very good overall condition. Third is a partial 20 round box (12 cartridges, 5 fired casings) of Remington
Express Core-Lokt 6mm Remington, 100 gr., PSP cartridges in very good to excellent condition. (106176-9)

1949. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BRASS Includes five boxes of 22-250. First are three full 20 round boxes (one containing 3 car-
tridges and 17 casings) of Remington Express Power-Lokt 55 gr., HP cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a 20 round box (4 car-
tridges 16 casings) of Winchester Super X 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good overall condition. Third is a 20 round box (14 cartridges 6
casings) of Remington Premier AccuTip 50 gr., AccuTip-V BT cartridges in excellent condition. (106176-3)
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1950. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Includes three 30 round Thermold magazines in a U.S. marked canvas pouch. The magazines and
pouch are in excellent condition. (106185-2)

1951. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Includes three 30 round Thermold magazines in a U.S. marked canvas pouch. The pouch has “A2”
in magic marker over the U.S. marking and is in good overall condition. The magazines are in excellent condition. (106185-2A)

1952. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Includes three 30 round Thermold magazines in a U.S. faintly marked canvas pouch. The magazines
and pouch are in excellent condition. (106185-2B)

1953. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES Includes three Thermold 30 round magazines in a U.S. marked canvas pouch in excellent overall con-
dition. (106185-2C)

1954. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES WITH WEB GEAR Includes three 30 round Thermold magazines with a U.S. marked nylon web
belt size large (waist over 30”) and magazine pouch. All items in this lot are in excellent condition. (106185-2D)

1955. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES WITH WEB GEAR Includes three 30 round Thermold magazines with an unmarked nylon web
belt likely a size medium and U.S. marked magazine pouch. All items in this lot are in excellent condition. (106185-2E)

1956. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Includes two 100 round value packs of 12ga., 2 3/4”, 1 1/8 0z, No. 8 shot one from Winchester the other
from Federal in excellent condition. Lot also includes a mixed box of Remington Express Magnum shotshells containing (17) 3”, 1 5/8 0z,
No. 6 and (8) 2 3/4” No. 2 steel shot in good overall condition. (106198-S16891A)

1957. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION Includes three boxes; first is a partial box of 50 Remington Kleanbore 32 S&W, 88
gr., Lead Bullet in good overall condition containing 31 cartridges. Second is a full box of 50 Remington High Velocity 32 ACP, 71 gr., metal
cased cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a full 50 round box of Winchester 32 ACP, 71 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
Also included are 6 R-P head stamped 32 ACP cartridges in good overall condition. (106198-S16891A1)

1958. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION AND BRASS Includes five boxes and three loose shotshells. There are three 25 round boxes
of Hornady 357 Magnum brass, one box is a partial containing 21. Second is a full 20 round box (15 cartridges 5 casings) of Hornady
45 Colt, 225 gr., FTX cartridges in excellent condition. Third item is a full ten round box of Remington HD 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 1/4 0z, No. 2x4
shot in very good overall condition. (106198-S16718D)

1959. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a military ammo can containing (16) 30 round boxes of Canadian IVI, 5.56mm, 62 grain,
ball ammo totaling 480 rounds. Each box contains three ten round stripper clips of 1995 production ammo with the metal surfaces retain-
ing a highly polish finished, in excellent to almost new condition overall. (106185-3C)

1960. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes six full 50 round boxes of CCI Blazers 22 LR, 40 gr., rimfire cartridges in excellent
condition. (106198-S16974A)

1961. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Includes five full 50 round boxes of CCI Blazers 22 LR, 40 gr., rimfire cartridges in excellent
condition. (106198-S16974A1)

1962. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes four boxes of Sellier & Bellot in two different calibers. First are two 50 round boxes of 25 ACP, 50
gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. One box is full the other is a partial containing 48. Second are two full boxes of .40 S&W, 180
gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition. (106198-S16974A2)

1963. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION Included in a green military ammo can are 12lbs of loose assorted shot shells in varying states of
condition form fair to very good. A plastic bag containing approximately 70 rounds of Carroll remanufactured 38 special wadcutter and
semi-wadcutter cartridges. Third is a plastic bag containing an assortment of 22LR cartridges from multiple manufactures ranging in con-
dition from good to excellent. (106198-S16655A)

1964. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three 20 round boxes of 222Remington. First are two full boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 50 gr.,
PSP cartridges in the green, white, and red box in very good to excellent condition with tiny amounts of white oxidation present on some
of the lead. Second is a full box of Winchester Super-Speed 50 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition. (106137-4)

1965. LOT OF MIXED BRASS Includes ten boxes total. There are four boxes of 44 Magnum casings, three boxes of .257 Weatherby
Magnum cases, one box of 30-06 and two boxes of 30-40 Krag. All items are in good overall condition. (106137-1)

1966. LOT OF AMMUNITION includes two full 20 round boxes of Weatherby Ultra-Velocity, .257 Magnum, 117 gr., SP cartridges in very
good to near excellent condition. (106137-2)

1967. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Weatherby Ultra-Velocity, .257 Magnum, 110, and 87 gr., SP cartridges
in very good to near excellent condition. (106137-2A)

1968. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a full 20 round boxes of Remington High Velocity 7mm Rem. Mag., 150 gr., PSP cartridges in
excellent condition. (106137-5)

1969. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three full 20 round boxes of Western Super-X 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP cartridges in near
excellent condition. (106137-3)

1970. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Western Super-X 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP cartridges in near
excellent condition. (106137-3A)

1971. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Western Super-X 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP cartridges in near
excellent condition. (106137-3B)

1972. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two full 20 round boxes of Western Super-X 375 H&H Magnum, 270 gr., SP cartridges in near
excellent condition. (106137-3C)

1973. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two boxes of Western Super-X Silver Tip 375 H&H Magnum, 300 gr., Expanding Bullets in excel-
lent condition. (106137-3D)

1974. LOT OF UNRELATED ITEMS First is a brass shotshell capper / de-capper tool. Likely an 8 ga., with spots of heavy verdigris in good
working condition. Second is a Swaine & Adenly Ltd. Riding crop whip. Bone handle attached to a flexible leather shaft with 4’ braided
whip. The end has started to separate but remains intact. The brass escutcheon is loose with several small cracks where the L-shaped
bone handle is attached. Overall an interesting and function piece of riding gear that should spark many conversations. (104269-3, 1)

1975. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Remington Hi-Speed Core-Lokt, 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., SP cartridges in the
green, white and red box in very good to excellent condition. (106132-6A)

1976. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Remington Hi-Speed Core-Lokt, 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., SP cartridges in the
green, white and red box in very good to excellent condition. (106132-6B)
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1977. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 30-06 Springfield cartridges in the red and green box. First
are two full 20 round boxes of 180 gr., Core-Lokt, PSP cartridges in excellent condition. Second is a full 20 round box of 180 gr., Core-
Lokt, SP cartridges in very good to excellent condition. (106132-6C)

1978. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes a green military ammo can with four boxes of Remington 30-06 Springfield. There are two full and
two partial. First are two 20 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 180 gr., PSP cartridges in the red and green box both are full one con-
tains three fired casings and the cartridges rate excellent overall. Second is a partial box of 20 Remington Hi-Speed 180 gr., SP cartridges
in the green, white and red box containing 11 cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a partial 20 round box of Winchester Super-Speed
180 gr., SP cartridges in the yellow and white box containing 10 cartridges in excellent condition. (106132-6)

1979. POWDER FLASK LOT An unmarked medium sized (5 3/4” overall) brass square bodied flask missing its topper. It has a small
impression on the right side and a couple of repairs along the seams with spots of active oxidation present along the lower seam but
remains overall in good condition. Second, a medium bodied flask with square neck missing the thumb piece among other parts of the
spout. The body has mild oxidation near over 70 percent of its surfaces with tight seams and also has a long skinny impression on the

lower front. This flask is an interesting piece worthy of a little attention (105461-32,37)

1980. ANTIQUE SMALL WASHINGTON POWDER FLASK This lot consists of a small copper flask measuring 3 5/8" from the top
of the cutoff to the base. Both sides of body bear a profile of George Washington surrounded by laurel and palm leaves, with a spread
eagle and draped riband bearing the name Washington. The copper body shows a smooth patina with tight seams. The brass cutoff and
spout remain in excellent functional condition with scattered powder stains and a strong spring. No makers name is present. A rare little
flask in collectible condition. (Riling #445) (145759-6)

1981. ANTIQUE POWDER FLASK WITH HANGING GAME SCENE. This lot consists of a 6 3/4" copper flask with flameproof cut-
off bearing an American Flask and Cap marking. The body bears a deeply embossed hanging game scene with light impressions and a
lovely unmolested patina. All four carrying rings remain intact with a hairline seam separation at one upper ring. The cutoff is fully func-
tional with even patina showing traces of original lacquer in protected areas. The adjustable charging spout is frozen in position. A pleas-
ing American flask with a great un-cleaned surface. (145698-71)

1982. ANTIQUE PUSH-BUTTON PISTOL FLASK This is the familiar push-button style powder flask, often seen with
baby Paterson Colt revolvers. It is of turned brass and knurled construction with push-button spout. The brass is an over-
all lightly tarnished ocher patina with the interior of the flask remaining bright. The plunger works appropriately and the
flask rates excellent overall. Very similar to Riling # 804, this example with a slightly domed top rather than flat. A super
flask for your cased Paterson. (35857-10)

1983. FINE ANTIQUE FLUTED POWDER FLASK BY HAWKSLEY Measuring 8 1/2" overall, this copper flask
remains in fine condition, showing light impressions and scuffs and a smooth lightly toned patina. All seams are intact,
with the G&J Hawksley marked spout remaining fully functional and graduated from 2 1/4 to 3 drams. The return spring
remains strong with original tempered surface still mostly bright. A very fine working English flask that would be great
companion to a cased percussion double missing the flask. (Riling #293) (145720-10)

1984. ANTIQUE US MARTIAL POWDER FLASK BY BATTY. This lot consists of one Batty "oval of stars" pat-
tern peace flask measuring 7 3/4" from flameproof cutoff to base. The heavy brass body shows a wonderful smooth
ochre patina toning to a mottled red brown with a few light impressions. The embossed clasped hands pattern is
surrounded by a twelve point rayed oval décor inside an oval of twenty stars. All seams are tight, with both hang-
ers intact. The flameproof cutoff shows matching patina and is marked "Batty 1849", with an ADK inspectors mark
in the side. The thumbpiece and return spring are no longer present, with the adjustable charger frozen in posi-
tion. A very nice Batty peace flask worthy of a replacement spring and thumbpiece. (145784-3)

1985. LARGE ANTIQUE POWDER FLASK WITH COMMON TOP. Measuring 10 1/4" overall, this flask
shows a fluted and beaded copper body with dark mottled un-cleaned patina and tight seams. Numerous dents
and impressions are evident, none of which affect the integrity of the body. Unidentified maker's marks in the form
of initials within a sectioned diamond appear on both sides on the neck, with the brass common top bearing a
"SHEFFIELD" marking. All four carrying rings are intact. The thumbpiece and spring are present and fully function-
al, with the huge adjustable charger being frozen in position and graduated from 4 to 6 drams. An uncommonly large
powder flask that shows time afield and speaks of long ago days of large bore waterfowl gunning. (145630-3)
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1986. LOT OF TWO ANTIQUE POWDER FLASKS consisting of one plain brass flask with
beveled edges measuring 8 1/4" overall, and one smaller plain brass flask measuring 5 1/4"
overall. Both flasks are of the common top type with adjustable chargers, with the smaller flask
missing the adjusting stop, and the larger flask showing a broken return spring and a Hawksley

marked charger. Both flasks show intact seams with even patina. Light surface
dents and impressions are evident. (145343-3)

1987. LOT OF ONE ANTIQUE SMALL PISTOL
FLASK consisting of a brass mounted plain cop-
per flask oval in cross-section, with strongly flared
profile and measuring 4 3/8" overall. The heavy cop-
per body retains a pleasing red bronze patina with
very light usage marks. The brass surfaces show
traces of original lacquer overlaid with mottled dark
patina and a pleasing un-cleaned feel. The top con-
tains a bullet receptacle with rotating cover beside a
tapered charging spout. The return spring is broken,
with the thumbpiece intact. The brass base con-
ceals a screw off cover and receptacle for flints or
percussion caps. Very similar if not identical to Riling #167. A very nice small
pistol flask that would display well in a period casing. (145850-1)

1988. LARGE IDEAL ARMORY GANG BULLET MOLD. This
lot consists of a seven cavity iron gang mold with sprue cutter. The
mould will cast a round nose .358 diameter bullet with single
grease groove and crimping groove. This extremely well built mold
is of the Ideal armory type, with the only markings being the num-
ber 358311 which no doubt corresponds to the Ideal/Lyman 160
grain round nose bullet of the same number and profile. The mold
halves are of 1 1/2" by 3/4" milled iron bar stock, with the hinged
sprue cutter machined from solid 5/16" iron. A 1/2" diameter
hinge pin bears double 7/8" locking nuts on both ends with a
grease fitting at the top. Exterior metal surfaces show dark brown
mottled patina with both interior mold faces showing smooth sur-
faces with speckled light pinprick pitting. All cavities appear clean
and castable. The turned hard maple handles have bright steel fer-
rules and show light shrinkage cracks that do not affect function.
The overall weight of this serious mold is 5lb. 7oz. and it remains
as usable today as when it was new. (146024-14)

1989. LARGE CRAMER GANG BULLET MOLD. This lot consists
of a cast iron gang type bullet mold casting five .358 diameter wad-
cutter bullets. The mold blocks remain in excellent condition with
tight faces and clean castable cavities, showing the Cramer name
cast into both outside faces. The sprue cutter swings on the hinge
pin and remains tight to the cavity bases. All metal surfaces show a
clean dark brown to black aged surface. The rock maple handles
are mounted in brass ferrules with hexagonal cooling fins milled
ahead of the ferrules. Later bought out by Saeco manufacturing
company, these high quality molds were made Cramer in North
Hollywood CA in the late 1930's. In eminently usable condition, this
example has many years of use left in it. (146024-13)

1990. BRAZILIAN MODEL 1908 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY
DWM serial #1005K, 7mm Mauser, 29 1/4" barrel with a dark
bore showing moderate pitting throughout. The metal surfaces
show an even dark brown to black patina with scattered oxidation
and light surface pitting at the muzzle, with the buttplate showing
heavier oxidation and wear. A strong Brazilian national crest is pre-
sent on the receiver ring, with DWM manufacturers marking pre-
sent on the side rail. An import mark is present forward of the bay-
onet lug. The non-matching bolt remains in the white in protected
areas with the handle and bolt sleeve aged to a lightly oxidized gray
brown. The stock remains solid, showing an un-cleaned surface
with dings and usage marks that speak of long service. Two 1" cracks are apparent at the heel. In overall good condition, this rifle includes
a correct bayonet with scabbard and frog, as well as a period military sling. (146128-16) {C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1991. SPANISH MODEL 1893 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #8884, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a dark bore showing
light pitting throughout. The refinished metal surfaces show a smooth black finish with scattered oxidation spots and usage marks. The receiv-
er rings shows only a faint trace of the original crest, with a Loewe Berlin manufacturer's mark on the left side rail. No import marks are appar-
ent, although a later "7mm" stamping appears forward of the handguard. The correctly numbered bolt has been cleaned to bright metal, and
shows a non-matching bolt sleeve and safety. The stock remains in very good condition as cleaned with light impressions and usage marks.
In overall good plus condition, this rifle includes a military style sling. (146128-38) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)
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1992. SPANISH MODEL 1943 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #G5822, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with a good plus bore
showing strong rifling with frosting throughout. The metal surfaces show a dark black arsenal refinish with polish marks and older pinprick
pitting evident. A partially obscured Spanish crest remains visible on the receiver ring. The bayonet lug has been adapted to older style
bayonets by the addition of a pinned auxiliary lug over the original lug. Correct dual sling swivels are present, mounted at both the left side
as well as the underside of the barrel band and buttstock. The stock remains in very good condition as lightly cleaned and sanded with
scattered usage marks and oil staining. In overall very good condition, the rifle includes a bayonet and period military sling. (146128-35)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1993. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY LOEWE serial #B7080, 7mmMauser, 21 3/4" barrel with a good
plus bore showing frosting within the grooves. The metal surfaces of the barrel show a dark brown to black patina fading to pewter at the
forend cap and front sight ears. Areas of heavy pitting are present on the left side adjacent to the barrel channel. The receiver and floor-
plate appear as a mottled gray brown with partially obscured Chilean crest present on the ring, and the Loewe manufacturers marking vis-
ible on the left side rail. The non-matching bolt remains in the white, now fading to an overall pewter with light speckled oxidation scat-
tered across the extractor. The stock remains in very good plus condition, showing traces of original finish under light soiling and usage
marks, along with a darker oil stained handguard that appears to be a period replacement. A neatly fitted 2 1/2" repair is visible on the
underside of the forend, as well as a tight hairline crack at the upper tang. A Chilean cartouche remains visible on the left of the butt. In
overall very good condition, the rifle includes a period military sling. (146128-71) {ANTIQUE} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1994. BRAZILIAN MODEL 1922 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY FN serial #R0035, 7mm Mauser, 19 1/2" barrel with a dark bore
showing light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of the barrel show a dark brown black patina with both barrel bands appearing light-
ly cleaned. An import mark is visible forward of the bayonet lug, with no cleaning rod present. The receiver and trigger assembly show a
mottled gray brown patina fading to pewter on the high edges with the front ring bearing a strong Brazilian crest and FN manufacturer's
markings at the left side rail. The non-matching bolt remains in the white, now fading to mottled gray. The stock remains in very good con-
dition as lightly cleaned and sanded, with scattered impressions and usage marks and a tight 1" hairline crack appearing at the upper
tang. In about very good condition, this carbine includes a correct bayonet and scabbard as well as a period military sling. (146128-18)
{C&R} [Robert W.D. Ball Collection] (200/400)

1995. GERMAN JAEGER HUNTING SWORD 19" single-edged blade, 23 3/4" overall length. The un-fullered blade is a dull gun
metal gray patina with some light pitting and oxidation staining, the obverse side showing some light grind marks from cleaning, the
reverse side with light remnants of etch. The brass guard shows a dual deer hooves and a clamshell counterguard as well as a ribbed
brass ferrulle. The genuine stag handle shows three applied acorns and there is a ribbed pommel cap; all the brass is a pleasing
ocher patina. The reverse side of the guard is marked "Sch 023". A very good to near very good plus condition German hunting
sword overall. (35481-7)

1996. GERMAN JAEGER HUNTING SWORD 16" single edged blade, 21 1/2" overall length. The un-fullered blade is primarily a dull
pewter patina showing scattered overall oxidation staining, light cleaning marks, some pitting at the tip which is very consistent with
blood protein, and very light remnants of its original etch. The iron guard shows dual deer hooves and a spread-winged eagle coun-
terguard with a simple ribbed ferrulle. The genuine stag handle rates very good with a few minor chips. There is a ribbed pommel cap
with small beaded nut; all of the iron hardware has toned to a pleasing deep pewter patina. Overall an about very good unmarked
German hunting sword. (35646-4)

1997. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 TAKEDOWN BARREL ASSEMBLY This is a barrel and magazine tube assembly for a Winchester
model 1894 rifle. Caliber is 38-55 and the octagon barrel is 26" with a fair-near poor bore. The barrel is an overall gray and plum brown
patina with scattered light oxidation staining while the full-length magazine tube is more of a dark gray-blue faded original blue, also show-
ing some light oxidation. The nosecap and takedown boss are primarily an oxidized pewter and brown, the takedown boss with some
minor impact marks. The smooth forend rates very good showing numerous minor scuffs and scratches along its right side while the left
side shows and older 3 1/2" crack which seems tight. There are no sights present. (35642-1)

1998. WINCHESTER MODEL 70 BARREL This is a target-weight Winchester Pre '64 model 70 barrel in 30-06 measuring 24" overall.
The bore is bright excellent with the very tiniest amount of frosting nearer the throat. The barrel retains about 97% original blue overall,
the loss due primarily to some light scratches and handling marks with a very tiny impact mark on its lower edge near the muzzle. There
is a front dovetail and the barrel is factory drilled and tapped for target blocks near the caliber marking. The underside is 1954-dated.
Barrel measures 1.145" at the receiver and .785" at the muzzle. (35959-3)

1999. U.S. MODEL 1917 RIFLE STOCK This is a U.S. model 1917 Walnut rifle stock. The stock is completely stripped and is a dark
brown-russet with overall light dings and handling marks. There is a small chip on the left side of the butt at the heel and an eagle head
inspectors marking at the rear of the triggerguard inletting at the pistolgrip; the nose of the stock is stamped with a capital "T". There are
no other evident markings. Overall a very good candidate to refresh that cut-down 1917 rifle stock. (33846-2A)

2000. GERMAN P.08 LUGER HOLSTER This is a somewhat tired hard-sided holster for a Luger P.08 pistol. It shows a long service life
and shows moderate crackling and flaking along the top edge of the flap and along the outer magazine pouch compartment. There is
minor scuffing and handling marks over the balance of the surfaces with most of the stitching still intact, some has separated. No maker
can be discerned however the cover flap shows what is likely a unit stamping "S.Mg.Ir.5" with the rear body stamped "S.Mg.527." over
the number 2023. There were a number of other markings inside the flap which have been inked-out the very last ink-stamping evident
is "B.J.A. IV". There is evidence of the old diagonal closure buckle and strap having been removed in deference to the current vertical
strap and riveted iron acorn affixed to the flap of the holster. There is a gray steel cleaning tool in its place inside the flap numbered "2023",
just as the body of the holster is. An about very good example overall. (35933-37)

2001. ANTIQUE MUZZLELOADER BARREL BY J. HENRY AND SON OF PENNSYLVANIA 30 1/2" barrel about 50 cal. with
a bright very good plus bore. The barrel is marked on its top flat "J. Henry & Son". The barrel is an overall dark gray and brown patina
with overall minor and moderate oxidation. There is a shallow dovetail for a front sight which is no longer present and a semi-buckhorn
rear sight fitted. The barrel is not vented nor does it appear to have been. The rear is threaded for a breech plug and there is a breech
plug rough-cast blank attached awaiting only your machining and fitting. There are two iron ramrod thimbles attached and a ramrod tenon
about 5" from the breech. It is possible this barrel was shortened from the rear and re-threaded. Measures 1 1/16" across the flats. A
very good antique barrel for your muzzleloading project overall. (33559-51)

2002. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 BARREL This is a 30" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright very good plus to near excellent
bore. The barrel is for 2 3/4" shells and the rib is fitted with dual silver beads. The barrel retains about 92% original blue with overall light
oxidation. (35485-21A)

2003. ANTIQUE MUZZLELOADING BARREL This is a 42" percussion barrel, likely for a fowler, not quite 10 bore. There is a patent-
ed heavy breech bolster with tang affixed at the rear, the tang drilled for a screw. The barrel was retained with three iron bands and has
a square under-lug at the muzzle, perhaps for bayonet fitting; the bands were quite narrow looking at the wear pattern on the barrel. The
barrel is an overall brown and pewter patina with moderate pitting around the nipple bolster. There is no nipple present. (34395)
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2004. U.S. ALLEN CONVERSION BARREL AND BREECH BLOCK BASE 40" overall length with 36 1/2" rifled section of barrel.
Barrel is about .52 caliber and the bore is dark and oxidized. The metal surfaces are an overall plum brown patina with pewter under-
tones, minor dings and handling marks are present and there is some active oxidation and some scattered pinprick pitting. The rear sight
base is present (no leaves), as is the ejector spring and the breech block catch spring. The breech block base and its screw are present
as well. The tang is broken off at the screw hole. (33559-52)

2005. SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE BARRELED ACTION This is a barreled action only, appearing to be for a Snider cavalry carbine.
It's overall length is 17 3/4" with a 15" barrel. Caliber is about 68 with a poor rifled bore. All metal surfaces are a dull pewter gray and
oxidized brown patina. There is a simple blade front sight and square base v-notch rear. The pivot breech mechanism works well and the
firing pin and half-collar extractor are present and functional. Oddly there are no British proofs and this may be from a continental car-
bine rather than British. (Belgian?) An interesting project to restore your Snider overall. (35232-1)
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request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started
(after 10:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm.

• All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE,
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT. THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left. FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Viewing will be available from Monday, September 16th through Friday, September 27th, by appointment, as well as on
the day of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates
can be obtained by calling our office.
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